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TWO-PHASE FLOW OSCILLATION IN VERTICAL, PARALLEL, HEATED CHANNELsT 

S. William Gouse, Jr.* Charles Deane** 
Engineering Projects Laboratory 

Hechanical Engineering Department 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 
USA 

ABSTRACT 

A natural and forced convection closed loop with three, parallel, 

vertical, transparent heated channels, with a constant pressure drop 

maintained across the heated channels, employing refrigerant-113 as 

the test fluid has been constructed and operated. We have mapped the 

regions of steady and oscillating flow conditions for the following 

range of variables: 

a) . Pressure level at the heated section inlet, 10 to 20 psig 

b) Subcooling of fluid at test section inlet from 90F 0 to OF 0 

c) Mass flow rate per tube to 1500 lbm/hr. 

d) Uniform heat transfer rates to 8000 Btu/hr-ft. 

The test sections are 0.430 inches inside diameter, each 

comprised of glass tubes for a total length of 108 inches. In regions 

of oscillating flow we have mapped the frequency and the· amplitude 

of oscillations as well as the nature of the oscillation, e.g., are 

the three channels in phase or out of phase. We have attempted to 

establish whether or not the flows in the three channels with the 

constant pressure drop boundary condition are coupled by adding or 

substracting a heated channel during conditions of steady and 

oscillating flow. 
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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF BOILING CHANNEL FLOW INSTABILITY 

Donald F. D'Arcy 
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Chalk River, Ontario 

ABSTRACT 

Experiments have been conducted for the purpose of exam1n1ng the 
threshold and nature of flow oscillations in parallel boiling flow 
channels. The test section comprised three internally heated 
annular flow channels connected via unheated pipes to inlet and 
outlet headers. The fluid was water at 500 to 1050 psia in forced 
circulation. 

The three heaters could be controlled independently up to 15 kW per 
foot each. The flow channels were vertical with 10 ft. heated 
length. Mass fluxes up to about 106 lb/ft2hr could be achieved in 
the test section. Tests were performed by setting inlet subcooling 
and mass flux, then increasing power until either oscillating flow 
or dryout were observed. The range of inlet subcoolings was 
15 to 150°F. 

Stability threshold data are presented for the basic geometrical 
configuration at about 1050, 850 and 550 psia. The effects of 
varying the channel equivalent diameter, heat flux distribution, 
inlet throttling and number of heated and unheated channels were 
investigated. In addition to threshold data, the oscillation 
frequency and wave shape were recorded. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the search for the most economical type of power reactor, a 
boiling light water CANDU type offers many attractive features. 
However, before the maximum benefits can be realized from a boiling 
water cooled reactor the phenomenon of parallel channel hydrodynamic 
instability must be well enough understood to permit the optimum 
feasible operating conditions to be recognized and competent 
engineering designs to be made. 

In order to provide a factual basis for the understanding of this 
phenomenon an experimental program is being conducted by Atomic 
Energy of Canada Limited on a parallel channel boiling water test 
rig at pressures up to 1000 psig and flow conditions similar to 
typical reactor conditions. Experimental results and observations 
from part of this program are presented in this paper. 

2. APPARATUS 

2.1 Loop 

All experiments were conducted in the FLARE loop, a boiling water 
loop capable of operation at pressures up to . l200 psig and up to 
5000 lb/hr loop flow. The amount of subcooling at the test section 
inlet could be varied from about 12°F to 150°F. A schematic diagram 
of the loop as it was set up for these tests is shown in Fig. la. 
Instrument designations are defined in Fig. lb. 

The loop pressure level is controlled by the spray water flow rate 
to the condenser. The condenser discharge water is mixed with cool 
water to provide a controlled degree of subcooling at the pump inlet 
and a preheater in the line from the pump to the test section sets 
the desired subcooling at the test section inlet. The boiler was 
used only to generate steam to maintain an interface in the spray 
condenser. The flow at inlet to the test section was always 
subcooled. 

Not shown in Fig. 1 are the cooling system for heat exchanger HE, 
the distilled water make-up system and the ion exchange column. 



2.2 Test Section 

The test section consisted of three flow channels connected in 
parallel between inlet and outlet headers as shown in Fig. 2a. Each 
flow channel comprised a central heated section joined to the headers 
by inlet and outlet feeders similar to the coolant channels of a 
CANDU type reactor. Each inlet feeder included an adjustable 
throttling valve. The headers and the flow channels between the 
headers were covered with a 1~ inch radial thickness of magnesia 
insulation. Each heated channel could be removed from the test 
section by blanking off the inlet and keeping its heater at zero 
power. 

Heaters: The heaters used in the heated section of the flow channel 
consisted of a resistance ribbon embedded in compacted magnesia 
powder within a 0.600 in. o/d stainless steel sheath. Two different 
heated lengths were used, 120 inches and 80 inches. AC power up to a 
maximum of 120 kW was supplied for each heater. The flux was uniform 
in all cases. 

The heaters were fixed to the upper ends of the shrouds by means of 
bolted flanges, but were free to slide through a packing gland at the 
lower end. Brass spacers as shown in Fig. 2b provided a sliding fit 
between the heater and shroud and maintained it in a central position 
within the shroud. The surface finish of the heaters was about 
32 microinches rms. 

The principal time constant for this type of heater was computed to 
be about 8.0 seconds. 

Ungrounded, iron-constantan thermocouples in 0.020 in. o/d stainless 
steel sheaths were embedded in grooves (see Fig. 2b) in the heater 
walls. The thermocouples were brazed into the grooves near the 
junctions, but the groove was merely peened over the remainder of the 
length. 

Heated Section: The heated section of each flow channel was an 
annular space between the heater sheath and an outer stainless steel 
shroud. Two different shrouds were used with inner diameters of 
0.820 inches and 0.760 inches. The shrouds were cold drawn seamless 
tubing. The i/d tolerance including ovality was ~ 0.005 inches. 
The inside surface finish was approximately 65 microinches rms. 



Summary of Heated Section Geometries: The main effects of changing 
shroud diameter are to change the heated channel flow area A and its 
equivalent hydraulic diameter De as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Geometrical Changes 

Shroud i/d - in. 0.820 0.760 

De - in. 0.220 0.160 

A - in2 /channel 0.245 0.171 

Gmax -
2 

lb/ft sec 269 389 

In Table 2 are listed the test numbers in which various combinations 
of heater and shroud were tested. 

Table 2: Heated Length and Shroud Diameter Combinations 

Test no's. Heated Length Shroud Inner Diameter 

MC-4 to MC-35 120 0.820 

MC-36 80 0.820 

MC-37 to· MC-42 120 0.760 

The above geometry was chosen to resemble c~nditions in a 
CANDU-BLW-250 fuel channel as nearly as possible within the limits 
of available loop flow and heater power. Typical reactor values 
might be: De= 0.27 in., G = 950 lb/ft2sec~ heated leng~h =16ft~ 
Instead of a large number of heated channels in parallel, only three 
could be managed but it was found in the tests that inlet and outlet 
pressures did not fluctuate noticeably and hence the three channels 
behaved as though there were a large number of channels in parallel. 
Further, the constant inlet and outlet pressure indicate that the 
remainder of the loop did not influence the behaviour of the test 
section. 

2.3 Instrumentation 

The instrumentation provided to measure both the loop and test 
section operating conditions is indicated in Figs. 1 and 2. 
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Loop Instrumentation: Controls are provided on the loop which enable 
the loop pressure and flow, and the subcooling at the pump inlet to 
be set and automatically maintained. The settings of these controls, 
the boiler and preheater power and certain loop temperatures were 
recorded to define the loop operating conditions during each test. 
The loop quantities used in the data reduction were loop flow read
ings FE-32 and TI-3/22 or FE-1 and TI-3/2. 

Test Section Instrumentation: The pressure and temperature were 
monitored at both inlet and outlet headers. Within each of the three 
parallel flow channels, inlet flows were recorded (6p across inlet 
venturis) and the fluid temperatures at beginning and end of the 
heated sections. In channel 1 only, the pressure at the beginning 
and end of the heated section, and the pressure differences across 
the inlet feeder, heated section and outlet feeder were measured. 
In addition, two thermocouples were embedded in each heater sheath 
one inch upstream of the end of the heated length to measure heater 
temperature and indicate dryout. A temperature rise of about 100°F 
in any one of the six heater thermocouples would cause a power trip, 
i;e., the power to the test section heaters would be switched off. 
Past experience with this type of heater has shown that trips 
especially at high power are harmful to the heaters and should be 
avoided. The foregoing instrument names and locations are given in 
Fig. 2a except for the heater thermocouples. 

The response of all thermocouples was at least 20 cps. The strain 
gauge pressure transducers and the strain gauge dp transducers 
associated with the venturi flow meters in the inlet feeders had 
similar response. The other dp cells on channel 1 and the dp cells 
associated with the main flow orifice were pne umatically actuated 
and had only slow response. 

An 8-channel strip chart recorder was used in conjunction with 
certain flow (6p across flow venturi), pressure and temperature 
signals to obtain permanent records of various transient or 
oscill~tory events. 

A 14-inch, 3000 ps ig Heise gauge which could be valve d int o the t e st 
section inlet header, inlet to the heated section, outlet from 
heated section or outlet header provided the prime indication of 
steady state pressure. 



3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Controllers on the condenser pressure, pump inlet subcooling and main 
flow were adjusted and the loop brought to steady state conditions 
with the test section at low or zero power. The test section power 
was then gradually increased manually. Each heater had its own 
separate control hence power was increased to the heaters one at a 
time but the heater powers never differed by more than 1 or 2 kW. 

Test section conditions were monitored principally on the strip chart 
recorder. The three test section inlet flows were always recorded 
(except in some tests when not all signals were available due to the 
natur~ of the tests 6r to malfunction). Various pressures and temp
eratures were also recorded. In the earlier tests the dryout thermo
couple outputs were obse~ved only on dial-type indicators but in 
later tests one or more of these thermocouple signals were recorded 
on the strip chart recorder. 

Test section power was increased as described above from a low or 
zero value in steps of 1 or more kW. After each power step there was 
a pause to see if the instruments would indicate unsteady conditions. 
If nochange was observed another power step was made. Eventually, 
either fluctuating flow in the inlet feeders would be observed or 
dryout indications would be given by one or more heater thermo
couples. When the strip chart traces indicated that a threshold 
condition had been reached, the power was usually lowered slightly 
to a level at which it was felt that the test section could continue 
to operate without burning out the heaters. With the test section 
heaters all at the same power, the loop and test section instrument 
readings were recorded. The test section power was then reduced and 
loop conditions were adjusted to begin the next test. 

The most convenient sequence for obtaining the threshold points was 
to set the loop pressure and flow, and obtain points over a range of 
test section inlet subcoolings. The loop flow was then adjusted to 
a new value and another series of subcooling values taken. Thus, 
the independent variables in an experiment were the inlet subcooling, 
~Ts, and the mass flux, G. Power per channel, W, was the dependent 
variable. Loop pressure and test section geometry were considered 
as parameters~ 



4. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

A series of experiments was conducted with the apparatus described in 
section 2. Each experiment was given a name "MC-no." where no. is a 
serial number beginning at 1. In general an experiment included 
several sets of instrument readings, each designated as "MC-no.-no." 
where the second number, also a serial number, refers to the actual 
set of instrument readings. Thus, MC-7 is the experiment which 
includes the sets of readings MC-7-1, MC-7-2, ..• MC-7-7. Table 3 
lists the conditions of each experiment. Experiments MC-3, MC-10, 
MC-11, MC-18 and MC-38 to MC-40 in which no channels were heated were 
for the purpose of single phase pressure drop and heat loss measure
ments. 

The basic series of experiments were numbered MC-4 to MC-9 and MC-12 
to MC-17. These were performed on the reference geometry: 0.820 in. 
shroud i/d, 120 in. heated length, three heated channels; at the 
reference (condenser) pressure~ 1000 psig. The remaining experiments 
included variations in one or more of these quantities as shown in 
Table 3. All experiments are compared to the basic series. In order 
to assess the role of the loop itself in the experiments, a series of 
experiments, MC-18 to MC-21 was made with two of the three channels 
blanked off to see if the remaining single channel could be made to 
oscillate. To encourage oscillation in this channel, the pressure 
level was reduced to 800 then to 500 psig and finally an orifice with 
a significant pressure drop was installed in the pipe from the outlet 
header to the condenser where there was a convenient flange. 

MC-22 was an experiment under basic conditions but with the orifice 
from MC-21 still installed to show the effect on the three - channel 
configuration. 

Experiment MC-24 was done with basic geometry but at 500 psig loop 
pressure. Experiment MC-36 was done to show the effect of reducing 
the heated length, and MC-37 to show the effect of reducing the 
shroud i/d. 

5. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

As the test section power was gradually increased during an experi
ment, various symptoms could develop in the t e st section. Some 
typica l case s are illustrated in Figs. 3 t o 7 which show portions of 
the strip chart traces of the flows at inlet to the heated channels 
and some pressure and heater temperature traces. 



Table 3: Ex12erimental Program Summarl 

Shroud Total No. of Approx.* 
MC-No. Inner Heated No. of Heated Loop Notes** 

Diameter Length Channels Channels Pressure 
inches inches psig 

3, 10 & 11 0.820 120 3 0 1000 80 - 120° , 
530° 440° F 

' 

4 to 9, II II II 3 II 

12 to 17 

18-1 to 18-9 II II 1 0 II 490° & 530°F 

19 II II II 1 II 

20-1 II II II II 800 

20-2 to 20-4 II II II II 500 

21 II II II II 1000 

t 
Orifice in 
condenser 

22 II II 3 3 II line 

24 II II II II 500 

36 II 80 II II 1000 

37 0.760 120 II II II 

38 & 40 II II II 0 II 500° & 430°F 

39 II II II II 800 400°F 

* Condenser pressure 

**Temperatures are approximate inlet header values. 



Usually the first indication of unsteady conditions in the heated 
channels is the appearance of a periodic component of recognizable 
frequency in the flow traces. Analysis of all the data indicates 
that there is a characteristic frequency or period associated with 
each set of flow conditions. This is discussed further below. For 
the conditions in Fig. 3 the characteristic period is 2.5 seconds. 
In Fig, 3a a component with this period can be discerned already at 
70 kW per channel intermittently amidst the flow noise. Upon further 
increasing the power, the intermittent bursts of oscillation at this 
period become longer and stronger as in Fig. 3b at 86 and 88 kW. 
Eventually, a fairly stable oscillation of the same period may 
develop. In Fig. 3b, the oscillation at 89 kW was not permitted to 
continue for long because of the dryout spikes in the temperature 
trace. 

Fig. 5 shows an oscillation (at different flow conditions) which is 
at large amplitude but growing slowly, i.e. nearly stable. In 
Fig. 5, the amplitude of the oscillation is such that the flow in 
channel 1 drops to nearly zero during each cycle. However, there is 
no record of dryout in this test. The channel power was not 
increased beyond this point. 

Under other flow conditions, dryout spikes appear in some or all of 
the heater thermocouple readings before the flow oscillations become 
as large as in Fig. 5. Fig. 3b illustrates this. The heater power 
was not increased beyond the point at which the dryout spikes were 
of the order of magnitude shown in Fig. 3b, since either a trip or 
a physical burnout might occur. 

The rate at which the amplitude of the flow ·oscillations increased 
depended on the flow conditions. In Table 4 the rates corresponding 
to the flow traces shown in Figs. 3b to 6 are given by the time 
measured in cycles of oscillation taken for the amplitude of the 
flow transducer signal ~p to double. The relative amplitude of the 
flow oscillations (G~ ~)expressed as (peak-mean value)/mean 
flow rate after the signal had doubled is also given in the table. 
The rate of increase of amplitude shown in Figs. 3b and 5 is rather 
slow, 7 and 9~ cycles being required for the signal to double its 
amplitude. The oscillation shown in Fig. 6, on the other hand, 
doubled in only 3~ cycles. Note that the oscillation in Fig. 4 took 
6~ . cycles to double up to a flow amplitude of 0.23, but took only 4 
cycles to double up to 0.54. Thus the rate of rise increased as the 
amplitude increased, The oscillations in Figs. 4 and 6 appear to be 
definitely unstable at the power l evels shown. The oscillation s 
shown in Fig. 5 are probably approaching a stable amplitude. The 



trip shown in Fig. 6 was at 84 kW at the conditions of MC-22-9. 
Point MC-22-9 plotted in Fig. 8 was at 82 kW. 

Table 4: Rates at which Flow Oscillations Increase in Amplitude 

MC-No. 
No. of Cycles for Flow Amplitude 

Fig. No. 
Channel 

Amplitude to Double* After Doubling** Power kW 

22-9 3t 0.26 6 83 

22-4 4 0.54 4 73 

22-4 6~ 
2 0.23 4 73 

13-5 7 0.25 3b 89 

4-5 9t 0.33 5 61 

* Peak to Peak Amplitude of the FT ~p signal. 
**Relative Flow Amplitude= t<Peak to Peak Flow Amplitude)7 Mean Flow 

Finally, a very abrupt non-oscillatory dryout could occur as shown 
in Fig. 7, where virtually no warning was given in the flow traces 
and the temperature rose suddenly high enough to cause a trip. The 
rate at which the amplitude increased in Fig. 7 is remarkable. This 
happened on a number of tests at high heat flux and was always 
followed immediately by severe dryout and a trip. This type of 
oscillation might be a hard limit cycle type but it was not possible 
to observe more than two or three cycles because of the trip. 

Most of the non-steady flow conditions observed in this series of 
experiments could be classed as one or other of the foregoing types. 
The experiments are discussed more fully in the following sections. 

When the power is increased, the system is disturbed and a transient 
oscillation may result. Below threshold conditions the oscillatory 
transient is damped and soon disappears. In most tests the power 
increases were made very gradually and very little oscillatory tran
sient was noticed. 

It can be seen from Figs. 3 to 7 that the pressure levels exhibit 
very little fluctuation during flow oscillations unless (i) the 
oscillation amplitude is high and (ii) significant drY.out spikes are 
occurring. These conditions obtain in Figs. 4 and 6. In Fig. 3b 
the oscillation amplitude is rather high and marked dryout spikes 
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are occurring, but even so the pressure traces are q u ite steady. In 

Fig. 5, even though the flow amplitude was high the pressures were 

again steady and did not seem to be oscillating with the f l ow. It 
appears, therefore that the boundary condition of constant overall 

pressure drop has been applied to the test section, at least up to 

threshold conditions. 

6. EVALUATION OF THRESHOLD CONDITIONS 

As suggested in the General Observations, power was increased until 
either: 

(i) a fairly stable but large amplitude oscillation was 
achieved, e . g. Fig. 5. 

(ii) an apparently unstable oscillation was encountered, 

e.g. Figs. 4 and 6, or 
(iii) significant dryout spikes were observed, e.g. Figs. 3, 

4 and 6. 
Tests which resulted in a power trip, e.g. Figs. 6 and 7 had either 
to be repeated and terminated at a somewhat lower power or abandoned. 

Because of the var iety of behaviours e ncountered it is difficult to 
devise a consistent definition of instability threshold for the whole 
field of G and ~Ts values. Furthermore, a transient resulting from a 
power increase may momentarily resemble an unstable oscillation, so 
that the power will be cut back to save the heaters from a possible 

trip. Finally, it was observed on some recent experiments with more 
accurate power measuring equipment that even at a fixed control 
setting the heater power fluctuates somewhat with time. This last 
effect may explain one or two observations of f lows which were osc i l

lating stably with small amplitude for several minutes and then 
appeared to become unstable, the amplitude rising markedly with no 
change in power setting. 

In general, a test point is r e ferred to as a "threshold" point if a 
small i ncrease in c hannel powe r c a used a s igni f icant increa se i n t he 

ampl i t u de o f t h e f l ow oscillation . This include s the c ases where 
t h e osc i l l at i on af~er t h e power incr ease wa s ( a) sti ll stable but at 

larger ampl~tude , or ( b) u n stab l e, i .e. , di vergent . The occurr ence 

or ab sen ce o f dryou t is con sidere d to b e i mmater i a l to the def i n i 
ti on of ~hre sho ld wh i ch is taken here as r epresenting oscilla ting 
r:mv ;~ o nc: i t:.::.on s vr.hich migh t l imit o perat ion i n a r e actor, Severe 
dr;o~~ 1s a~so ~e c ognize d as being a limiting condi ~ ion whe cher or 
no t i~ is rela~ed t o fl ow oscillations. 

9.2 



7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

7.1 Data From the Basic Series 

The results of the basic series of experiments described under 
Experimental Program and experiment MC-22 (see paragraph 2) are 
plotted in Figs. 8 to 12. With the existing loop control, it was not 
convenient to hold either G or 6Ts constant while the other was 
varied. Consequently a two dimensional carpet plot vs. both G and 
6Ts was the best way to compare the various sets of data. The 
threshold or dryout data from the basic series of experiments are 
plotted in Fig. 8 as enthalpy rise dh' vs. G and 6Ts at threshold 
conditions. Each point is identified by its MC number. 

In Fig. 8, each experimental point is plotted as (G + 6Ts) vs. dh' 
and is enclosed in an open circle. Amongst these points lines of 
constant 6Ts and constant G have been drawn such that (i) the G and 
6Ts lines are consistent with the vertical scale (which is merely a 
convenience in plotting and has no physical significance) and (ii) 
all the experimental points lie as close as possible to the "carpet" 
or surface, dh',(6Ts,G), described by these lines. The point on the 
carpet corresponding to the 6Ts and G values of each experimental 
point is marked with a dot. The horizontal line joining this dot to 
the experimental point indicates the magnitude and direction of the 
discrepancy in dh' between the point and the carpet. The maximum 
discrepancy of any point in Fig. 8 is (point MC-6-4) 19/327.5 = 5.8% 
of the carpet value of dh' for the point. Most discrepancies are 
less than 3%. 

Channel outlet qualities obtained from a heat balance on the heated 
channel at threshold conditions are shown in Fig. 9. In this figure, 
each point is plotted as 6Ts vs. G. The value of x 0 ' is printed 
beside the point as well as its MC number. Contours have been drawn 
to indicate the trend of threshold quality with flow conditions. 
Each contour is drawn so as to separate all the points into values 
greater or less than the contour value. 

Fig. 10 is a plot of the characteristic periods of the oscillations 
at threshold similar to Fig. 9. The periods were obtained by meas
uring the time of 10 (in some cases < 10) oscillations on the strip 
charts. Contours are drawn to indicate the trend. 

Figs. 11 and 12 are similar to Figs. 9 and 10, and show threshold 
powers W' and values of 6Psp/6pT, respectively. 6pgp is the single 
phase pressure drop from the inlet header to the computed point where 
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bulk boiling begins. 6pT is the total measured pressure drop from 
inlet to outlet header. This pressure drop ratio was plotted as a 
convenient way of summarizing the pressure drop data. It is well 
known from other experiments that an increase in inlet pressure drop 
tends to increase the threshold power and an increase in outlet pres
sure drop tends to decrease it, other things remaining fixed. Thus, 
an increase in the ratio 6Psp/6pT should attend an increase in 
threshold power and a decrease should be associated with lower 
threshold power for given flow, inlet subcooling, pressure and geo
metry. Thus, this pressure drop ratio may be useful as a criterion 
of stability. 

7.2 Dryout Data 

In experiments MC-18 to MC-21 with only one flow channel, we were 
unable to make this single channel oscillate, even at a loop pressure 
as low as 500 psig. In experiment MC-21, an orifice was inserted at 
a convenient flanged joint in the line from the outlet header to the 
condenser. The orifice diameter was chosen so that at outlet quali
ties and one-third the outlet flows which would be typical of the 
basic series of experiments, the pressure drop from the outlet header 
to the condenser would be the same as in the basic series. The 
channel flow still did not oscillate. 

Consequently all of the data in this series of experiments turned 
out to be dryout data unencumbered by parallel channel flow effects. 
These data are plotted as a carpet in Fig. 13. The maximum discrep
ancy is (point MC-19-1) 13.6/433 = 3.1% of the carpet value of dh' 
for the point. These data are useful in in~erpreting the threshold 
data. Since dryout was not a main objective of the program, the data 
for 500 and 800 psig are not presented. 

To show more clearly the relation between the threshold points and 
dryout conditions, the basic threshold points (from Fig. 8) have been 
plotted on the dryout carpet lines (from Fig. 13) in Fig. 29. None 
of the basic series points were used in drawi ng the dryout carpet 
itself. With the e x ception of point MC - 7-6 a ll points are eithe r on 
the dryout carpet or at lower values of dh'. Further, the amount by 
which the points are low varies over the field, tending to be greatest 
at low values of G and 6Ts. 

Finally, as a furthe r check on loop ef f ects, the test section was 
restore d to thr ee channel operat ion but the outlet orifice was l e ft 
in place. Experiment MC-22 was performed on this configuration. 



The results are plotted in Fig. 8 along with the basic series data. 
The MC-22 data appear to be consistent with the basic data and were 
also used in fitting the carpet lines. 

7.3 Other Experiments 

The results of experiments MC-24, MC-36 and MC-37 are plotted in 
Figs. 14 to 28. For each of these experiments the experimental points 
are plotted against the carpet lines of the basic data from Fig. 8 
(cf. Figs. 14, 19, 24)~ The discrepancies in dh' at the test values 
of 6Ts, G indicate the effect of the parameter (pressure, shroud i/d 
or heated length) on the test section threshold. 

In addition, outlet quality (Figs. 15, 20, 25), characteristic period 
(Figs. 16, 21, 26), channel power (Figs. 17, 22, 27), and pressure 
drop ratio (Figs. 18, 23, 28) are plotted as for the basic experi
ments. In each case, the contour lines from the basic plots (Figs. 
9, 10, 11, 12) have been reproduced on the other experiment plots to 
indicate how the latter data compare with the basic data. 

B. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

8.1' Basic Plots 

The points plotted in Fig. 8 represent in gereral the lowest power at 
which a stable oscillation of appreciable amplitude (±5 to 10% of 
mean flow) was encountered, the power at which an unstable oscillation 
began to develop, or the power above which severe dryout occurred as 
in Fig. 7. Some of the tests at higher heat flux may have been ter
minated prematurely in order to avoid a power trip. 

The tests in which a stable, fairly continuous oscillation of signi
ficant amplitude (±5 to 10% of mean flow) occurred were located in 
the low G, low 6Ts region of the carpet in Fig. 8. This is also the 
region in which the threshold points lay farthest from the dryout 
carpet. 

Lines of constant heat flux have been superimposed on Fig. 8 to 
assist in the interpretation of the data. Also, the lines which mark 
the intersection of the dryout and threshold carpets (Figs. 8 and 13) 
are shown. For values of 6Ts and G between these latter lines the 
values of dh' on the threshold carpet are lower than on the dryout 
carpet. Thus, for example point MC-13-5 at 6Ts = 82.4°F and 
G = 142.5 lb/ft2 sec is between these lines and oscillations are 
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expected to precede dryout as the power is increased. This is indeed 
the case as is evident in Fig. 3. Point MC-13-5 is right on the 
threshold carpet, Fig. 8, indicating that it is consistent with the 
majority of threshold points. The same point is below the dryout 
carpet, Fig. 29, by about 24 Btu/lb (7% of the value of dh' on the 
dryout carpet). However, when the oscillation was well established 
but the power was still below the dryout value from Fig. 29 dryout 
spikes appeared, one per cycle indicating that dryout occurred as a 
result of the flow oscillation, probably during the low flow portion 
of the cycle, but that the heater was rewetted or quenched later in 
each cycle. 

At the moment when dryout spikes first appeared in Fig. 3b, the 
channel power was 89 kW and the minimum flow in channel 1 (the ther
mocouple trace was from a channel 1 heater thermocouple) was 2.3 
chart divisions (FT-40, Fig. 3b). The mean flow was 2.78 chart 
divisions hence the minimum G during the cycle was 
142.5 x ~2.3/2.78 = 129.8 lb/ft 2 sec. The power was 88 kW for the 
point in Fig. 8 hence the value of dh' at mean flow at dryout was 
338.6 (from Fig. 8) x 89/88 = 342.4 Btu/lb and at minimum flow, 
dh' = 342.4 x 142.5/129.8 = 375.9 Btu/lb. This point: 6Ts = 82.4°F, 
G = 129.8 lb/ft2 sec, dh' = 375.9 Btu/lb lies on the dryout carpet, 
Fig. 13. Thus, dryout occurring once per cycle would be expected 
for oscillations of this amplitude and higher. It is very interes
ting that the dryout is also quenched on the high flow part of the 
cycle. It appears that the conditions under which dryout occurs are 
independent of whether the flow is oscillating or steady. 

Points which are outside the region marked by the dryout carpet 
intersection lines in Fig. 8 may be expected to show dryout before 
any significant oscillation occurs. This also is the case; points 
MC-9-2, MC-9-3, MC-17-1, MC-8-2 are all below the threshold carpet 
but are on the dryout carpet Fig. 29 and all show dryout spikes with 
virtually no oscillations. Thus, the ability of parallel channel 
oscillation to occur does not appear to influence the dryout heat 
flux, i.e., even though there were parallel channels in the coolant 
circuit, dryout did not occur at a lower heat flux. 

Points MC-7-6, MC-7-7 and MC-22-7 are also in the region where dryout 
is expected to occur before threshold (Fig. 8). However, the situa
tion is less clear here and dryout, when it did occur, seemed less 
likely to lead to a sudden trip than at high heat flux. The thresh
old carpet is not well defined around G = 60 lb/ft 2 sec as is 
evidenced by the varying magnitude and directions of the dh' dis
crepancies of the test points. Similarly, the dryout carpet is least 



well defined in the low G, high 6Ts region. Hence the position of 
the line of intersection of the two carpets (Fig. 8) in this region 
is not likely very accurate. Point MC-7-7 was evidently well below 
threshold since the characteristic period was only just barely 
discernible in the flow traces. Hence the point did not contribute 
to the definition of the threshold carpet and is not shown in Fig. 8. 
However, dryout did occur and the point is on the dryout carpet Fig. 
29. Point MC-7-6 was taken at a higher power than corresponds to the 
beginning of dryout according to Fig. 29. Dryout spikes no doubt 
occurred although they were not recorded by the test crew (no ther
mocouples were being recorded on the strip chart at the time), but it 
was evidently possible to increase the power until threshold condi
tions were reached. Both oscillations and dryout were recorded in 
test MC-22-7; it was evident that the flow conditions were close to 
both threshold and dryout, but the dryout spikes were not large. 

The foregoing has referred only to 11 significant 11 oscillations. It 
was observed, however, that the characteristic period of the oscil
lations was in many cases visible intermittently in the flow trace 
noise at power levels well below the level which has been taken as 
threshold. In Fig. 10 it is seen that the oscillation periods are 
very consistent. When this plot had been made, the flow traces were 
re-examined for evidence of the period associated with the operating 
conditions (G, 6Ts, p) to see if an actual threshold could be found 
where the period first began. The noise in the flow traces made it 
very difficult to determine such a threshold accurately, but, e.g. 
in Fig. 3a for test MC-13-5 it can be seen that many cycles of period 
about 2.5 sec (cf. Fig. 10) occur at powers as low as 70 kW whereas 
the threshold power was taken as 88 kW (Fig. 3b). The definition of 
threshold as given in this report is useful for engineering design 
purposes; the power at which the characteristic period first occurs 
would have only theoretical interest. 

The presence of very low level intermittent flow oscillations in the 
noise at low channel power suggest excitation by random loop or test 
section events with strong damping at low power. As the power 
increases the damping decreases and at threshold (as described here) 
the damping is virtually zero. 

That these very small flow oscillations are associated with parallel 
channel geometry is suggested by a comparison between tests MC-9-3 
and MC-19-11 at approximately the same G and 6Ts· The latter test 
was in a single channel geometry and hence not susceptible to 
parallel channel oscillation; the former was in the basic series, 
but was dryout limited (cf. Fig. 8). Although both points fit the 
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dryout carpet well (Figs. 13 and 29), evidence of the characteristic 
1.2 sec period cycle (cf. Fig. 10) was noticed in the MC-9-3 trace 
(about the same as in Fig. 3b at 78 kW) at dryout power, but similar 
evidence of the appropriate period could not be seen in the MC-19-11 
trace. 

Although a smooth carpet can be fitted through the dryout points 
leaving only a few small discrepancies (Fig. 13), the scatter on the 
threshold points in Fig. 8 calls for some comment. According to 
Fig. 13, the magnitude of the random experimental error is less than 
2% over most of the experimental range. This same figure may be 
applied to threshold data as well since both the apparatus and pro
cedure were the same. The several points in Fig. 8 whose discre
pancies exceed this value indicate the difficulty of determining the 
threshold power consistently and accurately. The reasons for this 
have already been given under General Observations. The carpet lines 
in Fig. 8 seem to represent about the best possible fit of a smooth 
surface to the data points as a whole. 

The behaviour of the test section at heat fluxes much above 
72.4 Btu/ft 2 sec was not determined because (i) this was the maximum 
heat flux rating for the 120 inch heaters and (ii) the danger of 
sudden dryout trips was increasing. Several trips were actually 
experienced above 70 Btu/ft2 sec. For the point MC-14-7 the charac
teristic period could be seen in the noise but it was int~rmittent 
and not strong. Also no dryout spikes occurred. The heater rating 
had been exceeded by about 10 kW and the power was not increased 
further. Point MC-22-6 at 120 kW showed a fairly well established, 
but not large, flow oscillation and some small dryout spikes, 
probably caused by the oscillation. 

Fig. 9 indicates a definite increase in threshold outlet quality as 
2 . 

G is reduced. As G decreases from 250 to 60 lb/ft sec, x
0

' increases 
from 0.32 to 0.50. An effect of 6Ts is also noticeable particularly 
at the lower G values. 

The characteristic periods shown in Fig. 10 increase both as G 
decreases and as 6Ts increases. The overall range of observed 
characteristic periods was 1.0 to 4.1 sec. The threshold power 
contours in Fig. 11 are quite regular. The power increases with both 
G and 6Ts as would be expected. However, the power evidently does 
not increase quickly enough with G to maintain constant outlet quality 
and the outlet quality lines do not resemble the constant power lines 
very closely (c f . Fig. 9). 



In Fig. 12 the single phase to total pressure drop ratios are shown 
vs. 6Ts and G. Since dp cell measurements were available only for 
the heated channel pressure drop prior to experiment MC-18, the 
values of 6pSP and 6pT had to be based in part on differences of 
Heise gauge readings. Consequently the errors in the values of 
6psp/6pT are between about ±20 and ±so% for all experiments up to 
MC-17. In Fig. 12, only the experiment MC-22 values have a 
reasonably small error (MC-22-1 had high error since the dp cells 
were not read in this test) and the contour curves are based almost 
entirely on the MC-22~2 to MC-22-10 values. However, the other 
points all seem to be consistent with the contours when the magni
tudes of their errors are taken into account. 

The total variation of 6psp/6pT at threshold over the experimental 
range appears to be from perhaps 0.25 to 0.60. The value decreases 
rather" slowly as G increases, and increases rather more with 6Ts. 

8.2 Low Pressure Data 

The threshold points are compared with the 1000 psig carpet in Fig. 
14. As is well known, threshold power decreases with system pres
sure, other conditions remaining fixed. This same effect is 
observed in Fig. 14. The points appear to be fairly consistent. The 
effect appears to be greatest at low G and low 6Ts where the power 
(dh') reduction is about 115/300 = 38% of the value at 1000 psig. 
The minimum reduction (points MC-24-5 and MC-24-11) is about 41/330 
12%. 

A general reduction in outlet quality of about 0.1 is seen in Fig. 
15; in the low G, low 6Ts region the reduction is closer to 0.2. 
Point MC-24-2 looks suspicious. Periods are generally longer at the 
higher subcoolings as is seen from Fig. 16. The powers shown in Fig. 
17 are lower than at 1000 psi, as would be expected. Greater reduc
tions in power seem to occur at lower 6Ts values. 

The single phase pressure drop ratios in Fig. 18 cover the range from 
0.19 to 0.50 (the point MC-24-2 is doubtful) which is somewhat lower 
than the range at 1000 psig. The trends with G and 6Ts appear to be 
about the same as in Fig. 12. 

8.3 Short Heater Data 

In this series of experiments the channel heating was confined to the 
downstream (upper) two-thirds of the channel length. There was no 
other intentional change in geometry or flow conditions. The effect 
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on threshold enthalpy rise shown in Fig. 19 is a general lowering, 
somewhat more pronounced at the higher subcoolings. In Fig. 20, the 
outlet qualities are generally lower than for the basic geometry, the 
reduction being least in the low G, low 6Ts region. The periods in 
Fig. 21 are definitely low over the entire region of G and 6Ts. 
Powers, in Fig. 22, are low by a few kW except for the point MC-36-1 
at low G and low 6Ts where the power is virtually unchanged. 

The pressure drop ratios in Fig. 23 vary from 0.31 to 0.54 and are 
generally higher than in the basic case. Again the trends with G 
and 6Ts are similar. 

8.4 Small Shroud Data 

The only deliberate change from basic conditions was the reduction 
in shroud i/d from 0.820 to 0.760 inches. This had the side-effect 
that higher values of G could be achieved with the same pump, hence 
a higher range of G values was covered. The test points with values 
of G which fell within the range covered by the basic threshold car
pet are plotted in Fig. 24. The data indicate a reduction in thresh
old enthalpy at low G and 6Ts and an increase at higher values. 
However only two points show this reduction. 

Fig. 25 shows the same trend: 
x 0 ' elsewhere. 

lower X I 
0 at low G and .6Ts but higher 

The periods in Fig. 26 are all shorter than in the basic case. 

Threshold powers are understandably lower at the same G and 6Ts 
values (Fig. 27). 

The pressure drop ratios in Fig. 28 are somewhat lower than in the 
basic experiments at the same flow conditions. The trends with G and 
6Ts are similar, however. The range of values is from 0.18 to 0.37. 

8.5 Modes of Oscillation 

Various modes of flow oscillation were observed. The most common 
were: 

(i) Two channels oscillating at about the same amplitude and 
about 180° out of phase; the third channel oscillating at much 
reduced amplitude and an intermediate phase, as, e.g. in Fig. 3b and 
probably Figs. 4 and 6 although FT-42 was not available in these 
tests. 



(ii) Two channels oscillating at about the same amplitude and 
approximately in phase; the third channel oscillating at about twice 
the amplitude and about 180° out of phase, as, e.g. in the lower 
part of Fig. 5. 

No one or two channels seemed to take a preferential part in the 
oscillations although there were undoubtedly small geometrical 
differences between channels and the channel powers were not exactly 
balanced. A third mode or class of modes was also observed: 

(iii) All three channels oscillating at more or less equal 
amplitude in a .sort of three-phase type of oscillation. This type 
was usually not well defined, the relative amplitudes of the three 
channels varying with time. 

No correlation has been made between mode type and experimental 
conditions. It seems likely that the channels are oscillating in the 
above modes merely because they are constrained to do so by the 
experimental arrangement, and not because they must be so coupled in 
order to oscillate. This is suggested mostly by the mode (iii) oscil
lations where presumably channel differences cause the individual 
channels to oscillate at slightly different frequencies. The mode 
would then result from a sort of beat phenomenon. 

The hypothesis that the oscillations were the natural modes of mano
meter type oscillations was tested. The manometer length was taken 
as the non-boiling length measured from the inlet header to the point 
at which bulk boiling was computed to begin. Manometer modes of 
types (i) and (ii) have nearly identical periods, but vary between 
about two and four times the measured T'. Also the variation of the 
manometer periods with G and 6Ts does not match that of the measured 
periods. 

However, good correlation was found between the measured periods and 
the computed transit times of the flow through the heated channel, as 
has previously been suggested by others. Transit time Tt was defined 
as (heated length) x (mean channel fluid density)/G. It was found 
that the relation Tt = 0.716 T' fits the basic series data for 
T' £ 3.0. Tt rises somewhat above this value for T' > 3.0. The same 
relation fits the 500 psig data MC-24 over the whole range from T' = 
1.3 to 3.8 sec, It also fits the 0.760 inch shroud data up to 
T' = 2.7 sec with a tendency for Tt to rise higher when T' > 2.7. 
The 80 inch heated length periods, however, are fitted by Tt = 1.29 
T' forT'~ 2.1 sec and Tt rising higher than this relation as T' 
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exceeds 2.1. There is about ±10% scatter on these plots but the 
relations are fairly well defined. 

8,6 Dryout Trips 

Several dryout trips were experienced. It was observed that at heat 
fluxes in excess of about 55 Btu/ft2sec all the trips were sudden and 
similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 7, i.e. the first dryout spike 
was large and caused a trip. Further, the dryout patch was not 
quenched even though the flow was oscillating. There were twelve 
such trips at heat fluxes between 63 and 72 Btu/ft2 sec. Three other 
trips occurred at heat fluxes between 51 and 52 Btu/ft2sec. These 
three occurred when periodic dryout spikes became large enough to 
cause a trip. In the latter cases the flow oscillation was well 
established before the trip and was increasing in amplitude, as in 
Fig. 6. 

In the case of the sudden trips (those above 55 Btu/ft2sec) there 
were always at least two strong cycles of 6scillation and sometimes 
three when the trip occurred. The oscillations always began with a 
decrease in flow. The temperature excursion was usually recorded 
during the first cycle and at least once it occurred just after the 
first flow minimum. However in Fig. 7 it is seen to occur on the 
second flow minimum which was lower than the first flow minimum. It 
must be remembered that some time lag in the thermocouple trace is to 
be expected due to (i) the method of mounting the thermocouples 
(Fig. 2b) and (ii) the possibility that the 'dryout patch did not 
originate at the thermocouple location but had to spread out to reach 
it. With this in mind, the nature of the traces ouring sudden trips 
and the fact that conditions were still some distance below dryout 
suggest that the sudden oscillation occurred first and that the 
dryout was a consequence and not vice versa. 

Conditions at the minimum flow recorded in Fig. 7 for channel 1 were 
computed to be G = 169.0 lb/ft 2 sec, dh' = 384.4 Btu/lb, 6Ts = 69.5°F. 
When this point was compared with the dryout conditions given in 
Fig. 29, it was found to exceed dryout dh' by 51 Btu/lb and hence a 
strong dryout would b~ expected. 



9. CONCLUSIONS 

A series of experiments has been performed in which boiling parallel 
channel flow oscillations have been studied at 500 and 1000 psig and 
the effects of certain geometrical changes observed. The results 
have been plotted as maps which relate the threshold enthalpy rise 
to the mass flux and inlet subcooling. 

Threshold has been defined as the power or enthalpy rise beyond 
which a significant increase in the flow oscillation amplitude takes 
place, either to a higher stable amplitude or to a divergent oscil
lation. 

Over the ranges of mass flux and inlet subcooling 60 to 250 lb/ft
2

sec, 
20 to 120°F it was found that dryout occurred before flow oscillation 
when (i) the mass flux was high·and subcooling low, or (ii) the mass 
flux was low and subcooling high. For intermediate values oscil
latory flow occurred before dryout. 

It was found that the dryout heat flux was not affected by the 
presence of flow oscillations. When the oscillations were of small 
amplitude and strongly damped, dryout occurred at the same heat flux 
within experimental error as in a single channel. When the oscil
lations were of larger amplitude, dryout occurred when the . instan
taneous conditions equalled steady state dryout conditions in a 
single channel. Further, when the instantan.eous conditions changed 
away from dryout conditions the dryout disappeared, unless a severe 
dryout had occurred in which dryout conditions had been exceeded by 
a significant amount. 

At heat fluxes in excess of about 55 Btu/ft2sec (0.2 x 106 Btu/ft2hr) 
for this geometry at 1000 psig pressure it was found that strong 
oscillations could begin abruptly at conditions somewhat below dryout. 
The strong oscillation appears to cause a severe dryout which is not 
quenched later in the oscillation cycle. In the present experiments 
severe dry outs re suited in a power trip. 

Threshold conditions are summarized in Fig. 8 for the basic experi
mental conditions, e.g., at 6Ts = 50°F, G = 150 lb/ft 2 sec and p = 
1000 psig, the value of dh' read from the carpet lines is 301 Btu/lb. 
Parallel channels of the geometry described earlier operating at the 
above values of 6Ts, G, p would be expected not to permit flow 
oscillations of significant amplitude at any power up to the value 
for which dh = 301 Btu/lb. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

The following symbols have been used in the text and on the figures: 

A 

D 
e 

G 

heated channel flow area (per channel) 

heated channel hydraulic ~quivalent diameter 

heated channel mass flux 

dh' heated channel enthalpy rise at threshold 
or dryout conditions 

p 

~T 
s 

W' 

l6op pressure level 

single phase pressure drop from inlet 
header to the computed point in the 
heated channel at which bulk boiling began 

measured total pressure drop from inlet 
header to outlet header 

subcooling at inlet to heated channel 

heater power for channel at threshold or 
dryout conditions 

2 
in 

in 

2 
lb/ft sec 

Btu/lb 

psig 

psid 

psid 

kW 

X I 

0 
computed channel outlet quality at 
threshold or dryout conditions (decimal fraction) 

T' 

Tt 

oscillation period 

computed fluid transit time through 
the heated channel 

sec. 

sec. 



APPENDIX 

DATA REDUCTION 

1. Temperatures 

Thermocouples used for determining the thermodynamic state of the 
fluid were calibrated and accurate to better than 0.5°F. The heater 
sheath thermocouples were not calibrated. 

2. Pressures 

The Heise gauge PI-13, with an accuracy of about 0.1%, was the stan
dard . for determining fluid properties. The absolute transducers 
PT-35, PT-36, PT-41 and PT-42 were CEC strain gauge transducers 0 to 
2500 psig range. They were not actually used in the data reduction, 
but were installed in the loop to indicate and record any transient 
pressure variations during the tests. 

Pneumatic dp cells dPR20/2 and /3 were not used prior to experiments 
MC-18. Consequently accurate pressure drop measurements are not 
available for the inlet and outlet feeders prior to MC-18. When 
dPR20 readings were not available, the pressure drops were obtained 
from the readings PI-13/3 (inlet header), PI-13/4 (channel 1 inlet), 
PI-13/5 (channel 1 outlet) and PI-13/6 (outlet header), and hence are 
less accurate. 

3. Flows 

The primary flow measurement was the loop flow measured by FE-32 
except in experiments MC-18 to MC-21 when FE-1 was used. The cali
bration accuracy is about 0.5% on orifice coefficient, the instrument 
reading accuracy is about 2% at the lowest flows tested 60 lb/ft2 sec 
and improves to better than 1% for G > 120 lb/ft2sec. 

The channel flow transducers FT-40, FT-41 and FT-42 were not used in 
the data reduction • . They were used to indicate the behaviour of the 
flow in the individual channels and to indicate the threshold condi
tions. They were also used to verify that the channels shared the 
main flow equally. In nearly all the tests reported here each 
channel flow differed by 3% or less from the mean channel flow as 
indicated by the FT 1 s . However , the FT traces were often n oisy and 
the reading accuracy consequently poor. Thermodynamic calculations 
were based on a channel flo~ equal to one-third the loop flow. 



4. Power 

The wattmeters used for heater power measurement were rated at 2% 
accuracy. 

Heated channel power loss measurements were made by the heat balance 
method with pressurized water at normal operating temperatures. The 
loss per channel was about 1.3 to 1.4 kW at 1000 psig and about 
1.0 kW at 500 psig. 

5. Data Reduction 

As mentioned under Experimental Procedure, the heater power was 
usually reduced somewhat from the threshold or dryout value while 
instrument readings were being taken. These data were subsequently 
reduced by digital computer to actual values of pressures, tempera
tures, flows, etc. at the conditions under which the readings were 
taken. Actual threshold power was determined from examination of the 
strip chart traces. Other threshold conditions were then obtained by 
correcting the computer output for the change in power (if any) 
between the instrument reading conditions and threshold. These 
corrected values are the dh', x

0
', W' . which are recorded in Figs. 8, 

9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25 and 27. 

Oscillation period T' was obtained directly from the strip chart 
flow traces at threshold conditions. 

The position at which bulk boiling began and the pressure at this 
point were computed from channel inlet cond~tions using a heat 
balance and Moody's single phase friction factor. 
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1. b. ' DESCRIPTION OF LOOP ELEM~NTS 

guantity Measured and/or Function 

Water Temperature at FE-1 

Condenser Vapour Temperature 

Water Subcooling at Pump Inlet 

Water Temperature at FE- 32 

Ambient Temperature Near T/S 

Water Temperature at T/S Inlet 

Water Pressure at T/S Inlet 

Condenser Pressure Regulator 

Boiler Water Level Regulator 

Low Flow Measurement and Control 

High Flow Measurement and Control 

Boiler, used only to establish and 
maintain an interface in the Condenser 

Condenser 

Heat Exchanger for Loop Heat Rejection 

Preheater, used to adjust inlet subcooli1 

Water Makeup Supply 

Circulating Pump 

Test Section Position 
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5.31 

lected initially. The ~ys.tem i~ assumed to be uniform in the ,11-:: plane. 
Let :r, 11 denote the position and :;peed of ions in the x direction and as

sume that the ions are produee<l by ~ome unspecified mcchanil'im throughout 
~p:H·e. \Ye ~hall assume that the ions al'e created at rest and there are no 
:-inks for ion flux in tht> column iti'elf; thus 

(:.!) 

and the ptime denotes ditl'erentiation with respect to argument. 
In re~ . .'ions where the pot(>ntial is a monotonic function of distan<·e the 

probability distribution of iom in :r-u may be "Titten as 

.r 

(3) /(~·, u) =I·l~(.r0 ) ~ [ u: 7 ~; { 1· (.r0 ) - l·(.r)} ltl.r0 ; 

0 

where t) is the usual (lelta func·tion of Dirac·. 

(-t) 

(.1) 

In term" of f the io11 d<'n~it~· a1Hl flux be<·om(>' 

.Yp (.1·) = :! J j(.r~ 11) du ~ 
... 

.J,.(.r) = :? ju f(.t! 11) clu. 

t) 

rl" 
}/ =- ki'. 

~ = .( ( 8:t.Yn ;~ f, 
X 

)/ = y' 
• 0 

. .J ':!.kT } 
' = xJ-j()' 

wlwre Xu i~ the eh~dron 1lP!l~it~· at the ori.!.dn. 
FI'Om eq. (:?) and (~) we find 

(ll) 
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Hydraulic stability. An analysis of the causes of unstable flow in 

parallel channels. 

A.L. Davies, R. Potter. 
SUMMARY 

Unstable flmv at constant pressure can occur in conventional boilers, heat 
exchanGers, and nuclear reactors. Tne instability m~ be 'static' or 'oscil
latory', and can occur throut;hout the loop of a recirculating system or be con
fined to a bank of p~rallel oh~nnals. In this work attention is focussed on 
oscillatory instability in a b~ of parallel channels but the theory would 
also cover statio instabilities and recirculatins loops. 

A number of authors have already publifdJ"d work in this field, primarily 
to endeavour to predict the onset of instability; the approach adopted here 
is to reduce the phenomenon to its simplest terms in order to study the basic 
causes. 

The an~sis is based on the equations for conservation of mass, momentum, 
energy for one dimensional fluid fl0\'1, and the assumption of homogeneous flow 
in the two phase region. The equations have been linearised, and Laplace 
tr~nsformation is used to develop a set of transfer functions so that the flow 
problem can be represented as a feedback system. A digital computer program 
(LOOP) has been written to evaluate the transfer functions and to determine 
the open and closed loop responses of the feedback system. Linear feedback 
theory (Nyquist criterion, pole position) can be used to assess stability. 

As an example, results are obtained for an evaporator bank of parallel 
channels in a once-through heat exchanger design. This example has an oscil
latory instability with five unstable frequencies, the higher harmonics diverge 
more rapidly than the fundamental. The flow cnn be stabilised by gagging the 
inlet, which has the effect of increasing the single phase friction pressure 
loss relative to the other pressure losses in the system. In this example the 
two phase gravity head was found to be the cause of the fundamental mode of 
instability, but this is not a general conclusion. 

The existence of unstable modes has been found to be a consequence of the 
phase lags which exist between chances of inlet velocity and the subsequent 
flow changes in the two phase or superheat sections of a circuit. This makes 
it possible for flmv changes to occur at certain frequencies which do not give 
rise to changes in the overall pressure drop. 

There are a number of factors which can be dominant in causing unstable 
flow depending on design and performance. Examples have been found where 
instability has been caused by bvo phase gravity head, two phase friction J,.oss, 
and superheat friction loss. Stabilisation always appears to be possible if 
the 3ingle phase pressure loss is increased sufficiently, for example by 
"ga~ging" the inlet. 
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1. Introduction 

Unstable flow in heated channels which evaporate water to steam has been 
recognised and an~sed by a number of authors (e.g. Refs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). 
The instability may be a rapid change from the nominal but unstable flo~ to 
another stable flO\v ('static • ins l:·bili ty), or it may be a fluctuation of the 
flow rate about the nominal steady flow rate ('oscillato~' instability). 
These modes of instability can occur whilst the densities and enthalpies of the 
water and steam phases remain essentially constant. Other modes of instabili~, 
in which these properties var,y with pressure, m~ be possible (e.g. propagation 
of pressure waves) but these are excluded t'rcm this analysis. Some preliminar,y 
consideration has alrea~ been given to the propaGation of pressure waves in 
two phase mixtures (Ref. 6). 

1\fo alternative approaches are possible; either to include as much detail 
as possible in order to make accurate predictions; or to include only the 
essential features so as to simplify interpretation of the phenomena involved. 
The former approach has been adopted in Refs. 1 and 2 and also in work on 
reactor systems with which the present authors have been connected. It is 
found that adequate predictions are possible but ve~ little insight into the 
phenomenon is achieved. The latter approach will be adopted in this paper as 
the primary purpose is to promote an understanding of the basic mechanics of 
flow instabilities. Attention is focussed on "oscillo.tory" insto.bilities in 
parallel channels but the theory would also cover "static" instabilities and 
recirculating loops. 

1.1 Static and Oscillatory instabilities 

The flow through a channel is determined by tho pressure difference 
maintained between its ends (by an external pump, for instance). When 
the flow is stea~ the pressure losses duo to flow (friction, momentum 
chane;e, gravity head) are equal to the pressure difference maintained 
between the ends of the channel. 

The pressure losses in a channel due to stea~ two phase flow with 
heat addition may increase continually as the flow increases (Fig. 1A), 
or they may decrease as the flow increases over a limited range of flow 
(Fig. 1B). The pressure difference between the ends of the channel \Vill 
also be flo\V dependent if it is maintained by a pump (Figs 1A and B). 
According to the shape of these curves, there may be one intersection 
(A on Fig. 1A) or three intersections (B, c, D on Fig. 1B) between the 
"pressure loss due to flo7t 11' and the "pump pressure difference" curves • 
.JJ.though the pressure losses due to flow are equal to the pressure differ
ence maintained between the ends of the channel by the pump at all these 
points, the flow will not be stable at all of them. At G there is a 
"statio 11 instc.>.bility, at A, B, D the flow may be stable or there may be an 
"oscillato~11 instabili~. 

A "static" instability occurs when a small disturbance in flow rate 
produces a response which tends to increase the disturbance still further. 
Time, rates of change, etc. would not play a significant part in causing 
this instability, it is essentially the steady stcLte which is unstable, 
hence the term "statio". For exo.r11ple, at G on Fig. 1D, if the flow is 
sliehtly e;rea.ter than C tho "pump" pressure difference is grenter than the 
"flow" pressure loases F.l.nd the excess pressure difference vrill accelerate 
tho flow tom:rds D. If tho flo1r is sliGhtly less than G, tho "flow" 
pressure los~os ere erea.ter than the "pump" prc3sura dif'fl•l'cnce ond tho 
extro. pressure loas will returd tho flov1 tovro.rd3 D. It is clear thnt this 
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~e of instability is assooiated with a negative slope of the stea~ 
pressure loss curve (relative to the pressure difference mainteined 
between the ends of the channel). This is tho type of instability con
sidered by Ledinegg (Ref. 3) and it is unfortunate that it has oome to be 
the most widely known, and is often considered to be the only mode of 
instability. In practice it is found that the main limitation on boiling 
rig experiments, reactor channels and heat exchangers erises from "oscil
latory" instability. 

An oscillatory instcbility occurs when a small disturbance in flow 
rate induces a restoring force which is del~ed half a cycle relative to 
the disturbance so that it reinforces the next (opposite) half cycle of 
the disturbance. At A (Fig. 1A) or D or D (Fig. 1B) a small disturbance 
in flow rate induces a restoring force. In two phase flovr these restoring 
forces may be delayed relative to the disturbance since a nen flow pattern 
is not established immediately. It is not possible to distinguish be~reen 
stable flow and oscillatory instability from the steady state arguments 
presented so far. The frequency at which instability is possible is an 
essential feature of the phenomenon, the system might be (and in general is) 
perfectly "stable" if judged by the shape of the steady state characteristics,. 
The prediction and explanation of osoillatory flow instability is the main 
subjeot of this paper~ but "static"' instabilities are automatically included 
in the analysis. 

1.2 Loop and parallel channel instabilities 

Conventional boilers, heat exchangers, and nuclear .reactors of the 
boiling water ~e, are examples of steam generating units in which un
stable flow is possible. They can be divided into "recirculating" and 
"once-through" designs. The recirculating designs (fig .. 2A) are complete 

· loops with natural or forced circulation, in which steam generated in the 
evaporator is bled off and an equal quantity of feedwater is added to the 
recirculating water. The once-through designs (Fig. 2B) evaporate and 
superheat all the feedwater during one pass through the system. In both 
designs the evaporating section is made up of a number of parallel chan
nels between headers. 

"Loop instability" is the term used to describe unstable flmv 
throughout the loop of a recirculating system. In a forced circulation 
system it will depend on how the totn.l pressure losses in the loop match 
the pump pressure rise chare.cteristic. For oscillatory instability the 
pressure losses will include inertial effects which w:ill be frequency 
dependent. In a natural circulation system the ~urn of all the pressure 
losses and gains in tho loops, includinG inertial effects, must be zero at 
each instc.nt. 

"Pnrallel channel instability" is the term used to de scribe unstable 
flO'n in a group of parallel channels b<::tween the some headers. 'l'he 
pressure difference bet·.·,cen the headers is the same for all the channels 
of the group. Instability, either static or oscillatory, may be confined 
to a fev1 channels while tho retlainder are stable, or oscillatory instn.bili ty 
m~ occur in all the channels simultaneously but with different phase lags 
in different channels. In a prHctical case , unst rble flov1 in a c;roup of 
parallel channels mttY hnve repercussions on flor1 and pressure drop in the 
rest of the syutcc. 

Both "loop" instability and "parallel channc1 11 instability are pos
sible in a recircul~tine system but the threshold of instability for 



parallel channels is likely to be lower than the threshold for the loop 
because of the additional friction and inertia associated with the re
circulating water. Of' the "loop" and "parallel channel" modes, only 
"parallel channel" instability is relevant to the "once-through" design 
of system, but there may also bo other modes which include tho throttle 
pressure drop. In this analysis attention has been focussed on "parallel 
channel" instability, but "loop" instability is closely related although 
it m~ include additional effects due to the pump characteristic, risers 
eto. 

2. Assumptions 

In order to prepare a mathematical representation which incorporates only 
the essential elements, it is necessary to make simplifying assumptions; the 
ones we have chosen are:-

(i) The flow is assumed to be one-dimensional with no variations across 
the section. 

(ii) The linearised forms of the equations are assumed to be adequate for 
determining the threshold of stability. Some consideration of non
linear effects is included in para. 5.4. 

(iii) The pressure dependent functions of state (saturation enthalpy, 
density, eto.) are assumed to remain constant with time; i.e. we are 
examining modes in which variation of these properties is not an 
essential feature. 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

The pressure gradient along the channel is assumed to be small enough 
for the pressure dependent functions of state (saturation enthalpy, 
densities of water and steam, etc.) to be constant along the channel. 

The single phase fluid regions (i.e. the subcooled water and the 
superheated steam) are assumed to be at constant density. 

A heat flux which is constant along the channel and vrhich does not 
v~ with time is assumed. In practice the heat transfer rates in 
the subcooled, ~70 phase, and superheat regions can all be differentl 
and convective heat transfer (in the subcooled and superheat regions) 
will be dependent on velocity. Thus we are considering modes of 
instability in which variations in heat transfer are not an essential 
feature. In maQY systems, e.g. experimental heat transfer rigs in 
which heat is supplied from a pO\·:er source this is a very good 
approximation, in heat exchangers it may not be so good depending on 
the type and the design details. 

It is assumed that there is a sharp division be~1een the subcooled 
region and the two phase region at the bulk boiling boundary. This 
ignores the effects of subcooled boiling but tho overall effect of 
boiling boundary movement on the density distribution in the channel 
is included. Since we are dealing primarily with systems in which 
there is a large de~ree of bulk boiling the omission of subcoolcd 
boi ling is considered to be a good approximation. 

Similarly, it is assumed that there is a shnrp division, termed the 
superheat boundary, bet;1een the two phase reGion and the superheat 
reGion at 1 oo;~ qunli ty. Dry-out is l i kely to occur somm7here betvrcen 
9o;; and 1 oo;~ quality o.nd the transition from two ph<tse to single phase 



!'low will be gradual, since . there will be some carry-over of water 
droplets into the superhaat ree;ion. Although these dctail:J cannot 
be represented. the overall effect of dry-out boundary movement on 
velocity perturbation in the superheat region will be included., 

(ix) The water and steam is assumed to flow as a hornogen .)HS mixture, to 
simplif'y the mathematics ~ Slip is known to occur between water and 
steruo. in a two phase flow regime but no satisfactory theory is yet 
available even for steady flow., It is not considered that "slip" J.t~ 
an essential component of the mechanism of instability although it 
m~ modify numerical results. Inclusion of current steady state 
correlations into dynamic calculations is felt to be invalid and the 
extra complication is not justified at presento 

x For steady single phase flow without heat addition the friction 
pressure drop is given by the empirical expression 

where f :Ls a constant whi0h only varies slmvly with Reynolds No. in 
turbulent flow., In the aosence of any better information the differ~ 
ential of this expression has been assumed valid for transient con
ditions with heat addition in nll three r~Gions. Thus, the friction 
pressure gradient is a.s:m:ned proportional to K;ao~ where K is a 
constant., 

(xi) Kinetic energy terms are ignored in comparison with thermB~ energy 
terms. 

(xii) L \,oE.) is approximated by 
()t 

..£... (,.o \,) Le .. \'te are noclectinc i.. '(J 
at .?t' 

coopared with ~~Ph) 
ot 

This is a very close aiJpro::ination for the 

rates of change normally encountered if pressm•e vrcwe propacation 
effects are excluaed~ 

.3. Analy si s. 

Tho fundamental oquo.tions dc3cribinG fluid. notion are the conservation of 
mass, enerw, and momontura., Us i ng the S}UJbols defined in A.t'Pcndix I and 
assumptions (i)j (ix) 9 (x) » (xi ), from para.,. 2 these equations ctm be written 
as f'ollo\7s :-

~····Qo•• Conservation of mass ( 1) 

enert;Y (2) 

2._ (,ou") + 1.. Cpu) :: _ ij - I'~ - K,.b u'" •.. u ••••• 

a~ o~ d' 

II 11 momentum (3 ) 



Theso equations have boon linearised and Laplace transformed for the sub
cooled, two phase, and superheated regions with the appropriate assumptions 
for each re&ion. The ef'feot of a small perturbation of inlet velocity on the 
density nnd velocity profiles and on the boiling and superheat boundaries oan 
be determined from the linearisod rolations for conservation of mass and energy. 
Final~, the perturbation in the overa~l pressure drop -made up of tho friction, 
acceleration, and gravi~ components in eachregion- is determined by inte
gration of the linearised conservation of momentum relation. The important ste~~ 
in this nnnlysis are described in the following paragraphs and more complete 
details of the mathematical derivations aro contained in Appendix II. 

3.1 Subcooled region 

It is assumed that the densi~ does not vary either with time or 
position, so that the velocity perturbation any>1here in the region is 
equal to the instantaneous value of the inlet velocity perturbation. 
the equations for the Laplace transforms of the perturbation are:-

• 0 

-u, :. l) . -

always 
Thus 

(4) 

(5) 

Tae enthalpy profile in the region alters with the velocity but the 
boiling boundar.y position is determined by the saturation enthalpy which 
does not v~. The response of boiling boundary position to a veloci~J 
perturbation is found to be 

(6) 

vthere (
1 

= tra.nsi t time through the region. 

Using equations (4), (5), (6) above, the perturbation in pressure 
difference between the boiling boundary and the inlet is shown to be 
made up of three components: 

-A(J :. f'w ~ 'j, 
·~ 

(Gravity) (7) 

,.. 
- A)",..,. :. /).., l)~ ~~. u, (Acceleration) (8) 

Uh-

~ (- t.r', f) u, ""' -
A)D, i .,. K f.., u. ~ : ._ I 

(Friction) (9) 

u~ 

3.2 'I\·to r>h:t'.le {sa tu r'IJ Lnd} ret~ ion 

For homocl!nn.ou s t ·,vo phase flow the density a.nd velocity vary through 
the reelon. Tho velocity perturbation is tho siUJle evoryVIhere in the 
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region (see Appendix II, Section 3) but is not the same as the inlet 
velocit.y perturbation because o~ the boiling boundary movement 

ul. ::. u, -
tt, ~' (10) 

The perturbation in density profile is dependent on both the perturbation 
in the two phase velocity and the boiling bound~ movement, and is given 
by 

( 11) 

where ~ is the transit time from the boiling botmdary to the point where 
tho density perturbation is ~ , and the steady state velocity V0 • 

, ... 

IT there is a superheat region after the two pha::;e region then the 
superheat boundary is reached when the density of the homogeneous mixture 
reaches tho steam density. V/ith this criterion the superheat bound~ 
movement is shown to be 

- l -!.~... 1 ul.o '1""'e - ' 

~ \ - ~/"1, 

( 12) 

where ~ is the ratio of the steady state velocity at the superhaat 
bound~ to that at the boiling bound~, and ~~ is the transit time 
through the two phase region. 

Using tho results for density and velocity perturbations the components 
of the perturbation in pressure difference between the superheat boundary 
(or the outlet) and the boiling boundary are shoYrn to be 

- A"' -,,..~ -

+ 

-A'(J, ,..,... :::. 

+ 

+ 

- A(J). a 
~-r 

- Ap,.~ 

l..-+..,.. 
.... ..;.. 

v~ 1 5 e-~-t: \ ~-11 
u.:.. I- ~~~ L - ~~~ - ---:;- + (13) 

1 -·~- 1 't, "(,I 'j, e - ' - f'w~ ~I + l's. ~ ~l.o 
~, - Sf4.J 

A u. u, t-+--r -+ -b~~- U.., ' ..Ye -\ 1-f--r .. t -·~- 1 
~- !»/~ 1 - ~/~t, -'"' - l),;.... '"I"'-\ \).:,.. 

l -·~ 1 ( 14) -A~,.- ~ "· - "' ~. -(".e, _, + 
...,... - \ ~~ l - Sf"'-' 

v 

s 'U"" 
'V 

cv { ;, -;") ,01/J u.:.. u.._ - p.,~V.;.. 

u..:. u~ 
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9.3. 

- u ... 1 ~ -·.:~ ( .... ~,)} - A r',.t - -A~~t ~ "'f"' e. - \ - -\-
.,. .... _, U.:... l- '-/~ )... - :S./ 1.. 

1 y -·~ 1 -- Ap,..'s ,..~ ~. 
- .., 

+ ~. ~ e. - \ + - (l .,,.~ ). o .... 
..,..~-' ~ l.. - S/~ ....... ' o.:. 

( 15) 

3.3 Superheat refiiOn 

It is assumed that the densi~ of superheated steam is constant. The 
velooity perturbation is the same all through the region but differs from 
the two phase velocity perturbation because of the superheat boundar,y 
movement. Thus -

(16) 

( 17) 

Tae oo~ponents of the perturbation of pressure difference between the 
superheat boundary and the outlet are shown to be 

(18) 

"" A f',- :: p.,. lJ.:... & .-o l l> ~ ( 19) 
u.:.. 

..... _ 
_ K p, u) ~"" 

(20) 

u.;.... 
3.4 Bounda;z conditions 

The pressure dif~erence between the headers of a bank of parallel 
ohannels is assumed to be tho same for all channels in the bank. Tho sum 
of all the pressure losses (including inertial effects) in a channel must 
be equal to the pressure difference betneen the headers. Thus the sum of 
all the perturbations in pressure loss in a channel must be equal to the 
perturbation in pressure difference between the headers l- A~M). 

- 7 -
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. ·. t- A-;,,~) "' (-~ .... ) • (- o~.s) + 

+ \- Af~) ~ ( - A l',._) ~ l -A ~l-i) + 

+- t-A~~~) + t- Af'~._).._ (- A,a\f) =- (-4H) (21) 

Note that the gravity and friction terms in the short length of channel 
over which tho boiling nnd superheat boundaries move ( P..., ~ S > f'.i e ~ 

lL ,,-..- U' ,, ... - ) 1 t 0 d. t 0 I ""'>. 
n~ .... v 1 ~, ·' n.~.,v:.'.l ... , cance ou ~n a Jacen reg~ons, and ·are 

therefore or.1~ ttcd ~n the sul)sequcnt work. · 

The stability problem is now to determine the behaviour of an inlet 
velocity perturbation U..;... for the boundary condition imposed by the 
pressure difference between the headers ( - A.~.,. ). In a. linearised 
analysis for studying parallel channel instability there is no loss of 
generality if it is assumed that the pressure difference bet-;;een headers 
is constant, i.e. {- A-;," =-0 ) 

The behaviour of an inlet velopi ty perturbation 0.:,... , including the 
degree of damping or rate of divergence and the possible frequencies if the 
system is oscillatory, is conveniently determined by the feedback analysis 
described in the ne:ct section. 

4. Feedback Annlysis 

A simple dyna.mio system (Fig.3A), which has a response "1\ to an input 
signal ""I. can be represented by a trwsfer function G{!t)~"/I, where ~ is the 
Ll!.place transform vflri.able which is generally a complex munber. The response 
of this system to a steady sinusoidal input of unit amplitude at a frequency 

"" is~= ~{.\.w) which is called the frequency response. 

A simple feedback loop (Fig. 3B), consists of the forward transfer function 
Go(~) , a feedback transfer function \-\ l~) , and the point ® , at which 

the f'eedback is cor.~bined with the input. The feedback F is the signal~ 
modified by the feedback transfer function i.e.~ /ta. = ~ (s) • The input to the 
for'l7ard transfer function G'(s) is now (for ne .":ative feedback) the difference1>, 
bet".7een tho input signal :I. and the f'eeJ bo.ck sicnal 'f , i.o. 1:> ="'I- F. It is shown 
in the standard textbooks (for instance Ref. 7) that with the loop closed the 
response ~ is Given by 

::. 
+ (,.. (~). ~(s) (22) 

which is called the clo3ed loop transfer function. 
is known as the open loop trnnsfcr function since 
vii th the loop open. 

The function &(~). \-\{~) 
&l~> . \4 t~) = f= /"I-

Instability nrbcs •;1hen the sir;no..ls ("l> 1 ~,l=) in the loop become self
sustainine 1ri thout r.tny input 1: • Instability is indicated by poles (places 
'Nhere a functiQn tends to infinl ty) of thr:.l closed loop tru1sfcr function in 
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the right half of the complex S plane. The number of these poles is equal to 
the number of unstable modes, and their real and imaginar,y S co-ordinates 
are the divergence rate and frequency respectively. An alternative method of 
stability analysis is the Nyquist criterion. This makes use of the frequency 
response of the open loop, plotted on an Argand diagram. If a system is un
stable the number of unstable froquencies is tP.ven by the number of times this 
frequency response encircles tho - I point in a clockwise direction. Nyquist 
criterion and pole position are alternative methods of analysis which give the 
same result in different forms, e.g. using "Nyquist criterion" the degree of 
stability is measured by gain and ph.1.se "margins", whereas using "pole position" 
the rate of exponential decay of a disturbance is obtf'.i.ned. 

4.1. Representation of hydrodynrunic eguations as a feedback system 

The hydrodynamic equations can be reprGsented by a feedback system 
such as that shown in Fig. 3B L1 which tho input signal J:. represents the 
perturbation in pressure diffcr.:nco between headers and the output signnl 
~ represents the inlet v~locity perturbation in one of tho tubes:-

i.e. I --
R 

The choice of transfer functions 
( H) parts of the loop is arbitrary. 
function to represent the response of 
pressure drop, 

-u~ 

for the fo:n7ard (G-) and feedback 
'de have chosen the forward transfer 
inlet velocity to single phase 

and the feedback transfer function to represent the ~esponse of two phase 
and superheat pressure drop to inlet veloci~, 

\-\ l-A-;ol.~)+l-Ap~_) ... (-A7',.,t) ..- l-AA~) +-l-Ae..,~) ..-l-ti('v) 
V..:... 

Thus the subtract or )> , 'I.-'"Po. represents the condition 

[~-A~~) +l-Ap,_)~t-A(J,~)}~ {- A,oH)- Sl-ll.o~~>· l-AP.-)-rl-6~.+)-t-'\ 
which is the same as equation 21. L +tO.fz.~} +- l-A~l-) ,.._ t-()p~_.) j 
Instability of the feedback system, vthich ari se s when the signal "R 
becomes self-sustaining without any input J: , therefore r epresents the 
hydraulic instability in which the inlet velocity ( o;.... ) varies 
although the pressure difference between headers ( -A(.'..,. ) remains 
constant. 

A block diagram of the comple te feedback system adop t ed to repre sent 
the hydrodynamic equations is shown i n Fig. 4. The transf er functions 
have been made non-dimr:msional by expr essing Ajo in units of p.,., V::', 
and U.:._ in units of 0,:_ , etc. In this dinDram the feedback is 
divided into a number of "pressure loss" terms which are convenient for 
calculation. Note that one physical effect may therefore be represented 
by the sum of several feedback signals because of the linearisation. 
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For instance two phase ~riction is dependent on two phase veloci~ and 
two phase density. The density perturbation is itself dependent on two 
phase velocity and boiling bound~ movement. Thus the two phase ~riction 
perturbation is represented by the S' llll o~ three ~eedback terms. 

4.2 PACE simulation 

An attempt was made to simulate the ~eedabck system o~ Fig.4 on the 
analogue computer PACE. The lags ( \ / \ ~ t,~ ), leads ( \ + ~~ ), 
delays ( e.- ~""C: ) in the system were properly represented, but the more 
complicated trans~er ~unctions, which for convenience are called TF1, TF2, 
•••••••• , de~ined as in Appendix III, were represented by approximations 
to their ~requency responses. 

The ~requency response o~ each o~ these six trans~er ~unctions was 
evaluated by digital computer. They are plotted on Fig. 5 ~or tvto values 
o~ r (r =outlet velocity/inlet velocity, ~or tvTo phase region); r = 4 is 
a ~ical value ~or a boiling channel in a recirculating loop, r = 50 is a 
typical value ~or a once-through heat exchan~er. TI1e Argand diagram 
representation is used on Fig. 5 since it is clearer ~or these particular 
trans~er functions than the more usual Bode diagram. A second order lag 
was found to be a good approximation to the frequency responses o~ these 
trans~er ~unctions up to a phase lag o~ 90°. · 

~vith this approximation, however, the PAC2 simulation gave results 
which contradicted those obtained from a non-linear digital computer 
programme (SLIP, Re~. 8). Further investigation sh~;ed that near the 
expected instability the majority of the 180° phase lag in the loop was 
contributed by the second order lag approximations Vihich were beyond 
their ranges o~ validity, i.e. the phase lag required ~or instabili~ was 
obtained by the approximation at a higher ~requency, (and therefore with 
an excessive attennuation) than the original tran~er ~unction. It is 
possible that e. higher order lag would be a sati~actory approximation or 
that the original transfer ~unctions could be more sati~actorily repre
sented using delays on PACE, but this approach was discontinued in favour 
o~ the digital programme described in the next section. TI1is experience 
is quoted ~or general interest and to emphasise the fact that approximations 
to the type o~ trans~er ~unction which arise in distributed systems must 
be made with considerable caution. 

4.3 The LOOP procramme 

LOOP is a Fortran programme developed to perform the complex number 
arithmetic required in feedback analysis. The basic part o~ LOOP cal
culates the open and closed loop responses o~ a multiloop ~eedback system 
from ~e8dfor.·1ard and feedb ack transfer functions supplied by a SYSTEM 
subroutine. The "SYST!!:M" subroutine defines the transfer ~unctions in 
terms o~ s the Laplace transform variable, and describes hm'l' they are to 
be combined to represent the physical system. 

There are two versions o~ the programme which incorporate a SYSTIDI 
subroutine describing the feedback system (Fig.4) for hydraulic stability, 
LOOP 3 ~or the IBIJ 7090, and LOOP 5 ~or the KDF 9. Tho input, output, and 
operation of these programmes is described in Appendix III and a block 
diagram of the pror;ra.mme structure is sho·.m on Fig. 9. The individual 
~ecdbnck components shown on Fie;.~- can be obtained seplU'ntely to d~termine 
the dorninant effects, and can be combined into a system with one, two, or 
three feedbnck loops (a one loop system is shown on Fie;.4) before 



calculating the open and closed loop resf;'onses. 

Stability can be investigated in several. vrrzys with the programme~ 
To determine whether a system is stable or not, it is sufficient to 
compute the open loop frequency response and apply Nyquist's crl terion. 
If the system is Wlstable this will also determine the number of higher 
harmonics. To determine tho unstable frequenoies and rates of damping or 
divergence, tho poles of the closed loop transfer function oan be looated 
by scanning the complex s pl8Jle, (i.e. looking for places where tho 
clcsed loop response tends to infinity. The s co-ordinates of the pole 
position are then determined by interpolation for the real and imaginar,y 
values of s where the open loop response = -1.). To find the p~sical 
explanation for instability, the individual feedback components must be 
examined and the dominant factors determined. These methods are best 
illustrated by means of an exa~ple. The results were verified by means 
of the non-linear digital computer progrc.rame SLIP (Ref.S) see para. 5.4. 

5. Example - parallel channels in a once-through heat exchanger 

An example is presented here to dc~onstrate the techniques used for 
predicting unstable flow. It ill~strates ono of tho mechanisms of instability 
and shows how the system can be stabilised. This example is one channel of 
a bank of parnllel channels in a once-through heat exchanger design. The 
ate~ state conditions are:-

Pressure = 465 lb/in
2

abs 

Inlet subcooling = 1.20 Btu/lb 

Inlet velocity = 0.4 ft/sec 

Exit quality = 63% 

Sinoe there is no superheat region in this example, all the signals and feed
backs representing phenomena in the superheat region on Fig.4 can be omitted. 

5.1 Prediction of unstc.ble flo·,7 in cxc>..mple 

The Nyquist diagram of the open loop f~equency response for a one
loop system computed with LOOP 3 is shovm on ~'ig. 6A. It encircles the 
-1 point five times in all {only two encirclements are shovm because of 
the scale Qf the diagram) indicating that there are five unstable frequencies. 
This was confirmed by scanning the complex s plane with LOOP 3 which 
shuned that the closed loop transfer function had five pairs of poles in 
the right half plano1 and an undetermined number at higher frequencies in 
the left half plane ~Fig.7). The fundamental has a frequency of 0.82 
radians/sec. and is divereing as e0.08t. The higher harmonics have 
frequencies l'lhich are roughly multiples of tho funclamental and some of 
them are diverging more rapidly than the fundamental, so that in the 
practical case, or a non-linear analysis, the fundamental might be obscured. 

The large number of harmonics {poles, encirclements) is only possible 
because of the larce phase shifts of the transfer functions involving 

e-•~ {TF1 etc) and the high open loop gain at zero frequency, since 
the tr~sfer functions attenuate rapidly. 



. 5.2 Stabilisation of example 

If the inlet is "gagged'' with an orifice the single phase friction 
pressure drop will be increased and the open loop gain will be decreased 
at every frequency. 

The Nyquist diagrams of tho open loop frequency response with inlet 
gags hating A11,;... J p..,o!. = 40 and 80 are shown in Fig. 6B. With A(J,:.,/p..,vX 
= 40 the Nyquist diagram encircles the -1 point only once, indicating one 
unstable frequency. With AtJ~/p..,ur = 80 the Nyquist diagram passes to 
the right of the -1 point showing that the system is stable. The poles 
associated with these inlet gags are shown on Fig.7 - only the first 
three poles have been located but there will be others at higher fre
quencies. Note that the fundamental is the last frequency to be stabilised 
even though the higher harmonics diverged more rapidly than the fundamental 
in the unstabilised case. 

5.3 Mechanism of instability in example 

It is instructive to consider the relative magnitudes and phase 
relations of the pressure loss components due to a perturbation of inlet 
velocity. The results from LOOP 3 for the case of an inlet gag 
= 40, which has one unstable frequenoy, have been rearranged into the 
pressure loss components of equation 21. These pressure loss components, 
due to friction, acceleration, gravity, in the single phase and two phase 
regions, are plotted as vectors on Fig.B. This figure shows the components 
at zero frequency, at the unstable frequency (0.7 rads/sec) and at an 
intermediate frequency (0.4 rads/sec). At all these frequencies the two 
phase gravity head is the dominant pres sure loss although two phase 
friction has contributed a lot of the necessary phase lag. 

At the unstable frequency (0.7 reds/sec) the vector sum of all the 
pressure loss perturbations is zero, thus indicating that the inlet veloci~ 
perturbation can oscillate at 0.7 rads/sec without varying the total 
pressure loss. 

Alternatively, the mechanism of flo\v instability at this frequency 
can be explained by consideration of the feedback loop as follows. A 
small increase in pressure difference imposed on the single phase region 
causes an increase in single phase velocity. This increase in single 
phase velocity causes an increase in the total two phase pressure losses 
which is 180° out of phase with the inlet velocity. This feedback augments 
the initial perturbation in pressure difference and sets up a self-sustaining 
oscillation. 

5.4 Comparison with non-linear analysis (SLIP) 

To verify the results obtained from the feedback analysis, the stea~ 
harmonic response obtained from SLIP was compared with the frequency 
response computed by LOOP 3. A steady harmonic response is only obtainable 
from a stable system, the comparison was therefore made for the example 
stabilised by an inlet restriction A,o.;..J p.,~l>.:." = 100. To obtain the 
ste~ harmonic response from SLIP a small amplitude sinusoidal oscil
lation at 0.5 rads/sec was superimposed on the pressure difference be~veen 
the ends ot the channel and the response of the inlet velocity computed. 
After one transit time through the channel ~ effects due to the initial 
disturbance will have been transported out of the channel and a stea~ 
response obtained. This response is not a pure sine wave because of the 



non-linear analysis with a finite size of disturbance, nnd also because of 
the finite time and space intervals in the SLIP computation, but the 
fundamental of the response oan be obtained by Fourier analysis. 

The mac;nifioation and phase lag between the pressure difference 
signal and the fundamental mode of tbe inlet velocity response compare 
closely with the closed loop response at the same frequency computed by 
LOOP 3 as shown in tho Table beloo :-

Frequency 0.5 rad3/sec. 

1iagnifica tion Phase Lug 

LOOP (closed loop response) 0.0.349 287° 

SLIP (fundamental or 
response) 

steady 
0.0346 296° 

5.5 Other mechanisms of instabili t-r 

In the foregoing example the tv1o phase gravity head was identified 
as the main cause of instability but this is not a general conclusion. 
Any of the feedbacks shown in Fig.4 could be responsible for instability, 
depending on design and operating conditions. 

One interesting feature vthich was not included in the above example 
is the influence of the superheat region in a once-through heat exchanger. 
To cover this aspect, calculations were done for a desgin consisting of 
a number of long helical tubes in parallel producing superheated (55°F) 
steam from subcooled ( 150 Btu/lb) water. At the de sien fl&.v "t':ro phase 
friction and :mperheo.t friction are the dominant effects, an inlet 
restriction A,o.;;.};>~u:.: = 500 is required to stabilise the flow. At low 
(10/~) flow superheat friction is the dominant effect because the superheat 
region extends over most of the length, o.n inlet restriction A.,o.:., },.Ooo~U::' 
= 1500 is required to stabilise the flow in this case. It is perhaps worth 
noting :that although this requires a. significant decrease in channel nrea 
the pressure drop is quite modest i.e. 16.5 p.s.i. at full flow. 

Another feature which is not illustrated by the example is a "static" 
instability. Tnis type of instability, associated with a negative slope 
of the pressure difference/mass flan curve, is indicated in the feedback 
representation by a positive feedback. On the com;>lex 's' plane it is 
represented by a pole on the real axis in the right half plane. This 
type of instability is limited when a stable condition is found on or.other 
part of the pressure loss/mass flow curve. 

6. Dcsicn implication~ 

From tho exo.mpla describe.'i in tho previous paro.grnph and from other cnscs 
which hnve been st•Jdied a general picture of the phenomenon has emerged, from 
vthich it is possible to assess the ef!'ect of certain de:dcn cho.nc;es in a 
qualitative way. 

- 13 -



In a case in which two phase f'riction or superheater f'riotion play a 
dominant part it will be de stabilising to include :f'i ttil').gs etc., which increase 
the pressure drop near the channel outlet since this is a region where the phase 
lags have their maximum values and to accentuate the feedback f'rom these points 
will be destabilising. A very long riser has a siUdlar e:f'fect. A restriction 
on the inlet, single phase region, of the channel is always stabilising sinoe 
there is no phase lag between an increase of' inlet velocity and the increased 
frictional feedback. 

It is found that the movement of' the boiling boundary has a marked effect 
on the changes of velocity and density in the two phase region and, since the 
boiling boundary movement is greater if the non-boiling length is long, cases 
in which the boiling boundary is well up the channel are less stable than 
oases in which it is near the inlet. This has been noted by previous authors 
who have found that increased subcooling was destabilising. On the other hand, 
the longer the non-boiling length :f'or a given channel the greater is the single 
phase friction and the shorter is the ~vo phase region. If the length of tho 
two phase region is too small for the feedback to out"'\"reigh the single phase 
friction instabili~ cannot occur. 

Distributed increase in friction, due for example to ~dsted ribbon inserts, 
is also found to be destabilising in the sense that more restrictive gagging 
is required to echieve stability. This is because the general level of pressure 
drop has been raised and a smaller orifice is necessary in order to bring the 
single phase ("in phase") pressure drop up to the level where it is comparable 
with the two phase pressure drops. 

Quantitative answers will of course generally require a computetion for a 
specific case. It is f'ound, however, that the eff'ects of' modifications to a 
design can of'ten be assessed f'rom the "steady state gains 11 of' the transfer 
functions in Fig.4 once a case has been computed to identif'y the important 
feedbacks and the unstable frequencies. 

7. Conclusions 

( 1 ) The hydrodynamic equations can be linearised, Laplace transformed, and 
represented as transfer f•mctions in a feedback system, with the assumptions 
made here. 

(2) The transfer functions in the feedback system have characteristics 
capable of producing oscillatory instabilities, apart from ~ statio instabi
lity associated with a negative slope in the pressure dr.op/mass flow curve. 
These instabilities arise from the fact that although the response of each part 
of a channel is in the sense which opposes ~ increase in inlet velocity, there 
are phase lags in the two phase region which at certain f'requencies can lead to 
the response augmenting the initial disturbance. 

(3) Unstable flaw is not caused by any single feedback effect, a number 
of dif'ferent fectors can cause instability depending on the design and operating 
conditions. 

(4) In an illustrative example for a once through heat exchanger there 
were a number of unstable modes. Some of the higher harmonics were more rapidly 
divereent than the fundamental, but tho fundamental was the last one to be 
stabilised by an inlet gag. 



(5) It is possi.ble to predict the effect of certain design modifications, ·· 
e.g. inlet gags are stabilising, outlet restrictions are, in general, de
stabilising. 

(6) Approximations to the transfer f\Ulctions must be chosen with ca~tion. 
They need to be good approximations in both g~n and phase, at least up to 
180° phase lag to investigate the fundamental of an oscillation. They may not 
be capable or rP.presenting higher harmonics if the phase shift is limited by 

·the. appro:x:lmation• · · 
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APPENDIX 1 

LIST OF SniBOLS 

"Difference" signal in Feedback loop 

Speoifio internal energy 

= 2. 71828 •••• 

"Feedback" signal in feedback loop 

"Forward" or "System" transfer function 

Acceleration due to gravity 

"Feedback" transfer Flmotion 

Specif'io enthalpy 

"Input" signal in feedback loop 
=~· 

Constant in equation for friction pressure gradient 

Latent heat 

Pressure 

Power.· per unit volume 
= Q ( P~- Ps ). 

\ p,. P4 J-- · 
"Response" s1e;nal in feedback system 

Ratio = outlet velocity from two phase region 

inlet " to " " " 

Laplace transform variable 

Time 

Velocity 

Specific volume 

Quality of water/steam mixture =mass fraction of' water 

.z co-ordinate of' outlet boundary of region 

Distance from inlet 

Pressure loss 

Density 

Transit time through region 

Frequency (ii!Ia.ginnry part of' complex number s) 

Diameter 

Friction factor 

Leneth 

- 17 -



SUBSCRIPI'S 

o Steady state 

Single phase, subcooled writer, region 

2. Two phase, saturated water and steam, region 

~ Superheated steam region 

"" Inlet condition 

w 

Separate feedbacks in multiloop system . 

Friotion oomponent 

Gravit.Y component (hydrostatio head) 

1fomentum ( aoooleration) component 

Saturated steam 

Saturated water 

SUPERSCRIPTS 

• Small perturbation from steady state 

Laplace transform or small perturbation 

- 18 -



APPmDIX 2 

DERIVATION OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 

1.. BOILING BOUNDARY MOVEMENT 

In single phase flow:-

For incompressible flow 

,',l_fJ;O 
a.:z 

t 

Using assumption ~X l \) 

... u d h 

Conservation of mass: . 

Conservation of energy 

p = constant 

and . au 0 . . • 
az 

~{,.vE) = .i.. (,o\.,) 
at at 

Linearizing - considering small perturbations from a steady 

state i.e. U_(z,,t.) ·= Uol3.) + .u•{Z.,.t) 
• \.., t 2. J t') : ~ o (:z.) ,._ h ~ :z. I ~ 

. () u~ 0 . . ::J 

~':z. 

iJ ~. -+ a"' • - :. - u• a \to 
~oz. Uo Jt' Uo ~.z. 

- I. • 
Tald.ng Laplace transforms i.e. h (:z,~} :: \.. {:z.,~) 

u, ( ~) = I. u"'lt) 
. d\, s \., u, cl\... . . + :. -clz Uo Uo cl:z.. 

s~ cb. 

~-r The integrating factor is 
Uo 

e Let 
0 

\~ e $'!:) u, 
d "'· 

$~ . cl e . . = --cA:z. Oo cl-;z_ 
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Integrating between the inlet 

and the boiling boundar,y 
-~'t, 

. ·. - e. Jho 
~';Z. 

2. SINGLE PHASE PRESSURE LOSSES 

Conservation of momentum gives 

Considering the hydrostatic head due to gravi~ 

= 

Linearizing and integrating betw·3en the inlet • • r ~.-+'j, f 'j. 

- a "(>I' : j {J.,. ~ ,4z - . fJw ~ . 
0 . 0 

Taking the Laplace transforms 

and the boiling boundar,y 

Similarly considering the pressure loss due to momentum 

• .. 

. ·• . 

l. )D ~ =- .1.. \f> \) v) + .i_ l f' l)) 
a~ a~ at 

- A)!>,_ P~ s l), : ~. 

"'" 
: s 't, u, f~ U· --· U· -

\ ~, 
j P~ 

0 

Similarly considerinc the prn~nure loss due to friction 

d ~ -
- '.f. -a -.z. . 

K u"\.
P 
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. . ' 

ri 
0 

.,. ._ 
K /'w U.:,. ~. 

But the steady state loss - Ap,, = K /'.;. lJ 2::. ~, 
.. - A~, : 2. . ~-AlO,t) ~ + K ~ ... u: ~~ 

v~ 

3. T,'/0 PHASE VELOCITY AND DiiNSITY PROFILE 

In homogeneous two phase flow:-

0 Conservation of mass 

Conservation of energy 

Using assumption (xii) 

Subtracting the "mass" equation >t \, from the "energy" equation 

+ Q -
,0 

The ttmass." equation oan be written in the same form 

+ 

At constant pressure p · is a function or h alone 

since h = h"" t' -)( ) 
and ' :: 

.....,.. = "V"'"' t \ - ')() -
fJ 

.Thus Q :. 

Linearizing ' 

- ~1 -

... \,. .. ')( 
~v,x 

.·. Ju•::. o 
J;z. 



Integrating from the boiling bound~ 

[·l U
0 

• u•) - (u, ~ u,~fl - [ uo - L>,] = 
'' \ 

Then taking Laplace t~ansforms 

Ua = U, - tt, ~, 

Linearizing the "mass" equation 

-~ 'uo .o•J _.. c) ,o" - -.0 'l).- u· d~ .. o 
()-;z. \ I ...- n - to ~'%- ~ 

Taking the Laplace transforms 

! \Uo f) + s1 : _ UJ. ~ 
d~ dz 

The integrating factor is 

Let 't = \z a~ 
J L>o ::s, 

In steady state 

f'o dUo 
cl:z:. 

:. - Uo ~ and 
t\z 

f'o 0 o ::. 

-"ll't1 

~0 = - l'o cl Up :::. P-~ u~ , ;:: f' ... ct, e 
cA-:z. u., t\x. Uo'J. Uo 

transformed differential equation 
-~~ ~"(, 

U,. f!_ ~ ct. e .e. 

Uo 

Integrating from the boiling bound~ 
. %. r ~~ 1%. - ~ (5.-~>-c 

L U o ~ e j " = u. ,.o..., ~ e cAz.. 
~.·~. .. l} 

~~"'~· 0 

~~ .. uo; e, u~ \- ~o) 'J, 
6_ -:z.. !'J I 

t - •"' - '1...: 1 p u.,. e - e, = 
p~ Uo 1 - &/~~~v 
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4. SUPERHEAT BOtTh'DARY MOVEMENT 

The superheat bo\mdary occurs where the density of the homogeneous two phase 
fluid is equal to the steam density. 

~us for small perturbations of the boundary 

• 
~2. =. at the ste~ state baundar,y 

- - u~ • Pt. p~ . . l... :: = 
pl q, ,0) 

't .: Jb. = Let 
0· -

5. ~{0 PHASE GRAVITY HEAD 

Considering the hydrostatic head component in the conservation of momentum 
equation:-

(3 r" .:. ,P ~ 
a:z. 

Linearizing 

and in steady state - NJ!. 'Po = /'o ~ 

* ~ ..... !j~ ~\o . 

- t. ""-s - j } I'· ·•/) '3 J.z. - J I'• !J ",. 

Transforming 

-A"' -fJ.~ -

~, ... "::S, ~. 



--

In steady state 

: ~ f'041 U.:... ~"" : ~ /?.,.~ u.:.. L.,..,f- -1" 

cv 

4"~1} + 

+ 

6. T,'/0 PHASE MOMENTUM PRESSURE LOSS 

Considering the momentum and acceleration components in the conservation of 
momentum equation, and subtracting the 11mass" equation x U :-

Linearizing 

and in steady state -~F'a = f'0 V0 au. 
oz.. ~ :z. 
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- [ et ... -•J" ]"'~ l e t"-''"1 ..:v - ,o .. U.:.. """ f'.,.. U.:. 'l, 5' - - ~ + 
\ - ~l~t,., ct.-~ C\.,-S 

0 0 

""' -t -•" } ~ r·~-1 - f>.,. U.:. U.,. ..,.. e, "- t L.rf-..r +It, 0~ ~. ;, -r-e.. -' 
~(\- ~14\,) lJ.:.. \ - s./'\, - ~. \- ~~~ 

and f>.., l) .:.. '-+- .J'" ::. "'"' u.:., ~ " 
~ 

In steady state 

7. T,'{O PHASE FRICTION PRESSURE LOSS 

Considering the friction pressure loss component in the conservation of 
momentum equation:-

-i..)O = K,.oU" 
a:z. 

Linearizing 

and in steady state 

K(f'o +{' •){Uo-rO ,.) 
'1,. 
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_ ,.o.., u.- u"" e "- [ (.a. .. -.,~ 

-. ' - '-I,., -,_-~---!:.-

v,.. 
u..:. 

"' 
" f'"" U.:... :j, t- K /'!. V..,... S'"' 

8. SUPERHEATED STEAM REC.ION 

For imcompressible flow (0 = constant = l's and . . . Jo - o --a'%. 
Linearizing and integrating, !~ ::. tt (in the t\vo phase region), 

from the boiling boundary to the superheat bound~. 

r • ] ] \ ':.1-..·~: 
L~Ul·u~)-\u,+ u , ) - u)-u 1 =J .~~~ 

~. ~:1, 

Transforming u, - u, : 

Considering the hydrostatic hend due to gravity, 

Linearizing and integrating between the superheat boundary 

outlet ..., ~~ 

- Ar')~ =- J "' I'~~ ~-x. 
~\. -t ~, 

Transforming -
- /l.n 

r~~ 
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Considering the pressure loss due to momentum, 

Linea.ri zing 

outlet 

and integrating between the superheat boundary and the 

Transforming 

• . J~h . ... J~~ . . 
- A,OltM :. f>~ ~Jl cA~ - f'• C) lJ J.~ 

. • c)t: rr 
!S\.. ... j" . ~ .... 

- 6.p'!l,.,. :.. fs s U~{ 'jl- ~ .. J = l's u~ ~U~ l ~')- ~ .... ) 
u~ 

Considering the pressure loss due to friction, 

Linearizing and integrating between the superheat boundary and the 

outlet II ~\ If 'l- ~) 

-A f"1 t = 5 Kt'., \ U.·HJ ) J.%. - ( ~~ V~ ~~ 
~,. .. ~: ., J~\.o 

Transforming = l.K P~ U~ Ull~l-';j....) 
' 

In steady state 

= K P~ U;..v -r \ ~ l- 'j ... ) 

- Ay.>3L :a 2:. \- A,olt) Ul _ K ,1 u; 3'~ 
~ ,... u~ 



APPENDIX 3 

DIGITAL COMPUTER PRoGRAf.IME 'LOOP 3' (IBM 7090) MID 1 LOOP. 5' (KDF 9). 

The programme was written to solve the hydraulic stability equations as a 
feedback system. ·It was clear that different hydraulic circuits would entail 
the solution of different sets of equations, e.g~ parallel channels and re• 
oiroulating loops. Furthermore, a general feedback analysis programme could 
be applied to other st.abili ty problems as well ns hydraulic stability. The 
programme was therefore written in two parts; a basic LOOP programme which 
determines the open and closed loop responses of a multiioop feedback system, 
and a SYSTEM subroutine which specifies the transfer function equatioz13 used 
for a particular system. A block diaGram of the programme structure is shewn 
in Fig.9. 

1 • Basic LOOP nrosramme ' 

The basic LOOP programme is intended to find the open and closed 
loop responses of a mul tiloOll feedback systeiil :i.n which the closed loop 
transfer function of an inner loop becomes tho "feedforward" transfer 
function for the next loop, etc. 

i.e. = 
1 

G 
1 

+ 

Variable nrr;.;ys 

'lbe progr8.lllrle struoture is built liround the following arrays of 
variables. 

SIGMA (I) 

(J) 

Real ports of s, tho Laplace transform variable. 

Imaginary parts of s, the Laplace transforta variable. 

ALPHA (1 ), ALPHA (2), etc. Con:Jtants intended for use as zero 
. frequency Gains. 

TAU (1), TAU (2), etc~ Constants intended for use as time constants. 

F .(M,li) 

G (L,rr) 

H (L,N) 

GH (L,N) 

GQneral "transfer function" expressions for use in 
calculations and out1mt. 

M identifies the traru~fer ,function in the system, . 

N = 1 indicates the real part of a complex number, 

N = 2 

N :: 3 
N =4 

N = 5 

" •r 

" II 

n II 

II II 

imaginary part of a .complex nulllber, 

maenificntion = ,.J(Rea1
2 

+ Imaginary
2

) 

gain (db) = 20 log
10 

(MaGnification) 

phase (deg) = tan-1 ( ImaGin~ ) 
neal 

11 Fecdfor11a.rd" transfer function in Loop L~ N as for F e.bove. 

·• Feedback transfer function in Loop L, N ns for F nbove . 

Opon loop transfer function of Loop L, N ns t'or F above. 
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Mnin prosrrunme 

(1) Reads input data. (see section A3,3 for details) and prints them out. 

(2) Selects in turn all the vaJ.uee of tho complex number "s" for the 
subsequent calculations. The values of s are all the combinations 
of SIGMA (real part) and OUEGA (imaginary part) in the .data. Thus to 
obtain a frequency response th~ data must contain one value of 
SIGIJA (= 0) and all the values of OMEGA (frequency) required. 

(3) Obtains from subroutine SYSTEM, for the selected value of s, the 
real (N = 1) and imaginary (N =- 2) parts of, G(1,N), all the F(M,N), 
and all the H(L,N). · 

(4) For each Loop (L) of a multiloop system, calculates the real (N = 1) 
and imaginary (N = 2) parts of the open loop response, 

GH (L,N) = G(L,N) x H (L,N), 

and the closed loop response, which then becomes the feed:foward for 
the next loop, 

) = G (L,N) 
G ( L + 1 'N 1 + GII { L ,N J 

(5) Obtains from subroutine BODE 

Magnification (N=3) = ,.j (Real2 
+ Imo.ginary

2
) 

Gain (db) (N=4) = 20 log10 (Mag~fioation) 

Phase (deg) · (U=S) = 
t _1 . ( Imn()l-ney) 

an Real 

calculated. from the real (N=1) and imaginary (N=2) parts for all the 
F, G, H, and GH. 

(6) Prints out results in subroutine OUTPUT (see section A3.4 for details.) . 

Subroutines ex !.:ULT, ex DIV, ex EXP perform complex multiplication, 
di~lsion, and exponentiation respectively, wherever it is required. 

2 • SYSTE~.! Subroutine in LOOP 3 and LOOP 5 

The reaJ. (U=1) and ima£P.nary (N=2) parts of the transfer functions in . 
Fig.4 are calculated from the follo\Ving expressions. 

Feed.f'orwa.rd (inner loop) 

G ( 1 ,N) = I 
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Components of feedback system 

The transfer functions in square brackets ere calculated in separate 
subroutines identified by the subscript, 

[ 
-s:t~ ] 

' - e 
s.~, '~'-

e.g. is 

caloula ted in subroutine TF 6. 

F (1,N) = 

F (2,N) 

F (3,N) 

F (4,N) 

F (5,N) 

F (6,N) 

F (7 ,N) 

i' (B,N) 

- -
F (9,N) = u~ = 

u, - '\, ~, 'A a 

U.:... \).:_ ~, 

- -F ( 10,N) = ~ ~ ... q, ~. 
U,:.. o:... 

F (11 ,N) = t; (-A,.,~~) ..... ~, 1 ul -p.,~ V:.. o.:. 
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F (12,N) = 
-•"' .... \)..... ..... ....... e, 4l, ~ - ' u.:.. \)~ 

or = Oif' therl? is no superheat region. 

F ( 13 ,N) = v~ = u, + q,t- -) - ~"-~' u:.. U.:,.. U;... 

Feedback transfer functions 

The feedback components (F) are combinr.d in the feedback transfer 
f'unotions (H) in different ways depending on the nwnber of loops (LHAX) 
in the system. As before the real (N=1 ), and imat;inary (N=2) parts are 
oaloulated f'rom the expressions given. 

One loop system ( Ll.iAX :::: 1 ) 

H (1,N) = F (2,N) + F {3,N) + F (4,N) + F (5,N) + F(6,N) + F (7,N) + 

F (8,N) + G (10,N) + F (11 ,N) 

(i.e .. all the feedbo.ck components together) 

'IWo loop system (Lr.lAX ; 2) 

.· H (1 ,N) = F(2,N) + F (3,N) + F(4,N) + F(5,N) + F (6,N) + F (7,H) + 

F (8,N) + F (10,N) 

(i.e. all the two phaso effects in the inner loop) 

H (2,N) = F (f1,N) 

(i.e. the superheat effects in the outer loop) 

. Three loop system ( LJ.tAX. = 3) 

The combinations are rlifferent in WOP .3 and LOOP 5. 

in LOOP 3 (7090) 

H ( 1 ,H) = F(2,N) + F (11 ,N) (Le . two phase and superheat 
velocity effects) 

. H (2,N) = F (3,N) + F (4,N) + F (5;N) + F(6,N) + F (7,N) + 

H (3,H) 

F (8 ,N) 

(i.e. twCl phasB densi ty effects) 

= F (10,N) (i.e. two phase momentum effects due to 
bound~ movements). 
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In LOOP 5 (KDF 9) 

li (1 ,N) = F (2,N) + F (3,N) + F (4,N) + F (5,N) 

(i.e. tv1o phase velocity effects) 

II (2,N) = F (6,N) + F (7,N) + F (8,N) + F (10,N) 

(i.e. boundary movement effects) 

H (3,N) :-: ~· (11 ,N) (i.e. superheat effects) 

- ?.'J -,._ 



Data Imut 

Baoh l.i.De representa one oard 

II 1tJ KL 101 KJ.LPHA KTAU ltTITLE KG 

JJ.:Al U:.U l:J,LU N.lLPHA NTAU NTITLE I laX 

SIGMA(1) 

SIGliA(7) 

O~A(4) 

A.L?HA( 1 ) 

AU':U(7) 

TJ.U( 1) 

SIGJ.U.( 2) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SIGIU.( 6) 

• •• • • • • •• • • • •• • • • • • • SIG!o!A(DIAX) O~A( 1) •••••••••••••••• 0~.&(3) 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • OUE&A( Ji!.&X) 

first 
case 

ALPHA( 2 ) .A.LI'H.l(J ) ALPHA( 4) ALPHA.( 5 ) .l.IPIU.( 6 ) 

AlPHA( 8) ALPHA( 9) AIPHA( 1 0) ALPH.A( 11 ) ALPHA( 12) 

TAU(2) TAD(J) TAU(4) TAU(5) TAD(6) 
first title oard 

eto. 
Last title oard 
IIUI eto. tor next oase 

Nomen:! a ture 

II • Siae ot SIGia IZTfl3' 

XJ • OISG.l • 

Ill. • Pi.rst d.illle.oaion ot H and CH arrays 
Ill • • ., &rra:f 

!:JJPa.& • Si s:a of W'll..l arrq 

• T.l!J • 
KTITU • • TITLE 

KG " Pi.rst di111enaion of G arr93 

r:.:.&X • !'lUIIIber of real parts ot S (SIG!I:A) 

JII!X " • i.e~ parts of S ( O~A) 

· LJ.!AI • l'lWDber ot feedback loops 

1/:l.!AX • Number ot P transfer functions to ~ 

!IJ.L<'HA " liU!IIber ot ALPiiA a • 12 

NIAU • " TAU s 6 
NTITLE • 12 x Hu:aber ot title oards 

print~ 

SIGll ( 1 ), SIG~:A (2), eto. • Real parts of S 

m:mA (1), O:SC;. (2), eto. • Imll8inary pnrta of S 

AIPdA (1) 1.. (~) 
p .. \).;. 

ALPi!A (2) = l. ( ~) (_:z.. ) .... ""+-~' 
\p~ v.:.'" \-f" .. ' 

( - Ap,_.,) ( -c--\ ) 
\ PJ IJ;." \ .,. • \ 

Restrictionse 

~ 

'nw: 
) Jl!AX 

, DlAI 

: 13 

= 12 

• 6 

'll'J:ITLE 

, LltA%+1 

'(13 
::. 12 

= 6 

Not 

required 

on 7090 

.(100 

-(100 

.( 10 

~ 1J 

= 12 

: 6 

,120 

ALPHA. (5) 

ALPHA (6) 

ALPHA (7) 

ALPHA. (8) 

ALPHA. (9) 

ALPHA (10) 

ALPHA. ( 11) 

ALPHA ( 12) 

TAU (1) 
TAU (2) 

TAU (.3) 

TAU((4) 

TAU (5) 

TAu (6) 

} 
} 
} 

Pormat 8!6. Not required .on 7090. Pl'eoedes t'il-at oase only .on XDP9 
lol'IDat 7!6. 

Pcirmat 6t 12.1,.. Continue onr as aany o0111plete oarda aa ueoesaary 

i.e • make IliAi + Jll.l.l a IDUl tiple ot 6 • 

Pol'!Dat 6P 12 .4. 

Continue over aa 111~ oards aa required up to a IIUillwa 
ot { 10 oarda on the 7090 

KmLE/12 cards on the XDJ'9. 

( - b.p... ) ( "+"'" - ~) 
,o .. v~ \ q-

(- AP•t) 
~Po.) IJ.:.. .. 

( - AA.-) 
\ ,o ... l).:. .. 

(
-top .... ) 
,o.,.. V.:." 

{
-i"-1 
blaJ\k 

it there ia a superheat region 

• no • 
it there is a superheat region 

• • no • 

:: Transit time throush auboooled water 
• • • two phase region .. .J..logh -r 

: ~ 

.f '1::-. :::. superheat region 
l bla.ak it there ia no superheat region 

Transit time through heated length to boiling boundary 

I I"' 
=. blank 

.AL<'HA (4) " r - AP,-) l1"'-'- '-+-.,. ) 
\ p.,. V.:. ~-I 

•Note that on the 7090 the storage apace is fixed, the variables (II.:AX to IITITLE) are therefore restricted to tbe. values 
:!lham whereas on the KDl"9 the •tora5e spaoe is flexible and oan be Yaried (by II to KG) to suit the Yariablea 
(It:AI to t!TITLE). . 



~~t~ut or results 

:tor eaoh case the data and titles are printed out in the same f'orm&t as f'111r input but with the headillgs "data• and "-title" as aholm bela~r. 

LUX l4:.U 

SI~ (2) 

SI~li.J. (7) .••••••••• • ••• • SIGUA (Dai) Cl.:mA ( 1 ) •• • •••••••• • • • 

Cl.lXOA (4) •••••••••••••••••• • •• • ••• • • •• • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
AlPRA (1) ALP!ll (2) m'F.l (.3) m'HA (4) m>HA. (5) 

AI.t-""HA (7) ~ (8) JJP!U. (9) ~"HA (10) m>!U. (11) 

TAu _(1) TAO (2) !AU (3) TAU (4) TAU (5) 

Pirst title card 

eto. 

Last ti tla card 

SIGMA (6) 

Cl.lmA (3) 

OUEGA (.n:AX) 

m'HA (6) 

ALPHA (12) 

'Wr (6) 

• · :b!n, f or nery COQbination r4 SIGILA and OL~A (i.e. every oonplex v:ll.ue r4 a), the values r4 P, G, H end GH are printed out with the headiz:gs and in the rcmoat shovn bela~r ror a 
~ one bop system. It there is more than one loop "the lines "feedback", •open loop", . and "olosed loop", are repeated (nwabered) ror each loop. 

BE.AL n'AGINARY ~ID'IC..\TICRI ~AIN (DB) PJUSE (DID) 

??.E~a•::r SIG!IA (I) OJS:;A (J) 

n:iJl?CU;liD ~1,1) ~1,2) G(1,3) ~1,4) G(1,5) 

:r;;:n:;;;,.a H( 1,1 ) H(1,2) H(1,3) H(1 ,4) H(1,5) 

OF!::i LOOP GH(1,1) ~H(1,2) GH(1,3) GH( 1 .J.) GH(1,5) 

CLCs:;::) LOOP G{2,1) ~2,2) G{2,3) G{2,4) G(2,5) 

faj;;S1Z:Il FO!T::TICif 1 P( 1,1) P(1,2) .P( 1 ·') P(1,4) P(1,5) 

etc. 
TRJ.::SP:ll ro:;~cu I.1.:AX P( l!l!J.X,1 ) P(IA:A.%,2) P(la.!AX,3) P(Cl:A.%04) P( J!I!A.X,5 ) 

.ileal part, illeginary part, ~ication, ot P, G, H, GH are printed aa tloati.Dg point DUI!bera. 

Gain and phase ot :r, G, H, GH are printed as t1ltBCl point DWDbers. 

SIGIU. aJl4 Olii!&A are printed. aa t:ixed point I!IWabera. 

\,!) 

• 
VJ 
• 
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FIG. 2 RECIRCULATING & ONCE THROUGH SYSTEMS. 
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FIG. 3B SIMPLE FEEDBACK SYSTEM. 
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SUMMARY 

The code CACTUS is a computer code describing especially 

one or more rectangular channels of the same length, put in a reactor 

core, or one channel in its water-loop. 

The thermodynamic equations are resolved one-dimensionally, 

in one or two-phase, ar high or low pressure, with heat transfer by 

convection or radiation, in transient behaviour or steady state. 

Examples show the effect of models fitted to steady state 

experiments on other steady state or transient ·experiments and the 

effect of power axial distribution on threshold power. 
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I- INTRODUCTION 

Safety and thermal optimization studies for reactors cooled 

by a one or two phase flow, at high or low pressure, require a correct 

calculation, in space and ti~e, of the characteristic values of the 

coolant such as flow rate, pressure, void fraction, steam flow rate, 

average enthalpy •••• The calculation method is generally developed 

by adjusting the coefficients in the differential equations or using 

empirical correlations, to fit loop experiment results, under conditions 

similar to the in-pile one. As it is impossible to fully reproduce the 

in-pile conditions and since some detail measurements done in loop are 

not possible in a pile, it is easily conceived that any design calculation 

in transient and steady state is an extrapolation of calculation adjusted 

on experimental results. 

This justifies the interest for computational models based on a 

detail eddescription of macroscopic phenomena and the necessity of ascer

taining for the ·deviations which we can get from two different models used 

with conditions different from those they were adjusted. 

* To solve these problems, the CACTUS code was developed and will 

be briefly described in the second paragraph of this paper. The third 

will give some examples of utilization like: 

i) a comparison of calculations with and without a void fraction 

model in local boiling. 

ii) the effect of pow~r sQape on the hydrodynamic stability 

threshold. 

* code CACTUs-CEA Report R 3039 ( 1966) M. FAJEAU - NGUYEN LUONG THAN
J.P.SAUNIER 
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II - DESCRIPTION OF CACTUS CODE 

II-1 General 

CACTUS can describe a test ioop from the inlet to the outlet 

jw'ictions between the t est section and the by-pass branches ; or an 

array of parallel rectangular channels in a r eactor. A one-dimensional 

thermodynamic flow 1s solved, in trans ient and steady state, for a one 

or two phase flow, at high or low pressure . Heating is produced by 

conduction or radiation. The code also solves the point reactor kinetic 

equations for studies needing neutronic coupling induced by void and 

plate temperature coefficients. 

II-2 Geometrical conditions 

REACTOR CORE 

- array of rectangular channels of equal length and width. 

- Channels surrounded by synunetrical half-plates independent 

channels or separated by plates distributing heat to the 

adjacent one(coupled channels). 

TEST LOOP 

- The by-pass is divided in several parts of variable cross 

sectional area, length and orientation in which flows a liquid 

phase fluid. 

The test section is preceded and followed by two tube parts 

of variable cross sectional area, length and orientation. A liquid 

phase fluid is imposed in the parts preceding the test 

section and no restriction is imposed in the outlet parts 

following it. 



II-3 Boundary coiH.li tions 

- ) -
9c.4 

The thermodynamic differential equations are solved with the 

velocity G, pressure P, average enthalpyH, and the liquid phase enthalpy 

h1 as main variables. 
. . 

As a function of time, the data are 

- The inlet average enthalpy, identical for all ~hannels (the 

liquid phase enthalpy is supposed to be equal to the minimum value 

of this average enthalpy and of the saturation enthalpy). 

- Optionally, the inlet or the outlet press~e . 

- The total inlet flow~rate, in the case of the reactor core. 

In the case of the test loop, the by-pass and test section flow 

rates in steady state are assigned and the ~p obtained along the two 

bran-ches are equalized by adjustement of ahead velocity irreversibility 

at the by-pass inlet. 

According to option, the heat flux released in the channel, 

the power released in the plate, or the reactivity ( including 

eventually rod insertions or scram). · 

- On each heating face, three boundary conditions can be chosen 

- Zero flux at steady and tran'sient state 

- Zero flux at ste~ state and constant temperature in 

transient state 

- Flux and temperature defined by heat transfer laws ~t the 

metal-water interface. · 
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II-4 Assumptions and limitations 

- One-dimensional calculations, that means the characteristics 

of each phase are homogeneized over each section 

- Pressure variations are neglected in the energy balance. 

The heat flux in the plates is one-dimensional and perpendicular 

to the walls. 

- Point reactor kinetic is considered 

- Positive outlet velocity and subsonic flow is imposed at 

any point. 

- Possibility of a differential model for void calculations during 

boiling. 

- The various coefficients are independent of the channel cross 

section~l area that means they are about the same or their effect 

on these coefficients is small ( which is not necessarily the 

case for the two phase flow friction factor or the critical 

flux for instance). 

III - EXA}~LES OF APPLICATION 

III-1 Influence of void fraction model 

A study was performed on a rectangular channel ( 150 X 5 X 0,28 em) 

operating at a pressure of 140 k~/cm2 • Starting from experimental curves 

of pressure· drop function of heat flux, obtained from a channel heated with an 

uniform di stribution, for a given inlet temperature and flow rate we adjust 

the two phase flow friction factor according to the two fo l lowing mode ls. 
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The boiling region is divided in two parte. One is characterized 

by localboiling and ends for H = hsat. The second one,in which H >hsat, 

is characterized by bulk boiling. 

The increase of pressure drop due to boiling is taken into account 

by the correction factor f. double phase function of flow rate and : 
f simple phase 

- In the first zone the local boiling importance 

- In the second one the thermodynamic steam quality 

In this model we only have to consider a boiling region, since 

we compute a steam quality, all over the boiling region. The coefficient 

f. dp 

f sp 
are there function of flow rate and calculated steam quality. As we 

can see from fig I these coefficients areadjusted to fit pressure drop within 

± 2 %. 

III-1-4 Non uniform flux distribution effect 

Asswning a ·cosine heat flux, we can compute the pressure drop curves 

as a function of heat flux, for a given inlet temperature and flow rate. The 

,results, not reported here, show the same deviation ( ± 2 %) between the two 

models as obtained from the uniform heat distribution study. 
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We tested two effects. The first one deals with a small power 

perturbation in the case of a state near stability threshold ( 70 W/cm
2

, 50 g/cm
2 

sec). Fig II shows that the main difference between the resulting oscilla-

tions concerns the period. Using the model with void fraction the period is 

1.42 sec. It changes to 1.65 sec for the model without void fraction ( + 16 %). 
Similary the transit time in the channel changes from 0.89 sec to 0.91 sec, 

thus an increase of 2 %. 

On the other hand, the amplitudes of oscillations are about the same 

and the difference between the maximum of the exit steam quality for example, 

is not significant. 

The second tested effect was one dealing with a transient of flow 

rate in the reactor ( a reduction of one half of the maximum flow rate, 

see fig III). The reactor is represented by a nominal channel and we study 

the behavior of the hot channel. Here again we notice that the essential 

difference is on the rapidity of the final transient state establishement. 

The most defavorable conditions at the exit were reached 1.7 sec after the 

apparitions of local boiling at the exit, in a case, and 2.1 sec, in the 

second one, therefore 4/10 of second sooner with the model using void fraction. 

The maximum difference of mean exit enthalpy at a given time reachs 20 cal/g, 

thus a deviation of 8% on thermodynamic steam quality. 

III-2 Influence of power shape distribution on gydrodynamic stability 

threshol<i 

I 

This calculations were done by MM BOURE et THIBAUDEAU for a 

more general study on stability threshold. The choosen data were those of 

the MARVIKEN reactor. We describe the channel followed by the riser and 

impose to the system a constant pressure drop given by the water column out

side of the core. Four power distributions were studied. 
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0 

b) W(z) 4 ( 1 z/2L) =-W -3 0 

c) W(z) 4 
.5 z/2L) =-W + 3 0 

d) W(z) 
TT TTz 

=-W sin-
2 0 L 

The following table give, in each case, the total power released 

in the channel at threshold state, ( the stability thresholds were calculated 

within± 0.50 %), flow rate, exit steam quality, oscillation period ( T sec). 

The total transit time ( heating and adiabatic length) is about 2 to 3 sec. 

I 2 I I P(MW) G (g/cm s) X (%) T (s) 
I I I a 9.10 68.8 60.4 1.050 I I 

I b I 8.32 I 69.7 I 54.4 I .965 

I I I I I 
10.05 I 67.4 68.9 I 1.184 I c I I I I 

I d 10.08 I 62.7 I 73.7 1.042 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

We note the power released in the channel is 30% greater with the cosine 
distribution than with linear increase. 
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IV -CONCLUSION 

These examples show the difficulty of fast transient prevision, 

from laws fitted on stable steady state, and the interest of flow oscillations 

analysis in which some quantities, such as period, seem to be parameters 

very sensible to the model. 
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INTERFACIAL DISTURBANCES AND STABLE WAVES IN 

TWO PHASE ANNULAR FLOW AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

H.S. Chung and W. Murgatroyd 
Nuclear Engineering Department 

Queen Mary College, London 

ABSTRACT 

Results are presented from experiments on two phase 
annular flow in a vertical annulus (diameters 1.25 in. and 
2.312 in.) using air or water for the core (core Reynolds 
number from 6600 to 77000) and oils or water for the film 
(viscosities 2000, 1000, 100, 10 and 1 centipoises and Film 
Reynolds number from 0,0005 to 1000) at the ambient conditions. 

The complicated disturbances occurring at the interface in 
low viscosity two phase flow are classified into three groups: 
(a) the basic disturbance which characterises stable wave 
regimes and is independent of Core and Film Reynolds numbers, 
(b) the turbulence disturbance which can be superimposed on the 
basic waves and is dependent on Film Reynolds number, (c) the 
entrainment disturbance which is independent of the other two. 
The basic disturbance (a) is further classified into four types 
of wave pattern and the transition criteria are presented. 

Quantitative data are presented of film thickness, wave 
height, length ~nd speed, and of pressure loss. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This paper is concerned with the so-called 'annular flow' 
regime in which liquid flows in a thin layer along the wall of 
a channel and gas (sometimes contain~ng droplets) forms a 
central flowing core. Although a considerable amount of 
empirical knowledge12 has accumulated for the annular flow of 
low viscosity fluids, such as air-water or steam-water systems, 
the flow phenomena are far from being well understood. Annular 
flow in general is known to be complex, involving a number of 
disturbances such as various interfacial waves, turbulent motion 
in the liquid film and droplet entrainment. 

Particular attention has been given to the interfacial 
waves and results are presented here of experiments which were 
performed to study various aspects of the waves using oils 
2000, 1000, 100 and 10 times more viscous than water as well as 
water itself. Alternative core flows of air or water have been 
used. The kinds of experiments and the flow ranges covered are 
shown in Table 1. 

5, 8, 9, 15, . 
In the low viscosity systems, various types of 

disturbance often occur simultaneously so that difficulties 
arise in physical understanding and in quantitative 
representation. In those experiments reported here in which 
very viscous oils are used, interface waves alone appear in 
well defined forms free from other disturbances. When these 
results are intercompared with those of the low viscosity fluids 
a few common characteristics are revealed. The kinds of 
disturbance identified are unrelated to one another, being 
governed by different criteria; the common disturbance, which 
underlies annular flow in general can form one of four discrete 
wave patterns and is termed the 'basic' wave disturbance in this 
paper. The basic disturbance, being dependent not on Reynolds 
number but on Qt~L' can be superimposed on both of the other 
disturbances such as those due to turbulence, which is dependent 
on the film Reynolds number, and to entrainment disturbance, the 
criterion for which has not been explored by us. 

The .classification and the transition criteria found here 
could be important for further theoretical studies of the fluid 
dynamic instability, as well as for quantifying the waves 
experimentally. 
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APPARATUS 

A side view of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The test 
section (T 1 •• T5) consisted of a 10ft. long annulus formed by 
an outer clear perspex tube (2.312" I/D and 2.75" 0/D) and an 
inner stainless steel tube (1" I/D and 1.25" 0/D). There were 
six flanges on the perspex tube; at flanges 1, 3, 4 and 6, four 
adjustable pins or spacers were provided to maintain good 
concentricity. 

The test section was linked to three flow circuits, i.e. 
two alternatives for the core flow (one for air and one for 
water) and one for the film flow, which could be used with oils 
or water. 

(a) Air Circuit. 

The Laboratory air was taken in through a filtered silencer 
(1) by a rotary blower (3) followed by~ safety valve section 
(4) and was admitted into 4 in. British Standard copper tube. 
Some air was by-passed to the room through a control valve (V5) 
and a silencer (S1), the mainstream air flow being measured by 
an orifice plate (6), placed in the 6 in. I.D. inlet section(~) 
where the air velocity was calmed before starting the test 
iection. The air flowed through an entry section approx-
imately two feet long before meeting the film liquid injected 
at (I). It eventually passed through the outlet (10), a 3 in. 
copper pipe (13), and silencer-filter, and was discharged into 
the room. 

(b) Water Core Circuit. 

Water from the Laboratory water main (W2) was used as an 
alternative core flow to air: the flanges (8) and (15) were 
blocked and the rest of the water circuit to (13) was identical 
to that of air. 

The rate was measured by the two rotameters (R5 and R6)• 

(c) The Film Liquid Circuit. 

The test liquid charged in the oil tank (approximately 2 
gallon capacity) was pressurised by the Laboratory water main 
(W1)• Passing through the inside of the stainless steel tube, 
the oil was admitted into the test section by a slot injector 
(I) (1/16 in. wide slot ring) which was inserted between the 
stainless steel tube connections. The film was maintained on 
the outer surface of the S.S. tube displaying the wave regimes 
all along the test column. From the outlet (10) it was carried 
by the core flow and was discharged at (W3), (W4) and (W 5 ). 

The four rotameters (R1 •• R4) were used to measure the 
film flow rate. 



MEASURING TECHNIQUES 

(a) Pressure Loss. 

The differential pressure between the taps (P3) and (P4) 
was measured: the first pressure tap (P3) was located at 
approximately 11 in. downstream of the liquid injector (I) (the 
11 in. of stabilizing length corresponds to about 10 effective 
diameters of the flow passage). The pressure was measured by 
an alcohol or a water manometer. 

(b) Wave Properties. 

Wave profiles were recorded using a thin light beam (a 
wedge with a slope of about 0.1 and the focussed thickness of 
8.8 x 10-3 in.) which was projected, at about 30 in. downstream 
of the liquid injector, tangentially on the edge of the cylind
rical surface of the stainless steel tube on which the liquid 
fi;I.m with the waves was to flow. The light was collected by a 
photocell, and the signal due to obstruction by waves (the 
liquids were dyed black) being recorded on a U.V. recorder. 

At the beginning of each experiment, calibration was 
carried out establishing the correlation between the signal and 
the displacement of the width of the light sheet against the 
cylindrical edge of the clean stainless steel tube. 

In the majority of runs using high viscosity liquids, 
relatively well defined waves were observed, 50 peak points (H) 
and the same number of thicknesses (~) of the smooth. film 
between the waves were measured at every run and the arithmetic 
mean values were converted into the actual values using the · 
relevant calibration chart. 

A section of the test section was also photographed, 
Figs. 2 and 3 are typical photographs showing about 5 in. length 
gf the test section taken at 30 in. approximately downstream 
from the liquid injector. The camera, a 35mm Exakta (lens: 
f = 50mm) was used with extension rings; it was normally set at 
aperture f/8 and shutter speed 1/1000 second; the film used was 
Ilford H.P.3 (400 ASA); two 500 watt tungsten bulbs illuminated 
the object, one from above and the other from below the camera 
position, both about 1 foot away from the object. These photo-
graphs were magnified about 10 times by an ordinary projector 
and more than 50 wave lengths were measured and averaged for 
each value represented here. 

The mean wave velocity (UR) was given by the product of the 
wave length and wave frequency which were estimated from the 
wave records. Although the majority of the waves were 
regularly spaced a decision was necessary to screen the waves so 
as to obtain the correct means for the quantities H, &, A and 
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Ua Details of the appropriate procedure taken for this are 
given in reference 6. 

The above technique was applied mainly to the water-castor 
oil, air-castor oil and air-Norpol oil systems (see Table 1). 
The wave records, particularly during the experiments on air
Bayol, were made using the well-known light absorbtion technique 
in order to increase the sensitivity of the liquid thickness 
measurement. The waves in air-water experiments in particular 
were not measured because of experimental difficulties arising 
from the presence of the two further disturbances, turbulence 
and entrainment, but the order of magnitude of the waves and 
their characteristic shapes were studied photographically. 

MEASURED RESULTS 

Keys to the graphs are summarized in table 1 together with 
the ranges of experiments and nominal values of the fluid 
properties (the precise values corrected for ·a slight variation 
of temperature during the experiments are used for all derived 
quantities). 

(a) Pressure Drop Data 

In general, the pressure drop at a given film flow rate is 
found to vary with a nsuperficial" core Reynolds number* in a 
similar way to the Blas:ius pressure drop (the logarismic 
variation is seen typically in fig. 4) except when the two minor 
effects of entrainment and gravity are present. 

(b) Wave Length 

The wave lengths measured in each of the three experimental 
systems of air-castor oil, air-Norpol and air-Bayol were 
graphically £aired using abscissa ~~L· The curves from the 
three sets of experiments are summarized in fig. 5. The curves 
approximately coincide with one another for each constant core 
rate. Since the characteristics of the wave length curves are 
found to be coherent with transition of the wave patterns they 
are further £aired by the solid lines which will be dis~ussed in 
fig. 9. 

*Reynolds number based on the core single phase flow neglecting 
the presence of the liquid film. 
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The a.bsciss·a. QL...al-is a.n interesting parameter since this 
corresponds, in fact, to torque* per unit width which would act 
for a circulation imagined in the liquid film of the stationary 
state. The significance of this parameter will be shown later. 

(c) Wave Height and Film Thickness 

The measured wave heights and the thicknesses of the film 
between .the waves are shown as functions of the film torque, in 
figs. 7 and 8 respectively. 

It is seen in the figures that the height as well as the 
film thickness are functions of Q~.-JLL- when the core rate is kept 
to a. constant in spite that the visca.sities of liquids vary 
greatly, i.e. 10, 100 and 1000 centipoises. As the similarity 
between the two figures suggests the thickness of the film is 
found to be proportional to the height of the waves, i.e. H/cf=2.5' 
approximately. 

It should be noted in the figures 6, 7 and 8 that the 
broken lines were drawn merely to indicate the curves for the 
constant core rates and that the data. from the different oils 
may not necessarily coincide on the broken lines since there was 
a slight variation in surface tension of the oils (33.5, 30.3 
and 28.3 dynes/em) which is not accounted for. Correlations 
including effects of surface tension will be given later. 

An incoherent curve is seen in each of the three figures 
for the core rate of Q~T = 1 ft 3 /sec. At this core rate the 
liquid film is very thick and effects due to gravity force on 
the film is not negligible. 

(d) Inception of Entrainment 

At several constant core rates, the film rate was slowly 
increased until the liquid drop impingement started to build up 
on the inside wall of the perspex tube, T5 in fig. 1, and these 
film rates were read approximately and given in table 2. 

In the water-castor oil system in particular, the critical 
rate was determined from the traces of the oil droplets passing 
through the light beam which appeared when the wave records were 
made. 

2. 
*Fig. 6 illustrates that the torque of ls~s is conceivable if 
the cylindrical liquid element were to revolve. On the other 
hand, the flow rate in vertical two dimensional film is 
correlated as Gl.~,.:;r rsS:4A +(*-1})St/3V,. , in which the second 
term is negligible in th1n films considered here. Therefore 
the torque is 'rs~:,:: 2Q.Lf(L.. 
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It can be seen that the inception of the entrainm~nt is 
roughly independent of the core flow rate and dependent on the 
film rate. 

TYPES OF INTERFACIAL DISTURBANCES AND WAVE PATTERNS 

Three types of independent disturbance are observed at the 
interface and they are defined here as "basic" wave, "turbulence" 
and "entrainment" disturbances. 

The basic wave disturbance is one which can be subdivided 
into one of four discrete wave patterns and is independent of 
the films or the core Reynolds number. The turbulence 
disturbance, which can be superimposed on one of the basic wave 
patterns generally, appears to be dependent on the film Reynolds 
number. Lastly the entrainment disturba~ce is one which produces 
the entrainment of droplets into the core. The criterion for 
this has not been investigated; a qualitative discussion will be 
given later. However, transitions in the four basic wave 
patterns are found to be dependent on the film torque, (}.,_,)-LL and 
are characterised by the slope of the curve of wave length versus 
QL.,u.t. (see fig. 9). The wave patterns are best recognised in the 

liquid films of high viscosities, i.e. in the three sets of air
oils experiments (£mW) in which the two extra disturbances are 
absent. The patterns observed in these experiments will be 
described first. The core flow in particular has little effect 
on the basic patterns: an increase of the core flow merely 
varies the scale of waves (height and length, etc.) and their 
characters appear to remain the same. 

As shown in fig. 9, if we increase ~L ~t. from the lowest 
points we shall first observe 

(1) Slip wave pattern: 

Photographs of this pattern .are shown in fig. 10 partic
ularly in the runs numbered 127, 322 and 332.Kapitsas 1 

(1949) "Periodic flow" of the falling water film in 
stagnant air showed an identical pattern. The waves are 
very shallow and the shape is seen approximately 
s i n u s o i d a 1 • ( S ym b o 1 : ,.-..,-.... ) • 

(2) Incomplete roll wave pattern: 

(2L) Intermediate roll wave pattern: 

In Fig. 10 the runs Nos. 132 and 176 represent this pattern 
in which the waves are erect and appear as pulses separated 
by a thin film of liquid but they are not sufficiently 
steep compared with those in the next pattern. It is 
likely that the liquid in the waves has already attained 



a rolling motion to some extent. Kapitsas' "intermediate 
wave flow" may be identified with this. (Symbol: f"'--..J') 

(3) Complete roll wave pattern: 

(3L) Laminar roll wave pattern: 

In fig. 10 the run No. 232 and many others represent this 
pattern. In this pattern the roll waves complete their 
character as pulses of solitary waves. A further increase 
of ~~)tLappears to result in the growth of waves in their 
height as well as the length whilst it seems to contribute 
mainly on the growth of height in the previous pattern. 
Kapitsas' "discrete waves" may be identified with this. 
( S ym b o 1 : A..........__A ) 

(4) Honeycomb wave pattern: 

If Q/..j).Lis further increased the coher~nce of the waves 
gradually breaks, and eventually turns into a "honeycomb 
type" as shown in fig. 11. Hanratty's (1964) "pebble bed 
type" may be ~dentified with this pattern. This pattern 
seems only to appear when there is eithar a large viscous 
damping or strong gravity stratification in comparison with 
the en~rainment action, otherwise (for instance in vertical 
air-wat~r flow) the equivalent would be the churn flow or 
semi-annular flow which lies beyond the scope of the 
present studi~. Definition of ihe transition point is not 
made since it appears to take place gradually. (Symbol: 
'\.;) 

The wave pattern in which turbulence disturbance interferes 
are shown in fig. 10 . ., in the runs No. 322 onwards. This 
disturbance appears to ~epend on the film Reynolds number. The 
disturbance is frequent+y seen in low viscosity liquid films 
and it could, in theory, start to interfere at any stage of the 
basic wave pattern but, in the present experiment it is first 
noticed in the incomplete roll wave pattern. 

(2) Incomplete roll wave pattern: 

(2T) Mixture roll wave pattern: 

In fig. 10, the runs Nos. 322, 324, 344, 336, 346 and 348 
belong to this pattern showing mixture of the slip and roll 
waves at various degrees of development. It leads to a 
belief that the turbulence disturbance tends to trigger 
some of the underdeveloped roll waves into fuller ones: 
this deduction is possible due to the coincidences in the 
two transition points, one from the slip wave, the other 
into the roll wave regime that occurs in the systems with 
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high viscosity oils described previously. Observations by 
Hall-Taylor and Hewitt (1962) as "ripple waves with pulses" 
may be identified with this pattern; Nedderman and Shearer 
(1963) did not make distinction of these pulses appearing 
intermittently so that their transit{on line appears 
slightly lower;from figure 10 it is noted that it would be 
difficult to define the transition if it were not for the 
criterion known here and for the wave length curves since 
the pulses emerge rather intermittently and are varied in 
size. A tendency was observed that the transition lines 
(the broken lines in the wave length diagram shown in fig. 
9) ar~ slightly curved at low core velocity: this seems to 
be due to gravity (which becomes increasingly impertant at 
low shear, where the film becomes thicker) and is 
consistent with others' observations. It will be regarded 
as a minor aspect. (Symbol:~) 

(3) Complete roll wave patterns: 

(3T) Turbulent roll wave patterns: 

In fig. 10, runs 349, 325 and 337 are this pattern showing 
large pulse waves of various shapes and this pattern was 
observed most commonly by other experimenters, Although 
this regime comprises some slip wave type ripples, the 
distinc~ion from the mixture roll wave regime is that the 
consistent train of the pulse waves starts in this regime. 
( Symbo 1M....__/(\ ) 

The disturbance which leads to liquid drop entrainment 
seems a more complicated one: the inception points are indi
cated in fig. ·9, They are independent of the core flow 
(although a slight curvature is observable towards lower 
at lower core flow similar to the broken lines for the basic 
regime-transitions, which might possibly be due to gravity). 
However, it is noted that neither the film torque Q,_JA,,_ nor the 
film Reynolds number, f(,_= 4 Q.Y}I,_, is a sufficient criterion to 
indicate a consistent critical point. In the experimented range 
no entrainment was found in the regimes below the roll wave 
regimes so that it might be concluded that the est~blishment of 
the roll wave is a necessary condition for entrainment. The 
premature entrainment in the water-castor oil experiments 
(using either the film torque and the film Reynolds number 
criterions) leads to a belief that the momentum of a turbulent 
fluctuation might play a part additionally in the entrainment 
action. A small circle is added to the wave regime symbols 
signifying the entrainment as /'!!.......A , 1"\!......Jl\ etc. 

The transition characteristics are summarised in fig. 9 
together with others' observation. 
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CORRELATION AND DISCUSSION 

Measured values of the roll waves which belong to the 
c~tegory of (2L) and (3L) patterns in particular are correlated 
according to the empirical theory proposed by the authors (ref. 
6). The theory considers the roll waves as surges of liquid 
rolling and sliding over a. thin liquid film, and concentrates on 
formulating equilibrium conditions for the waves under the 
forces a.cting;a. few important dimensionless quantities involved 
are shown in fig. 12. DR in the figures denotes the drag force 
per unit width of a. roll wave and its value is estimated 
approximately from the excess pressure drop over that corres
ponding to a. smoot~ film. The measured values of waves are now 
applied to the proposed dimensionless groups resulting cor
relations as shown in figs. 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17. The procedure 
in detail, for interpreting the measured values into the 
dimensionless ones will be found in ref. 6. As to the scatter of 
data. points in these figures, detailed examinations have shown 
that they are rasulted from random inaccuracies involved in 
measuring the waves and from a. few minor effects (such as gravity) 
which are disregarded in the theory. Although refinements may 
further be made the correlation given by the figures describes 
the wave phenomena. quantitatively in so far as the turbulence 
disturbance does not interfere. From given flow rates of the 
two phases and the known physical properties, the correlations 
in figs. 13, 14, 15, 16 and H/&=.2.5" .determine the variables in 
the wave regimes,H, CD, UR, ~and [ respectively and from these 
values the pressure loss can be estimate~ 

As already mentioned, two phase flow of low viscosity 
fluids can be accompanied by turbulent disturbances. Since the 
turbulence is superimposed on the basic disturbance (waves) it is 
difficult to determine its inception point accurately. 
Tentatively, a. film Reynolds number of about 450 was found to be 
appropriate for indicating inception of the turbulent roll waves. 

When the turbulence disturbance interferes experimental 
difficulties prevent accurate measurement of the wave variables, 
due to (a.) the turbulent waves being less consistent in their 
shape, height, etc. and (b) in the air-water annular case, the 
entrainment disturbance appears together with the turbulence 
(this is not so in water-castor oil flow). 

Mere qualitative examinations in such flows showed that, 
although the transition points of the basic wave patterns remain 
unchanged, other wave variables (~,Hand$) appear to differ 
from those in laminar waves. The magnitude of turbul ent waves 
is g en erally larger , the wav e length is much longer and the film 
between the waves is thinner and not smooth. 
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The measured pressure drops are compared in fig. 18 with 
the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation for the case in particuiar 
of the laminar film and turbulent core. It is seen that their 
correlation do not agree with the measured values here. As far 
as' annular flow is concerned in which two minor effects of 
gravity and entrainment are negligible, a better correlation is 
suggested by the broken curve in the fig. 18 which is 

((:DV(~)o]-1 = 2o!>( 14fLy+~ 
This expression is a by-product representing a simpler form of 
pressure drop, of course it can be predicted from the main 
approach using the wave variables which have already been 
correlated. 

Since the waves studied here are essentially related to 
fluid dynamic instabilities, theories published by others3,7,9, 
14in this field have been reviewed with respect to our experi
mental results, but agreement is very poor. The instabiiity 
c r i t e r i a d e r i v e d by m o s t t h eo r i e s Clt'.IL r e p r e s en t e d by c r i t i c a 1 
Reynolds numbers except for the case of the Kelvin-Helmholz 
instability which occurs in very deep fluid layers and which is 
therefore not relevant. The most primary stage, at which the 
film parallel motion becomes unstable would be inception of the 
slip waves in our experiments. It has not been possible to 
determine this stage accurately since the film as well as the 
waves were very shallow, however the lowest film Reynolds 
number at which the film showed obvious waves was very small 
compared with the critical Reynolds numbers presented by other 
writers. As to the stability of the various wave patterns which 
we have described, there does not as yet appear to be a 
theoretical interpretation. 

Among the experimental results published by others, dis
agreements have been found with the transition characteristics 
presented by Hanratty, Rossom and Baker, who dealt with 
horizontal and thicker liquid film flows; good agreements are 
found with the results of Hall-Taylor et al, Nedderman et al, 
and Abramson as compared in fig. 9. The disagreements lead to 
a belief that the orientation of gravity may have an effect on 
transition. 

CONCLUSION 

(a) In the film type flowy three kinds of disturbances exist: 
the basic disturbance, the turbulence and the entrainment dis
turbances. The basic disturbance can be subdivided into four 
different wave regimes and the turbulence disturbance can be 
superimposed on it and so modify the physical scales. The 
following wave pattern exist when subdivision is made for the 
cases with the turbulence disturbance: 



(1) Slip wave pattern. 

(2) Incomplete roll wave pattern: 

(2L) Intermediate roll wave pattern (laminar), 

(2T) Mixture roll wave pattern (turbulent). 

(3) Complete roll wave pattern: 

(3L) Laminar roll wave pattern, 

(3T) Turbulent roll wave pattern. 

(4) Honey~omb wave pattern. 

Transition of the basic wave patterns (1), (2), (3) and 
(4) occurs depending on the value of QL~and not . on Reynolds 
number. 

Turbulence appears in the waves at the film Reynolds 
number of about 4-'L,_ j J),_ = 4-50 

Criteria for inception of the entrainment are not known 
except that with given fluids the inception occurs independently 
of the core flow rate, if gravity is negligible. 

(b) Quantitative data of the fiLm thickness, wave height, 
length and speed and of pressure loss, which have been obtained 
in the wave regimes where the turbulence does not interfere, 
are applied to test the empirical theory of roll waves (ref. 6) 
and the correlations are shown. 
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Fluid Water Air Air Air 

Viscosity 1 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 
J.lG(C.P) 

Core Density 
J&-(lb/ft

3
) 

62 0.073 0.073 0.073 

Range of min. 7.000 26000 26000 26000 
Rr, = ii(, d. 

.v~ max. 26.000 77000 77000 77000 

Fluid** Castor Castor Nor pol Bayol 
oil oil oil oil 

Nominal 
film 2000 1000 . 100 10 
viscosity 
llL(C.P) 

Nominal 

Film 
surface 
tension 16 33 30 28 

a-
(dyne s / em) 

Den si ty 61 61 60 59 
fL (lb/ft 3 ) 

Range of min. 0 . 0005 0.001 0.01 0. 1 
R _4()L 
L-- IIi ax . 0.015 0 . 02 0.4 10. 

)),_ 

Comm o n 
0 ~ m VI symbol 

Water Air 

Sym-
core rate core rate 
( ga l/hr) (ft3/ s ec) 

bo l~ 

4 60 • 1. 0 A. a 'Y 
-· . . . 

6 90 0 1.5 A CJ " -·· .--- --
920 <P 2.0 ~ [JJ T 

11 50 21 2. 5 ~ ;a K( 
1380 -Er 3 .0 -Is -& ~ 
1610 ... 
1840 18{ 

* an exception: the air rat e was 1.33 inst e ad of 1 tt3 / s e c. 

** Norpol and Bayol oils ar e wh i te technical o i ls o! min e ral 
origin suppli ed by The Esso P e troleum Co. 

Tabl e 1 Ex pe rim ental syst ems a nd symbol s 
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Air 

0 . 1 

0.073 

26000 

77000 

Water 

1 

72 

62 

100 

1000 

~ 

• ¢ 
~-

~ 
~ 



j. .. 
QLT Q~T I 

I 

I 
I (ft3/sec) (gal /hr) RL=4QL QL IlL 

L ! X: 104 
' i . I ! i (poundals) 

I ; 
I 

lAir-Castor I 1.0 2. 1 *[ 1. 79 ' ' i * 1 oil 1.5 2.75 2.09 ~ 

~ 
i I 2.0 3.2 2. 16 
1 I 

' I 2.5 

I 
3.5 0.242 2.18 '~ 2. 12 

\ 3.0 ~ j 3.8 2.02 
i 

I 

! 
i ; Air-Norpol 1.0 - I ; oil 1.5 3.5 } 0.288 

2.0 I 3.8 i 

~ 
0.288 ) l 2.5 I 3.8 I 2.28 0.264 ,} 0.27 

; 3.0 4.0 I 0.260 ~ I I ; . 
~--- -- . -·- - -~ i Air-Bayol i I 

; 

oil 1.0 : 
! 

t 1.5 0.0965 10.5 ' ; 

] 2.0 12.5 i 0. 1160 ! l { 2.5 11.5 I 45.3 0.0966 0.095 i I 
: 3.0 

I 
10.5 \ 0.0825 ! 

' l i i Air-Water 1.33 6 -~ 0.00520 I 

i I 

' ! i 1.5 8 
: ' 

0.00695 
' 2.0 8 0.00680 

~ 0.0065 
; I t i 2.5 8 I 450 0.00650 

\ I 
i 3.0 8 ' 0.00625 ' ! 

l i . ' .... , ..... ___ ,_, ,. , . 
t 

. .............. ·.---... ..... ->;•r".-~ ' . ... , . ..,.,.,._ -........ -··.··-·---. ...-._, __ .. ,.._~~-... ~-- ·-
I 

/Water-Castor \ All I I ! 
\oil rates i 0.08 0.0019 ! 

0.152 0.152 

l : ' ! 

* Average values excluding ones for low air velocities in which 
the gravity effect might play a part. 

Table . 2. Approximate flow rates at the inception of the 
entrainment. 

I 
I 
; 

I 
; 
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Side view 

Photo roll waves 
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Pressure loss 

Summary measured wave lengths 

Concept of film torque 

Measured wave height v torque 

" film thickness v torque 

Wave regimes 

Photos wave regimes (8 pages) 

Honeycomb wave regime 

Theoretical model roll wave 
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Variation .• ratio wave shape to drag against torque 

" 

" 
II 

" 

wave draf coeff. against shape 

laminar wave velocity against shape 

"-/H and h 

wave mass against protruded height 

Pressure gradient ratios against torque 



,, 

Fig. 1. A side view of the apparatus for the 

film wave experiments - see next page. 
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Key for Fig. 1 

1 : Filter silencer. 

2: Motor. 

3 : Rotary Blower. 

4: Safety valve. 

6: Orifice plate flow meter. 

1 2: Oil tank. 

C: Camera. 

C 
1 
••. C 

6 
: Cocks 

F
2

: Pressure transducer. 

I: Liquid injector. 

L
1

: Light beam unit (4 beams). 

L
2

: Light beam unit (1 beam). 

P
1 

•.• P
5

: Pressure taps. 

P.T.: A section for measuring pressure 

gradient in the roll wave. 

R
1 
••. R6 : Rotameters. 

s
1

, s
2

: Silencers. 

T
1 
.•• T

5
: Test sections. 

v
1 

•.• V
7

: Valves. 

W
1

, W
2

: Water mains. 

w
3 
•.. w

5
: Discharge of water and oil. 
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Pig. 2. Typical photograph of 
Air-Castor Oil Roll 
Wav·es. 
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Pig. 3. Typical photograph 
ot Water-Castor Oil 
Roll Waves. 
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Pig. 6. Illustrating the concept 
of film torque. 
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versus the torque for the 

three sets of air-oil runs. 
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Tor ue {pdls): Q 

Film Reynolds No: 

Pattern Symbol 

Run Number 

Direction of Flow: 

Fig. 10. Photographs of wav~ regimes in 
the film type fl~ws of Air-Oils; 
Water-Oil and Air-Water systems. 

NOTE: 

The dark side is the liquid film and 
the darkest parts in some runs (Run No. 
320 onwards) iridicate the edge of the 
stainl~ss tub~. · 

Magnification is 8 times {but Run Nos. 
282 and 285 in particular have 
magnifications of 5.85 times longitudinally 
and 8 times transversely). 

The photographs are arranged so as to 
follow the wave spacing curve of 
QGT = 1.5 cu.ft/sec. in Fig. 9 from the · 
lowest Q~~L' and from ones of low viscosity 
oil to h1gh viscosity oil. At the end, 
ones of Air-Water runs are summarised 
including one of QGT < 1.5 and 
QGT > 1.5 cu.ft./sec. 
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= 0.02 
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))L 
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l)L 
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Regime 'tv 

RG = 10000 

Regime fAv.,; 

RG = 15000 

Regime Mw 
Pig. 11. Honeycomb wave · regime, Water-Linseed Oil 

(40 poises). (from Chung, 1966) 
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Pig. 12. _TheoreLicnl model of roll wave pattern. 
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Fig.- ·18. Measured and 

calculated pressure gradient 
ratios against the torque. 
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b 

d 

g 

H 

h 

M 

NOMENCLATURE 

Cross sectional area (longitudinal) of roll wave. 

Roll wave _base l~ngth (see figure .12). 

Wave mass factor: 

Wave flatness factor: Cb = b/h 

Wave drag coefficient. 

Wave shape factor: q,. .. = DR/ o-J 

Dimensionless location of roll wave velocity point or 

of centre of circulation: Ct = 1/H 

Effective diJLmeter of the total flow cross section. 

Acceleration of gravity. 

Height of wave measured from the wall. 

Height of wave protrusion: h = H - ~ 

Integrated core velocity head up to h: [
,, .2./ 

M = -t.. a a"
o .2~~(T 

Pressure gradient in core single phase flow. 

Pressure gradient in the flow with waves or with 

roughness elements. 

Pressure gradient in the flow with smooth liquid film. 

Total core volumetric flow rate. 

Total film volumetric flow rate. 

Volumetric film flow ~ate per unit vidth. 

Core Reynolds number or superficial core Reynolds 

number when the liquid film or the wall protrusions 

are present. 



UG. Longitudinal velocity ordinate in roll wave. 

Core bulk mean velocity. 

Roll wave velocity. 

Film thickness between the waves. 

Thickness of the smooth film {non disturbance). 

Distance from the wall to the roll wave velocity point 

or the~centre of circulation. 

Wave length. 

Viscosity: G and L are suffixes for the core and the 

film fluid respectively. 

Kinematic viscosity: G and L are suffixes for the core 

and the film fluid respectively. 

f Density: G and L are suffixes for the core and the 

film fluid respectively. 

~ Surface tension~ 

lp Interfacial shear . stress on the parts of the film 

formed between roll waves. 

Average interfacial shear stress. 

Single core wall shear stress. 

Interfacial shear stress on smooth film. 

DR · Drag f9rce per uni~ width of a two-dimensional roll wave. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The criteria for the transition from churn flow 

to annular flow have been investigated by Wallis(S) and 

Govier et al~l,Z). Wallis investigated the air-water system 

flmving in a vertical 1~ inch tube at pressures up to 30 psia, 

and he proposed the correlation 

-> v = (0.8 
g 

for the mintmum gas superficial velocity which would support a 

liquid film in upward cocurrent flow,-

pg gas density 

pf = water density 

D tube diame ter 

g acceleration due to gravity 

Govier et al. plotted pressure drops against the ratio o f the a i r 

velocity to the water velocity. They proposed that the location 

of the maximum and minimum in these graphs indicated the transitions 

between flow regimes. Wallis' equation shows that V is independent 
g 

of the liquid flow rate, and this has also been noted by several 

other workers<4 • 2). 

The behaviour of the · liquid film on the wall a s t i1e gas 

flow is increased, has not been thoroughly studied. Hall-7aylor 

and Hewitt(3) have r eporte d the behav iour of t he film as s ~~died 



by taking some high speed movies (18,000 frames/sec.), but it 

appears that not many runs were photographed. The present ~vork 

has shown that when churn flow changes to annular flow there is 

no clearly defined film even though most of the liquid flows in 

2. 

a region close to the wall, because the film is full of gas 

bubbles. For convenience, annular flow with a film containing 

many gas bubbles may be called "churn-annular" flow. A trc..nsition 

from "churn-annular" flow to true annular flow (with a clearly 

defined liquid film on the wall) occurs as the gas velocity is 

increased. 

The present photographic ::;tudy was done as an exp.!.oratory 

p:..·o ~..:..::t prior to further measure:nents of liquid and gas res ~c:en~,_, 

times and mass transfer rates. Some more precise knowled~\3 .Jf 

hydrodynamic behavior than that presently available is neccs~ary 

if results of this nature are to be given a reasonable expla&,ation. 

The films presented here give some useful visual and quantitative 

information about the microscopic nature of high speed gas-liquiri 

cocurrent flow. 
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3. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The experiments were performed in an .air-water flow 

loop. A detailed description of the loop is given in another 

report (4). Only some important details are reported here. 

(i) Assembly- The test section consisted of a tube 

of 3~ inches internal diameter, made by assembling a 

number of internally machined acrylic tube lengths. 

The assembly is represented in Figure 1. Water and 

air entered the column through a homogenizer near 

the bottom, which was designed to give a uniform 

spray of·water. The part just downstream from the 

homogenizer was used as a "calming section'' in wi1.ich 

' the water spray distributed itself on the wall as a 

film, and in the gas phase as droplets, so that a~nular 

flow conditions were reached. In the experiments X and 

Z one tube length was removed from the test section and 

replace d by another length containing a "stripping ring". 

The stripping ring was essentially an orifice plate 

having a diameter 2 mm smaller than the diameter of the 

test s e ction. This created an obstacle 1 mm h i gh for 

the liquid film flow. 

(ii) Conductivity Probes - Six electrical conductivity 

probes were placed on the wall of the test section 

approximately 1 foot from the e xit. The probe s \vare 

. 0 
spaced at 60 intervals around the tube diameter. Each 
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probe consisted of two 30 gauge platinum wires placed 

along a vertical line. Center to .center distances 

between the wires was l/8 inch, and the ends of the 

wires were filed flush with the tube wall. These 

probes were connected across the . unknown resistance 

arm of an A.C. conductivity bridge by low conductance 

cables each twenty feet long. The continuous voltage 

output of the conductivity bridge depended upon the 

liquid film thickness on the tube wall, and the output 

signal was recorded using a one hundred channel pulse 

height analyzer. Tt was difficult to calibrate the 

conductivity probes in situ, therefore, a calibration 

device was constructed in the form of a lucite trough, 

made so that probes could be inserted in the bottom 

surface. 

5. 

Each probe was connected to the same electrical 

system as that used for actual measurements. Small amounts 

of electolyte were placed in the trough and the resulting 

film thickness was measured by use of a micrometer. Liquid 

fil~ as thin as 3/1000 inch were made possible by the 

addition of small amounts of detergent to reduce surface 

tension. The voltage output of the conductivity b~idge, 

which depended on the film thickness, was displayed on the 

pulse height analyzer. 

(iii) Photographic - The high speed pictures were photo

graphed by means of a Hycam high speed motion picture 
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camera, model K20S4E. This is a 16 mm X 400 ft. capacity 

camera incorporating facilities for taking 5 to 11,000 

pictures per second, with electronic speed control for 

1% frame rate regulation after acceleration from 5 to 5000 

pictures per second. 

The camera was placed facing the center of the 

flow test section at a distance of about two feet and 

focussed on the front wall by means of a 75 mm Switar f 1.9 

lens attached to a telescopic tube. This optical system 

allowed a dept;:h of focus of about t inch. A Sylvania FF-33 

high intensity, long duration flash lamp with average 

flash duration of l. 75 seconds, was placed behind the test 

section diametrically opposite the camera, so th.J.t th.; 

camera lens was aimed at the lamp. Thus the test sect ion 

itself acted as a light diffuser. The flash was triggered 

so that about one second after ignition, the film had 

reached the speed of 8000 frames per second. This frame 

rate meant a frame exposure time of l/20,000th of a second. 

The film (Kodac Tri-X reversal) was processed as a negative 

in a Fairchild processor which allowed manual control of 

the developing rate, which was necess ary because of the 

variation of the light intensity over the flash duration. 



OBSERVATIONS 

Table I contains all the data relevant to the experi

mental runs in which high speed movies were taken. From this 

set of experiments film footage of runs A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,X and Z 

has been selected and the twenty minute presentation has been 

produced. The film gives a good visual impression of the way 

in which the flow pattern develops from churn-annular to annular 

as the superficial gas/liquid velocity ratio is increased. An 

attempt was made to measure droplet sizes and velocities, and 

also the bubble sizes in the churn-annular flow, (see Table I). 

Obviously, the only droplets which could be measured were those 

occurring within the field of vision of the camera, that is, 

close to the liquid film surface. These measurements were made 

by randomly selecting many droplets and bubbles and averaging 

the results. · 

7. 

The frequency distributions are interesting from an 

empirical view-point, in that they change from a nature character

istic of churn-annular flow to one characteristic of true annular 

flow, and this transition can be followed in the movie. At the 

lower air/water flow ratios the characteristic shape of the 

frequency distribution is shown by Figure (2a). In this case the 

liquid film is full of bubbles and the skewness of the frequency 

distribution, (the third moment of the curve) is negative. As the 

gas velocity is increased the curve becomes f la tter , which means 

the apparent fluctuations in the film thickness become more wide

spread.· This is shown in Figure (2b) • . The movies show tlt:, the 



TABLE I 

Data on .Bubbles and Drops from High Speed Hovies 

SuEerficial Vel. 
Run Pressure Water Air Flow Droe Size Dro12 Vel. Bubble Size SkeHess 

psia --ft/sec Regime in. em. ft/sec. Range 

A 30 0.579 75.9 churn- 0.0299 0.0759 53.6 0.01 -->0.06 in. -1.2 
annular ( 0. 025-->0 .15 em.) 

' 
B 30 0.579 111.4 churn- 0.0247 0.0626 68.0 0.015-->0.040 in. -0.3 

annular (0.038-->0.10 em.) 

c 30 0.579 142.0 annular 0.0281 0.0713 80.6 0.3 

D 25 0.193 140.0 annular 0.0295 0.0748 74.5 0.7 

E 25 0.193 72.2 churn- 0.0445 0.113 80.5 0.01 -->0.06 in. -0.8 
·annular (0.025--+0.15 em.) 

F 25 0.193 85.4 annular 0.0327 0.083 88.5 0.0 

G 50 o. 772 53.2 churn- full of air bubbles ' -2.0 
annular 

H 50 0.772 87.4 churn- 0.0249 0.0633 93.2 0. 017--+0. 062 in. -1.4 
annular (0.043-->0.16 em.) 

I 50 0.193 64.5 annular 0.035 0.089 58.0 0.0 

X 25 0.386 72.2 churn- Stripping Ring runs -1.0 
annular 

y 25 0~ 7.72 106 .o churn- Stripping Ring runs -1.4 
annular 

z 25 0.386 141.0 annular Stripping Ring runs 1.4 
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bubbles in the liquid film have almost completely disappeared for 

this distribution. At still higher velocities the skewness of the 

distribution curve reverses as shown in figure _(2c). This means 

10. 

10.4 

that the liquid film becomes much thinner at the higher air-velocities. 

The tail on the right of the curve suggests that deep waves occur 

infrequently. This is shown in the movies when the roll waves move 

over the liquid film -which is normally covered with small capillary 

waves. The film now does not contain any bubbles. 

The wave height frequency distribution curves are interesting 

but difficult to interpret, particularly at the higher liquid/gas flow 

ratios. In these experiments the movies reveal that the liquid film 

contains bubbles which are larger than the maximum film thic~1ess 

indicated in the frequency distribution. It would seem, therefore, 

that the clouds of bubbles are in effect crea~ing a ceiling through 

which the probes cannot "see", and the frequency distributions of 

runs E, A, G, and X, rather than being wave height frequency distri

butions, are in fact "bubble approach distance" frequency distributions. 

The transition to true annular flow with a clearly defined 

liquid film seems to occur when the wave height frequency distribution 

becomes relatively "flat" and the skewness of the distribution 

changes sign. In Figure (3) are illustrated all the "frequency 

distributions relevant to the experiments shown in the high speed 

movies, with the experimental flow conditions indicated by the plotted 

points, and the corresponding wave height distribution pattern shown 

on the accompanying sketch. Obviously, experiment G was well into 

the chum-annular flow pattern and experiment D was true annular 
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flow. Figure (3). may be profitably used as a reference chart during 

the movie. 

It was of interest to observe the flow behaviour of the 

liquid annulus when an obstacle was placed in its path. Thus, in 

experiments X and Z high speed movies were obtained showing the 

flow around the stripping ring. T·ne camera was turned on itS side 

in these experiments so that the flow in the movie appears t<;> be 

horizontal. In experiments X and Z the flow patterns were churn

annular and annular respectively. In experiment X the bubbles seem 

to be held back by the obstacle, some ligaments of fluid are t~rn 

off into the tube core and large vacant spaces are trapped behind 

the ring. In Z much more liquid is torn away from the stripping 

ring. In b .oth cases, it is not possible in the field of vis ion to 

see how quickly the normal flow pattern is restored. 

10.4 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. High speed motion pictures show that trans it ion from churn to 

annular flow in a two phase system is a gradual process , and a flow 

type which has been called churn-annular exists in which a liquid 

film containing gas bubbles flows along the \vall. 

2. The method using flus h mounted probes to measure the liquid 

film thicknes s gives true measurements when there are no bubbles 

in the liquid film. 

3. The frequency distributions obtained by use of the probes 

have shapes characteristic of the type- of flow in the tes t section . 

It may be possible to detect the transition from churn-a nnula r to 

annular flow by means of the frequency distributions. 

4. Stripping rings cause some of the liquid annulus to be torn 

away from the walls of the test section. At lower gas rates, bubbles 

accumulate at the stripping ring , while at high gas rates, the ring 

promotes increased droplet formation. 
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ABSTRACT 

In cooling with two-phase mixtures of high dispersal 
of liqui~ in vapor, it is important to determine the degree to 
which the liquid drops colliding directly against the heating 
walls contribute to cooling. A study was therefore made of the 
drop-wall interaction by experimentally reproducing a two-phase 
high-dispersion mixture and using observation techniques based 
on ultra-fast cinematography (10,000 'frames per second) and 
Schlieren visualisation. The observations made have shown an 
abrupt decrease in the wettabili ty of the wall between 150° and 
250°0, with water drops at atmospheric pressure. 

Measurements were made of the various parameters and 
of the processes of drop-heating wall interaction, and a study 
was made of the characteristics of such interaction by using 
dimensional analysis and formulating a simplifying model~ 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT 

In cooling with two-phase liquid~vapor mixtures, 
prior to the complete disappearance of the liquid phase and to 
the occurrence of superheated vapor, a condition occurs with 
is characterised by a high dispersion of liquid in the vapor 
(ultra-crisis). Under this condition, the heat-tra.il.sf~r pro~ · ··· 
perties of which are very little known, a major contribution 
to cooling can be made by the liquid drops which interact 
directly with the heating wall. On the other hand, very little 
is known in technical literature [1] about cooling by colliding 
drops, certain particular experiments havipg been devoted to a 
quantitative study of the Leidenfrost phenomenon (formation of 
a vapor cushion between drop and wall) with drops settling in 
hot walls. For these reasons it was deemed useful to carry out 
a special experiment, reproducing in one particular case the 
liquid-VaFor mixture with a high dispersion of the liquid in 
very small droplets, and causing this mixture to collide with 
a heating wall heated to various temperatures. The collision 
of the liquid droplets thus obtained with the wall has been 
visualised by high-speed cinematography and Schlieren methods, 
which made it possible to measure various parameters sufficient 
ly, significant to characterise the cooling action of the 
droplets and the wettability of the walls, as well as the 
thermal and dynamic processes involved in the drop-wall intera£ 
tion (fig. 1). 

The experimental ·apparatus consists essentially of 
an optical bench on which are installed the high-speed movie 
cameras (Hycam and Pentazet types, using 1.6-mm film), the light 
source consisting of a generator of l-1usec light pulses 
(Impulsphysik Co.) synchronised with the cameras, and the other 
apparatus for Schlieren techniques (fig. 2). 

Fig. ~ shows the small open loop in which the coolant 
mixture was obtained, consisting of a section of thin steel 
tubing (lenght 2,000 mm, diameter 1.7 mm) electrically heated 
by the Joule effect. The heating power supplied, in the order 
of 350 W, corresponding to a 9W/cm2 heat ·flux, is sufficient 
to raise to a high vapor rate a small flow of water which, 
after degassing and distillation, is fed into the tubing at 
room temperature. At the tubing outlet the two-phase jet .. spreads 
and hits a heated wall placed in front of it at a distance of 
20 mm (fig. 3). The composition of the jet was analysed near 
the outlet by high-speed cinematography at an average of 
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10,000 fps; more precisely, the pictures obtained were used to 
determine the dimensions and velocity of the liquid drops. 

·Having obtained these parameters descriptive of the drop jet, 
attention was turned to the interactions, i.e. to the collisions 
between these drops and the heating wall. The latter consisted 
of a copper block of considerable heat-storing capacity, in 
order to maintain the temperature adequately constant, heated 
from the bottom by means of a Sodern type wound electric heater 
and instrumented with Chromel-Alumel thermocouples. In particular, 
the sensing joint of a .25 mm thermocouple was installed flush 
with the polished front surface (with which the drops collide); 
over this entire surface a very thin film of gold was subsequent 
ly deposited, to prevent oxydising at high temperatures; the 
profile of the roughness of the surface thus obtained is shown 
in fig. 4. 

CONSIDERATIONS OF DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS ON THE MOTION OF DROPS 

AND ON DROP-WALL INTERACTION 

Let us consider the isothermal and adiabatic flow of 
liquid drops at saturation temperature in a vapor medium; due 
to their small dimensions, the drops are of almost spherical 
shape and we can assume that they are characterised by diameter 
d and relative· velocity~· 

In the specific case under consideration, the 
dimensional distribution of the drops appears to be of the 
Gaussian type, with a most likely average diameter value around 
160 u. Fig. 5 shows the measurements relating to a total of 
958 ~rops; the distribution law, no~alised, appears to be well 
represented by the Gaussian formula:t*) 

(*) A test was made of the applicability of' another dimensional 
drop distribution low suggested by certain Authors [7] as 
follows: 

-~ (.k <;{;Jf 
rn. = A R... with A and B constant 

but the agreement with the experimental results has proved 
far from good. 
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) J = 159 r 
) -z. L. 'L 

l 6"'" = 1, 2.15. 10 r 
As the flOW_ is isothermal, the physical properties 

which characterise it are the following: 

for the liquid phase 

for the vapor phase 

for the interface 

The relationship existing between drop dimension and 
velocity can be thus expressed in symbols: 

3 

d. :::. a ( \.l J cl) e t) f\. ) t,) fv) 'tr 

Indicating by ( independently et or t ahd b!inde:r'~ndent 
ly r .. or f..v and following a customary dimensional analysis process, 
the following exp_onentia1. relationship can be assumed for the 
function f: 

('. e. 
d = c u..Q. 0b f }~ ( 1 ) 

in whichC is a numerical constant. Assuming the dimensional 
equality of the two members with respect to the fundamental 
units of len~th, mass and time, the exponents b, £and~ are 
determined as a function of the exponent a, and the following 
expression is obtained: 

(2) 

If we consider a situation in which the flow of the 
gaseous phase is turbulent, the. force that this phase exerts 
on the drops is of the -dynamic type ( e~ u...'L ) t the action -of the 
dynamic viscosity of the vapor ( rv ) being negligible. The 
dynamic viscosity of the liquid, rt' does instead participate 
in the process of drop distortion or rupture; we shall there
fore take in (2): 



[ lA.. M-l 
= c L r5L 

(3) 

Since the flow is isothermal, the physical properties 
are constant; (3) expresses an exponential tie between diameter 
and velocity which appears in fig. 6, in which the points repr~ 
sent situations averaged on 220 measurements. 

In order to characterise more effectively the flow of 
drops, we have shown in the hystogram of fig. 7 the normalised 
distributionaft~e drop population as a function of their 
velocity, on the· basis of 220 measurements relating to drops of 
varying diameter. Selecting drops of dimensions very close to 
an averaged value= 2101u, the distribution shown in fig• 8 
was obtained, which matd.hes the preceding pattern. 

Let us now consider the case of a liquid of very low 
dynamic viscosity, and therefore set aside the term~~in equa
tion (1); proceeding in a manner similar to what was done befor~ 
we will obtain the relationship: 

= Weber = constant (4) 

This relationship can be interpreted as the ratio: 

ev ~,_ = constant 
G/<1 

between the dynamic vapor pressure which tends to rupture the 
drops and the surface-tension force which tends to keep the 
drops spherical, .opposing deformation. Under this aspect, (4) 
has only the nature of a limit, i.e. of the critical Weber 
number which cannot be exceeded without the ru~turing of the 
drops, and does not meru;t that in the average u •d,... constant 
for the drop population~*). This character of equation (4) 

(*)Equation (4) would have the characterofa lowofequilibrium 
if we were dealing with a mechanism of coalescence by collision 
between drops of small·er dimensions than those indica ted in the 
critical Weber number: in our case, no coalescences were. ., 
observed •. 
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appears from the diagram in fig. 9, showing the population . 
distribution as a function of the Weber number; the critical 
value of the latter is around 40. 

Let us consider now the interaction between drops and 
heating wall from the standpoint of dimensional analysis; more 
precisely, let us consider the impact of the individual drop, 
which rebounds after interacting thermally. Particular interest 
lies in the cooling effect due to a partial evaporation of the 
drop, at saturation temperature T3 , during the contact with the 
wall at temperature Tp• 

This cooling effect can be expressed by a heat transfer 
coefficient h relating to the difference in characteristic 
temperatures Tp - Ts• The physical variables which characterise 
the drop-wall co·llision are very numerous, including all thermal 
and dynamia properties of the two stages of the fluid, the 
thermal properties and the surface condition of the heating wall. 

Through a very advanced simplification of the problem, 
all physical variables can be tentatively reduced to the 
following: 

) 

leaving a~ide the ~ and c 1• thermal properties of the liquid, 
for the latter is already * saturation temperature and vaporis~ 
tioil. is a superficial phenomenon, and the dynamic viscosity of 
vapor, for the rapidity of the collision is such that we are 
led to consider as non-laminar the flow of vapor under the drop. 

The exchange coefficient h will be proportional to 
the quantity of heat extracted from the wall by a single collid 
ing drop; indicating by C a coefficient of proportionality and 
bearing in mind the above mentioned variables, the exponential 
equation suggested by dimensional analysis becomes the follow
ing: 

(. d' 4Z. ~ '} [ .e. 
t=C.[~1Q.[~~jb[6] [clj [Kv1 CT~-tp~1 [u.J AJ (5) 

Choosing as fundamental units the lenght, mass, time, 
temperature and heat units, and imposing with respect to these 
units the dimensional equality of both members of (5), the 
values of five unknown exponents can be obtained. 

More precisely, indicating by A a factor of cobversion 
between thermal and mechanical units, and grouping the variables 
under the same exponent, the following is obtained: 
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in which the exponents ~· ~ and h are unknown and must be 
determined experimentally. 

Let us consider the adimensional characteristic 
groups gathered under the exponents ~· ~ and h. 

- First group: 

(6) 

the physical significance of this group is illustrated by a 
theoretical solution given by V.M. Borishansky [2] who, for a 
flattened discoid drop resting on a plane and horizontal 
heating surface, taking into account the vapor flow forming 
under the drop because of the Leidenfrost phenomenon, and all 
parameters involved, has supplied the following evaluation of 
the time~ taken by the drop to vaporize completely: 

from this relationship we can deduce the ratio: 

K. lrrr-~) T 
~. J,. v~ et 

which partially appears in our first group and which makes it 
advisable to assume in it e"= et . 

10 I 0 . 
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- Second group: 

squaring: 

~ 

for e = eL , the numerator represents the dynamic pressure Of 
the drop which collides against the wall at speed ~· while the 
d.etlominator represents the pressure 'due to the surface tension 
which opposes the defonnation and rupture of the drop in the 
collision. •. 

We shall therefore take: 

u... = \f)ebe.1"' 

- Third group: 

multiplying numerator and denominator by a volume (of the ordEr 
of magnitude of that of the drop), the numerator represent!;J the 
energy of elastic deformation and the denominator the heat 
absorbed by the drop in vaporising; here too, it is more logical 
to assume e*' = e~ . than e*= ev • 

Rewriting relationship (6) in the light of these 
considerations, we get: 
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in this, the constant of proportionality C includes a term 
expressing the product of the surface density of drops falling 
on the wall by the average frequency with which such drops fall. 

- COMPARATIVE EVALUATIONS OF THE DROP-WALL INTERACTION AT VARIOUS 

WALL TEMPERATURES 

The definition of "wettability" of a heating wall by 
a shower of drops leads back to the well-known phenomenon 
described for the first time by Leidenfrost, whereby above a 
certain wall ~emperature a liquid drop deposited on the wall 
will no longer, when evaporating, adhere to the wall, but will 
be separated from it by a vapor cushion: which, because of the 
interposed heat resistance, will considerably extend the life 
of the drop, and at the same time appreciably reduce the 
cooling of the wall. Recent studies [4] have been .made on the 
life of the drops deposited on high-temperature walls, but the 
results obtained cannot be extrapolated to the cases with which 
we are concerned, for two main reasons: 

- the liquid drops considered are stationary, deposited on the 
walls, and take several dozens of seconds to evaporate, while 
in the case under consideration the contact times (in colli- . 

... : sions) are one hundred thousand times shorter; · 

- the drops described measure a few millimeters, while the drops 
of the liquid-vapor mixture are dozens of times smaller. 

Despite the difference in experimental conditions, 
however, the existance of a phenomenon of the type of that 
described by Leidenfrost appears also in our case. 

Through statistical determinations conducted on the 
basis of a study of numerous pictures (80 for each case), the 
diagram of fig. 10 was obtained, which shows the fraction of 
wetted .area Ab of the heating wall with respect to the total 
area At hit by the drops, as a function of the wall temperature. 
By wetted surface is meant that covered by the small droplets 
visible in the pictures of figs. 11 and 12, showing the drops 
flattened against the wall in the brief time of contact against 
the wall, prior to their rebounding at a speed of the same 
order as the impact -speed. Between 150° and 250°C there is an 
abrupt decrease in the fraction Ab/A , indicating a definitely 

t 
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greater cooling difficulty above 250°C. 
If we associate with these results the pattern of 

drop-wall contact times\*) as a function of temperature (fig. 1~ 
(each point represents the impact of one drop under conditions 
close to the averages recorded· for several drops), vve observe 
the same · tendency described above: abrupt variation of wettabili ty 
between 150° and 250°C, then much smaller decreases. Between 
these temperature an abrupt change must occur in the cooling 
mechanism. For this reason, also the evaluation of the wetted 
area fraction AbfAt is affected by one basic uncertainty, i.e. 
it is hard to tel from an examination of the pictures whether 
the drops (measuring in,th~ order of 100 to 200;u) touch 
directly (wet) ~he wall~*~l or instead are insu1ated from it 
by a vapor layer, thin as it may be: probably both these condi
tions occur one after the other in the very brief contact time, 
before the drop rebounds away from the wall. 

The cooling effect may be due either to the direct 
removal of heat as latent vaporisation heat, or, in a vapor 
medium, to the agitation caused by the vapor issuing from the 
drop with~ the thermal boundary vapor layer touching the wall. 

As suggested by the diagrams in figs. 10 and 13, the 
wall temperature certainly plays a very important role, parti
cularly across the critical range cited above: the differences 
found in the drop-wall interaction processes are chiefly 
statistical, quantitative, in the sense that as Tp increases, 
the pictures show fewer and fewer drops touching the wall, and 
to obtain comparative data it is necessary to study a very large 

(*) At the highest temperatures the contact times are of the 
magnitude of the first order obscillations of a free obscillating 
droplet, that is: 

t ,v n v et . J." ' - t., ---.;G.__ 

(**) In the sense that the profile of drops in the wall contact 
area is complementary to the profile of the latter, taking .into 
account its surface roughness (fig. 4). 
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number of pictures to obtain a situation of the drop- wall 
contact averaged over a sufficiently long time interval. A 
general characteristic of the type of drop-wall contact relates 
to the extent of the contact area, which decreases as Tp in
creases; this decrease is visible, for instance, in the pictures 
shown in fig. 14, relating respectively to Tp = 146oc and 
T = 574°C. p 

OUTLINE OF A COLLISION MODEL 

The difficulties encountered, as described above, in 
following with experimental observations the details of the 
drop-wall interaction have induced us to formulate quantitative 
considerations, in an attempt at fixing at least the order of 
magnitude of certain parameters. Besides, the lack of connections 
between certain experimental data, and the difficulties ex
perienced in making up for this lack experimentally, suggest 
that certain drastic schematisations should be carried out: in 
this spirit we shall consider separately the thermal aspect and 
the dynamic aspect of the interaction, even though they are 
closely connected. To evaluate the connection we shall use, 
whenever possible, certain experimental observations. 

I) Thermal Aspect 

With reference to the diagram in fig. 15, let us 
consider an approximately spherical drop of diameter d, collid 
ing with the heating wall at a velocity whose component normal 
to the wall is ~· Against the wall, at temperature Tp, there 
is vapor whose temperature distribution is that shown in fig.15 
and decreasing from the wall temperature Tp, through the thermal 
boundary layer of thickness bv, to the saturation value T6 
equal to the temperature of the liquid in _the drop. 

The heat exchange begins when the drop starts to go 
through the thermal layer by convection and irradiation, cont:iirues .• 
during the drop-to-wall contact period and ends when the drop, 
after rebounding, has gone back through the boundary layer. 

Let us estimate approximately the heat absorbed by 
the drop, dist i nguishing between two contributions, viz. heat 
absorbed during the two crossing of the boundary layer and heat 
absorbed during the contact period. 
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a) Heat absorbed in the crossing of the boundary layer. 

Transmission takes place in two manners: by forced convection 
and by irradiation. 
Let us simplify by considering at uniform temperature TVm the 
boundary thermal layer: 

and by considering a perfectly 

elastic impact, with a drop rebound velocity equal to the 
impact velocity (we shall see later that this assumption is 
not very far from reality). Referring to the original texts 
for an explanation and experimental justification, let us 
also adopt the following heat exchange expressions: 

- coefficient of heat exchange ~. between the liquid of the 
drop and the surrounding vapor (5] : 

- quantity of heat transmitted by irradiation from an in
definite plane wall to a spherical . drop in the time unit 
(the irradiation from the superheated vapor is not considered 
[ 4]): 

~ rr;-~~) [-1. __ + ____..:1::....---_l 
.! - 1. + _1.__ .:L - 1. + _-1 _ _ . ~ 
~( q 681.. z.t o,311 
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in which ~ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and C.t the · 
thermal emissivity of the liquid. 
The quantity of theat Q1 absorbed by the drop in the two 
crossing will thus be expressed by: 

-u.. 

b) Heat absorbed during the period of contact with the wall. 

One of the simplest assumptions that can be made to evaluate 
this second quantity of heat, which we shall call Q2 , is that 
during the· dr·op-wall contact time t 0 there remains a very 
thin layer of vapor which is formed during a negligible 
initial fraction of t 0 , and that heat is transmitted by condu£ 
tion through that layer. This, of course, is an evaluation 
of orders of magnitude and in this spirit some very rough 
assumptions can be made, such as: 

- the surface of the contact area is of the order of the 
largest cross section of the drop ( TY~, d'L ) . 

the tnickness of the inter;posed vapor layer is of the order 
of magnitude of the surface roughness (say S1") of the heat 
ing wall (this assumption leads to a maximum estimate of 
the quantity of heat transmitted by conduction). 

We shall thus have: 

Q \<.v ( rn IT1 \ n o\ -z.. t 
1 :: y \ I r - ~S ) 1.-, <: 

1' 

In order to fix our ideas quantitatively, let us 
consider the interaction with the wall of a standard-parameter 
drop: d = 210JU, l.1 = 250 em/sec. In the expression of Q2 there 
appears the average height of the surface roughness, b : to 
evaluate it in our case we have obtained with a profil~-tracing 
roughness meter the profiles shown in fig. 5, showing an average 
btvalue of approx. 1.4)U· With reference to a 6oooc wall 

temperature (Ts = 100°0), a contact time tc = 0.15 msec (fig.13) 
and a thermal boundary layer thickness cS" = 2 mm, we ob"t!~ined: 
- that the heat transmitted by irradiation is a negligible 

fraction (a few per thousand) of the total heat; 
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- that the heat transmitted by convection ( N Q1 ) is comparable 
with the heat transmitted during the contact with the wall 
(Q2). 

In the specific case, the total heat received by the 
drop is: 

-5 Q = Q1 + , Q2 ~ 2x10 cal; 

being the drop initially at saturation temperature, the quantity 
of heat Q causes an 0.8% vaporization of the drop (~V/V=0.8%). 

The decrease in drop volume so calculated is in 
perfect agreement (as order of magnitude) with the experimental 
observations by L.H.J. Wachters [1] obtained with calorimetric 
methods and shown in fig. 16. The vaporised fraction of the 
liquid mass contribute.s to the cooling action, for the vapor 
.produced induces an additional turbulence in the thermal boundary 
layer. 

Let us consider now the interaction in greater detail. 
One simple assumption that can be made is portrayed in the 
sketch of fig. 17: the drop, when hilting the wall, tends to 
become flattened and the liquid penetrates into the microscopic 
surface depressions, compressing the gas trapped in the latter~ 
In this manner the liquid wets the wall and heats up rapidly, 
beginning a very fast evaporation. Molecules of vapor join the 
gas compressed into the depres~ions, raising the pressure till 
the liquid-gas separation interface reverses its convexity out
wards, and the gas begins e~panding at a very -fast rate. The 
liquid of the drop is thus expelled from all depressions and 
cavities, lifted by a continuous cushion of vapor (fig. 17c). 
Then the drop, which had been initially flattened, gradually 
resumes its spherical shape and, as its free surface decreases, 
it recovers the kinetic energy with which it will depart from 
the wall. To support the assumption of such a mechanism, we can 
but evaluate certain orders of magnitude. For instance, we can 
calculate the time t required for the heating of the liquid 
which can penetrate-into the surface cavities: if we take their 
depth to be ~ ':::!. i r , from the expression deriving from the 
propagation of heat by conduction: 

we obtain, in the case of water at T = 100°C, t = 0.05 msec, s 
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i.e. a time considerably shorter than the contact time tc 
(fig. 13), so that a partial evaporation of this thin layer of 
liquid can definitely create the vapor cushion ( r .. Je ~ 1600 ! ) • 
We can also estimate the minimum opening rcr of th; surface 
cavities required according to the theory of nucleation in 
boiling to generate bubbles: 

~0 ~ \ t- t) 
\ rr~ -~)A 

for Tp - Ts = 500°C, for instance, very small aperture values 
are sufficient to generate bubbles, and therefore we can think 
that from the bottom of each cavity covered by the bubble vapor 
can issue (rcr ~ 6 hundredths of i u). 

On tbe other hand, the va~or cushion forms also at a 
very high speed, and its formation may take only a small frac
tion of contact time tc• From the boiling theory we know that 
the initial bubble formation speed is very high, in the order 
of several m/sec: even if we assume the rate of advance of the 
vapor-liquid interface to be only 1 m/sec, to cover ~~= J1 u 
and therefore start forming a continuous vapor film, a 1 sec 
time interval is sufficient. 

II) Dynamic Aspect 
The drops hit the heating wall and "rebound"away from 

it, after ·a very short time tc, at a speed which is a fraction, 
sometimes substantial, of the impact velocity (see figs. 19 and 
20). For drops of various diameters, the average values of the 
uQ./u ratio (departure velocity/impact velocity) are shown in 
f1g. 18 as a function of the wall temperature Tp• Such ratios 
are as high as 90% and for the most part higher than 50%; in 
general they tend to increase as T increases, suggesting a 

.better elastic recovery at high w;rl temperatures. This recovery 
may due to a faster formation of the insulating vapor film, and 
~herefore to a faster departure of the drop from the wall. The 
rebound velocity ud obviously depends also on the impact 
velocity u: it can be said (fig. 21) that ud increases with~ 
only up to moderate values of ~' above whi~ ud will not exceed 
a constant maximum value. As the impact velocity increasea., the 
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time of· contact with the wall, tc, decreases except at the . , . 
highest wall temperatures. One might think that at high t~mpera_~res 



the formation of the insulating vapor layer is so fast that tc 
is no longer affected by the drop impact velocity, while at 
lower temperatures a higher velocity results in a better thermal 
contact, and therefore accelerates the formation of the insulat 
ing layer. 

A substantial independence on the wall temperature is 
instead shown by the ratio between impact and departure angles, 
~i/c(d (fig. 23). 

The diagram in fig. 21 shows that, over th.e full range 
of observations, in no case ud was found to exceed u: only a 
fraction of the drop's kinetic energy is returned in the rebound. 

It might have been thought that, following the drop
wall interaction, an explosive formation of steam could cause 
the rejection of the drop, but such an assumption is evidently 
contradicted by the data shown in fig. 21 in which, particularly 
at the lower values of ~' some cases could have been found of 
ud> u. Having ruled out an appreciable kinetic action of the 
vapor, we might think of an energy-transformation process in 
which the kinetic energy Ec possessed by the impacting drop is 
partially converted into surface energy in the deformed drop, 
and then partially reconverted into the kinetic nnergy Ec 
possessed by the departing drop. In effect, the impacting drop 
is almost spherical in shape and in the collision it becomes 
deformed by flattening against the wall; in the deformation, 
the external surface of the drop increases (in accordance with 
the diagram i~ fig. 16, the volume variation due to evaporation 
can be ignored) and energy Ec is converted into the work done 
to increase the surface by ~ S, performing the work of partial 
extraction of the liquid's molecules from the sphere of molecular 
attraction exerted by the surrounding molecules. 

As it is known, such work is measured by d · AS, and 
therefore, in the case of no dissipations of the viscous type, 
we can take: 

(7) 

Based on (7), estimates were made of the deformation 
believed to be undergone by spherical drops ranging in diameter 
between 50 and 200 u, and it was found that such deformation is 
always rather limiied, and with the larger diameters leads to 
flattened ellipsoids, but with a degree of ellipticity which is 
always modest and not suggesting an evident possibility of drop 
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rupturing. Fig. 24 shows the ~istribution of the drop popula~ 
tion as a function of the kinetic energy possessed by them. 

As it was seen, the collision is not perfectly elastic, 
and a certain fraction of the kinetic energy of the impacting 
drop is irreversibly dissipated by viscous deformations. In any 
case, the thermal effect of such a dissipation is extremely 
limited: for most of the drops described in a perfectly anelastic 
hypothetical collision the resulting temperature increase would 
not amount to as much as one thousandth of one degree C. 

The dynamic pressure exerted by the drops against the 
wall is very small, of a few grams/cm2 , and leads to ignoring 
the possible elastic deformations of the metal walls, also 
considering the very small area over which such a pressure is 
exterted. The·viscous tensions, due to the dynamic viscosity 

1u1 , are the higher the faster are the deformations, and there
Tore the faster the relative displacement of the molecules of 
the drop. A roughly approximate evaluation of the minimum time · 
range over which the viscous stresses (which perform an irriver 
sible of mechanical energy into heat) become comparable in value 
with the elastic stresses (which convert kinetic energy into 
free surface energy) can be made by taking: 

being ~ the amount of the deformation occurring in the short 
time ~ t. 

Always considering the orders of magnitude, if we 
take s~ d, we obtain: 

and this short time, for the drops observed, is in the order of 
the microsecond and therefore accounts for but a negligible 
fraction of the measured contact times. 
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DYIIA!HC BEHAVIOUR OF 1\ IWCLEAR REACTOR CONTBOL SY 8I'EH EASED Of! Tt·;Q;.PHASE 
FLUID 

Rinaldo ;.1arcandalli - Aldo Parme:r~iani - Guido Possa 

CISE - ~-~ileno - Italy 

/I.BSTR/\CT 

11.1 

The preliMinary desip;n of the CIRENE nuclear reactor foresees the use of a 
flowin17, fluid absorber in separate tub~s for the fJ:t.st control of the neu-
tron flux in the core. The fluid 1s a two-~hase Mixture of gas and poisoned 
li£Sht water, the averop;e density of ''h ich 1s continuously controlled in the 
core. 

:\n out-of-nile exneri!'lental loop is heinp; used for the hydraulic and dynam
ic tests of the systeM. The exnerinenta.l techniaue Rdonted for the determi
nation of the transfer functions of interest is described: an har!'!onic anal
ysis approach has been applied usin:>; a transfer function enal~rzcr which al
so ,rsenerates the sinusoidal si~Snal to nerturb the systen. !,feasurements of 
pressures, flowrates of the ~as and liquid nhases and mixture density have 
been perfonned and correlated to the electrical dri vino: sin:nal. 

ExperiMental results are presented and discussed in connection to the two
phase steady state conditions in the control -tube, and to the oneration 
characteristics of the systeM. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. The CIRENE reactor. 

CIRENE ( 1) is a power reactor, moderated by cold heavy water and cooled "t:r 
light water mostly in conditions of two-phase annular dis.,ersed upflow. 
The reactor has a vertical pressure tube core; fuel is UO in 19-rod clus
ters; the steam generated in the reactor is directly admi¥\ed to the tur
bine. The intrinsic dynamic behaviour of the reactor coupled to the heat 
transport system requires an automatic control of the neutron flux. 

1. 2. Neutron flux fast control system. 

The preliminary design of the CIRENE nuclear reactor foresees the use of A. 

neutron flux fast control system. The actuator consists of a fluid absorber 
flowing in vertical tubes in the core; the fluid is a variable density two
phase mixture of ~as (Helium) and poisoned light water. 

The system 1-1hich operates the variable density fluid rods is described in 
(2). The scheme of the experimental loop, similar to the foreseen - reactor 
system, is illustrated in fig. 1. The control of the density in the core 
is achieved by electropneumatic valves placed on the liquid lines feedinrr 
each control rod; variations of the driving volta~e of the valve result in 
variations of the liquid flowrate; the gas flowrate chan~es with the liq
uid f lowrate in accordance to the pressure drop chara.cteristics of th~ sys
tem. Two tanks, one at upper pressure (AP) the other at lowe r pressure 
(BP), both containing gas and liquid, are common to all the control tubes; 
the pressure difference between AP and BP is kent constant, independently 
from the flow rates fed to each control rod, by an automatic control which 
actuates a valve placed on a ~as line between AP and BP. The liquid level 
in liP is kept constant by an automatic control which actuates a va.lve pla
ced on a liquid line between AP and BP. The two-phase fluid is forMed in 
mixers located immediately above the upper reflector; for each control rod 
gas and liquid are driven from AP to the mixer by independent pipes. The 
two phase fluid is then driven through the control tubes in the core to 
BP, where separation of gas and liquid takes "Place. Additional ma,jor compo
nents of the system are the pumps of the liquid and the gas blm·rers which 
transfer liquid and ~as from BP to AP, the heat exchan~ers, which remove 
the power 3enerated by the pumps and by the abs orption react i on of the neu
trons, and an oxigen-hydrogen reco~biner. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL LOOP 

2~1. Design criteria 

The hydraulic and dynamic tests of the fast control system described 
above, are performed in an out-of-pile loop, called BB, built at CISE. 

The main criterion in the design of this test loop has been the follow
ing: all the quantities, including geometrical dimensions,which affect 
the operation of a single fluid control rod are equal to thos~ foreseen 
for the CIRENE reactor. This is in particular true for: gas and liquid 
flowrates, layout (lengths, curves, level differences), dimensions of 
the control tubes, principal instruments. 

The loop allows the simultaneous operation of two fluid control rods; 
it is therefore possible to verify the feasibility of the concept of a 
gas and liquid pumping system common to all the control tubes. 

The tasks of the present stage of work, for which the liquid and the 
gas employed are respectively H

2
o and N

2
, can be summari3ed liS follows: 

detenninationofthe' steadystat.echaracter~stics of the system for a mun

ber of operating conditions (requirements: linearity of the relation
ship between the input signal and the fluid density in the control 
rod; possibility of the operation at low values of fluid density; low 
value of the intrinsic noise of the main p8 r~ meters). 

- determination of the dynamic characteristics of the system in a num
ber of representative .conditions (requirements: adequate velocity of 
the dynamic response). 

2.2. Scheme of the loop - Instrumentation 

The scheme of the loop BB with an indication of its instrumentation is 
given iri fig. 1. The main characteristics of the components are summa
rized in Table 1. The main components a re :the two t9onks (AP and BP), a 
centrifugal pump, a gas blower of the liquid ring type (the separation 
of the liquid of the blower takes place in the tank AL) and two inde-' 
pendent fluid control rods. Each control rod is formed by two vertical 
concentric tubes, where the two-phase mixture follows a U-shaped run 
(downflow in the annulus, upflow in the inner tube). The two-phase mix
ture is formed in a . mixer (small volume, low pressure drop) placed near 
to the inlet of each control rod, to which the feeding lines of gas and 
liquid from AP are separately connected. The outlets of the control 
rods are independently connected to BP, where separation of gas and li
quid takes place. Liquid and gas are then conveyed to the suction of 
the pump and of the liquid ring gas blower, and pumped to AP. The li
quid level in AP and the pressure difference between AP and BP are auto 

· m:t tically controlled. 
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~he si~es of the two control rods (Test Element n° 1 and T.E. n° 2) are 
Yery similar; T. E. n° 1 is provided with transparent sections for the 
visual inspection of the flow pattern; T.E. n° 2, which is pressurized 
·:,t the feeding g::>,s pressure, is connected to the feeding and retum 
lines by two horizontal soft bellows and is supported by a. load cell; . 
:;he signe.l of the lo;id cell in steady state · is a linear function of 
the fluid density (3ee 3.3). 

'_n electropneumatic control v11lve C is -pl::1.ced on the liq_uid feed line 
of '~.8. n° 2. The v-::>. riation of the driving voltage of this valve,which 
is the drivine; sienal of the control system, causes a variation of the 
li1uid flowrate J.nd then, .:-tccording to the pressure drop characteris
tics of the system, :J. v~• riation of the gas flowrate a nd a nriation of 
the density of the two-phase mixture in the control rod. 

The following observations can be made on the instrumentation: 
- liquid flowrates to the two control rods are measured by Venturi 

tubes; in addition for T.E. n° 2 an electromagnetic flow measurement 
is available; "1.11 the mea surements reported on this paper have been 
performed vii th this instrument; 

- gas flowrates are measured by calibrated dia phraems; 
- the measurements of the dynamic ch:l.r::tcteristics of the system have 

been obtained by a Transfer Function .·.nalyser (T.F.A., (3) ); this 
instrument performs two ms.in functions: it generates the perturbing 
s i gnal, i.e. the sinusoida l driving voltage fed to the electro
pneumatic valve c, a nd performs the Fourier analysis of signa ls comin~:· 

from the system. ;rhe result of the Fourier analysis is displayed on 
a. digital voltmeter in the form of phase and q_uadrature components 
of the first ha rmonic of the signal, having as reference the oscilla
tor output. 

- a brief discussion on the measurement of the support force is outlined 
in } . 3. 

3. MEASUREMENTS 

j.1. General remarks 

'I'he a ssembly of the BB loop wa s completed at the end of february ( 1967). 
~easurements here reported a re therefore to be considered preliminary 
in the sense tb.a t they consti tut.e the first complete set of experimental 
:cesul ts and ca nnot be regarded as final results on a well set-up system. 

·.ll the mea surements concern T. E. n° 2 and have been obtained using N
2 

(l.S gas and H
2
o .'ls liq_uid , for the following va lues of the main parame

ters of the system: 
2 

5 kg/ em gauge 
2 kg/cm2 

.::;:1.s pressure in AP: 
.~a s pressure difference between AP and BP 
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;rtax. eas flowrate (va.lve G closed) 3 lc.u;. em 2 ._, .• ). u ._, 

.).2. Steady sb.te measurements 

~he steady st"~.te ~m.lues of: the most i.m:port;:..n"t vs.riables of the fluid 
8ontrol rod are shown in fig. 2 as functions of the driving vol tc-.ge of 
the V?. lve C. ·rhe main (J_Uanti ty of interest for the application to a 
.~.eutron flux f'=>.st control system is the ga.s yolume fr'l.otion in the con
trol tubes d. , as function of +.he r1:r:'i7ing vol t ." .. ~:a of the valve C. 

S:'his curve shows '} t first .:;i ~ht t wo unll-'3sirable features. First, <:1. m"r
:-:ed nonline3.rity, charn ~t8:ri7,'3d ~'Y two :li f ferA nt ">lopes (crossing 3.t a 
drivin~ volt"~ee of 2, ,+ ·rrJlt). Th'3 +.::-:-~nci o :' f;h, ~tern -oosition curve 
c learly indica tes th~t this d e f ect depends on the nositio ning chara c
teristics of '"1lve C ·1 r.d 'Nill be elimin9.ted by ::, proper design of the 
cam which actuates the -position feedba.ck. (?he c'lm a vaihl.ble was not in 
conformity with s-pecifications). 3econd, the too low m:1.xirnum va lue ofo( 
(0.85), especi A-lly when compa red to the r '•.nge covereti by o( in the con
trol zone ( A.o< = 0. 40); th..is would imply a n g,lways inserted negative 
reactivity of the order of 4~~ of the reactivity controlled in a neu
tron flux fast control system; this is obviously not admissible. rrhis 
ci.efect depends on the minimum opening of •n.lve C ( see for instance the 
liq_uid flowrate curve: the minimum li-1uid flowra te is i:l. S high as 2.5"~ of 
the mRximum) and wil l be elimina ted by a proper choice of the valve 
:9lug. (The plug availa ble had a linear ch::J.racteristic, while an equiper
centual plug was s~ecified). 

l.k:ro condi tiona of the system h<'!.ve been chosen for imrestig::ttion of its 
J.;;·n')lllic behaviour. The avera ge values of the main V" ri::J.bles of the 
system in these conditions arer 

variable 

driving voltage of va lve C (volt) 

liQuid flowrate ~cm3/s) 
,~as flowra te (em /s) 

gas volume fraction 
2 . 

pressure drop across T.E. (ke/cm ) 

3.). Harmonic perturbation results 

ex-p erimenta l 
condition 

A 

8 

181 
1940 
0.81 

0.54 

experimental 
condition 

B 

4 
.36.3 

11 10 
0.65 
0.68 

'r he detennina tion of the dyr1.:unic cha r a cteri sti cs of the sy s tem ha s been 
:;>erformed with the harmonic analysis technique. For a ll the measurements 
the perturbing va riable has been the driving voltage of the va lve C;this 
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voltage is sinusoidally varied by the T.F.A. around the average value 
in a frequency range of 0.005 to 2 cps and with an amplitude of 0.5 V; 
the value of the amplitude has been chosen as a reasonable compromise 
between the two opposite requirements of: small perturbation and accep
table signal..-to-noise ratio. Owing to the o.scillation of the driving 
voltage V all the system variables coherently oscillate; these oscil
lations, to which the system intrinsic noise is superimposed, are ana
lysed by the T.F.A. in terms of phase and ~uadrature components with 
respect to the perturbing signal. The following system responses have 
been studied: position of the stem of v~. lve c, liquid flo•nr;:tte, gqs 
flowrate, pressure drop across T.E., support force on the lo-3.d cell. 
Results are reported in the fo.rm of Bode diagrams· in fig • .3, 4, 5, 6 Jnd 
7• An example of recordings is given in fig. 8 and 9. 

The following observations can be done: 
stem position s (fig. 3 and 4): 
The oscillation amplitude markedly increases with frequency up to 
· V = 1.6 cps where it reaches a value 3 to 4 times higher than the 
low frequency value. Phase lag ocours practically only for :V JJ 1 cps. 
The positioning of the valve C is markedly underdamped. 

liquid flo·.vrate rl (fig. 3 and 4): 
The Bode diagrams of sand r

1 
are very similar, the only disorepancy 

being a bigger pha::3e lag for f l in condition B ( v~ O.j cps). It can 
be concluded that. the li~uid flow promptly follows the input electri
cal signal v. 
gas flowrate r (fig. 5 and 6): 

fi1' 

The gain diagram is characterized by a marked null at frequencies 
around 0.1 cps and by an attenuation starting at a rather low frequen
cy ( ))~ 0.05 + 0. 1 cps) and increasing with· frequency at an average 
rate of about one decade per decade. The slowness of the dynamic 
response of rfiJ' is confirmed by the phase diagram: phase lags of the 
order of 90° are measured at V= 0~05 cps. 

- support force on the load cell (fig. 5 arid 6): 
The gain diagram shows a marked mill at a frequency of about 0. 1 cps, 
corresponding (as regards both frequency, and shape) to that of ro·; 

. 0 

for frequencies above 0. 2 cps the · amplitude of the oscilla.tions is e.lw'ly~ 
much bigger than at low frequencies; this clearly seems to be corre
lated to the fact that for )}?: b. 2 + o. 3 cps the oscillations of the 
gas flowrate and of the liquid flowrate are respectively drastically 
reduced and m~rkedly increased, if compared to the low frequency va
lues. The phase diagram basic trend shows a phase lag increasing with 
frequ,ency; at Y = 1 cps phase lags of about 3/211" have been measured. 
As for r the phase shifts at the frequencies of the null are -about e;• 
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zero. 

- pressure drop across the control rod (fig. 7): 
The gain diagram is characterized by amplitudes bigger than that at 
low frequency for a wide frequency range (at least two decades); for 
the case B this overoscillation starts at very low frequency ( v = 

= 0.005 cps); the peak is reached at V = 0.1 cps (for the case B ano
ther ~eak is present at Y = 0.8 cps). The phase diagram shows b~si
cally a phase lag increasing with frequency; for the case B ph~se 
leads have been recorded at low frequency. 

The measured su!Jport force of T.E. n° 2 on the load cell gives informa.
tions on the weight of the mixture in the central tubet this last quan
tity is the main pa r CJmeter for a neutron flux f~st control system. 

A sketch of the element provided with the load cell is ~ivan in fig.11. 
?he design is such that the following ''ssumptions can be m.<tde: 
- the bellows axes are coincident and horizontal 
- the vertical component of the force applied to the control tube by 

the bellows is negligible 
- the vertical friction force due to the roller bearings which guide 

the vertical movement and on which slides the outer tube is negligi
ble 

- the inertial term due to the movement of the load cell sensor is ne
gligible (stroke 0.1 mm). 

Taking into account these assumptions, the dynamic equilibrium equation 
a long the vertical is: ( Jy v 

' v d.,.. F =M+G- ) o 
lc ~ J t 

;·1here F
1 

is the measured _support force, M the weight of the control 
tube, G ~he weight of the mixture in the volume ~ comprised between the 
two vertical planes "in" and "out" (fig. 11) . across the bellows, p the 
local fluid density and v the vertical component of the local fluid 
velocity. (positive if do;vXwards). 

In steady state conditions the inertial term vanishes and the signal 
from the load cell is a linear function of the fluid weight in the con
trol tube. 

In dynamic conditions the inertial term may be not negligible; owing to 
the complexity of t\ro-phase flow its evaluation is rather difficult. 

It can however be noticed that the inertial integral may be split into 
two integrals, one corresponding to the downflow in the annulus, the 
other to the upflow in the inner tube; ~s long as compressibility phe
nomena have a negligible influence these are equal and of opposite sign. 



3.4. A short cor.~Ment on the nnise level o'!' the system. 

The time dependent cor.1ponent :f( t) of si~nals cor:~ in~ fro!'l the syster:t under . 
investigation CP~ be considered ~s: 

..-(t) = n(t) + s(t) 

where s(t) is the response to the perturbin~ si~nal and n{t) represents 
the intrinsic noise of the syste~. for sinusoidal perturbation, s(t) is R 
periodic function, with the neriod T of the perturbing siP:Tial. 

On the TF.l\ di~itA.l volt!:'eter are disnlayer. the •Ja.lues ofF' Pnc!. r', evl'llue.ter. 
as follovrs ( 3) : 

(.~ +- .. 
A~ t 

,:TT .f'(t) ( 2Tt) 't 
~ .;.. ~ cos ---;n- c 

0 • 

where the inte~er rr is the number of integration periocts. In ."'enere.l the 
value of (p2 + Q~) will be made up by two com~onents, one due to noise and 
the other due to the !lerturbin~ sip;nal: 

+ ( F ~ + 112) 
s 

It can be shmm ( 4) and it "'as exnerimentP..lly veri fi eel in our case, that 
increasinr; N, the noise comnonent increases linearly <ri th IT whereas the 
signal comnonent increases ~s Tl 2 : 

The value of "a" can be !"leasured b;r the TFJ\ \·Then the oscill3.tion ar.nli tude 
of the perturbinr.; sir;nal is reduced to zero; the value of "b" is measured 
by the TPA ,.,hen the perturbing sir,nal is present and U is sufficiently hip:h. 
7he sir;nal to noise ratio may be defined as follows: 

signal to noise ratio = V f 
An example of comparison bet\-reen signal and noise level is o:i ven in fip;.lO 
for the pressure drop across T. E. n° 2 ( expe:rimente.l conditions [A] ) • The 
Fourier spectrUM of the noise shows a rather hi~h harmonic content at f:re
~.uencies between 0. 2 and 2 ens (see elsa the exrur.ples of :reco:rcin~s of fir;. 2 
and 9) where the sip;nal to noise :ratio .beco!"es less than one. This ha:rl"'onic 
content is probably mainly due to intrinsic hydraulic f'luctuations of the 
two-phase flow even if contributions due to linit cycles of the control 
valves in the loop cannot be excluded. 

3.5. Conclusions. 

~he r.easu:rements presented above >rere taken on E system vrhose nerfo:rl"'ances 
•..;ere from many points of view not satisfactory; this was me de to ~.cquire 
rapidly exnerience on the loop behaviour, and to obtain as many indications 
8.S possible on design improvements. 

These improvements are at present beinp; introduced on the loop; steady-state 
and dynamic neasurements will be repeated, after vhich lon~ duration opera-
tion tests are foreseen. -
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Homenclature 

F phase component (output of TFA) 
Flc support force on the load cell 

G ~eip;ht of the mixture 1n the control ron 
i1 weight of the control tubes 
!·i mm.ber of intep;rR.tion cycles (TFA) 
P pressure 
Q quadrature conponent ( outcmt of T?.l\) 
s stear- position (valve C) 
t time 
~ oscillation neriod (TF.I\) 
v driving volt~ge (valve c) 
vv vertical cor.!ponent of fluid. velocity 
a gas volUr.!e fraction 
f~ p;as flowrate 

:::> 

rl li~uid flowrate 

v fre~uency 

p rluid density 
T fluid volUMe 1n the control rod 
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LOO.P 
COMPONENT 

(T.E . n• 1) 

Teet eleeent 
o• 2 

(T.£. n• 2) 

TABLE I - SUMMARY OF LOOP CIURACTERISTICS 

MAIN FEATURES 

- two concentric vertical tubes 
(AISI )04) 

- mixer on top 

- the outer tube is interrupted in 
three posit ions by perspex rings, 

in order to allow the vieual in
spection of the flow pattern. 

- two concentric vertical tubes 
(Al) 

- the ~aixins- of s-as and liquid is 
made before the inlet. 

- inlet and outlet of two phase 
rai11:ture through two horizontal 
bel lowe. 

- the T.E. ie preeeurized at the 
pree"Bure of the feeding gas , in 
order to allow the use of very thin 

bellows. 

- tha vertical •ovement or T . E . is 
per111itted1 tha releYant f'riotioa. ha& 
baen reduced aa muoh aa possible. 

CH.ARAC1'EAISTIC 

OIH£NSIONS 

- inner tube 

- outer tube 

- height 

- volume 

- t.nner tube 

- outer tube 

- height 

- volwae 

ID 2.0 

0 0 2. J 

IO ). 0 

00 ). J 

)00 

1820 

ID 2.0 

00 2.2 

10 ).0 

00 ).2 

)00 

1925 

INSTRUMENTATION 

- prel!!llsure taps at inlet 

(s-a" and liquid) and at 

outle-t 

J em 

- pressure tepa at inlet 

and outlet 

- traneducer of the lean-
ing force, 

J 
em 

Tank at upper pressure - the threa tanka are vertical cylin- - cylinder 10 )4 , 0 cca - pressure tapa at top a.ncl 

(.t..P). d.ara· or the aaae dimension• 

(:~,at lower pressure .. material: carbon steel internally 

lined with epoxidic resina 
Ta.a.k of the 1 !quid 
ring gas co.-preaeor 
(AL) 

- the two tanks BP and A..L have aa a 

main task the separation or gae and 
liquid; sepa·ration is obtained both 
by Centrifugal action and by gravlt 

- voluJKe 

- height 

00 )5.0 c• bottom 

82xiOJ cm.J - glass tube ror •ea•ure-

100 
ment or level 

- auto•atic control or li
quid level of AP( eaa 
below) 

Auto•atic control of - the control loop is entirely pneUDta .. controllers: 
the liquid level of AP tic proportional band: 20 '/. 
Auto111atio oontrol of 
the differenca between - components1 OP cell, PI controllar, 

gas pressurss of AP :~:::t~e::~~:l P::~::o::~ippad 
and BP . 

- durhl8" operation the set point is 
held in a fixed position. 

Pipe a batwean A.P and - tba layout ia very similar (length, 
U (pa, llqald,r.t..-a dift'erence ot' leYela, nnaber ot' 
of the •ixture). curvee and ao on) to that foreaeen 

in tha pralicainary deaigo.. of CI-RENE 
prototype reac.tor . 

Control valve C 
(•ountad on the liquid 
line of T.E. n• 2) 

Pump of the liquid 

Gae co.-prea&or 

- the pressure drop in -the gaa o.nd 
liquid linea is negligibla . 

- the prasaura drop in the return lin 
(mixture} depends on flow condition 

- Kateriall AISI J<>ll 

- typa: diaphragm actuated , top load
ing, direct action, equipped with 
an electro-pneumatic valve posi
tioner 

- characteristic of valva plug1 
linear. 

- type1 eentrit'ugal pump 

- material: A.ISI J04 

- tYPe: liquid ring 

reset time 
- valva for tha level 

control (on the 
liquid) 1 

Cv • 6 
- valve for4P control 

(on tha gaa): 

cv • 1.9 

- for all tubes 

- length T.E. n• 1 

gas line 
liquid line 
return line 

- length T . E. n• 2 

gas line 
liquid line 
return line 

- Cv = 7 · )5 

- full stroke 

- preoleion ot' at .. 

0.1 min 

( J/4•) 

( 1/2") 

10 2.7 
00 J.O 

1 J9J 
1)18 

IJI7 

1454 
146) 
1}2) 

post tioningl !. l'Ji 
or· tbe full stroke 

- range of input signal: 4 - 2qmA 

- input reeistanee: 480 lt 

rating: 

- pressure at suct~on:4kg/cca2gaug 

- head: J kg/em
2 

- lif!uld flow. rate~ 7.2 rnJ/h 

.. rp•: 

- presaure 

- headz 

2900 

ratingt 

at auctionl4kg/cm.
2

gaug 

2 kg/ CID2 

- r.1u1 flow· rata 
(a~ auction): 65 a'l/b 

- rp•E 2900 

- liq':lid flow ·rate: 1.2 mJ/h 

... t'lov .. ~.r (or1t'1ce) 
liquid flow meter 

(Venturi tuba) 

- T.E. n• 2 

gaa .tlow ••tar (orifice) 
1 iquid flow "!Detar 
( v.;.nturt tube) 
liquid flow •eter 

{olectrom.agnetio flow ..-zl 

- tre.naducar ot' ate• 
poaition 
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Fig.2-STEADY STATE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM IN 

. THE EXAMINED EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS. 
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C 0 R R I G E N D U M 

In 3.4, the formulae are to be written 

NT 

F = ~ f 
0 

f(t) sen(~)dt; Q - ~!NT f(t)cos(~)dt 
. 0 

instead than 

F-~NT 
0 

• • • • • • and Q = ~~~ ••••••• 
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PRESSURIZER DYNAMICS. PART II. 

DIGITAL ANALYSIS OF PRESSURI ZER T«ANSIENTS AND 

COMPARISON WI 'i'H EXPCldi.:Z:NTAL R3~-lUL'rS 

P. de Melker 

D.G.H. Latzko 

Technological University of Delft 

ABSTRACT 

The response of a pressurizer to multiple s urges has been studied. 
A theoretical model of the process of energy exchange wi t h i n the 
pressurizer has been established and is described in this paper. 
Comparison of analytical results, obtained from this model, with 
experimental evidence shows that the theoretical modal is a 
sound base for further research activities.· 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Any closed liquid system, subject to changes in tempe_ratureand 
hence in volume, must be protected from excessive pressure 
build-up by an open connection tp a gas-or vapour-filled cham ... 
ber capable of cushio~ing the volume transients of the system. 
In the case· of a closed-cycle nuclear_ power plant ~si:ag low;_ 
enrichment uranium oxide as the fuel and pressurized water as 
the coolant, as schematically shown on Figure 1, the average 
primary coolant temperature tends to shift with changing tur
bine load. The chamber providing the required volume is called 
the pressurizer because of its additional function to maintain 
coolant pressure vti thin prescribed limits. The-- upper limi" is 
set by structural strength considerations, the lower by the 
requirement to avoid or limit bulk boiling in the reactor core 
and by associated burnout considerations. 

The type of pressurizer underconside:ration in the present 
paper fulfills this function in the manner schematically in
dicated in Figure 2. ·In the steady state, the steam and all 
or part of the water in the pressurizer are main~ained .in sa
turated condition corr.esponding to a temperature well above 
the mixed mean reactor outlet temperature. This is achieved 
by adding sufficient heat through electrical heaters to coun
terbalance steady state heat losses from the pressuri;zer sys
tem, which may be considered as separated from the main prima
ry coolant system by a hypothetical boundary dividing satura
ted from subcooled water. In the case of primary coolant ex
pansion, pressure rises are counteracted by having part of 
the insurging water enter the pressurizer as spray, which con
denses some of the steam being compressed 'by the insurge. 
Conversely, decreases in pressure in the case of primary coolant 
contraction are counteracted by flashing of s.ome of the satu
rated water to steam, which process is assisted by additional 
electrical heating capacity. 

As discussed in this and an associated paper [1] , the actual 
expansion and compression processes of the thermodynamic 
system initially consisting of saturated steam and water, to
gether with the additional effects of spraying and heating, 
are very complex. 'l'his has led to the use of simplified ther
modynam~c models (e.g.) [2] , [3] , [4] with various conser
vative assumptions. There are several incentives for trying 
to obtain a better insight into the actual processes and 
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thereby to minimize the size of a pressurizer designed for a 
specified performance. In the case of PWR plants for marine 
use, for instance, manoeuvrability requirements for the vessel 
will result in severe performance criteria for the pressurizer 
in terms of pressure limits to be maintained upon several con
secutive in- and outsurges, while at the same time space con
siderations will make it desirable to design for minimum 
volume pressurizers. On the other end of the scale, a conven
tionally designed pressurizer for a 1000 11We PWR plant would 
measure about 15 m in height by 3.5 m dia. and weigh 200 ~s 
[5], which shows how even modest improvements in pressurizer 
performance may lead to substantial savings . Considerations 
su~h as these have led to the decision by the Royal Netherlands 
Navy, the Neratoom group of industries and the Technological 
University of Delft to build and operate a largescale, high
pressure test facility for experimental studies on the ther
modynamic behaviour of pressurizers. In 1965, after the React~ 
Centrum Nederland had joined this socalled NEPTUNUS project, 
the installation was expanded to its present (Phase 2) ex tent, 
which permits a sequence of consecutive in- and out s urges of 
adjustable shape, period and amplitude. Figure 3 shows a dia
gram of the whole installation, which can be seen to consist 
of four main functional parts with associated piping, i.e . 

- a nitrogen system, consisting of a low-pressure and a high
pressure storage vessel battery, for generating the driving 
foroe fo r in- and outsurg es 
a cold water vessel and a buffer vessel, containing the 
"liquid piston'' for the surges 

" the pressurizer proper, shown in more detail in Figure 5 
a hot water vessel and associated centrifugal pump for sup
plying spray water to the pre s surizer 

There are two control systems in the installation: 

- the level control system for varying the level in t he cold 
water vessel by adjusting the nitrogen pressure in this ves
sel in accordance with a function determined by the function 
generator. For the experiments described in this paper a 
sine function was choosen; 
the pressure control sys tem, for limiting p~essure ris e s in 
the pressurizer by adjus t i ng the spray flow. 
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The following main differences exist between the present in
stallation and the state in which it was used for the Phase I 
experiments di:cussed in [1): 

- increased capacity of the nitrogen system, permitting mul
tiple surges as against single in- or outsurges only 

- acdition of the hot water vessel and spray pump, permitting 
steady state spray with increased electrical heating, a 
mode of operation suggested by RCN for the purpose of hea~ 
the cold insurge water and thus minimizing the pressure de
crease during a subsequent outsurge. 

' '1.2 

downward-ben~ shape of the electrical heaters (dotted Lines 
in Figure 2) as opposed to straight horizontal during Phase1, 
thereby increasing the saturated water volume 

The main aim of the Phase II work being carried out at pre
sent is to establish by experiment the upper and lower pres
sure limits at : ainable with the present pressure control sys
tem for a series of consecutive surges and using a broad range 
of varia-~les such as surge volume and shape, steam volume and 
equilibrium heating. At the same time the repeated comparison 
of these experimental results with analytical predictions 
based on certain thermodynamic assumptions should lead to con
secutive corrections and refinement in these assumptions, and 
thus ultimately to a thermodynamic model permitting reliable 
design for minimum pressurizer size. 

The present paper refers to some initial work ca~ried out 
under the above program. It describes the basic thermodynamic 
model and some conclusions to be drawn from experimental evi
dence concerning the assumptions underlying this modelo 
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2. THE THEORETICAL MODEL 

2.1. General Discussion 

As already indicated in the introduction, one of the func
tions of the pressurizer is to . control the pressure by eva
porating wat3r or condensing steam during surges. A surge 
rate of 8 dm /sec, being the maximum for the NEPTUNUS-instal
lation, would require heat exchange between steam and water 
at a rate of 750 kW for a single surg·e to keep the pre-ssure 
constant. During an insurge this~can be achieved by spraying 
approximately 40% of the surge into the steam space. For 
structural reasoris, however, heat input at such a rate by 
elec~ric heaters during an outsurge is impossible. 

The tests, mentioned in the introduction, were performed with 
a ma~imum continuous electric power of 10 kW. By storing this 
energy in the water volume during an insurge, it is hoped that 
suff~cient water will flash into steam during the following 
outsurge to prevent the pressure from falling below the.lower 
limit. 

By locating the heating elements near the bottom of the pres
surizer one obtains the advantage of the whole water volume 
being saturated during steady state, i.e. being available for 
counteracting the pressure fall during the first outsurge. 
The disadvantagesof this arrangement are: 
- loss of high-temperature water during outsurges 
- energy supply by the heating elements takes place in a 

large volume of water, resulting in a slow temperature rise. 

On the other hand, a small initial volume of saturated water, 
floating on a "piston" of colder water , leads to a larger 
pres sure fall during the first outsurge, but results in a 
better thermal economy by not loosing high-temperature water 
during outsurges and by having a faster temperature rise du-· 
ring insurges. The1·e may be an optimum between these two con
cepts for heater arrangement. 

Considering the complexity of the process during surges, it 
will be clear that ca lculations, for instance on the thermal 
exchange processes in the water and steam volume, should be 
performed with the aid of a computer for solving simultaneous 
differential equations. At the time of writing of this report 
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solutions have been obtained, based on the assumptions 
discussed in the remainder of this paragraph. The 
boundaries of the system to which we shall refer in 
this discussion are shown on figure 2. 

2.2. Flow ~f Surge Water 

Insurges enter the pressur~zer partly through the bottom, 
via the surge line, and partlY: through the top, via the 
spray line. The ' latter part of the insurge, after being 
warmed up in the steam volume, is assumed to mix completely 
with the ~ater in the water volume. The first part of the 
surge is assumed not to mix at all, forming a piston of 
relatively cold watter in the pressurizer, under the water 
volume already present. 

An outsurge, following the insurge and being of equal vo
lume, first decreases the cold water volume to zero and 
subsequently leads to the loss of warm water from the 
pressurizer. Figure 6 illustrates the process, showing one 
of the successive surges of sinusoidal shape and the cor
responding situation in the pressurizer at various moments. 

2.3 Energy Exchange with the Environment 

'rhe energy exchange with the environment is assumed to be 
composed of the following contributio~s (figure 7): 

- spray water enters the pressurizer at a rate of m 
spr 

[kg/sec], this quantity being determined by the actual 
pressure in the pressurizer and by the action of the 
control system. The spray water enthalpy is denoted by 
h [kJ/kg] ; spr 

- heat losses through the vessel wall are assumed to be 
at a constant rate of ~wall(kw] from the steam volume, 

and to be zero from the water volume; 

- electric energ~ is transformed into thermal energy at a 
rate of re 1 [kWj and then transferred to the water volume; 

I 

- mechanical energy is supplied to the thermodynamic system 
in the pressurizer by the surges, positive during an in
surge, negative during an outsurge; 
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- water from the water volume, as discussed hereafter, leaves 
the pressurizer at a rate of P' t [kg/sec] with an enthal

,_,~' ou 
ny· h once the colder water volume has decreased to zero. 
' \V 

2.4. Heat Exchange within the System 

With the boundaries of the system defined according to figure 
2, internal heat exchange can be caused by: 
- the spray drops 
- the possible existence of subcooled steam 
- the possible existence of saperheated water 

2.4.1. The Spray Drops 

The ~ain part of the heat transfer in the steam volume takes 
place via the spray. Two models were considered for this part 
of the process. 
::':1e first model [2] assumes that part of the steam is cooled 
and subsequently condensed out of the steam phase. Because no 
hea t is extracted from the remaining steam, this part of the 
st~am phase is compressed or expanded isentropically. 
l'he second model assumes the whole steam phase to be illliformly 
cooled by the spray and to behave as a noncondensible gas un
til the satu ration condition is reached. This, of course, im
plies an infinite heat transfer coefficient within . the super
heated steam. - - ~ . When the saturation temperature 
is reached, part of the steam mass condenses on the spray 
drops. This sec~nd model is more in accordance with the test 
results and was therefore selected. 
The use of e ither model necessitates an assumption on the 
spray efficiency, defined here as the ratio of the spray ent
halpy rise from initial to final conditions to the enthalpy 
risa from initial to saturation conditions. During the tests, 
the s pray tem~erature was measured at various heights along 
the vessel axis and the results justified an as s umed spray 
efficiency of 100~ . 

2.4 . 2 . The possible Existence of Subcooled Steam 

Expans ion of the steam may result in the forma tion of sub
cooled ste am . As s ubcooled s tean, is me tastable , spor.taneous 
condensation will eventually take place, releasing latent 
t!ea t wl1ich will heat up the remaining steam to the saturated 
;:; tate . Tl1e amount of heat exchc.n~:.{ed during this process is 
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small compared with the amount of heat exchanged by the 
f lashing process in the water phase. Its contribution to 
the pressure build-up would be small enough to warrant the 
assumption that the steam expands along the saturation line. 
It ~as, however, considered worthwhile to incorporate the 
pos s ibility of subcooled steam existence in the model. Spon
taneous condensation is assumed to ·take place at a rate pro
portional to the degree of subcooling of the steam. 

2.4.3. The po~~ible Existence of superheated Water 

The pre s sure drop during an outsurge may result in a satu
ration temperature below the actual water temperature, the 
water the n becoming superheated. Flashing is assumed to 
take place at a rate proportional to the degree of super-

.heating of the water, i.e. that there is "no boiling delay. 
During the insurge, heated spray water may form a layer of 
hot water on the inially present water. As a result, flas
hing will start in this layer during the following outsurge, 
the rest of the water volume only flashing at larger pres
sure drops. This is a rather complex phenomenon to incorpo
rate in' the model. At this stage of the program it was con
sidered more useful to assume complete mixing of the spray 
water with the non-spray water, resulting in' a homogeneous 
water volume. 

2.5. Thermodynamic Equilibrium and Reversibility 

The existence of subcooled s team and superheated water, pos
tulated in sections 2.4.2. and 2.4.3., implies a metastable 
equilibrium, whereas the e quations of state unde'rlyihg the 
steam tables are based on the assumption of perfect thermo
dynamic equilibrium. In order to avoid complications in the 
computer program such equilibrium was therefore a ssumed to 
exist for subcoole d steam as well as for superheated water, 
thus permitting utilization of the steam tables for obtaining 
the st~am and water properties by extrapolating the empiri
cally determined equations. 
Another general as s umption made in the program is that of 
reversibility for all energy exchange processes· concerned. 
I t i s acknowledge d t hat this cannot be true for processes 
requiring a tempera t ure gradient such a s the heat f low to 
the vessel wall and spray drops and it is therefore proposed 
to take such non-reversibilities into account at a later 
stage. 
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2.6. The Action of the Control SYstem 

The pressure control system, which is of the feed-back type, 
existsof a pressure transmitter, a controller and a spray 
valve (figure 3). With the controller on proportional action 
only, the lift of the control valve was shown to be propor
tional to the difference between the actual pressure in the 
pressurizer and the controller set point value. The amount 
of spray entering the steam space, however, does not only 
depend on the lift of the control valve, but also on the hy
draulic characteristics of the whole spray line, including 
the pump. 
These characteristics were measured at room temperature and 
pressure. Extrapolation of these results to the test condi
tions led to empirical equations for the spray flow rate as 
a function of the control valve lift and of the installed 
trim set. 

3. PROCESS EQUATIONS 

3.1. Introductibn 

The choice and the set-up of the process equations are in
fluenced by the assumptions and simplifications, mentioned 
in ~he preceeding section, and by the numerical procedures 
of the computer program. For instance, the a s sumption of re
versibility for the procea s in "the pres surizer makes the 
choice of an equation which computes the steam entropy. quite 
logical. Any attempt in a later stage of the project to in
corporate a correction for possible non-reversibility of a 
part of the process in the computer program, will result in 
a correction of this equation. 
The steam specific entropy and density and the water spe~i
fic enthalpy were calculated through the proce s s equations, 
whereas all the other pertinent variables were calculated 
using the equations given in Appendix A. These equations 
represent the German VDI S t eam Tables for a limited range. 

3.2. Proces s in the Steam Volume 

For the steam phase three balance equations can be written. 
The mass balance is defined b y the equation: 

m In 
st - c 

( 1 ) 
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where mst represents the steam flow rate 
phase and m represents the flow rate of c 
th~ steam phase. 
The volume balance is defined by: 

from the water 
condensate out of 

- -A dH 
dt 

(2) 

where H is the water level measured during the tests and is 
considered to be an input for the computer program. A is the 
cross-sectional area of the vess~l. 

For the energy balance, the first law of thermodynamics can 
be used. The change of specific entropy, however, may be cal
culated from the equa t ion representing the second law. The 
total energy flow from the steam phase can be divided into 
a part caused by mass transport and another part not connec
ted with mass transport. The latter comprises the heat flow 
from the superheated steam to the condensate drops and, when 
the steam is ultimately saturated, th e heat flow into t he 
steam by spontaneous condensation. All the other energy ex
change proces ses are connected with mass transport, i.e. con
densation or evaporation. As the change in s pecific entropy 
is caused only by the non-mass-transport energ y term, the 
energy balance for the steam phase may be written in the fol
lowing way: 

-- ( 1-x) m n (h -h ) + spr Lspr wsat spr 

with the condition: hst > hstsat 

hst ~ hs_t-sa t 

-X 

-X 

0 

1 
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2·2· Process in the Water Volume 

'rhe mass balance for the water space is defined by: 

dM 
+ m m m (4) w m 

st w,out 
dt 

spr c 

where m · t depends upon v 
w,ou surge 

and the actual value of V . 
0 

The surge rate v . is calculated 
· surge 

is section 3·4· Duririg an outsurge, 
is used: 

v <0 and v ~o lv = surg e 0 0 

m 
w, out 

v <0 and 
V >0 {m surge o w, out 

dV 
0 = 

dt 

from equatiop (8), given 

the following conditioh 

0 

- vsurge~w ( 4 a ) 

0 

(4b) v 
surge 

The ene rgy balance for the water phase is given by: 

d(M h ) 
w w 

dt 

M w dP 

dt 

m h 
c wsat 

3.4. Additional Equations 

m [h spr spr + h (h · ( spr wsat 

- m h st stsat 
m h 

w, out w + ~~ 

(5) 

The ste am ma ss flow due to flashing of superhe ated water is 
d e termine d by the fol l owing equa tion: 

a 
( h - h ) w wsat 

(6) 

a nd the condition: a (6a ) 

0 (6b) 
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Condensate is assumed to form only when the steam is in sa
turated conditions; the condensate mass flow may then be cal
culated· from the equation: 

m c x [m ~ (h - h ) r spr spr wsat spr 

+ M (h - h )J st stsat st 

and the condition: h > h x 
st . stsat -

ht.tt:..ht t_x s ..... s sa 

+ <f wall + 

(7) 

0 (7a) 

1 (7b) 

The surge flow rate is calculated from the equation: 

v 
surge 

A:dH 
dt 

During the tests the pressurizer water level, together with 
other variables, was registered on punch tape. This tape was 
used directly in the digital computer for the calculation of 
H o and h 

' 'I spr spr. 

The spray control valve lift B is determined by the pressure 
controller through the equation: 

B 
K(P - P ) setpoint (9) 

50 

where K is the amplif~cation factor of the coniroller. An 
opening time of the_ valve of 3 seconds was taken into account. 
The relation between valve lift and spray flow can be calcu
lated from the hydraulic characteristics of the spray line, 
which, from calibrations, were found to be: 

B ~ 0. 4-- v spr 

0.00011 + 0.002525B + 0.002638 B
2 

( 10) 
0.00158B 

The equations from which the thermodynamic properties of 
steam and water were calculate d are g iven in Appendix A. 
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4. COMPUTER PROGRAM 

~he flow diagram of the computer program is given in appendix BJ 
the calculations were performed on the X-8 digital computer of 
RON in Patten, Holland. 

For a good understanding of this flow diagram, some remarks 
may be necessary. The initial condition for the process, i.e. 
steady state, is checked by the computer. 
The pressure is evaluated through an iterative proced\lre, until 
thermal equilibrium is obtained. The sequence of the equations, 
in some extent determining the convergence of the iteration 
procedure, represents the idea that the process within the 
pressurizer is determined by the actual values of the pertinent 
variables and by disturbances. 
Because of the action of the control system, being. determined 
by the actual pressure in the pressurizer, the sequence of 
compu ·tations to be carried out by the computer, i.e. the 
equations of state, the equations of the flow model and the 
process equations, is logic. 
The input data, being the measured pressurizer water level and 
spray water temperature for every two seconds during the test, 
are linearly interpolated. This was necessary because the time 
steps in the computer program had to be small compared with 
the opening time of the control valve. 

11.2 
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5. ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

The results obtained with the digital computer program described · 
in 'tlie foregoing section are presented in the figures 8-1?. 
Figure 8 shows the surge rate calculated from the input data 
using equation (a). It can b'e seen that this result is not very 
satisfying. 
Figure 9 shows the ~alculated water level, pressure and spray 
flow, together with the experimental results. The first and, third 
part of this figure are self-explaining. One of the most impor
tant results of the investigation is the secoJid part of figure 9, 
which shows the calculated and measured pressure. The sharp peaks 
in the pressure curve, as calculated, are considered to be caused 
by the irregular surge rate. The calculations were carried out 
with various values of the constant c2 (see equation (6)), pre~ 
sented is the line for c2 a 0~05, which gave better results than 
higher values of c2. It was found that the value of c2 has no 
noticible influence on the pressure peak during ~insurg9, but 
does influence, as can be expected, the pressure recovery during 
outsurge. 
Figure 10 shows the water enthalpy as a function of time together 
with the saturation value. It can be seen that during the out~ 
surge the water is slightly superheated; a maximum superheat of 
abogt 15 KJ/Kg was calculated, which corresponds to appro;x:imately 
2.5 c. 
Figure 11 shows the specific enthalpy of the steam as a function 
of time together with the saturation value. 'l'he computed steam 
subcooling during outsurges has ~axima of about 5 KJ/Kg, .which 
corresponds to approximately 0.7 c~ Steam becomes superheated 
during insurges up to 30 KJ/Kg, corresponding to approximately 
5° c. . . 
Figure 12 shows the energy exchange in the steam volume. Two 
curves are given; cne for the total energy exchange and another 
for the energy exchange without mass transport. This figure 
represents the consequences of the assumptions, made in section 
2.4.1 and 2.4.2. It can be seen that during short time intervals 
superheated steam is cooled to saturation condition by the spray 
water, after which spontaneous condensation of subcooled steam 
supplies a small amount of energy to the steam, but a large amount 
of energy is extracted simultaneously through condensation. During 
the outsurge the large positive energy flow into the steam phase 
can be attributed to the flashing process, the steam flow rate 
being proportional to the degree of water superheat and also 
determined by the factor c2. 
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6. EXPEBIUENTAL R~SULTS 

The results discussed in this section have been taken from one 
of a series of multiple-surge tests, performed as part of the 
experimental program· indicated in the introduction of this paper. 
This test consisted 3f five consecutive in- and outsurges of 
approximately 100 dm 

3
each, starting from steady-state condition~ 

at 127 bar and 400 dm steam volume. Further test information 
is given in Table I. 

The behaviour of the main pressurizer variables, i.e. liquid 
level, pressure and spray flow, is shown in figure 9. By com
parison of these data to the pressure and spray flow transients, 
calculated for the same liquid level input by the computer pro
gram, preliminary conclusions can be drawn on the overall use
fulness of the model un'derl;ying the program. 

Figure13 + 14 shows the steam temperature recorded during this 
test by four thermocouples. As indicated on Figure 5, two of 
these (nrs. 1 and 2) are located close to the vessel wall beyond 
the reach of the spray cone, whereas the other two (nrs. 4 and 
5) are placed underneath the spray nozzle; the temperatures 
recorded by these latter may refer either to the steam or to 
the spray. The recordings from these thermocouples therefore 
provide factual information on the assumption on spray efficien
cy and steam subcooling, made in section 2.4. 

Figure14 also shows the water temperature recorded during the 
test by thermocouple nr. 39, which is one out of ten thermo
couples at various heights in the water volume. The readings 
of these thermocouples provide information on the assumpti.ons 
of the "liquid piston" and on superheating of the water made in 
section 2.4. 

11.2 
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7. DISClJSSIG~IT OF 1'HE RESULTS 

7.1. Surges 

It was mentioned in the introduction of this paper that a sine 
function was selected for the surges. ~he surges computed from 
the computer program input data (fig. 8) are far from showing 
such a sine functi0n. Two reasons can be given for this dis
appointing discrepan cy: 
- d~ring the , tests, it was noticed that the actual surges did 

not have the ideal shape. Some interaction betweeri the pressure 
control system and the level contro l system did exist, leading 
to an oxi~lating surge rate. This phenomenom was not suffi
ciently recognized because it ~as masked by the satisfactory 
shape of the level measurements ( fig. 9, upper part); 

- the le1vel transmitter output signal, being the computer program 
input·, also depends on the a ctual specific mass of t he steam 
and the water present in the pressurizer. An att empt was made 
to take this effect into account in the equation which decoded 
the signal of the level transmitter into a height of the water 
level. Differences between the actual specific mas s of the 
ste am and the water and the computed values of these quantities 
mightlead to important errors in the computed surge rat e s during 
r apid chang es of the pertinent variables(viz. at the begin of 
i nsurg es). 

7.2. Pressure variations-

The comparison g iven in fig. 9 of the computed and me asured press
ure shows s e rious discrepancies in the form of 
- h i gh peaks in the computed insurge pressures 
- f as t recove r y of tha computed prassure at the end of the out-

surges. 
fhe former phenomenom can be explained by the reason mentioned 
in the prece ding section; the explanation for the latter dis
crepancy should be sought in imperfections of the theoretical 
model, discus s ed in section 2. 
Apart from t h e discrepancies, the model seams to be in r easonable 
agre ement with t he experimental results. In the f ollowing , the 
assumptions underlying the model will be discussed in t h e light 
of the experimental evidence. 

7.3. The s pray model 

'l'he spray model (section 2 .4. t.) assumes a. spray e fficiency of 
100% and uniform desup .e rheating of the steam by the spray, which 
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implies the assumption of a homogeneous steam volume. Steam is 
assumed to condense on the spray drops when the saturated con
dition of the steam is reached. 

7.3.1. Spray Efficiency 

The spray efficiency may be .discussed in the light of the evidence 
provided by the steam space thermocouples. 
At low spray flow rates, such as occur during steady state and 
at the end of insurges, spray water can be expected to trickle 
from the spray nozzle. In this case, the spray efficiency will 
obvious ly be lower than at higher flow rates~ when the spray 
enters the steam volume as a shower. 'this phenomenom can be 
recognized in fig. 13: the recordings of thermocouples 4 and 5 
are lo~er that that of thermocou~le 1 when the test starts. The 
fact that there ~s only a small difference between the t wo spray 
temperature readlrigs might indicate that the spray had already 
been warmed up in the spray line by heat conduction through the 
pipe wall and by steam, penetrating into the spray line through 
the spray n o zzle. 
At high spray flow rates, the temperature of the steam-spray mix
ture at the location of thermocouple 4 is relatively low, whereas 
at the locat ion of thermocouple 5 it has become nearly e qual to 
the tem perature ind icated by thermocouple 1. Bearing in mind that 
spraywater is warmed up from 275° C, the assumption of 100% spray 
efficiency, especially for h igh spray f l ow rates, seems fully 
justified. 

7.3.2. I'h e i.Iomogeneity of the Steam Volume 

'i.'he assumption of a homo e;eneous steam volume, being cooled to the 
saturation te~perature before any cond ensat ion takes place, may 
also be judged in the light of the evidence from the steam space 
thermocouples. However, the evidence is somewhat conflicting in 
this re spect, even if the thermocouple 4 is d iscarded becau~e of 
being wetted by subcooled spraywater and hence not representing 

11.2 

the local s team temperature. On the one hand the fact that thermo
couple 2 measured superheated stea m temperatures during the spray 
p e riods when t hermo coupl e 1 re corded temperature s near sa t ura tion 
seems to indicate tha t the part of the steam space beyond the 
direct reach of the s pray cone does not behave homogeneously with 
the remainder of the steam. On the other hand the close resemblance 
between the recordings of thermocouples 1 and 5 despite the dis
tance at whi ch they are l ocated from one another, s eems to indicate 
tha t the abovementioned a s sumption of homogeneity will hold tru0 
fo r the main part of the steam vo lume . 
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7.3.3. Desuperheating of the Steam 

The recordings of the thermocouples 1 and 5, being representative 
for the temperature of the steam volume, show that the steam, des
pite its compression during insurges, stay' near its saturated 
state. 
The computed results of fig. 11, showing the computed enthalpy, 
which is representative for the computed steam temperature, are 
not ~ ~eement with these measurements. A steam superheating 
of ,0 XJjKg was computed. This, however, is caused by the effect 
mentioned in section 7.2, the rapid recovery of the pressure at 
the end of the outsurges, which leads to more compression of the 
steam than takes place in actual practice. 
Desuperheating of the steam by spray results in slightly -subcooled 
steam during the last part of the insurge, as shown in the same 
figure. 

7.4. Subcooling of the Steam 

Spontaneous condensation of the steam is assumed to take place at 

11.2 

a rate proportional to the subcooling of the steam (section 2.4.2.). 
'l'he existence of subcooled steam during its expansion could -not 
be proven from experimental evidence. Fig. 14, giving the steam 
temperature at the location of thermocouple 2 together with the 
saturation temperature, shows too small a subcooling of the steam 
to dra w warranted conclusions from it. 
Moreover the computed subcooling of the steam (fig. 11), which is 
of the order of 5 KJ/Kg, or 0.7 c, is in itself too small to be 
confirmed by experimental evidence. 
Thus it has not been possible,at the present stage, to check the 
validity of the assumption on the proportionality of the spontaneous 
formation of condensate with the subcooling of the steam. 

7.5. The Boiling Model 

The water volume is assumed to be homogeneous, a nd the rate of 
flashing is assumed proportional to the superheating of the water 
( s ectiol-1 2.4. 3.). In connection with t hese assumptions , the 
assume d "liquid p iston" a ction of the colder insurg e wa ter, should 
also be considered ( sec tion 2.2.). 
In view of the large temperature diff erence between the insurge 
water (27 5° C) and t he wat e r volu_me (325° C) the reading of thermo
couple 39 (fig. 14), which was located in the wa ter volume, indi
cates, through the abs ence of l a rge t emperature dips, that the 
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assumption on the "liq_uid piston;• action of the colder insurge 
water may be considered justified, also for a series of consecutive 
surges. 
The assumption of the homogeneous water volume implies complete 
mixing within this volume. 'I'he irre:._;ular shape of the water tem
perature curve in fig. 14 indicates the existence of some mixing 
in this volume,therefore supporting this assumption. 
Finally, the fact that the recorded water temperatures are con
sistently above saturation during the outsurges, supports the as
sumption on the existence of superhe a ted water. 
Moreovert the average superheat measured in the water is in rather 
good agreement with the computed superheat (fig. 10), in both cases 
being of the order of 2.5° C. · 
However, in spite of the confirmation of the assumptions on the 
boiling model and the "liq_uid piston" action by the analytical 
and experimental results, the theoretical 2odel needs improvement 
on these points. The fact recovery of the computed pressure at the 
end of the outsurges (section 7.2) results from overestimating the 
flashing rate. 

7.6. Additional Rema~kB 

Fig. 12 gives an over all view of the conseq_uences of the assump
tions on energy exchange in the steam volume. Energy exchange in 
the steam volume is computed to take place at a rate of 800 rw 
during outsurges and at a rate of up to 2000 KW during insurges. 
From these results it might be predicted that the influence of the 
heating ~lements on the pressure during the surges will be negli
gible. E.g. the test, described in this paper, was performed with 
an electric ·heating of 35 KW; it can be expected that doubling 
this amount of heating, which would mean the maximum heat input 
possible with the Neptunus-installation, will not yield much im
proveme~~ in the pressure drops during outsurges. 

The computed rate of energy exchange without mass transport was 
found to be very low as compared to that attributed ~o the con
densing and flashing processes (fig. 12). 
Efforts to improve the model should therefore start with an inves
tigation of the ~:~,ssumptions pertaining to these latter parts of 
the process .• 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

Although it is demonstrated not to be complete, the model is a 
good basis for further experimental and theoreti~al research~ _ . 
The first aim for further work should concern an improved ~e~hod 
for the input into the computer program of the level measurements, 
from which the performed surges are calculated (equation (8})~ 
It should thus be possible to avoid the unrealistically high peaks 
in the computed pr~ssure curve (figure 9). 
It stands out that the dimensions of a pressurizer, re~uired · for 
fulfilling ifs pr~ssure controlling function, are determined more 
by the maximum outsurges to be expected than by the maximum in
surges. Additional research on the pressur-izer process during 
outsurges should therefore preceed a.ttempts for establishing a 
pressurizer design code. 
The results presented in this paper are obtained from the analysis 
of one test. We are now engaged upon the analysis of the data 
available from the other tests performed in th~ series mentioned 
in the introduction of this paper. 
Furthermore, a new series of tests is planned with the aim . of 
gathering more information on the rate of steam formation as a 
function of the amount of saturated water in the water volume. 
i'his implies more extensive measurements of the temperature dis
tribution in the water volume, as well as performing ., .the tests 
with different initial water levels in the NEPTUNUS-pressurizer. 
The model on the formation of steam, as described in this paper, 
states that the formation of steam takes place throughout the 
entire (homogeneous) water volume by means of flashing. A possible 
contribution to the steam formation by evaporation of water on the 
interface between the water and the steam volume has not been 
taken into account. Efforts will be made during the coming test · 
program to obtain some experimental eviden~e about this feature. 
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9. NOIVJ.EUCLATURE 

A area [m
2

] 

B ~alve lift (dimensionless) 

c factor in equation (6) 

H level [m] 

h specific enthalpy [ J/Kg J 
M mass [Kg] 

m mass flow [Kg/sao] 

P pressure [ N/m2 ] 

r latent heat [J/Kg] 

s specific entropy lJ/Kg°K J 
T temperature L°K] 
t time [sec] 

V volume [m3] 

v flow rate [ m3 /sec J 
x factor in equation (3) 

p density [Kg/m3J 

'Y} efficiency 

<f energy flow [ W J 

indices: 

st steam 
w water 
stsat saturated steam 
wsat saturated water 
c condensate 
spr spray 
el electric heaters 
wall vessel wall 
out out of the water phase 
0 refers to the ,cold water volume 

11.2 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix the equations are given for the various thermo
dynamic properties which are used in the process equations. 

sstsat = 5·5585 - 0.00615 (P-110) 

1/pstsat = 0.01602 - 0.00019083 (P-110) + 0.0000014 (P-110)
2 

1/pst = 1/pstsat +(sst~ sstsat) L 0.0125- 0.000104 (P-110) -

+ 0.0000012 (P-110)
2

] 

(this equation for fst is used to calculate P by iteration, where

as the following equation for 9st is used to calculate T
8

t by 

iteration) • 

1/pst = [0.0139 + 0.01525 (sst- 5.5) + 0.0325 (s t- 5.5)
2

] Jl 

* [ 1 - 0.006028 ('rst- 330) + 0.0000631; (Tst- 330)
2
] 

Tsat 318 + 0. 6 38 (P-110) 

hwsat = 1449·3 + 3·94 (P-110) 

r = 1259.4 - 6.3125 (P-110) 

p = w [ 1 + 0.000245 (P-120)] . JE [735.2 - 0.38 (hw- 1300) + 
- 0.000194 (hw- 1300)

2
] 

p = 1174- 1.467 T spr spr 



h 
spr - 133.6 + 4.882 T spr 

- 24 -

( T is considered to be an input from the tests) 
spr 

The dimensions in these equations are somewhat different from 
those given in list of nomenclature: 

P [bar] h [ KJ/Kg] 

T [ ° C ] r [ KJ /Kg ] 

p [Kg/m3] a [KJ/Kg°K] 

The equations were derivea from the sixth edition of the VDI 
Steam Tables. 
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APPENDIX C 

. Initial Comparison with the TOPS Code 

Shortly before the deadline for submittance of the present 
paper the authors had the opportunity to acquaint themselves 
with the contents of reference (6) concerning the TOPS digital 
computer code, developed at the Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory 
for the analysis of transient pressurizer thermodynamics. 
According to[~), results obtained from this code are in good 
agreement with operational data obtained from the Shippingport 
pressurizer during load transients. 
Time did not permit us to try and apply the TOPS progr~ to the 
NEPTUNUS tests for comparison with the actual experimental 
results. We have therefore limited ourselves to a comparison 
of the physical models underlying the two codes, which yielded 
the following marked differences. 

1. Energy transfer from steam to spray 

In the TOPS code superheated or saturated steam condenses con
tinuously- on the spray drops, whereas the model in this report 
assumes the steam to be a noncondensable gas until the satura
tion condition is reached when condensation starts; 
Although the continuous model is a better picture of reality, 
a judgement should be based on a comparison between analytical 
and experimental results. 

2. Energy transfer from steam to wall 

In the TOPS code a laminar liquid film condensation model is· 
used for the energy transfer from steam to vessel wall. In 
that case the heat transfer coefficient depends upon the dif
ference between saturation and wall-surface temperature. 
In the present model a continuous condensation model is used, 
where energy is transferred at a constant rate «fwall. It is 
acknowledged that this is not in accordance with reality, but 
the model was choosen as a first approximation and will be 
subject to refinement. 

3. Energy exchange between steam and water through 

the interface 
In the TOPS modelenergy exchange between steam and water through 
the interface takes place by condensation and evaporation pro
cesses. In the pre s ent model condensation of steam on the wa-
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ter volume is neglected, but, on the other hand, flashing of 
the water mass is taken into account. In the TOPS model only 
surface ~vaporation is assumed to take place, depending upon 
the water temperature (the water phase is considered to be 
homogeneous, as is done in the present model). However, in 
reality flashing of the water takes place at a rate depending 
~pon the/ amount of superheated water and the degree of super
h~at. Therefore, the present model, as discussed in section 
2.4.3. ' is thought to be more in accordance with the actual 
process in the water phase. 



Table I 

Test condi_:tions for run R23. 

Nominal preseure 

st~am velum.e (initial) 

Electric p.0wer 

Surges 

Control system 

shape 
period 
number 
volume 

controller 

centrale valve 
spray temperature 

127 bar 

400 dm3 

35 KW 

sine 
60 sec. 

5 
104 dm3 

p = 10%, "d 
• . = Oo 
~ 

cv 12 
275° c 
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The fol-1 owing expevj me,J;l ts -- w.eo:re :_.~:;:apl):j,,~¢-·1 O\l[t ,9-9,- ~- 1 m
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wa t .ers t.ea~ pres suri il: e;r , at 112-5- ,a t .§l.: ;:r n,om,-i.n,#~. ,.{JJ.~ci ~ = 
J 26 · J °C ) · . . ,- ' . · ·,. . - ·\' ': . : ·· . · · ' I~ ' i h 'T I { ; O, 1 -J •.• ·I,\ _r, r. : J : i 
S.tar,ting from the ste aoy-.::>.tait,~-~.,c,pnd1i,:;ti;o,n"5' ' ' f .s:t·epwi:,.;e 
pertur•P-a tions w_e:r~, induc.ed ,by' p~tpu:q;~j?-,,"~ il;l;j>~r'(:{0f>. 

electrical h eating and spray inj ec 'Cion; . ·:in · ~;:if ;t:i. on 
a combination of insurge and spray was also inyes'ti
gated . 
Dynamic heat storag-e , subcooling, sup.:~Z'Peft . .t._.i..ng,,,,aud 
transient boil·in.g- -eLf-ects were observea-- ·arya Tfie'J r 

.influence on the ;::;ys·~em re-.sp,c;>flSe· _ Q.,U<;LQ i~?-··:t.(;l;~;~Ve, J,, ,. 
a :ssessed. . • .. .. . ... ··h [; --1 ;~:·; .. . . .. -, ; , ; .,, :r . ,.; 
.Xhe : k,pbw.le-c;lge ob11aine-ci . frorn ;tlnt=S!=: .. il;J;N)~}';f~:j..ga,tjr9.lfl-~B, 

·apa,r t ., :froro .1 .o;~ :i,!ng: . · us,~ :fu-l, ·.for ; fllQ r~. ;a;c Cr¥7'F\ t ,e ,p:r,e..:;:;,?yr i z e r 
- s:iz:ing~, Qal cu) .. ,~ t}on~ , 1 h9-s r ,e su}-- te,.Pi - ;i1Ja;.~ ,p,e~ • P:r.~ p S1J,:pi:;; er 

, ce .. one:.eptrS• '•.'J:•• .· , . ·• •l . ~ . : . ·,,~' ,. ;,. j J ·r_l .t;n: ; -. 1:. · · -r· : 
• 

1
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II,. :INTRODUCTION, I :. ' ' 

·' 
·~ ~".' r· ~ : . - · 1 '1 ... .i , ,~ , · J f -:. ; . 

, General·r · '· . 1. •• ,.. _ : ,1 -. , .:..: 

•. ; 1 !· I ~\ 11 1' d '} ': ~ 1 ·.i -~ :'.) . ' · •· : • : ~ J' 

; ~o:. 1 t.i l •-1 '.) '.)• ~ · .'! .;:: 1 <: . I.J.f;) ~; ·" 

• •• 1 ._ .· • 5· ; - . • ~~ .. -~ .. ! i i ~ · ('1 -~ J r~) Jrro .. .;:_ri 'r• _I ~,.· : .;: t.r ~- ~J 1.'1 
I n .. ;th e i ntr,oduct~i~o..n 1 o.f. ; ~t-:]1~ a-\=),S<9F~a.tJ~d .. P.?-P~,.r" . R+;e s 
s u ri..ze:r- dyna,m.i-p s ·: rP <!;r t~ .I .{ 1:',} ,~ 1 :·f~~ J ne,e.P. .f!.9 +.f;.:?.: t*iteFtm

" wa, t:~r ppess .. :unize. , .f~r; , ..a, PJ. ;H ... J<-t·"';--.;p o,w;.e,:r --P}-fl,t1J;..:;J·~ .. p,~:l e 
;. - ,_q:ua te:l,y ·Q.;i S:PM,S.1?ed •. , ~~.)_ S·~ , fi:r .;9&~(:-ti-p;t1iJW .ii~ ; £,':i .. ye,\lt pi' 

; the. obj~.~t;i:V~S tP· b-~ :-_re,a.CJliB. Q[ 4-n ,ttc~~~:'G -> W~;i.c;l:J., ~ve :r;p 
and are to be perfo;rm~e . \\li:-th·; j;l)~:. l'-f~::.P;,TU{JU~~ -PX: C; I";SPr i:cer 
at the Technological Un i v ersi ty o f Delf t . Furthe r mo re 
the organ isa tion s which sponsore d the experimen'tal 
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pres ~urizer project are men tioned..:a~d tne -p -o::;'::;i
bilities of the phase-2 installation are outlined 
with the help of ~ schematic flow-sheet and a 
description oi' tb..e~d:it'fer.ent QOIJtrol . system~_._-

From the phase-1 experiments, results of which will 
be gi~eri in this pape~, ba~ic infb~mation ~~~ ob
tained a~put the phenomeria ~hi6h actualiy d~t~~mine 
the pressure-b~~aviou~ of · the-pressu~izer; 

The facility 

Preceding p~ase 2~ the pha~~ 1 installation was brii l~ 
-~s a similar U-shaped t'e st circ;u'i t, divided into a 
hot and _cold-water leg, _ coinpri~ing a n;it'rogen hig}J 
~~essrire sy~tem" and ~ a{ff~~eniial p~e~~ti~e co~t~oller 
{n order to obt~i~ the ' re~uired s~~pe a~~ m~gnit~de 
of a surge. A simplified lay'-out is ·schematically 
given in figure 1. With the incentive to obtain accnrat<~ 

and adequp. te information on the thermodynamic phenonwn<t or 
~ press4rizer under the differ~nt tr~nsieh t~i t~~ 
pressurizer was equipped with sensitive transducer::; 
for measuriqg pressures; temperatures 'en level::>_. · A 
detailed cross-section of the pressurize,r vesseOl ' i::; 
g iven in figl.lre 2, - showing the location of thu dii'l'erEmt 
£rarisducers, t~e heate~ ·bundTe, the t~ermal ~hqck 
prptection of t~e low~r vessel body, the in~urge 
bp.ff'le and t~e ~teady-sta te ·water -level' , A _ surv:i:~Y 
of the entire fac;ili ty under test is shown iri" 

_figure J, 

·T\pe of · tests 

The experimental programma C 2], p'erformed with the 
facility men ti oried above, was based on the phi losot->h:--· 
that, · becaupe o f' the comple:x'i'ty ot' the dJ.iT e rcn ~ pro-

. c es ::;e::; which determine ''the 'thermodynamic behiL vi our '' 
-oi' the pre ssuri~er ~ the -f'our ex ter-n'al i nf'luences ,, _lt ·iciJ 
-are nq :r:'inal ly distinguished' i.e. in surges'. ou t:-illl{';e:' . 
e~ ec t rical he~ ting and supcoo led 1va ter spray, shcu l '' 
be investigated sep;:.lrate.ly and With a relatively Silr.i>J •' 
shape o f' the perturqa tion, The majority o.f te.s t:::; '' l' l'l' 

therei'ore performed as a stepwise perturbation o.f r.ll<.' 
stefidy state cond{'tion of the pressurizer (.figurc /1). 
Neither th~ ge'ometry oi' the vessel and i ts intert:als. 
nor the way of steady stat e h 'eating' \·:ere chane·ed . 
throug:hout the prqgra mme ' so _that the ratio ' s oT t ht:~ 

s. t eam-,_wa ter· and saturated- subcooled water volume~ :i.n 
the. steady state co.ndi tion ·were .reprod ucaqly con"t:ant 
.\d. thin excepta,ble limits. The duration ot p. · pertnrba-,-
tion was fixed on 60 sec orids. 

1 
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III. STEADY STATE CONDITION 

In steady state, i.e. the initial equilibrium state, 
the heat lost throug'h the insulation oi' the pr,es ~mri/.(•1' 
vessel is equa,l to _ th'e peat supplied by the steady
state electrical heaters. An accurate knowledge o c "Lh(' 
steady-state condition of vessel and content::; \\as f'o;ulli 
to be essential in order to understand the transient 
response of the device. 
Although ha~dly discussed in literature, it will be 
cl.ear from 'the pre~ious ' 's'ta·tement that the de.:;ir;n or 
a pressur'i .zer should :i,nco'rp~ra te a well-defined and 
f'avourably cli.oosen steady st~te operating condi'tion. 
This _may prove eqrial~y as-impo~ta~t a~ ~n effort to 
:lmpr'ove. the design by reviewing the response to surg-e,.,. 

~xp~rim~nial results 

Td .compensate 'insul~tion .losses, steady state electrical 
heating of . 1_1.J k\{ was needed ·. The steady-state heaters, 
hori~~ntaliy _mounted in the lowermosi position of the 
heater-bundle, were continuously switched on _to gellerate 
the require d power and . were kept on even· 'during the 
iransierits in o~der to av~id the introductio~ of an 
additional perturbat:l6n of t~e initial state. The re
sulting axial teinperature '' d.istribution is plotted in 
l'igure 5, showing relatively poor mixing of saturated 
,,.a ter with the subcooled body o:f water below the hea tors. 
The electrJ..cally generated heat maintained a natural 
circulation pattern a nd i s lost through the ~djacent 
w·alls which border the -three regions. In this "three
region'' type of ~ressurizer which holds steam, satura
ted and subco~led ~ater, the saturated w~ter ~ass is 
kept at the ~teady-stat~ temperature mainly by conden
sati on ot the rising steam-bubbles. I t can be qnderstood. 
however, that the heat, transferred· to the suiroundin~~ 
v e ssel wall by turbulent convection and conduction, wi 1 1 
re ::iult .in region.s oi' slightly subcoqled water n ea r tiH~ 
wall and 'in the lower part of the saturated water 
regi on where the circula t{on is ,stopped by ~he h e ayier 
~ubc ooled wate~ .layers. In the experiments ~ubcoolin~ 
c ould actually be detect e d by relative measu rement and 
,,· a:o: t'ound to 'ran ge i'rom 0 to 1 °C . . These may seem ' 'to 
b e sinal! val u e s _, but it may also be .tinderlined her~ 
tha~ during outsu~g:es with a maximum tolerable pr.es ::;lll'<' 
drop of say 10 atm .. the sa~uration t e mperature ctrop i~ 

only 6, 3 . °C ,· reflec;'l; il~ G the 'maximum available energy 
::; t o red in the. satura ted water mas s . I t will be poi n tu1i 

. on t later that the exi's tence of the sa turated··-wa ter n:<t~<-; 

wbi ch s e r ves as an 
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energy bu:f.fer, mainly deterrn~.nes the ~-i z·e o f' tlli:-; 
relatively large P.W.R.-compori~nt, 
An add i t i o na 1 e f f e c t o f a s tea d y s t a t e heat l o s s c n 1 ' ,;; [ ~ l.'-' 

of the existance of a temperature gradient .in . 
the steel vessel ,,-alls prior to any trans]e·nt. 

o .' • ·.; .P}lr :i--t;lt§_~ t;rfl.P;:~,i.!;!n;ts temperc;tture ,cha!lges nf, the in:-; ide 
, _:, ,>v<;~.f-1 . ·~WFfa.~e: , .~·~Fe · ,observed and .th.e recordin g s us(~ d 

, .to- ,~a).,<yUlfL_:te . .. . '(;h ~ ne_at-:..pink . effects~_ ,. The -st eady. ::>l :J.t(~ 
-,, he.~\F r :fJ-.~ ~~iw,g,f3; . . ~,upe~:rimposed on. the . 9alculated Llu.x v~~ lH~::;. 
_ T.hey ·: ~~·p,~9 ·, . _f~mn<;l. .. t:O be by no ,m~ans n~g.li gip)H. and 

_1,. : -8;r'.e ::thy,J:'_ef;(),:f,e ::· ,to , be, ~nown_ . ·F()T well- ·i n~;q.J.,lP. t ~d . ves s e 1 s 
surrace heat fluxes can be ~xpected to. , range ~rom 

- r 2 ' ' .. · i . ·· ~ ·- - . · .. 
0. .. :l ;:> to 0, 29- \~/em, •. For the. NEPTUN1)::; pres i::!Urt-zer 

- '· . • . I ' <' 

2 
', \.. jl ;& ,'' I ', , • " , , , • ', • , ' , 

• , . O: . ~-ol7 . W/.fm ~' ,o_I?-:1 t}'J,e ins.J,.d.e .Ye ~.sel wall;: was comput~d 
, ,; :frP,m~ pl,l;:Ltp}>:~ .. e tes.:t :r:esl1l;ts:. 

I. 

'· .. ' ... ~ 

General : • I 

. , Y.L r 1 :.. , ·~p. ::.l.i. t::e,~a ;t,-qr~. · _a .:v;ariety -.of a,s_s\lroption::;. and combina ti o11:" 

. ~. ' ( . ,, - ~ of ;,%-&-:S.Uf!p);j.-p.ps ,can_ ,be . epco,untered when the, compre ::;s i 01 1 

• l L I ·:';P Y.-PPt€is;s~.,pf :P., . P;~~ea.m:-wat~:r _ surg~ . • t,~nk du,rine- a ,n j __ nsure;<: 
,. 1 . , , ... -<·', ~an~_;i.qp~~ :ts~ A.¢ s .c:;ribed, -~l,l _E;!. a_s sup1ptions ar;e . mp,dc ,,. i til 

. ,; ;.: :r~ ·PJP·,e,J1.t • tp., .. ;tl}.~ compression J?roc.e ,s s. qf tl}e. s .team 
MP~h.i;qn._:,;,t;tP..e·; 1 .j,~nf),uence . ,of t .he .qif,ferent heat, s .ink::; such 

--~ -. . , as .th,e. .. ;s .. :tep)._ .\V~~ ;se~ ,.walls and . the. w.a:t e:rJ:?llase bpr-derin ,·~ 
. Lr.- :t(h~ JS_.;te}i;n ;.APia .ce ., , ;an ,d : mixi.n g eff,e _c ,ts· o,f. the re~p. ti ve l ) 

: . • ,.,~. 1 ~ o,J,:d .fl.P~R¥Jii;.:rK SlJ.I(f;e liquid .with . th.~ s .a tura ted '"a ter 
, ... ,, ,'· i 1 . ll}f:ljS~!'::r•J.l.J~h: ·~·~ . in:i, tiaJ._1y present, in. the pres:=~ur.ize r. · TJw 

'1; 1 ,, ~.fl.P~,F:ij!)l-t1 f1:~t, .. ;=>..; : fli~!'.e ,t;h~;ref o,re p;rimar.i ly ded;ic,a te¢ .. 'C o try 
}r: _, :."_P(!15=\ f;i,p"d ,~q.~ ,-X-~.:Y _to the,s~ . . ques:ti.ons w;:it}1 the. help oi' 
., , :• lsuLt[a.p;l Et: 111e.a~pr;:i;~g techniques. . .. , . 

·-· . .- ] ("!(' ~)· ;\ ;· ~( ..;_ _; ·~ Jt :: i ·:. :t~J... ) ,,! ' .. ' ·-
·'' ''. "·.r:. ·r f!!~.:~~~c.e"!~~~-S~!EEI~ -~~~.m:~:...iE::~2~.~,~~ 

' ':~ IJ'tl :\ $-ulf~e s' 1'6ie t\Jeelti·"{Y . ani::l' 8 ·(} 'ctm3". ;,..>erE! .rinve 'Stiga-'t-ed -.. ~-n the 
. ' . ' ' ! : ,; 'f'£-rlJt~'t>e r:i-bd 'o·f ' the· ;SUrge • ''S-tEhlU};:: S'ta t ie 1b •oi'li·h g iS {',T<l -

•' I ' .i ' ;' ·;rt1ua1.J..:1?y S t otY-r>"e"ti ~ an-d :th'e . C~dn'!-preS S'iOrt ',''c a n ' 't•he'rl1 -b e ,, regard ('d 
f n's~ 'a · '"-p'fs'tu"ri i.:"'-t f'p e II ~C: bm\>r~ s slf·ot)J ;of• -~her s iea'i:n. 'I rf tlte . 

' · tt.'irht-"ddes!S1 t-Hc~i'!:i ·'t'~'artt'· ·bec-umEf s{ 11supie-rWekhed· ''a rl"'d • ttie vessel ,,·aLl 
' ' ~ · "..tf"etM:re:r:a'tuY:e· 'and cdhse qu:errtly ·the ·c ·onderi sa'ti·anL ra tc 

,; ;,j . . r " .; "l:'b!C't"e·a'Sle SJ~'l 1:Pt _; \\rhul'dJ b(f ··.:fo gi~'ca1 ·"t •'o asl-sume ' that; ·t -he c om-
.. · · 'p¥es~:l!bn' "p'tb~ce·s·:s· 1s th&'re1f'OT1e -fi dh.:'is 'ent:topi:c -. Pressure 

· · · · arlt:i' ' It.' e1m1)"e-1'-a-tu~'e --rn:e:as u i'-emeiri'ts ;" 1how-ev:e·r '/ i 1ndiC!a t 'e'd that 
· ' · ' ·' - ··. " tWe ·-".st\ :!alffi- fd:!t'l:ow·s · the ' 'i:I~h-tro:pic rc'ompr€.s'slbn c 'l ' osely. 

I i () • .• " 'I"fii's r'l~nl\S;l:1-e; s ;'•'th:at·~--s-t' EH1m . ; \~hich' ·co o:l s a 'gai 'ri1s t . I a! ' h ea ts in k 
i>'• · ' Ja'l s"d ,:c -drld;Ei.rl's ~s· ; :.. ·1'h'e'' l ·a y er' ' b:t- -~ctidl'e'd ·a d. · cohcfe n •s"i n G. 
u .i v ( s t~~nf lf EI1 e'xtrelfi·e'ry .:.etirt{ cl.rrcf ' c'Ould n'o•t b 'e d:e·ue:c'teq '..:i th 

'• I "'t'€J?p~e!ra.rf\l~€ nl'ea!sllr'erh"en1 s =-cis cl'o ·se ·-·as: ·o ,;4J 1rrlfrl .fr·om tlle 



actual wall t;ur_face. The compression process can tllert·
f'ore b~ described as a "scmi-iseii t ."ropic" proce ~~s , ,,·her(> 
the bulk of t;team is compressed ·. isentro'picAlly and ' 
cooling of'. steam means ~ondensation. The experi men t al. 
<,iata of the end-s-cate steam cond~ti ·on are·rrlotted J. n 
an e~largeq portion of the h:..1:; diagram {fi.gure (:;~ ·. i. 

The re~;ml t. tends to sho~ a slight e _htropy incz.;~i:t.se . : It 
.should be noted, however, that . the 'angie:- b et'we e n ' 'iso
therms and isobars is small and that the - rec'oNi'e-'d steam 
temperature was corrected .for a .· fixed· thermocouple time 
constant. In fact this tim~ co~sta9-t --i ncrecas·e~ with t he 
decrease of the heat transf'er c·oefficien t when the 
st~am becomes superheated and .the shef th o~ the thermo
couple event~ally d~ies out. 

.. ,)_.. 1 .. I I 

b: The heatsink 

Both the vessel wall and the water surfaBe ~ct as a h ea~ 
sink during an insurge. Besides the compression proce:,;~ 
the mass and heat transfer·, resui.:tijlg . . froin' s(ea~l )r statE:· 
heating, is . halted during the trarisie·nt. and this should 
be regarded as an addi tionai and fn~vi_tahle· p .erturba tiun 
of the initial steady state becau'se ··uie · h~a·f and "k',is s -J" i o ,, 
to the inside wall of ·the ·vesse l is, because of :Lnsul<i t ion 
losses, continued during' t}J.e surge as was "poi.hteci ;out; ~j tl 

the discussion of the .steady state co.ndi tion. Q:ua.nti tat i ve 
. ' . ; ·. : ~ . ' . . j • : 

knowledge of heat and mass-transfer during ·the tra."ns Jen ·"t 
with the objective to predict the end volume and s ta te 
of the steam are, f9r a : given surg~ . m:~.g:n±~ude) ~T. ;int c rE>s t 
for purposes of pressurizer anal)rsis ... .Tb fh:Ls~· end thermo
cbuples were attached to the inside vessel wall by a met:a J 
spray process in such a way that their presence is not 
felt by the condensfilm which. flushes down _the wall. On 

' . . ' ·. . ' ' I j,.) ··) ll t) . '· ' J ~..,. · I ; 
the o th~r hand the spray c ov:er . was · tqi q e.I:t9ugp. to ·proven t. 
unexceptable erro.rs in th~ su.r . .face ' tempe,r"a;t;ure -'r e a 'ctings. 
'H th .the 'measure.d :surface- · tempe.:Ja tu~e -~s ;;r 'knq,.;n ; iunc t ion 
of -cime the dynamic he a~ fl'-lxe ~ ·an <;I. a111o';l~t s ~-' b~( k~~rgy, 
stored in a particul~r time interval, we~a c~icul~ted 
with the .help of ~h~ n~mer.i~al ~ethod 6f . Er~st ;~dhmidt 
rJJ [4] on the l?asi~ of a, .~~:J:.(iir7ctional 1~eit :· r,to,v ;:tnd 

a "two slab .geometry (<;arb9n . steel v~ss~l . "{itli stain1ess 
steel "cladding). A heat _{l1fX cuf:V;~ f~r _ arr ~~sent~~lly 
linea~ vessel ~all . temperatur~ rise i~ g~~eri "in : r~gure 7 
and .. is compute~ from ' the te~p~ra.tu+:'e ; ~~~y~ i ·;g~~~w:: ~ n 
figure 8 · . Corrections •:f'or - curveture s:hall oe made depending ... . . 
on the accuracy wan ted. Note th~t • dl.i£ing the ,~ surge part 
of the steam side vessel wall suomer.ges '"" and1 is e xc .luded 

. J ..._, o l • 

as a heatsink. It was found that an ·area to be submerged 
ctur:j..ng a _ surge is, . as ~ -~ea ,tsin~, o):liY. 4? .. %, .~.s . . ef',fective 
as a ~.comparable area . whJ,.ch does not ~ubmE:)rg~. · 

. · _ } · ,_. 1 i . • . , ..,;' ~ J I ::t \ ' • • ' .- f 

Assu~~ng, ~J;l~.t thE:f . ~teaip :"_:j..de of ~e~·. ~al~-s~r;t':~?J~ _yondent>
film 1s at saturatJ,.on temperature at all t~me9, the 

. · - · · ~ . .- . . . . , · ~ r ~ 1 ' .. 
temperature differen~e ov~r .. fbe film can be" "c_9mpuited i' rom 

.equation ( 1) • 
·' 



( 1 ) t.Tc-film = ~T t-- sa .6..T . ll+D.T t t • wa c-s .s . 

where OTc-~t.st. is the ~emp~Tature drop over the 
film in steady state condition and· 6 Tsat is to be 
derived from the pressure curv~ (figure 9). · 
The ~ondens film-thickness &c can _ now be found with 
equation (2). 

Kw - . (). T c - f i 1m 

f wall 

Assuming a line~r t~mperature drop ove~ the film,-£ 
can also be written as c 

K 
( J) b = ~ , where ot.. is the normal heat "transfer 

c O<c 

coefficient defined by ~ = ~ 6 T. To fulfil the 
need for a theoretical model for pressurizer design 
purposes the ~esul ts wer·e checked by comparison with 

the Nusselt equ~tior (4)
2 3 

Ji 
r. ev .kw .g 

(4) o< = 0,94 L. r'1 .l:IT f''l 
c l c- 1 m 

With (2) and (J) equation (4) yields, 

( 5) 
r r. 

l L. 

f! w2 • Kw 4 . g l 
l · f wall J 

-1/J 

The outcome of (J) and (5) is given in figure 10, 
determined for · the pressurizer in the end stat<:~ ( · on<ii_
tion. The Nusselt equation_ can be regarded as valid 
and the initial condens film thickness can acccird -j nr':J) 
be found to.be 25/u with an ~ssociated temperat~r0 . 
drop _£::::. Tc-st.st. = 0.08 °C. ·As a last remark conc~~:~'rl:L11{'; 
the wall as a heatsink it is of interest to l :1o·l\· th~: 

overall heat transfer coefficient which· governs 1. : l'u~ 
flow of heat from the su~erh~ated bulk of steam tu 
the slightly subcooled vessel wall suri'ace. The .i t>en
tropic degree of ·superheat- ca,n be found in the ::.; t:eam 
tab 1 e s and added to 1::::. T _.. . 

1 
. to y i e l d e qua t i on .((> ) 

c-~l m -
~ Ttot 

( 6) . O{tot = 

By comparing c< tot and o<. c one can copclude that: thei 
resistance to the hea tflow is mainly caused by tit(! super
heated state of the steam. To give an order of m<t,•~ni t.udc 
the heat transfer coefficient is reduced by a Cal· t or 
10 a"t the end of an average insurge as compared ~o 

condensation of saturated steam, depending of COlU".:;e 

on the degree of superheat. 



To investigate ' the contribution of the water pha~(· 
as a heatsink the temperature distribution in the: 
upper l~yers was determined by -measurements with 
fixed thermocouples. The couples were horizontally 
mounte.d to prevent measuring errors by conduction 
through the thermocouple sheath and were submerged 
during the surge. The situation is ~:;ketched in f'i,o·urt> 
11 together with a typical temperature profile. Tbe 
liquid surface-~ayer~:; are believed to be rather 
stagna~t during the transient and mixing is ~oor as a 
result of the relatively large ( d e ) -value of' . w 
high temperature ,,;a ter. , dT 

Furthermore the coef'f'icient of thermal conductivity 
K,, is only 5.10-1 J/m.s. °C, The penetration or. ht':'at 
was therefore measured to be restricted to a slab of 
water of approximately 2 em thickness. The inter
pretation of the recorded signals from which this 
information is gathered is somewhat complicated and 
shall not be discussed;. The results of heat stoJa{~·e 

calculations yielded a rather lo''' [5] [6] value o.f 
6 % of the total amount of' heat transferred from the 
steam phase to the combined heatsinks during an insur~0 
manoeuvre. Equation (7) was Used to compute the 
infllience of the liquid heatsink. 

(?) .0.T 
w slab 

Note that the . isentropic temperature rise of the <:om
pressed liquid is not to be neglected as an interestin :~ 

phenomenum. This t e mperature rise was reproducably 
r ec ord e d due. to the r elatively high value of 

dT w . 
(-d-)isen.of this liquid \\hich 'is _e xpend e d to 

p 

0.65 times the room temperature density and approaches 
the critic~l temperature. 

~.:-~~~~~~ 
As a last r e mark on the -d i scuss i on of this sect ion i t 
can be stated that mixing of in surge wa te.r with :i ni t iaJ I.;
::;a tura ted pressurizer water can; as '"as experimental l y 
ascertain~d, completely be avoided b~ a suitable baf'flo. 
It may be superfluous to mention that mixing is not 
want e d from a standpoint of e n ergy cons e rvation Co r a 
possibly following outsurg~ mano eu v re . 

V. OUTSURGE 

Ge n e ral 

I n p ressuri z er litera ture ma i nly the in s urge trnn s icnt 
is discussed and no e xperimental outsurge data have 



been published so .far. This is no te,~orthy because 
it i;;· the out surge which liini ts th~ manoeuvrability 
and thu~ deter~ines the ~~essurizer dimensions. Tl1is 
is e::q:i~cially true "·hen several in-outsurge ·cycles 
are ' ¢on'ce"rned, '[7) . [8] .· To solve · the problem.of the 
outsurge transient iri.fo.rmation s·hould be available 
abotit th~ 'steam~expansibri process, the influence 
oF hea tsinks ~rid · the behaviour of the Hater phase. 
Con t~ary _ to ' the i n~urg-e, the \~a terphase · de ter:mint' s 
mainly-the ·T?ressure-response to the outsurge. ThP 
o'ufs\.~l~ge' tests '~'e .re: therefore concentrated on ' pre~::;;_ 
sure ~nd steam-, wall_: arid \va ter- temperature measurc me n t s. 
When the outsurg-e consists of a vol~me of stibcooJed 
,,·ater, the proceslii -can be looked -upon as a. 11 pis t.on . 
type 11 expansion·. 

Experimental results . 

~~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~E~~~!e~~E~e~~~~-
surges b~twe'e ·rt 0 :and 100 dm3 Here investigated. Dnr:ine
an o~ts~~~e ' a cert~~n volume 6f ~~bcool ed water i~ 
extra't 'ted from .. · the b~ttom of the 'pressurizer VeSsE'l <1nd 
the . i ni tia1l.i sah.ira t~d · steam is expanded. The re su.lri ng 
pressure drop cau':i>~s the layer of . saturated tva te r -co 
flash so that the pres~ure drop rate is reduce d ~onsJJe 
rabl y when compared to a situation where no flash.i. ne; 
occurs. This phenom~num is general ly reco g ni sed . The 
steam whi ch is drigi nally present in the pres.sur;i.zer 
was found. to s~bcool in the expansion process. To 
descr'ih~ t'he proc~'ss. b6th ·start and end condition:=;. have 

- . . - . I ·, . . • " 
· to be . kno";n in the form of pr'operties of the eX:p it'ricll'd 

s teairi. ,; 1'h.e< s't'art 'c ·bndi ti on is · sufficiently describ.,u 
in sec t ion 1TI. -'The e'nd c o:n d i t ion · i s u n stab 1 e as the 
r esult o f the subcool e d state o f the steam. This is 
essenti'a lly '

1
ti1.e- s'ame phenomen:um as wa~ : found in sriri\y

tests. The end state of the steam will be between a 
condi :t;Lo_n 're.-ach_e,dc. by _ 11 dr.y ad ia ba.tic u and" '"e.t i sen tropic" 
expansion so that the steam will . be both wet and s u ·lwooJe d . 
This statement is deriv~d from the observed stean1 
t e mperature changes. When 'correc ted for a till1e consi ~tnt 
of 2 seconds for the sheathe a 1 mm O.D. therrrio cmiplt'~ 
the ··aVe'rag·e· ·s\ibco'ou.:ng \Jas found to be j 1 %. - The su'h-

~ ' i • . . . - . . . . . . . 

c 0 cil'i ng' is d e'fi"ned as . . . 
. . .· . / . 

,.L). T. - ~ Tt 1sen. sa 
. ' £::., T .. -

· sat 
100 --% 

. : · ., . 

and sketched i n Yig-ure 12.·-
Th~ steam properties can be found according·ly by .i nt r~ r

pola tion. Thi s _ r~asoni·ng holds as well_ :;for th~- i'r.ac 1 :i. on 
o f condens particles which were spontaneou.~;ly :Cor·m. ~ d- duri n, ~ 

expansion. 

I ' 



In section VI quanta tive in:forma tion will be given 
on the t~mperature a~d pressure ~espbnse to the 
spontaneous return o:f a volume of subcociled ~~ea~ 
to a ~table saturated condition, assu~ing a i ·~o- 1 

choric and adiabatic process. The re.sult y±eld::-; ·a 
pressure and temperatur~ reco~ery eff~ct whi~h wa~ · 
actually observed in each outsurge experimen~. 
Figure lJ shows this eff~ct afte~ the stirge was 
stopped at t = 60 sec., covering the ·calculU:ted vah1e 
reasonably well. The recovery ef:fects can be ·unci'e'r
stood from the fact that stibcooled steam i~ .h~avi e~ 
than saturated steam a t an equal pressure and -t;hh t 
during the saturation proc~ss inevitably s~eam .is 

condensing, tra~sferring the lat~nt hea~ o~ c~nden
.sa tion to the remaining bulk of steam. Note that . 
subcooling ,has an unfav.ourable effect. on the, ,pres yL!re 
responseof the device. This can be '·de~r:ived from , a 
contemplation of the specific energ·y-pressure r .ela
tion of steam in both subcooled and saturated condi- · 
tion. The model of the pressur~ curve during the 
surge will be analysed in the water-phase discussion 
and is characterised by a boiling lag period wh~ch 
shows in the beginning 6f the curve (figur~ iJ). 

b: The heatsink 

The vessel wall surfaces of the different pressuri zer 
regions have their own characteri$tic influen~e.s on 
the system. In steady state operatioD i~ was found 
that a condensfilm with a thickness of~ t t/u . 

c s • .s 
covers the vessel wall which surrounds the ~team 
space. The pressure drop and consequently the tempe 
rature drop decreases the flow of heat to this part 
of the wall, decreasing the film thickness. In .this 
process the vessel wall stayed at near saturdtion. 
When the temperature decrease rate is - large ·enough, 
the heat flux will become z~ro a nd ~everse apd the · 
condensfilni will be evaporated or "boiled off'" from · 
the steel wall. The resistante to .·the reversed heat 
flow is formed mainty by the wall so · that·near
saturation is to be expected at all times when the 
wall is w~t. The temperature-time relation is' no\..· 
kno~n and the course 6f the heat flUx ~ith time · c~h 
be computed assuming, as was butlined' in section•: IV, 
a one dimensional heat flow for the cladded wall and 
choosing a suitable bo~ndary conditiori for the out~ ; 
side wall such as · ~ d 

I wall out~ide = · 
When the film has been evaporated a -dry, .sligh t}-y 
superheated layer of steam will cover the wall, -
reduc ing the heat transfer coefficient dras~icaliy. . . . . . ' . .. ,. 

The wall can thus b e considered as being insu~ated 
from the steam space. With a fixed ou~surge-t~me 



interval a certain minimum outsurge volume is needed 
to realise drying out of the wall. Before ,ho~ever 
the heat flux is reversed, the condensate keeps Qn 
flushing down the wall while the ~eat flux, and con
sequently the condensation rate is diminishing. As 
a result the film becomes thinner, When the heat 
flux eventually reverses the remaining film can 
potentially be evaporated, supplying heat. and mass 
to ~he steam phase. If the .flux reverses rapidly, 
which is likely to happen at high outsurge rates, 
essentially the complete steady state condens layer 
is available for heat extraction from the wail. This 
means that no more than &c st.st'r. ew J/cm2 can 

possibly be gained from a reversed vessel wall h~at 
f1ux. The integral ~nd negative heatsink effect per 
cm2 of vessel wall can be expressed-as 

( 8) 
./

t ( ) 
qwall = 

0 
f wal1 t .dt 

with ihe restriction that 
rwall 

= 0 for s.t . s "C • r · E' 

It should be mentioned . however, that the moist 
particles in the expanded steam were observed to have 
a cooling effect on the "dry" wall, yieldinG rc1u.t .iYt' 
ly high heat i'lux values. To demonstrate this e1'.i'ect 
a selection of repre sentative wall-temperature recor
dinG's arf' given in figure 14. Note · that the boiling· lag
phe'nomenum is reproduced in the curves. 
Because of drying out at a moment of a reversed h E' at 
flow, a sudden temp e rature rise wa~ observed,followe d 
by a . gradual temperature drop as a result Of a COn.ti IlU\:)d 

insulation heat loss; This behaviour applies only, a ~ 

far a s the explanation of the s uperhea ted laye~ or 
::;team is co.ncerned, for surges up to approx. 40 dm:J. 
for surges ran~irig from approx. 45 to 85 dm3 (cor~cs
ponding pressure drop rates are 4 to 6.8 a r;m/m i n) the 
heat; transfer from wall to steam can no more b e 
neg·lected. Curve 2 in figure 14 represents the mentioned 
surge range showing r e l a tively g ood cooling o f the 
wall. This typ e of h ea t transfer will be r efe rre d to 
;u:; mist-cooling. lvhen the surg es are · larger than approx. 
85 dm3 

, the increased degree of superheat of the wall 
again prevents mist-cooling and complet e dry-o11t i s 
obs e rve d, se e curve J. In general compl e te dry -out 
can be recogn i sed by a r e lative ly large temper~ture 
jump. The dry-out peri od for the steady :;;tate . 
0. 1 7 1v / cm2 h e at f'l ux and 25 !u c ondens laye r tlli c kiHH i s 
is pl~tted in ~igure 15. The temparature . distribut j.on 
in the Vt"'!ssel wa ll durinF, a typical o_utsurge trans .it-•nt 
.is, in :;>ubseque nt stadia, sketche d in figure 16 a.nd- ma y 
give a better und e rstanding of the observe d ph e nomena. 



To calculate ~wall (t) a dig~tal computer was again 

set up to expedite in obtaining heat flux data fron1 
the veisel wall. temperatures. The integral effect 
per unit of wall area (see equ. ( 8)) is sho\vn graphi
cally in figure 17 as a function of the outsurge 
magnitude. Curve 1 yields the wall influence during 
the dry-out period, curve 2 refle~ts the effect of 
mist-cooling and curve J is given for comparison to 
show the result of the erroneous assumption of 
satur~tion at all times and shows large discrepancies 
at the larger outsurge rates. It is of inter~st to 
note that the integral I /dry cp ( t} .dt I reaches 

. ~ l wall 
a maximum value of 2 J/cm2

• From the previous discussion 
it was concluded that the maximum, i.e. the steady 
state, condensfilm thickness shouldM then be equal to 

(9) 
st.st 

= jJt df~all t) 

ew· r. 
.dtt max. 2 

= 0.650.1179-

\Vith the Nusselt equation (see section IV) 25 1u was 

26 u 

found yielding a check on the correctness of fneasur(~nwu ts 
and method of calculation. Eventually the heat tr<~ns

fercoeLficient of the observed mist-cooling was compu1;(!d 
from equ. ( 10) 

( 1 0 ) 0< = . 5' wall ( t) 
mist 6. T 

Using the measured subcooling of J1 %, 6T can be written 
as 

( 11) ~T = 6Tst - t>.Twall +AT = 1.J1 • .:1T
5

a1; -
subc cst.st. 

Ll T + .6. ·T wall Cst.st 

An average value o:f 0. 10 w/ cm2 °C was found ace ord .~ nr( I :- . 
The heat exchang-e be tween the sa tura -rt)d wa terphas(" • It ttl 
the borcler:ing vessel wall yields a different p.i.ctu r <'. llc•;'C> 

again it . .is oi' major importance to know the si tua L i. on 
at t = 0 sec., i.e. the steady state condition. TIH! :;;tA.~ady =-tJ ;·,! 

heat f'Jux to the wall was calculated from measured d<1 r.a 

to be equal to the f'lux on.the steam side. By reJ;u; iv~ · 
measurement during surges complementary information W;t,.; 

gathered. The wall was detected to be slightly sub--
cooled .. At the . location o:f t ,hermocouple 19 subcoo l i . nc~· 

ranc;ed between ' o.? and 1.4 °C. This does not mean, ho\ .,· v~_·r 
that the entire "saturated" wall surface should ,:;ho\-. 



::;imilar value::; as saf'ety could be assumed on tll.r:! :"team 
sirte. Local subcooling is determined hy the steHd) 
state circulation ·pattern an·d this in turn, by Lho _ \vay 
ofmounting and operating of the immersion heater:<. 
Along with .the statement that the influence of the 
vessel wall as a heat source is small relative to 
that of the . waterphase, a simplif'ied .method to asses~ 
this · in.t'luence quantitatively is believed to be · ju::;tj
~ied. For all · outsurge transients a subcooling o~ 1 cr 
and a constant wall temperature decrease rate can be 
taken : into a~count as indicated in equ. (12}. 

( 1 2) 

For 

dTwc:Ul 
dt 

·[ATsat · - 1] = 6 .t for 

dT 
.. wall 

d = o. t . 6T. t~ . · sa. ·--.. 
oc, 

> 1 . ° C 

As a clarific~tion the temperature distribution ir1 th e 
stee l wall and the adjacent waterphase is sketched 
in :figure· 18. Note that, only \-,·hen the surge is larr;e 

' en oufi'h :~- the ?,riginally subcooled boundary layer v;j 11 
become saturat~d. Saturation o.f the wall occurs .at the 
moment of' flux reversal and the v;all v;ill stay at'nca1· 
saturation thereaf'te:r· because of' the well kno\vn high. 
v~l~~ 6£' the heat transf'~r co~f'f'icient during surface 
boiling. 

~~-!~~-~~!~~~~~~~ 
It was argued tha t the saturated water mass is an impor
tant means to suppress the pressure decrease ra~e duri ne 
a n outsurge. Beside heat, the boiling or "flashing" 
wat~~ · pr6duces th~ necessary mas::; to :fill the growing 
steam space. For the phase 1 NEPTUNUS concept with a 
steady-state steam - . to saturated water - volum~ ratio 
o.:f 1•. '25 the evaporat·ed steam accounted for ap-prox. 8 0 1~, 
~f the ::;team-volum~ increase. Other phenomena concerning 
the wat erphase will now be discussed. 
The pressure drop, caused by the expans ion c.t' steam dur.i n~~: 

an outsurge, :forces the saturated water lay e r to flash. 
~la::;hin g is not started immediately though and the 
peri od in which the unstable situ atio n of' superheated 
liquid is maintained may be labeled · <;J-S transj cn t boiling 
and wi·ll be referred to a s the boiling· lag period. I n 
the fi rs t part of the period boiaing riuclei are being 
.formed to start :flashing and no counteraction to tlle 
pressure drop is ob served . In point A, .figure 1J, tl;e 
mome nt i s indica t ed where the· ef'i'ec t of' flash is i"ir::> t 
i'el t . · In poin.t B bul k bo i ling is f ully es tablished in a 
dynaf!!iC eq_uilibrium betwe·eri boil-ing and outsurge rate. 
Tl1~ boiling lag · ~e~iod will henc~f'orth be d~fine d as the 
ti riTe elaps'i ng be tween t'he start o.f the surge and the 
eS'tabli1.shnien't of' stable bulk boi l ing . For the' inve. s tigatc·d 
s urge s the no-flash period wa s f'ound to range fro1n 1. 5 



to 2.5 seconds inver::;all y p roportional. to the ma r~ni t~ u<le 

or the surge and therefore proportionally rel-at e.d to t h e 
degree of liquid superheat. 
The boiling lag was also clearly reflected in the re~11 ] tN 
of the water temperature measurement. The calbulated 
saturation temperature and the measu.red w.::.. ter te:m ; H~ra t u re 
are plotted in figure 19, curve 2 and . 1 re s p ect iv e ly. ~ 
pressure decrease, not counteracted by flash, cu T n ci <i •~ ,.:. 

with a constant water temperatu~e (disreg~rding the 
dT 

(dpw) errect of . ). Curve 3 _shows a readi~i o~ a 
1sen 

thermocouple which was located in the ori~·i na.1l_y "u Lc <•<>1 <·· ' 

''ater region. The model of the curve does . not nee d f 1.r·r.! 1· · r · 
clarification. 
An increased void i'raction during flash produc ed a n ,, l 'i'01 

i n the level measurement readings:· ' l~hile pushing asi d( • 

the saturated liquid, vapor bubbles raise the ''l eve l '' i.n 
the pressurizer. When the outsurge ~s - stopped the le v P .i. 

falls back until all steam bubbles have vanished f r om 
the v;aterphase. This happens a .s a resl~:l-'t of the pres::; 1n·e 
recovery effect of the subcooled steam when it return~ 
to the saturated state. From ·. the ·1 e vel qteasureriten t s, . oa .-.; p .-i 
on a p-eel technique· and assuming that _ the void 
fraction is a linear function of d~pth~ the void fract .io n 
was determined to be a function of the pressure decreabe 
r .ate. 
Interpreting the data accordingly, the experime!nts y :icld? d 
a . value of the average overall void ·fraction .of' 

a ; 32 * 
for the 68 em layer of saturated water, or cin a more 
general form (equ. 13). . 

( 1 3) a ; 0.5 9.£ 
dt 

per em of saturated liquid. This v alue c~n be re&arded 
as typical for flasliing water under these condl tions , ~t . l~ . 
:high density steain and -water with ·iow dynami c · viscosity. 

As a last . remark conce rning the dutsurg e . · transi e nt lt 
should . be mentioned, that after the · surge was stopped a 
temperature recovery was observed in the uppe r layer:-< o L' 

the saturated water regJ..on. This is caused by the di rt·e-
rence of the (,dT) · ' - values of water a nd · ste a m. 

dp 1sen 
During pressure recovery the liquid 'vill b ec ome :-;ubcoolcd 
and the stea~ bubbles,which d~d not yet r~ach the water
steam interface,are · compression heated. Conse q u e n t l y hei\ t 
will be transferred from the superheated vapor- bub blt-' -en 
the surrounding subcooled liquid. This effe ct is p ro ritRhle 
for the perf,ormance of the pressurizer 



VI. SPRAYING 

General 

During a lo~s of load transi-ent of a P.\v.R. an i_nsur~~(-! 

takes place and excessive circui~ pressure build.:..up is 
normally prevented by spraying subcooled water in~o 
the steam space using a pressure controled spray-va J \'(· 

(see figure 1 ) . 
With the aid of the experimental results subjects will 
be discussed concerning the expangion process, ~he hc;tL
sink, the waterphase, the spray to insurge volume ra~io 
and the spray efficiency. Besides starting from steady 
state, some information was gathered about isobaric 
spray and spraying into superheated steam. For ~he CX[JO

riments two 60 ° full-cone fixed nozzles were u:,;ed .i'or 
spraying volume up to JO and 70 dm3 /min respectively. 
The spray will be regarded as a form of heatsink. 

Experimental results 

a: The expansion process 

As was already mentioned in section V, the steam in 1~li u 

head of the pressurizer ve-ssel wi 11 subcool durinr.~· sub
cooled spray injection. The condensation of' steam on 
the spray droplets can be looked upon as a form or ex
pt;~.nsion of the initially saturated steam. Consequently 
the pressure drops and steam subcooling and i'la:::;h o:t' 
the saturated bulk of water were observed. The pressure 
curve given in figure 20 is more or less equal to nn 
outsurge curve. The pressure rise in the bef.~innine; ol' 
the transient is caused by a shot of ins~f£icientl)· 
subcooled water from the end of the spray-line. Some 
characteristic diff'erences between the outsurge aud ~;1u ·ay 
expansion- processes were, however, detected and 'vi 1 J 1)<.' 

explained. 
In the first place the degree of subcooJ..J.. ~I {:,' has m '~ as1ti'( 'd 

to reach an average J8 %. -value. This value is sot:Jf•\dt; ; r 
higher than f'ound in the ou~surge experiments. Th,~ p L·;.·:-., . ' ll\.~( 

of subcooled droplets is believed to have an addj L:i.n:~rl..L 

positive effect or: tresubcooling oif the st'e anl. GiV(';l Cli! 
J8% sub'cooling, the pressure recovery ef:fect, wh.i.ch ,,·;1..;; 

again observed' will be calculated assuming <.'>.ll j .,,1,-
choric adiaba ti.c process for a unit val ume of dry :-;11 :1-

cooled steam returning to saturation. Using the li;·~L 
law of thermodynamics, this gives us 

( 1 J) 
v 
st 

subc 

v 
c 

p .h 
l st st 

.h 
c 

subc subc 
= v st . t sa 

. il 
st + 



( 1 4) 

( 1 5) 

v st 
subc 

v t s 
subc 

est 
subc 

= v st 
sat 

= v 

+ .V c 

st t sa 
v est + c 

sat fc 

The subscripts subc.and sat. indicate the start and 
end condition respectively. I:f a linearised mouel 
is used :for the saturated and subcooled properties 
o:f steam and water 

(e.e;. est = Pst + 
sat sat.t=O 

d (:' st t 
sa 

dp • Ap) and the 

subcooled steam is taken to be originated :from 1 atm 
pres~ure drop :from the 125 ata steady state conditi. on, t-r .. 
equation (1J) (14) (15) can be solved. This yield::; a 
pres::;ure recovery :from -1 to -0.89 atm, i.e. a re.lativP 
recovery o:f 11 'fo. The associating tempera tu.re recovery 
wa::; calculated to be J5 %. 
When spray was injected into steam which was brought 
into a superheated state by a previous insurge, some 
interesting phenomena were recorded. The steam wa·s 
d~su~erheated at the position o:f thermocouple J 
(:figure 2) a:fter J.5 sec. and at the location of thermo
couple 1, in the top o:f the steam space, after 10 ::->econd::, 
These time intervals proved reproducable and a:fter lie
superheating was detected, the temperature readin~s 
never indica ted a superheated temperature shoc.k tl11~1'f'-

after. It may there fore be assumed that · .in the. de supc7'hea c ... ng 
process the steam space :is gradually r'ilj_ea by heavi er 
saturated :=;team in an upward direction rather than by 
a turbulent mixirig process. Fic;ure 21 ::;hm\is tlw calcnlare., 
and mea::;ured values of' the pressure, the saturation 
temperature and the steam temperatures recorded by T-llt) 

thermocouples _J and 1 in the curve::; 1, 2, J and li 
respectively. A.fter desuperheating the steam v;as l>rou 1,;J 1 c 
in a slic;htly ::;ubcooled state and pressure recovery \\il"' 

again detected. A and Bin :figure 21 indicate the en1j 

o1' the insurge and the start of spray in_jection. D anci 
C: indicate the moment o:f desuperheating at the meut-ion, •d 
locations. By injection of' subcooled liqu:i.d into the 
bottom of. the pressurizer and the tr.rot.l{jh the spray no:/./J ~~ 

s i mul taneousl y a c ondi .ti on o:f isobaric ::;pray \va::.; c J'(··•~ L ~ ~ d. 

Subcooling and pressure recovery were recorded, prov in,·~· 
the .fact that subc ool ed :3pray produces ::;ubc ool ed s t.t~<UJJ 
even at a constant pressure. 

The llPatsink 

Because the b~haviour o:f the ·saturated waterpha . ..;" .is 
determined by the pressure drop, the water-sid.-~ v.~s::-; · .. '1 



v>all inJ'luence i~ equal to \\'hat \•:as i'ound durin,"; <Hl 

outsurge manoeuvre and is sufficiently de:::;crihed :i n 
section V. The same reasoning holds .i'or tl1e ::;team 
side vessel wall with the exception, that -the i.n
creased fraction of moist particles, pre::;ent in t;he 
steam as a result of spraying, increas~ the ei'rect 
of mistcooling after the steady ::;tate condensfilm 
has b~ert evd~orated. No complete dry-out was eve r 
obse~v~d d~iirtg the first 60 seconds of a spray-
te~i. Two typical vessel wall temperature readings 
are plotted in figure 22 . Curve 1 shows near satu
ra~lon of the wall during th~ transient and there
after. In ctlrve 2 point A indicates the disappearance 
of the conden~film while point B reflects the moment 
of complete dry-out .. Complete dry-out occurs well 
after · the spraY is stopped and can ,.be argued to tn.ke 
pla~~ only aft~r sufficient condens :parti~les have be e n 
fall~~ but bf the steam space. Note that the boiline 
iag is again reproduced in the model of the curve~. 
Th~ largest heatsink by far consists of the spray 
itself. The small fast moving droplets are heated 
rapidly a~d large ambunts of heat can easily be rem6ve d 
from the steam phase. A high spray efficien~y is, 
h~wevir, de~irable and can be defined as 

( 
. e . 

16,) spr. 
.Q absorbe d 

X 100 % 
- Qabsorbed · . 

max.theoret1cal 

·Equation (16) can be transformed ~nto the.quest i on 
~hether . a ~pray dropl~t will reach the temperature 
of the .environment during the drop through the steam 

. space. If . so, the spray efficiency is 100 ojo . An 
efficiency of 99 % is already an unwanted situ~tion 
~ince, for a spray-subcooling of ~.g. 50 °C, 99% 
e fficiency results in a layer of 0.5 ° C subcooled W~L tcr . 

This i.s undesirable if' a subsequent ou tsv r c:.e is to be 
expected for reasons outlined in section I . ·1, By relat.i.vv 
measure ment. i n the steam phase and by submergin~ fixe~ 

. thermocouples through the steam-water interface r1o de
viation from a 100 ·% sp.ray .ei~ficiency cou,ld be . found. 
It . should be ment~oned thit the spr~y nozzl e was always 
properly loaded. An insufficient flow; normally below 

· ' JO % o;f the maximum. design load, leaos to the formation 
of flares of wat e r which will reach the wa~~rpha~ e in . 
a subcooled state. Given an isobaric spray process, 
the . spray .to insurge volume ratio can be computed w.i th 
the help of the first l a w of thermodynamics. In doing 
so the formation of condensate a nd the expansion of 
the sprayed liquid will be i'ound to contribute consi
derably to the. decrease of the steam space. Furthe rmore 
the . sprp.y-ra ti:o is a . funct i on of t;he l iquid subc oo lj n g· . 



Depending on the calculation model and assum1')t::i on::-> us<··-' . 
a minimum subc ool ing of' approx. 2J ° C' is nee es·sary 
ror isobaric spraying. In this case the · en-tire ·~un':<~ 
:-;hall be injected through the spray no~~!:.le. 

The volum~ or conrlensate formed is a f'uncti6ri ,o:J.' 
tho initial steam quality. Spraying into S'Llp -~~rhea ted 
steam produces considerably less condensate than i ..-; t.h <• 
c~se with saturated st~am. This is a ~esult oT · mas~ 
transfer between droplet and steam during the desuper
heating process, given the fact that sattirateJ steam L~ 
heavier than superheated steam at · an equal- p:ressnr(-! . ·~, 1-:..:: r. 

the spraying time for desuperheating o:f a · r,'iven Yolume 
of steam is known, this effett can easily be ~vuluu~cd 
quatitatively from steam table inforinati-on. idren 
cycling of several in- and outsurges is corisidered, 
it will easily be understood thatMspraying produces 
an additional slab of flashable water~ Th:i,s_ layer will 
drift on the originally saturated water layer· when t he 
latter is subciooled by a previous outsur~e. Th~ second 
layer was experimentally proved t6 exist. 

The waterphase 
'I 

Apart from what has been said above with respect to 1-he 
slab of sprayed water, the• wa terphase responses c1uri 11 g 
a spray transient similarly as it does during an out
surge manoeuvre. The wa terphase will therefor_e _ n<i!, be . 
subjected to further discussinns. 

VII. HEATING . ' 
• ' . '• 

General 

Heating, i.e. supplying electrically gen-erated heat in 
excess of the steady state power, takes place either 
when the pressurizer is brought to the ·steadY,· state con
dition during start-up~or after one or more outsurge 
manoeuvres, Some infcirma tion, obtained in the ' expt-~-rim e n r ; ::-; 

may· prove usef'ul for design . and· control purpJ()·'ses' · [ 8 ]. 

Experimental results 

The steam compression process: \.fhen actdit'i ·onal h eat i :-; 
i~~~~~i~a-£~-ifi~-I~~~~~I~~-fi~aters, the re~ulting e xct•s
sive steam production causes the pressure to ris e . 
Before the st~am bubbles are r~iea~ed to th~ ~team 
phase the ge.nerat.ed steam raise the Water le'Vel as 
dur~ng an insurge. Since it tak~s · time ' rd~ ~ vap6r 
bubble to reach the water surface, this ·process'-conti
nues during the entir~ · t~arisient and the · ste~m · iti 
brought into a slightly puperheated . s ·tate. r F're'Shly_ 

. . . . . I J 



.formed st.eam mixes with the compressed steam so tLat 
no isentropic condition can possibly be achieved. 
The experimental results are given in figure 2J 
showing a steam condition between saturation anrl 
one reached by isentropic compression. A typi~al 
pre~sure curve is given in figure 24. 

The he a tsirik The model or the pressure curve .is 
:S.im:fiar-to-one which is obtained by an insU:rgc~ 
manoeuvre. The information given in section IV wjll 
theref'ore suf'fice with respect to the vessel v:all 
influence and condens.film . th.ickness. · 
The vessel wall temperature-time relation which :i.s 
associated with the pressure curve of figure 24 
'is· given in figure 25 and is almost linear. 

Th.e wa terphase: In figure 26 the saturation and 
~~~~~r~a-~~t~r temperature are plotted in curve 1 

and 2 respectively. Apparently the waterphase is 
somewhat subcooled durine;.the transient. 
Consequently a certain pressure can be reached while 
the water is st.ill subcooled. This yields an urn,:auted 
situation if the possibility exsis t of an subsequ<·n t 
otitsurge as will be clear :from previous discussions. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

It may be clear from v.ihat has been discussed in thP 
di.feerent sections of this paper·, that the NEPTUNUS 
pressuri~er project is dedicated mainly to investi
gate and even tual1y predict the respons e of' a pressu
rizer o :f a certain design to cyclinG load transients 
of a power plant, i.e. a number of sub.seque.nt i n-out..surc;(' 
cycles, as can b e exp e cted .fr om a P. W. R. plant ror 
marine use. The main objective consists o.f maintaining 
the pressure within the required range . 

From · a standpoint of energy conservation t.he de:-:>i{';ll can 
be improved by choosing a .favourabl e combination o.f' 
de::dgn and control parameters. The main objectjve shall 
always be to obtain a re l atively larr;e volume o.f '"'a tu
ra "ted water at a highes·t possible temperature, becan::>c 
it is the outsurge which eventually limits the manocuvr~
b ility . 

To this end the ·installed electrica1 power shall he ·us ee! 
to add hca t to the 11 saturated 11 v:a terphase rathe r t h an "to 
the subcool e d incoming liqui d. This knowledr;e has J t'd 
to a de-sign where the heaters are located somc,,-hat above> 
the bottom of the pressurizer vessel and are thermuJ .. ly 
pro t e c ted to pre v en t he a tin g o .f sub co o 1 e d v.· a. t c r ii.ll d 
f'urthermore · are con t rolcd by the '"a ter tempera t1.u ··· 



itself ·instead oi' the sy::;tem pressure as is normaJly 
rlone [8] 

Another desjgn which i:-" expected to reduce the si:;;e 
of a prP.ssuri:t:er considerably comprises an interna.l 
heat exchanger and is of a spra}' le ss type. Spray in{~· 

during the insurge can be labeled as a poor proce::-;s 
fr om a thermodynamical point of view because most 
of the latent heat of condensation is lost for a !'\Ub 

sequent outsurge. By transferring the latent heat of 
condensation to the "saturated" waterphase a rever::;abl t:~ 

process can be approximated yielding far better pres
surizer operating charact~ristics [7] 
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DYNAMIC EXPERI~!ENTS OfT A SCALED-DOV.'N l~ODEL OF THE COOLANT SYSTE'·! OF THE 
CIREITE REACTOR 

+ + . .++ 
Giovanni Peterlcn~o - Guido Poss~ - Giul1o Valll · 

+ CISE :1i lano - Italy 
++ 

G TEll - Roma - Ital;r 

ABSTRACT 

The CIRENE nuclear reactor is coole cl by evn.nor a.tin"; li~ht water in -pr~ssure 
t ubes; steam is dire tly adMitted to the turbine. Tr.e dynar:ic behaviour of 
t he coolant systeM r.1arkedly affects the overP.ll d~mm'lic characteristics of 
the system, In :particular ,in the envisar<:ed control scherr.e ,a.dvanta'!e is tl'l.Y.
en of limited pressure var iations arisin::; frrr . transi~nt unball'lnce between 
the power of the r eacto r and thnt of the turbine. Pressure effects denend 
on the themodyna!!li c behaviour of water end ste n.'TI cont?.ined in the stea."'l 
drum end in the !Jipes connectin~ it to the reHctor and to the turbine. 

:::Pfll a"'lic t ests have been perfoMed Or! a. scaleCI.-nmm !!lodcl of' a sino:le nower 
channel , includin.~ a nartial si!!lulation of th8 s t ea..":l drum ,stea.., niT1eS and 
turbine. Transients have been studierl , cau~en by s tep vnriations of' the h'C!P.t 
input to the newer cha.'1nel, and o~ the ste~. rnsition of the turbine valve. 
TrAn s f .. r t'unct ion s of' interest have nlso been '!"1easured vitr. ~"'- sinusoidal 
hea.t in?ut to the uower channel. 

DL fe r ent steady-state or.crat:o!l "!)ro.n;rm~s ,,,ere ::J.lsn investir:Ated, vi +.h the 
pur -pose of individu:=ttin~ ree; l:ons of' U .. '1st?.ble or U.'1even o"!"~rAtion. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. The CIRENE reactor. 

·CIRENE(l) is a. power reactor, moderated by cold hea.~J water and cooled by 
light water mostly in conditions of two-phase, annular dispersed upflow. 
The reactor has a. vertical, pressure-tube core; fuel is uo2 in 19-rod clus
ters.In fig. 1 is ~iven a. scheme of the coolant system; ste~ generated in 
the reactor is directly admitted to the turbine. The intrinsic dynamic be
haviour of the reactor coupled to the heat transport system is such that a 
control system in continuous operation is required. 

1.2. Objects of the experiments. 

The dynamic behaviour of a. CIRENE-type reactor is strictly bound to the op
eration characteristics of its heat transport system. Analog and analytical 
models were set up and extensively used to study the plant control system; 
in these models several hypotheses were made on the coolant dynamics. 

An experimental check of some of these hypotheses was felt to be useful; in 
particular, the objects were as follows: 

check of the pressure effects in the coolant circuit as a whole: mech
anism of the pressure feedback following a change in reactor power; in
fluence of water and steam phases; 

study of the steam drum characteristics: influence on pressure and wa
ter enthalpy, mixing and delay effects, level changes; 

test of different operation procedures, to display ~ossible re~ions of 
unstable or uneven operation. 

The small scale CSA-1 loop was assembled and used to obtain indications on 
these objects, and to acquire experience for a second loop, with a full 
scale coolant channel; results are presented in this paper. 

2. EXPERU1ENTAL LOOP 

2.1. Design criteria. 

A partial simulation df the reactor heat transport system was decided for 
the CSA-1 loop; in particular, only the folloving sections of the primary 
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circuit (see fig. 1) were reproduced: water and steam lines to the reactor 
channels, reactor channel, mixture line to the steam drum, fraction of the 
steam drum and of the steam pipes to the turbine relevant to a single reac
tor channel. The higher cost, and the longer construction time required su~
~ested not to simulate the water recirculation. The loop was desi~ned using 
as many components as possible of the existin~ IETI-1 plant (2), located at 
the ENEL "Emilia" power station of Piacenza; this in particular limited the 
available power to the heated element at 100 Kw. 

The simulation criteria adopted are the following: 

- heat transport fluid: water and steam at the same pressures of the re
actor system; 

- coolant flowrate with the sar.te scaling factor of the channel nmr~r. 
The scaling factor is 1/14 with respect to the reactor average channel 
( desi~ as in April 1966). Si~ilar values of the ste~ quality along 
the channel follow from this assumntion; 

volumes are reduced with the same scalin~ factor of the channel power; 

- friction nressure drop as near as possible to the reactor desi~n val
ues. Desip;n formulas were supnosed to be still valid 1-ri th the reduced 
scale. Vertical distances were also made as equal as nossible to the 
reactor ones. 

These criteria do not involve a priori that the steam volwne fractions a 
are the same as in the reactor; however, these were checked by computation 
with the available correlation. At nominal conditions,a is the sa~e in the 
heated section and in the followin~ short outlet pipe; in th~ mixture pine 
connecting these to the drum, the CSA-1 value is n = 0.78 au,ainst a = 0.86 
in the reactor. Water and steam are separately dischar~ed from the steam 
drum to the atmosphere through t'-TO valves; the steam valve works in the son
ic region; its discharge law is of the ~ = kP ty~e, as in the turbine. 

2.2. Scheme of the loop - InstrQ~entation. 

The scheme of the CSA-1 loop is given in fi~. 2. The main circuit consists 
of the feed section (pump, pressure dampers, pre heater of the IETI-1 '!')la.nt) 
(2), and of: water inlet line, heated channel, mixture :nine, steam drUI"t, 
ste~ and water lines, all simulating the reactor circuit, Two auxiliar.r 
circuits are provided; the first allows the in,jecticn of subcooled water 1n 
different positions in the ste~ drum; the second the in~ection of stean 
obtained in a small boiler at the inlet of the heated channel. Steam injec
tion may be used durin~ the startup of the reactor. 

A strong ~ressure dro~ is introduced between the ~eed section and the sim
ulation section by the valve Vb' to limit the counlin~ between these two 
sections of the plant. The loop is provided with comnlete- thernal insulation. 

The geometrical characteristics of the components of the si~ulation section 
are given in Table 1. The loon is completely hanrl controlled , In fi~. 2 is 
also indicated the instrumentaticn available for me asure:-1ents. 

Flowrate measurements are perfoned by rota~eters before the ri~:~.in feed nu~-:: 
( r1 ), where three instruments vrith different rnnr;es are installed in paral-



lel, and on the auxiliary lines (f
2
). A turbine flo\v meter with a fre

quency-to-voltage converter allows the recording of the total flowrate 
( r

3
) alread.Y mea:3ured with the rotameters. 

Temperature measurements are all performed by Chromel-Alumel thermocou
_ples ( thermocoax:, ¢ 0. 1 em, immersed in the "fluid). Ther.nocouples in 
different positions of the steam drum may be connected for differential 
temperature recording. A differential thermocouple is also installed at 
the outlet of the heated element, for heat transfer crisis detection • 

. Pressure taps indicated in fig.2 are all connected to steel-blade manome 
ters; moreover a pressure-to-voltage strain-gage transducer is used to 
record a selected pressure. Pressure differences may be measured between 
the points indicated in fig.2 by using either aU tube mercury differen
tial manometer or a differential pressure-to-voltage strain gage transdu 
cer. 

The liquid level in the steam drum is shown by a high pressure glass 
tube. Steam drum geometry is illustrated in fig. 3. 'rhis geometry marke
dly differs from that of a reactor drum; it was selected because interest 
was first focused in phenomena depending on liquid head effects. 

~.3. Experimental procedure. 

aefore each set of measurements, the loop is brought to the desired op~ 
ration conditions by successive adjustment of the following quantities: 
total flo\vrate, flowrates in the auxiliary circuits (if required),pres
sure, inlet enthalpy, power to the element and/or steam enthalpy for in 
j action. 

During the operation, the steam drum uressure is hand controlled by V 
or V , valves; the liquid level in th~ drum is hand controlled by v

1 
v 1 

valvZ~ The inlet Vb valve is positioned in such a way as to ensure a 
pressure drop of 30 + 50 kg/cm2. 

The following recordings were taken during both steady-state and dyna
mic measurements: steam drum pressure, total flowrate, water and steam 
inlet temperatures, electric power to the heated element, pressure drop . 
across the heated element, or across different lengths of the mixture 
outlet pipe. En eight channel Beckmann Dynograph R recorder was used,in 
addition to the recorders of the IETI-1 plant. 

Recordings of all the other quantities of interest were also taken. 

). MEASUREMENTS 

3.1. Experimental results. 

Results were obtained both in stea.d.Y shte operation of the loop and 
during transients. Steady st3.te measurements consist in tha recording 
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o:.· re0.ding of ··· ll the nu :o,ntities o: interest, with prefixed v;.1lues of 

stea.;n drum pressure, water a nd. ste<•m inlet flowrates and enthalpies and. 
steam drum level, ::t t several power levels gu ing from zero to a maximum 

v~lue. The oper8tion conditions explored are listed in Ta ble 2.Examples 

of recordings tnken durin~ sto.b le ~mel. unsta ble operation a re given in 

fie· ·+· 
·I'o ;>erform ciyn;;.mic measurements, the loop is first brought to the 

desired stead:y-s~"l.te conditions; when relluired, position -~·nd flov1rate 

of aubcooleri water injection in the steam d.rum are a lso fixed. ·.~.'he 

system is then pertur0ed, ::.nJ. the conseq_uent transient recorded. 'rhe 

perturbations ,s-iven ·n·e the .follo·;ring: 

- oscillc. tion of the Alectrica l power to the heated element 

- positive and n~gative step o.f the electrica l power to the heated 

element 

- negative step of the electric2l power to the heated element from the 
nomin;:d ~ralue to zero (to simul.::cte ;t reactor scr8.m) 

90si tive ;:.ncl ne f;a tive step of the stem -position of stenm clisch ·.-~re;e 

v~ lves (V ~nd V ?' fig. 2) 
v1 v_ 

- positive a nd negative step of the stem position of the water dis-
chc.l. r c·e v ;:;. l•.r-3 ('I , :fi e"• 2) 

- :f:•:. st.,ch:;n-:':e of tke inj,ection position o.f suLicooled w :J. ter to the ste;;:::, 

drum. 

&ie.:!.surements !_:)erformed 'l re listed in t ;ble j. 'l'he rwmin:cl v;;clUt'ls, which 

si.rnuL: te 3 restctor full power condition, s. re: 
P , ~3 k ,c~/cm2 ::tbs 

r = 148 c/ s (53) ;( ;~;h) 
','J 100 kw 
inlet · rater te~nerat·Jr~: 2~6°C 

;;:' ~'mples of r ecordin0s t :,ken ci.urin.s; these tests: 8lectric-?.l ~)ower oscil 
].;;. tio1: , :':.rld electri<:al power step incre :: se, ·ne given in fig. 4. 

It must he ob s erved th•t"t the w<;.ter inl8t f1owr;.) te is ~1r ~ etic2.lly cons...c 
>at ·:.n t ;1 e loo·o , while it d.epencls on t he centrifu z:;r~. l pt\ffil1 ch ~,. r · :cteris

tics in the reactor. 

3. 2. 3.emc.cr t.:S 011 Bte•.:.cly-st n.te me.'l sureraents. 

In : lJ the eX!)(~riment8. l conditions listed i n t ~~ble 2, ..-.~. nd for wh ich no 

p3rticul3r notes a re Given in the t~bl e, the oper~tion of the loop w~s 

stJ.ble :J.nJ. e, .sy. Pressure :-md steA.m clru.rn level controls were h t: ndy o. nd 
o"lCCura te. rio "fJ:crticu} ;l r vi or::.tions or insta bilities were detected, ;,1.nd 

the he :" t trc;.nsfer crj. s is wa s not :.:ppro:_, ched • 

.i:'ressu re Jrop8 AP ::nd. pressure drop osci ll;;, ti on (or r1oise) ~ !mpli tudes 
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~AP aoruss the heated element and the mixture pipe were ragistered to 
investigate possible flow patlllern transitions and unstable operation 
regions. In fig. 5 are given examples of the trend of llP and hAP "-lcross 
the heated element ~gainst the outlet quality at full pressure and dif
ferent flowrates. 

Pressure drop trends are """s expected; at low flowrates and povters to 
the heated element the density term prevails; while at high floviTates 
and powers the friction term prevails. The function AP = AP (W) for 
the possible startup procedures (for each of which r = r (W) and P=P(W) 
are defined) is not monotonic but displays a wide minimwn, confirming 
that a distributed AP measurement gives little information on chan-
nel power or outlet q_uali ty. Pressure and specific mass flowrate 
affects onaP agree with the density correlations at low flowrates 
and with the friction pressure drop correlations at high flo•urates. 

At nominal conditions, the pressure drops measured across the heated 
element and those estimated (.3) without taking into account the presence 
of the spacers differ of about 20;£; this figure gives the order of ma
gnitude of the spacers influence. 

The pressure drops measured across the mixture pipes are lower then 
estimated; the difference may be o.ttributed to the effect of singula.ri
ties (bends) for each of which an equivalent length of 10 + 20 D should 
be introduced, instead than the :.:. sswned value of 50 D. 

The pressure drop oscillations (or noL;>e) recorded c.re typic:,;.l of two
-phase flow; their amplitude increases with incre2.sing flowrates and 
decreases with increasing pressure. Their .J.verage dependency on steo.m 
quality (at constant pressure, flovvrate and inlet enthalpy in the 
heated section) exhibits a wide m2.ximum; more definite maxima are founci. 
plotting~ AP/AP versus X d' (fig. 5): the P, r , X v;;..lues at these m •xima 
have the same trend of the slug-.:-,.nular transition values computed .:J.s 
in (4). This may . · indicate some flow p::-, ttern influence • 

.A region of unstable operation \Fo.S found at high qualities, low flow
rates and low pressures; pressures, pressure drops qnd temperatures 
und.er2,'0 stable sinusoidal oscillations (fig. 4) with fre(}_uency in the 
0.15 + u.} cpz range. '1'he unstable oper::-.. tion conditions are indicated 
in table 2. 'l'i1e unst:,' .. ble re~on is very far from possible reactor 
oper3.tion. {.;o insto1.bili ties ·,vere recorded with steam inj action, also 
for the same coolant conditions in the mixture pipes as in unstable test3. 

Oper:-;.tion troubles displayed by strong vibrations and a marked increase 
inSAP '.vera also met <t very lowpressllre, with ch<1nnels filledvvith 
water, .m-i ooilin:; bour:.C..:..rJi kept :.~t the outlet of the he1.ted element, 
or in the mixture pipes. 'i'he power ;:;.t which the boiling bounde.ry is 
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just at the outlet of the heated element was of 5% and 31 of the no~inal 
power, with flowrates of 100% and 50% of the nominal value. 

A possible startup procedure with channels :filled uith stea.,, and a >rAter 
flowrate increasing >ri th power, always at hi~h outlet cualities, 1-ms also 
tested without difficulties. 

3.3. RemarY.s on dynamic ~easurements. 

It must :first be observed that hath the absence of control 11.ctions durin~ 
the transients and the non comnlete simulation introduce l'luanti tati ve di f
ferences bet-.;.reen CSA-1 and the reactor coolant circ11it, while t!":e fJun.lita
tive trends of responses remain the sa~e. 

Tests were perfor;,eci hy oscillating of !" '5~ of tl:e steady-stn.te vnh;.e the 
electrical pm-rer to the heated element, in the 0.03 + 1 Hz ranr;e. Transfer 
functions between power input and steam drun pressure were obtained b~· di
rect reading of recordings; the accuracy of this nrocedure is however rath
er limited .• 

The trends obtained 1n different conditions are similar to those tynical of 
a single pole in the transfer function, confiminE; >rhat expected from theo
retical ~tu~ies (5); 

An example of Bode diagram obtained at nominal conditions is ~ivcn in fi~.6. 
The lower limit of frequencies explored does not allmr to obtab the time 
const'ant of the system; power oscillation at low frequency was not nossible 
with tne available equipment. 

No marked differences were found in measurements nerfomed with S?.turated 
or partly subcooled steam drurn: the system da~ping in the :fre~uency ran~e 

explored induce pressure changes which probably influence only surface lay
ers of water in the drUM. For the same reasons the pressure response of the 
system has no evident asi~~etries. 

Pressure transients following positive and negative steps of the electrical 
power to the heated element, and of the steam discharp;e valve rosi tion, are 
very similar. 

To introduce a short discussion on steam drtm behaviour, representative 
tests are here illustrated. Steady state reference conditions of these tests 

are listed. in table 4. Transients of stea~ drUM nress'.lre (PD), and of tem
perature _d1fferences (t.8.l. 2 , te13, l\814, te1 S) beb.reen drUM thermocouples . 
01 and 0 2_, 03 , Gh . (see f1g • . 3), are reported in fir;. 7 and 8 respectively. 

In steady-state operation, and with "saturated" steP-.., drum (that is, drum 
fed only with mixture) the . water layers in the drun itself are nroP:ressi ve
ly subcooled going from the liquid level to the bottoM, cwins to heat 
losses. Th~ values of subcoolin~ may be read fro!:'! fii:l;. 8 (t.GR

2
' t.8P

3
' t.0R4, 

t.GR5) for test 253 D. 

The transients reported in fig. 7 and 8 clearly indicate a non-linear be
haviour of the system; further, the asimmetry of responses between positive 
and negative steps is evident. 

The pressure response to a positive power step with saturated drum is Slrnl
lar to that of a simple time constant of 12 + 15 s (the test refers to nom-
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i\ nur.cer of recl"lrninr;s v"!re also taken ;;~.fter 11. nuick chanr:e of tb..e '.later 
injection nositions: when these were below the liouid level, no ~ressure 
tr~.nsient follmrec, but cnl~' ~m.ter ter.per.<>.tures vere affected. P.o..,rever, 
'..rhen colcl • .. rater has suddenly injected in Val nasi tion n. light uressure de
crease was recorrled. 

3.4. Conclusions. 

?he r.ea.surcr.1ents briefly described above >;ave a nur.ber of nuali tati ve in for
nations, .,.rith sor.e nuRntitative checks, on the behaviour of a system S1TI:1-

lar to' the reactor cool~~t circuit. 

A pro11er dyna.l"'ic ll'Of..el is bcin.r,; set up and >;ill be tested in an analog com
puter by the ?eactor :9ynar.ics a;roup of C~TEI~ - Casaccia; t.Jhen the compari
son between experimental and computed transients will prove to be satisfac
tory, the cl:.rnal':'ic r..odel of the CIJTEJ.fE reactor t-Till be consequently modifier.. 
If required, further r.1easurer.ents shall be rcrfo~ed. 

:·!i th some modifications the CSt,-1 loon is beinr, used to investiP:ate flow
rate stability in parallel heated channels, always simulating the reactor 
channels. 'I\ro different confi~urations !':'lay be used: e. sinp;le channel one r
ating •ri th total pressure drons kent constant, and two enun.l chrumels in 
parallel. 
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Nomenclature 

D 
K 
1 
p 

PD 
t 
v 
v: 
X 
X in 
Xo 
a 
r 
rs 
rs in 
o'"'d 
fjp 

e 
\) 
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Table 3 - Dynamic tests • CSA-1 loop • December 1966 + !•larch 19G7 

ELECTRICAL POWER 
OSCILLATION (± 5%) 

ELECTRICAL POWER POSITIVE 
AND NEGATIVE STEPS 

ELECTRICAL PO\\'ER NEGATIVE 
STEP TO ZERO 

VALVE Vv2 (FIG. 1) POSITIVE 
AND NEGATIVE c~EP 

VALVE Vv1 (FIG. 1) POSITIVE 
AND NEGATIVE STEP 

VALVE VL (FIG. 1) POSITIVE 
AND NEGATIVE ST:E:P 

SUBCOOLED WATER INSERTION 
CHANGE 

Test n° 
D 

104 + 117; 225 + 232 
118 + 131; 233 + 240 
132 + 146; 21G + 224 
147 + 160; 207 + 215 
175 + 197 
161 + 174; 198 + 20G 

64 + 67; 243 + 255 
256 + a:l5 
93, 94, 266 + 273 

274 + 277 
89 + 92; 278 + 281 

100 + 103; 282 + 285 

48, 63 
241 

46 + 56 
74 + 80 
81 + 84; 326 + 329 
95 + 97; 342, 343 
85 + 88; 335, 336, 339 
98, 99, 337, 338, 340, 341 

58 + 60 
330 + 334 

61, 62 

68 + 73; 286 + 307 
308 + 3 25 

PD r 
~g/cm2abs %nominal 

118 100 
48 100 
48 50 
48 50 
30 50 
30 50 

48 100 
48 100 
48 50 
48 50 
30 50 
30 50 

48 
48 

48 
48 
48 
118 
30 
30 

48 
30 

48 

48 
30 

100 
100 

100 
100 

50 
50 
50 
50 

100 
50 

100 

100 
50 

w SteB.r.l v 
, . 

1 
druTil: 

7"noml.no. :>aturated ens 

100 YES ~.01.+ 1 
100 no o.o4 +1.1 

50 YES 0.03 + 1 
50 NO p.o4 + 1 
50 YES ,0.04 + 1 
50 no io.oi, + 1 

100 YES 
100 NO 

50 YES 
50 uo 
50 YES 
50 HO 

100 
100 

100 
100 

50 
50 
50 
50 

100 
50 

100 

100 
50 

YES 
NO 

YES 
NO 

YES 
~:o 

YES 
l'JO 

YES 
YES 

YES 

~ ro 

:JO 

I 

. 
..~--



11.4 

Table 4- Reference conditions of selected electrical 

power step tests. 

I Type a b c d 

number of test 254 D 253 D 258 D 257 D 

pressure in the steam drum PD (ata) 48 48 48 48 

water flowrate at the inlet of the 
518 518 571 568 heated channel r in (kg/h) 

-· ........... ---- . -.---................ ---···· ................ .... -........... -
power to the coolant in the heated I 

0 16.9 18. 1 I 0 
element (kW) ! 

! 

i 
., 

quality at the inlet of the heated 
31.8 .31. G 22.6 23.2 element X. 

1n 
- · 

temperature of water injected in the 
18 18 coc) - -steam drum 

flowrate of water injected in the 
23.0 

steam drum (Va.2 position) (kg/h) 
0 0 25·5 

liquid level in the steam drum, 106 106 106 106 
from bottom (em) 

steam discharge valve (fig. 2) vv2 vv2 vv2 v 
v2 

amplitude of power step to the +18.5 -18.9 +18.0 -18.1 
heated ohannel (kW) 

-
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11.4 

A Steady - state operation 

1) St•ble- state I P, .411 Kg/an' r. 148 9js l(m. -t7 W. 73.8 Kwl 

2l Unst.ablo ·state I R. • 10 Kg/em' Xin--t.4 W•30 Kwl 

9 Transient oper.~tion 

1) Power oscillation I f\.48 Kgjcm1 r. 148 gjs Xin.-IJ W-100 Kw 

l) Power stop increase I P,.48 Kg/em' r. 148 g/s Xin.31.8 AW. 18.5 Kw l 

Fig. 4 - EXAMPLES OF RECORDINGS DURING STEADY-STATE ANO TRANSIENT OPERATIONS 
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fig.B- RESPONSE Of DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURES IN THE STEAM DRUM TO A POWER STEP IN THE HEAT Ell CHANNEL 
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B\VH. STADILITY CONSIDERATIONS RESULTING FH.OI 

GAIUGLlANO RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

J. A. Hodde 
C. L. Howard 
R. T. Lahey 
R. 0. Niemi 

General Electric Company, Atomic Power Equipment Department 
175 Curtner Avenue, San Jose, California 

ABSTRACT 

The Garigliano Research and Development Program has provided another excel
lent opportunity to study coupled nuclear-hydraulic phenomena for a large Boiling 
Water Reactor (B\VR). Open- and closed-loop reactivity-to-power transfer func
tions of the Garigliano Plant were measured and studied for a series of operating 
conditions which ranged from a low natural convection flow rate to the rated power 
of the plant with forced convection flow. These transfer functions, which were 
constructed from s ignals of miniature fission chambers located at various points 
in the core, show that frequency response differences occur from point to point in 
the core which are dependent on the local magnitude of the neut,ron flux. Interpre
tations of these differences are made and questions of appropriate criteria for 
descrioing the average response have been studied and are discussed in the paper. 

INTRODUCTION 

The stability of two-phase flowing systems has been a subject of research for 
many years because of its engineering importance in the design of chemical pro
cess systems and power plants, including boiling water power reactors. Limi
tations still exist in the ability to m_odel the mechanisms of two-phase flow which 
compare favorably with available data. The root of this problem, particularly in 
mode ling boiling wate r r eactor systems ; lie s in the complexity and nonlinearity 
of the interacting nuclear-thermal-hydraulic mechanisms. As a result, experi
men1s have continued to be performed on BWR transient performance, and 
wealth of stability measurements exists in the literature. Some of the earliest 
experiments performed on the EBWR(1) reactor at atmospheric pressure showed 
that oscillations occurred at a low power. When the pressure was raised to 
20 atmosphe res, the core was able to generate more than a factor of 2<.> .nighfH 
powe r without oscillations occurl'ing. Later expe riments with EBWR (2) and 
BORAX y(3) at 40 atmospheres confirmed the fact that an increase in pressure 
has ~ strong stabilizing effect. Experiments at VBWR(4) showed that an increase 
in i11lei velocity also has a strong stabilizing effect on the pe rformance of high
pres sure (70 atmos pheres) BWR's. Subsequently, tests at Big Rock Poind5) ex
amined the s tability performance over a range of p ressures from 55 to 100 at
mos phe res . The stabilizing effect of high pr essure and high inlet ve locity, typical 
of forced of forced-convection systems, was vgain confirmed. However, the 



presence of high inlet subcooling was shown to reduce the stability performance 
slightly. lVIeasurements of the neutron flux at different locations in the core 
suggested that as the size of cores increases, spatial variations in the .. .response 
of the power to control rod oscillations might occur. 

All of the results described above were obtained on cores that were small in 
comparison to the present trend toward larger light-boiling water power reactors 
(refer to :rable I). Tl).e development program on the Garigliano Plant was under
taken just over a year ago to measure the stability performance of one of the first 
large BWR cores. Among the contributions of the Garigliano development pro
gram is the new information obtained from a number of in-core ion chambers. 
This information was obtained over a range of system operating parameters, and 
was pursued right up to the point of incidence of a local liri1it-cycle operation 
within the core. The purpose of this paper is to present the results of the Garig
liano tests and to discuss implications of the findings with regard to stability of 
large BWR's. 

GARIG IJANO TESTS 

The stability tests at Garigliano were performed by sinusoidally oscillating the 
control rod stationed at the ~enter of the core. · Tape records of the analog sig
nals were made from a number of miniature ion chambers in the core and from, 
other signals such as the control rod movement, flow rates, pressures, and 
temperatures. Four instrumented fuelassem:blies were installed in the core. 
Each assembly contained two turbine flowmeters, one at the entrance and one at 
the exit of the fuel channel, and thermocouples to measure the subcooled tem
perature of the coolant e_ntering the core. 

Shown in the schematic diagram in Figure 14s the piping for the nuclear steam 
supply, turbine, and feedflow systems of the Garigliano Plant, together with the 
important plant sensors used during the stability tests. As shown in Figure 1, 
the Garigliano Plant uses a dual-cycle type of power extraction system. Steam 
for the turbine is supplied from the nuclear steam supply system directly from 
the steam drum and indirectly from the steam generators. Two piping loops pro
vide forced-convection recirculating coolant for the core through the drum and 
steam generators. 

The Garigliano fuel bundles consist of a rectangular array of 81 fuel rods posi
tiOned vertically in· a fuel channel. The individual fuel rods were secured at each 
e-nd bY a stainless steel tie plate. Three wire spacers stationed axially atong the 
fuel ~tlndle length maintain the spacing between fuel rods and prevent Hnration. 
The fu~l rods consist of zirconium or stainless steel tubular jackets of 13. &
millimeter outside diameter and 0. 76-millimeteT wall thickness. The tubular 
jackets hpld pellets of U02 e~r~ched to 1. 6 percent U-235 in 12 corner rods and 
2.1 percent injhe remairiing 69 rods. The diameter of the pellet& is 11.9 milli
meters. The active length of the fuel is 2. 7,6 meters. 

A view of the C:lrigli'arlO··core is shown in Figure 2. The main features of the 
core with nspect to the staBility test.s are shown in the figure. The four 



instntmented fuel channels are shown. Their locations were chosen to provide 
the response of power, flow, and inlet temperature at four radial locations from 
the center of the core. In addition to the fLxed in..:.core ion chambers indicated in 
Figure 2, mo\'able ion chambers were included at three locations, adjacent to 
instrumented assemblies A, B, and C. Those movable chambers provided the 
capability of rapidly measuring the axial power profiled and, therefore, of ob
taining the local thermal-hydraulic conditions for· each of the test conditions. The 
oscillatory motion of control rod F-6 was obtained by adding an electro-hydraulic 
control system to the normal control rod drive mechanism. At frequencies up to 
about 2 Hz, the control rod was oscillated at amplitudes of 12 centimeters. Above 
2 Hz, the amplitudes were reduced to prevent the occurrence of large pressures 
and stresses in the components of the control rod drive system. The maximum 
frequency of oscillation obtained was 10 Hz. 

Control rod oscillation tests were performed at seven test conditions. The im
portant plant operating parameters for these conditions are listed in Table II. 
Test 1 was obtained at the rated operating conditions for the Garigliano plant. The 
other six tests were performed at conditions of reduced recirculation flow and at 
various conditions of primary and secondary steam flow which resulted in the inlet 
subcooling enthalpies indicated. 

The results of the stability tests are displayed in Figure 3 as a selected set of 
Bode plots. This selection has been made to describe the response with the power 
distribution peaked toward the top of the core (Test 1A), and toward the bottom of 
the core (Test 6). We have also included several plots for Test 9 because of the 
special circumstances which surrounded the test condition as described below. 
Also, because of their relevance to the following discussion, plots showing the re
lative neutron flux level at each appropriate ion chamber are included in Figure 6. 
During the data reduction process open-loop Nyquist diagrams (Figure 5) were also 
computed using the method outlined in the Appendix. In the following paragraphs 
we present the principal observations from this data. 

Experimental Limitations and Errors 

In all of the data, considerable scatter is in evidence at about 4 Hz and above. 
During the testing, as previously described, it was necessary to limit the ampli-
tude of the control rod oscillations above about 2 Hz to prevent overstressing com
pon~nts of the control rod drive. As a result, the flux data experienced a considerable 
reduction of the signal-to-noise ratio at the-higher frequencies. In addition, con- · 
trol rod backlash may exist in 'the data above the frequency of about 4Hz. Hence, 
the data points at 4 Hz and above are not considered valid. It is estimated that the 
errors in the closed-loop trahsfer functions are distributed in the follow~:H~·. ;nanne~ • 

FREQUENCY RANGE 
.. 

ERRORS IN MAGNITUDE ERRORS IN PHASE 
(Hz) (percent) (degrees) . 

0. 05 to 0.2 11 o. 3' 
0. 20 to .4. 0 1 o. '3 
4. 00 to 10.0 As described abov.e 



A more complete discussion of the errors is presented in the Appendix. 

Spatial Effects 

We regard spatial effects as differences in the shapes of the closed-loop transfer 
function phase or magnitude curves from one in-core ion chamber to another. In 
general, the larger differences in the closed-loop transfer functions, from cham
ber to chamber, arc observed to occur at the lowe1· frequencies. As the frequen
cies increase, these differences become substantially reduced. Over the range 
of frequencies which we believe to be the most significant, namely in the vicinity 
of the peak magnitude of the closed-loop transfer function, the total spread in the 
magnitudes of tl·~se peaks is no more than 1 to 2 decibels. (The discussion in a 
subsequent sect1v11 of this r<l.per will describe the particular significance of the 
closed-loop transfer function peak magnitude.) 

The closed-loop transfer function peak magnitude from one ion chamber location 
to another is also observed to display a weak correlation with the local flux level 
in the vicinity of each chamber. To demonstrate this observation, the correla
tions between the product F radial X F axial and the peak magnitude of the closed
loop transfer function for the various test conditions is shown in Figure 7. We 
make the definitions 

~radial = 
Power in ith Fuel Bundle 

Average Fuel Bundle Power 

= Power in /h Axial Node = 
F axial Powi:n in Ave rage Node 

= Pi 
m 

_!_"Pi mL..J 
i=l 

pij 
n 1" .. n L..J plJ 

j=l 

for a core with m number of fuel bundles, each bundle having n axial nodes. Then 
the product Fradial X F axial is a decimal number representing the relative neutron 
flux level in the vicinity of the ion chamber, with the average flux level in the core 
equal to 1. 0. We note that correlations in Figure 7 were the weakest for the· test 
conditions nearest_ to the rated operating conditions of the plant (i.e. , forced
circulation operation with the power peaked toward the top of the core) and gener
ally that the frequency response of the core was most uniform under tho~e conditions. 

The spatial variations that.occur in the closed-loop transfer functioa near the fre
quency of the closed..:loop peak magnitude are believed to· result mainly from dif
ferences in the void reactivity feedback rather than differences in the Doppler 
feedback.* Comparing the Nyquist plots in Figure 4 with the graphs giving relative 
neutron flux level in Figure 6, it is seen that the feedback responses a:re generally, 

* Although rPcent evidence (6) indicates that slight spatial variations occur as a 
result of Doppler feedback, these diffe1e.ences do rrot become significant in . the 
frequency range of the present data because of the long time constant (approxi
mately 7 seconds} of the Garigliano fuel. 



but not always, strongest in the vicinity of the highest neutron flux levels. The 
notion that these void reactivity feedback responses are affected by the local flux 
level is not new in reactor control theory. Jones (7) assumes that the void reac
tivity feedback at any point may be expressed 

[~] . -
k Void Feedback - [ 

1 a1c J k a Rg i X 5 Rgi ' 

where (ok/k oRg). is assumed to be a frequency-independent multiplier which may 
be thought of as a \ocal void reactivity coefficient for the ith region in the core. 
He computes it by weighting the core average void coefficient by the square of the 
local neutron flux level 

[
1 8k l 
k a Rg i = [F X F ]

2 
X LL ~] 

radial axial [ k a Rg 

The total void reactivity feedback for the core is obtained b,_y performing a vector 
sum of the (o k/k) over all regions in the core. Rajagopal (b J characterizes local 
reactivity feedback effects in both fuel and moderator as being proportional to flux
squared (one-group neutron theory) or to the product of the flux times the adjoint 
flux (two-group theory). 

Three conditions may be cited to explain why the neutron flux dependence of the 
void reactivity feedback is not uniformly evident in the present data. First, in
finite lattice calculations show that the local void reactivity coefficient is not only 
proportional to the flux, but also to the local steam void fraction, having a zero 
value for zero voids and becoming more negative as the void fraction increases. 
Secondly, since we observe void reactivity feedback in local areas of the cere 
where small quantities of steam voids exist (e.g. , the A-elevation of ion chambers 
in Figure 4) we feel that fairly strong coupling exists from point to point in the 
core. Thus, we regard the local void reactivity feedback as being made up of two 
components: 1.) the local flux- and void fraction-dependent component, and 2. )the 
component related to the nuclear coupling with other regions of the core. Third, 
the_term ()Rgi in the equation above represents the lo.cal perturbation of the void 
fraction from its steady-state value. Examination of the Nyquist diagni.ms in 
Figure 5 shows th~t the differences in void reactivity feedback from point to poi#t 
are frequency dependent, with the spatial differences occurring in both magnitude 
and phase. We interpret this as the spatial variation in the void responP:.:, ,)Rg . . 
Out-of-pile tests(S) have shown the void perturbation to be axially distriLJ.tcd, d'e
pending on frequency, conditions of heat flux, inlet flow, and inlet subcooling. The 
maximum response in the void fraction usually occurs within the saturated boiling 
region. Profiles in Figure 8 show an axial distribution of the flux-squared weighted 
void reactivity feedback magnitude for one frequency which might represent condi
tions for one of the Garigliano tests. Hence, the strict dependence of the void re
activity feedback on the local level of the neutron flux will not obtain for conditions 
in which the vo1d fraction has an axial and radial profile or for conditions for which 
nuclear c0urling is strong. 

1~ 



We feel that the Garigliano data generally supports the phenomenological under
standing of the nuclear-thermal-hydraulic feedback interactions described above, 
·namely: 1.) that void reactivity feedback effects are dependent on the local 
magnitude of the neutron flux, 2.) that fairly strong coupling exists in the core, 
and 3.) that spatial differences in the void response exist in the core. 

Response of Other Parameters 

Transfer function measurements of rod motion to inlet temperature, inlet and 
outlet fuel channel flows, reactor pressure, drum pressure, external loop re
circulation flow, and primary steam flow were also obtained for the Garigliano 
tests. In general, these measurements showed low-level magnitudes (e. g., less 
than -20 decibels) and a large amount of scatter in the phase-angle data. These 
results are interpreted to indicate that the signals analyzed were noise, and that 
no correlation existed between the reactivity or power oscillations and these sig
nals. One example is shown in Figure 4 for the inlet flow in instrumented 
assembly D during Test 6. 

Limit Cycle Operation 

Prior to Test 9, a local instability was observed in the Garigliano core, which 
manifested itself as a limit-cycle operation. The following paragraphs describe 
the conditions under which the limit-cycle occurred and the manner in which it 
was terminated. 

At the end of Test 8, control rods were inserted to reduce reactor power. During 
this maneuver, control rod D-4 (Figure 2) stuck between positions 20 and 19 and 
could not be moved further.* The three symmetrical rods were subsequently in- . 
serted to either position 5 or position 10. This left rod D-4 withdrawn furthe:r.: 
than its three symmetrical rods, and thus generated a local power peak in its vi
cinity. The secondary steam generator was slowly brought on-line, and reactor 
power was allowed to increase to the desired operating condition for Test 9 at 
67 ·percent rated power. 

Just as the power reached the desired value, a steady limit-cycle oscillation was 
observed for all four stationary ion chambers in station 106 (next to rod D-4; see 
Figure 9). The test instrumentation was connected to several in-core chambers, 
including 106C. A Sanborn recorder trace was immediately taken which showed 
thal chamber 106C had a regular sinusoidal oscillation of+ 8 to 10 percent at 
0. 33 cycle/sec (Figure 9). Adjacent control rod E-5 was inserted from notch 30 
to notch 25 to reduce the local power peaking. The limit cycle flux oscillation 
stopped immediately. The oscillation had lasted about 3 to 5 minutes. TP.Rt 9 was 
conducted at exactly these conditions. Rod oscillation at the whole ra1rge of fre
quencies, including 0.3 and 0.35 cycle/sec, showed no unusual behavior. 

Analysis of this operationwas conducted, using the FABLE(7) code. The condi
tions before and after the flux oscillation were simulated for instrumented fuel 
assembly B before and after the insertion of control rod E-5. Nyquist plots of 
the hydrodynamic transfer function for these two conditions are shown in Figure 10. 
It is easy to s~e from these,plots that the channel was hydrodynamically unstable 

* ·Each control rod could be set at one of 35 positions. The distance between the 
positions was about 7. 6 centimeters. 



before, but stable atter the insertion of control rod E-5. It was also found that the 
reactivity feedback of instrumented fuel assembly B was sufficiently strong to 
drive other channels into low amplitude oscillations. The recorder tracP- in Fig
ure 9 shows the level of the oscillations in the vicinity of these other channels. 

CONSIDERATIONS OF A STABILITY CRITERION 

In the previous section we have eluded to the usefulness of the peak magnitude of 
the closed-loop transfer function as a criterion for defining the dynamic perform
ance of the BWR system. The discussions in this section will make comparisons 
between the use of the closed-loop peak magnitude and the use of the gain-margin, 
phase margin, and damping ratio. We will show why the closed-loop peak magni
tude is believed to be a very effective measure of performance. The point will be 
made that experience with high-pressure BWR's (of which the data from Garig
liano is a notable example) suggests that there is not one specific point for onset 
of unstable operation beyond which the BWR cannot be operated. Rather, we see 
changes in the system response in the time domain such as underdamped opera
tion, increased noise levels or limit-cycle operation which must be considered 
when making judgments about the limits of BWR operation. 

Peak Magnitude 

In the linear representation of a BWR system in Figure 11, we assume the for
ward transfer function, G, represents the linearized neutron kinetics equation 
with Doppler reactivity feedback, and that the feedback transfer function repre
sents the steam void reactivity feedback. A unique property of the forward 
transfer function, G, over the frequency range from about 0. 2 to 2. 0 Hz is that 
it has the value 1 within about 10 percent in modulus and + 10 degrees in phase. 
,As a result of this property, the peak magnitude of the closed-loop transfer func
tion, M, will occur when the vector 1 + GH has a minimum length. However, this 
vector describes the distance between the open-loop transfer function in the GH 
plane and the point -1 as shown in Figure 12. Hence, the minimum length of the 
vector 1 + GH i's the point of closest approach by the open-loop transfer function 
from the point -1, and since the peak magnitude of the closed-loop transfer func
tion is inversely proportional to the distance of closest approach, it is seen that 
the closed-loop peak magnitude becomes a very effective measure of the stability 
level of the nuclear-thermal-hydraulic system. Referring to the error analysis 
in the Appendix, we note that the closed-loop transfer function magnitude is most 
accurate at the frequency of the peak. This is a direct result of the more favor
able sig~!>l-to-noise ratio at that frequency, and provides additional incentive for 
use of the peak magnitude as a means of assessing the relative response of the 
system. 

. 
Stability Margins versus Peak lVIagnitude 

The discussion continues with a comparison between the stability gain and phase 
margins and the closed-loop peak magnitude. A Nyquist plot with two open-loop 
transfer functions is shown in Figure 13. The graphical method of obtaining the 
ga.in and pha'3c margins is shown for curve J. It is evident in Figure 13 that since 
both the stability gain and ohase margins are smaller for curve I, it represents a 



less stable system than curve II. l\!ore"over, as the open-loop curve for the sys
tem approaches the point -1, the frequency at which the gain margin occurs and 
the frequency at which the phase margin,occurs both approach the frequency of 
the point of closest approach, i.e. , the frequency at which the peak of the closed
loop transfer function occurs. We specially note that the shapes of the curves in 
Figure 13 are typical of analytical Nyqhist open-loop curves. By contrast, the 
experimental open-loop curves for a BWR· are usually not as smooth. In particu
lar, the experimental trends of gain and phase margins do not always agree with 
the trend of the closest approach to th·e point -1. It will be seen in Figure 5, for 
example that the experimental Nyquist plots from Garigliano are not as smooth 
and regular as the plots in Figure 13, and that th,e use of the experimental gain 
and phase margins may lead to conclusions about the stability of the system which 
conflict each other and with the closed-loop peak magnitude results. 

Damping Ratio 

With respect to transient performance, the concern of power industries is to have 
power production equipment with the capability of rapid response to load changes 
and well-controlled response to normal operational transients. Thus, plant per
formance in the time domain is an important part of the discussion of criteria, and 
the damping ratio is the relevant parameter. 

The data on closed-loop peak magnitude may be used to infer the damping ratio of 
the BWR system. Referring to the plot of the s-plane of Figure 14a, it will be seen 
that the damping ratio is defined as the cosine of the angle between the negative real 
axis and line joining the origin with the right-most complex pole-pair. A mapping 
of the complex s-plane onto the complex GH-plane can be shown to mag the imagi
nary s-axis onto the open-loop transfer function in the GH-plan~lindi}in p_,g-
ure 14b). Moreover, the s~e ~pping will convert the lines 2 , ~nd \i) in 
the s - plane to image lines 0, 0, and G) in the GH plane. T e line (4}in both 
cases describes the condition of incipient stability for the system and i~escribed 
by 

s = -a -1: j w
0 

• 

We can infe r the damping ratio by dete rmining the value of a for condition G), the 
unstable operating condition, and by observing that a = w

0 
~/~1. - ~ 2 . We must 

nm\: establish whether the damping ratio for a BWR system has the same interpre
tation in the time domain for a BWR system as it does for a classical second-order 
linear system. The time r esponse of a second-order system to a step input is a 
"lingingtt (i. e . , decaying sinusoidal) r esponse, when its damping Tatio is less th~n 
unity. The magnitude of the initial ove rshoot in the time domain may be c')rre
lated to the value of the clamping ratio. Hence , for such a s econd-orde r system 
we have a relationship between the closed-loop peak magnitude and the response in 
the time domain. Servo-control practice usually cites "quarte;: damping" (i. e. , a 
numerical value of the clamping ratio of 0. 25) as a practical lower limit for well 

. controlled ope r ation of a s econd-orde r system, and as sociated with the value of 
quarter-damping is the closed- loop peak m agnitude of about 6 decibe ls . Designe rs 
of servo cont r ols often use the r elation be tween the closed- loop peak magnitude 
and damping r~tio of a second- orde r sys tem and the quarte r - damping crite rion to 
estimate th?. dynamic performance limits of higher order systems. However, if 

t2'. 



severar complex roots occur near the imaginary axis in the s-plane the use of the 
relation for the second-order system and of the quarter damping criterion may be 
misleading. 

In Figure 16 a plot is given of the damping ratio for measured values of closed
loop peak magnitude from four BWR's including Garigliano. (A description of the 
method of obtaining the damping ratios is given in the Appendix.) -Shown with the 
data is the relationship for a second-order linear system. v/hile most of the data 
occurs at large values of damping ratio, several values occur below the quarter
damping point. One can also see that the damping ratios for the BWR data show 
a steeper trend than for a second-order system. This may be the result of BWR's 
being higher than second-order systems, but it is also possibly due to the approx
imation used to find the damping ratios. We note that the present method becomes 
more reliable for small values of damping, and also that the lower limit line for 
BWR data converges toward the line for a second-order system for high values of 
closed-loop transfer function peak magnitude. Moreover, there are several ex
amples of BWR's having operated at or below the quarter-damping limit, two of 
which occurred at the Garigliano plant. The traces in Figure 15 show the response 
of the Garigliano core for these conditions. We note that a true step input of re
activity has not been imposed for any of the transients, and therefore interpreta
tion of the data is not straight__:forward. However, there is no evidence of the highly 
underdamped oscillatory response such as might be expected for a second-order 
system with a very low damping ratio in either Test 8 or 9. These results suggest 
that the usual quarter-damping criterion may be too restrictive for judging the 
response of BWR systems in the time domain, and that operation of BWR's with 
closed-loop transfer function peak magnitudes in excess of 7 decibels is warranted. 

NONLINEAR OPERATION. 

The discussion of criteria up to this point has been based on linear stability theory. 
Linear theory provides an adequate means of interpreting BWR stability data for 
circumstances of small perturbations typical of existing control rod oscillation 
tests; i.e., until the BWR evidences its nonlinear characteristics. We now in
clude a brief discussion of the operating characteristics of a BWR at or beyond the 
point where these nonlinearities start to dominate. Linear theory tells us that 
when a real pole or complex pole-pair exists in the right half of the s-plane, the 
system will either experience a divergent oscillation, the envelope of which is ex
ponential, or will experience an exponential rise. However, existing experience 
\vith BWR's at high pressures has shown that these systems do notbecome uncon
trollable in contrast with the implications of linear theory. Instead, the entry of 
nonlinear effects causes limit cycle r'Jdllations, usually accompanied by a gradual 
increase toward larger amplitudes, as the sensitive system operating parameter 
is further extended. Hence, linear theory must be abandoned as a tool for pre
dicting the performance of high-pressure BWR's under these circumstances, and 
with it the notion that a linearly unstable operating condition is always an uncon
trolled one. For example, because the effect of pressure on steam voids results 
in a positive reactivty feedback, all BWR's which use automatic controls for main
taining pressure inevitably experience small-amplitude, low-frequency limit 
cycles in power when the control system operates with;n its deaclband. Many years 
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of experience with plants of this type have shown this mode of operation to be well
controlled. Similarly, our experience with hydrodynamically:-induced limit-cycle 
operation at Garigliano, under the very extreme conditions of natural convection 
and highly localized power peaking, showed that the plant remained well-controlled. 

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 

The Garigliano Stability Test Program has provided useful and encouraging 
information in the following areas: 

a. General stability characteristics of large B\VR plants over a range 
of operating conditions in addition to the design point. 

b. Regional stability characteristics as indicated by local flux 
measurements at many well-separated points in the core. 

c. Onset of limit-cycle operation under an extreme test condition 
(deficient orificing, high two-phase pressure loss, local extreme 
power peaking, and low driving head in natural circulation). 

d. Comparison 'of various possible stability criteria including phase 
margin, gain margin, closed-loop peak, and damping ratio. 

e. Comparison of digital and analog techniques for reduction of on-line 
data. 

The notion that a specific stability limit exists for BWR's has been shown to be 
inappropriate, at least for the high-pressure operating conditions of present day 
plants. Instead, BWR systems can be expected to have nonlinearities which gen
erally serve to diffuse the onset of instability over a range of increasingly more 
severe operating conditions during which progressively larger limit-cycle 
oscillations are to be expected. 

The closed-loop transfer function peak magnitude is shown to be one of the more 
effective measures of BWR stability characteristics. Its relationship to other 
crit~ria, such as gain and phase margins, and damping ratio, is also clarified. 

At the frequency range in which this closed-loop transfer function peak occurs, 
spatial variations \vithin the core are shown to be minimal. Variations of 1 or 
pos~itly ~decibels are typical; they are not much in excess of the uncertainty 
range fo:;: the data. They are believed weakly related to a variation in void re
activity feedback with neutron flux level in the core. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

R t . . .th . 1 d t . d f .th f 1 = a 10, power 111 J ax1a no e o power 111 average no e o 1 ue 
bundle. 

= Ratio, power in ith fuel bundle to power in average fuel bundle. 

= Forward transfer function, representing linearized neutron kinetics 
with Doppler reactivity feedback. 

- · Void reactivity feedback transfer function. 

= Reactivity. 

= Closed-loop transfer function. 

= Power generated in ith fuel bundle-MW(t). 

= Power generated in j th axial node of i th fuel bundle - Mw (t). 
= Steam -void fraction. 

~= Laplace transform operator - radians/sec. 

= Damping ratio. 

= Damped natural frequency - radians/sec. 

= Neutron flux. 

Subscripts and superscripts: 

i = Pertains to i th local node in core. 

= Denotes average value of param~ter. 

1 
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APPENDIX A 

DIGITAL DATA REDUCTION 

The digital data reduction was executed in three major phases: 1.) determina
tion of the interrogation frequency, 2.) Fourier analysis of the data, and 
3.) determination of the open-loop transfer function. This Appendix briefly 
desclibes the techniques used for reducing the Garigliano data. 

Determination of the Interrogation Frequency 

Two difference subroutines were used to obtain the frequency of the rod oscilla
tiOI!. For runs with nominal frequencies less than 1 cps, we found that subroutine 
FREDE did' the best job. 'For the higher frequencies, subroutine FIORE was best. 

Subroutine FHEDE- broke the data up into five-cycle increments (to suppress drift) 
and s•.JJtr.wted off the arithmetic mean value (i.e. , subtracted off the d. c. level) . 
The altcr~1ate zero crossings were counted and stored using a linear interpolation 
technique bet\'.:een the data points. The period of the oscillation (time interval 
between crossings in the same sense) was then compared with the nominal period, 
and if they agreed within 1 percent, the calculated period was stored in memory. 
Once all the valid calculated periods were stored in memory, the arithmetic mean 
was formed and the reciprocal was defined as the average frequency. 

FHEDE's principl0 of c.peration was quite simpl·) , yet was shown to be quite ac
curate for ou.r ca~es. The classical methoc' of taking the Fourier transform of 
the input sig:1al and scanning for the frequency at which the peak occurs (main 



lobe) was tried and was shown to be very costly and inaccurate, because our in
put signal (rod sig·nal) was a fairly clean sinusoidal signal and in many cases we 
had a large number cycles (n) in the record lengih. Thus, the width of the main 
lobe (2/nT.) was quite small, and, hence, the peak was hard to determine. Since 
FREDE us~d linear interpolation, it was easy to see* that it would begin to give 
poor results as the number of points per cycle decreases (i.e., at high frequen
cies) . Thus, test cases indicated that at frequencies greater than 1 cps, subrou
tine FIORE gave better results. 

In subroutine FIORE the auto correlation function, C (t), of the rod signal was 
calculated using one-tenth of the data in a given record length; i.e., 

c (t) !1 
T-t 

(T=t) · f X (t) X (t-T)dt ~ 
0 

1 

[N-(K-1)] 

N-(K-1) 

L xi xi + (K-1) . 

i=1 

Prior to autocorrelating the data, a "running average" was performed to smooth 
out the drift and subtract off the d. c. level. This averaging technique updated 
the arithmetic average by adding and subtracting single data points as the average 
moved through the data; i.e. , 

(AVE)new = (AVE)old + [X forward - X rear ]/KM. 
In this latter equation, AVE = arithmetic average, xi = ith data point, and 
KIVI = number of data points used in autocorrelation. 

The resultant autocorrelation was itself sinusoidal, having the frequency of os
cillation of the original rod sample. However, the noise present in the rod signal 
was fairly well filtered out. For convenience, all the values were normalized to 
the value 2/ 1r • 

1 !Tmax 

Tmax o 
C(T) dT = 2 

1T 

The next procedure was to fit a cosine wave to the normalized autocorrelation 
function such that the square of the error was a minimum. The derivation is as 
follows: · 

2 
(C. -acos w r.) , 

1 1 

Ci = ith value of autocorrelation function, 

a cos cuT. = The fitted cosine wave. 
1 

* A fixed s~.mpling value of 40 samples per second was used throughout the 
frequency range. 



2I: (C. - acoswr.' ar. sinwr. • 
1 1' 1 1 

i 

We wished to minimize the error "E," thus expanding in a truncated Taylors 
series: 

Vlhere: 

¢' : ..£<h_: 2a ~ r. 2 fc. coswT. + a(sin2wr. - cos2wr.)] . ow 1-.J 1 l1 1 1 1 
i 

Thus: 

(1) 

i 

f C. coswT. - acoswr. sinwr. 1 
~ 1 1 1 .1 } 

f C. coswr. + a (sin
2
wr. - cos

2WT.)l ! 1 1 1 1 

12.1 

The sequence of calculations was to assume a : 1 in Equation (1) and then updating 
the frequency (i.e., whew : wold + ~) we could solve for a as follows: 

(2) -

a E !l 

a a 

a== 

0 == -2 I: (C. - acoswr.) coswr. 
1 1 1 

i 

I: C. coswr. 
1 1 

i 

I: 2 
COS WT. 

1 

i 

The calculation were iterated between Equations (1) and (2) until the cha~1ge in 
frequency was less than 0. 1 percent. At this point the new frequency was called 
FRAV and control returned to the main program. 

Determination of the Closed-Loop Transfer Function 

The next phase of the data reduction was the Fourier analysis of the output data 
using the inte!'rogation frequency just calculated, subroutine FUTRA2 was used. 
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Standard mathematical expressions for the real and imaginary parts were used i.e. , 

T 

REAL fl. ;.f X (t) COS(<) . tdt ' . 1 

0 

Il\JAG .4. ~~T X (t) sinw. tdt 
1 

0 

Once the real and imaginary parts of the input and output signal were calculated 
the modulus and phase angle were easily obtained; i.e., 

-1 (-!MAGIN) . 
tan REALIN ' 

-1 (-IMAGOUT) 
~ fl. tan REAL 

OUT 

The moduli were cnnverted to decibels in FUTRA2 and the transfer function mag
nitude formed by subtracting the input magnitude (DB) from the output magnitude 
(DB). The phase angle was similarly obtained by $tibtracting the input phase angle 
from the output phase angle. Finally, the instrument corrections were applied to 
both phase and magnitude at the frequencies of interests, and the magnitude was 
normalized to the reactor kinetics plus Doppler. Since we computed (o1>)/(o R) 
(where 1> = output signal, and R = rod position signal) and we want to know 
(o1>/1>)/ (o k/k), (where k = reactivity), it was required either to relate reactivity 
to rod position or find some other criterion for normalization. The latter approach 
was used. From servo theory, we find 

M fl. G 

1 + GH 

At higher frequencies one expects the hydrodynamics to have essentially no response 
on the basis of out of pile tests. (8) Thus M::::::G. 



The value of the forward loop at 3 cps was subtracted from this value and the re
sulting coefficient was subtracted fr.om closed-loop magnitude -at each frequency 
to achieve the normalization. 

During the performance of the experiments at Garigliano, a Boonshaft-Fuchs 
Model DA-410 analog Fourier analyzer was used to obtain the closed-loop trans
fer function of the signal directly from ion chamber 115C. In Figure A-1 the 
results of the analog data reduction are plotted atop the digital results. The com
parison in this figure shows that the two methods genei.·ally give similar results. 
As expected from the error analysis described below, the main differences be
tween th.e results of the two techniques occur at the low frequencies (less than 
0. 2 Hz) and the high frequencies (greater than 4. 0 Hz). · The analog closed-loop 
magnitudes are also seen to be about 1 decibel higher than the digital magnitudes . 
This is due to the different methods of normalizing the two sets of data, and is 
within the error which is believed to exist in the normalization (i.e., ~0.5 decibel). 

Determination of the Open-Loop Transfer Function 

We previously identified the closed-loop transfer function as: 

M6 G 

1 + GH 

The open-loop transfer function was obtained as follows: 

G 
GH = M- 1 • 

The complex vector GH was decomposed into its real and imaginary parts: 

REAL(GH) 6 

IMAG(GH) 6 

G 
M 

G 
M 

and the magnitude and phase angle were constructed. 

MAG(GH) == 20 log
10 

J[REAL(GH))
2 + [IMAG(GH)j 

, _ -1~ ll\JAG(GH) } 
. PHASE(GII) -tan REAL(GH) ) . 



APPENDIX B 

ERROR ANALYSIS CLOSED LOOP 

The sources of error fell easily into the following categories: 1.) those due to the 
calculational and data handling methods, 2.) those due to instrument errors, and 
3.) those due to the inherent noise in the output signal. The following paragraphs 
will present discussions of these errors in determining the closed-loop transfer 
functions. 

Calculational Errors 

One source of error which was fundamental to the method of Fourier analysis was 
that of determining the interrogation frequAncy. We assumed the input to the 
system was 

the output of the system was 

and that we had a recorded signal in the time domain from - T/2, to + T /2. 

During the digital data reduction we respected the integer number of cycle condi
tion, T = nT. (n, integer), where the interrogation frequency was given by w. = 
2rr /T i. The e}ror in the frequency deterll!ination was defined as: 

1 

(1) E -
w. - (t) 

1 0 

wo 

The real and imaginary parts of the Fourier series transform of the input signal 
were: 

Re = 2 
nT. 

1 

nT./2 

f 1 

A cos ( w t + 01) cos w tdt 
. 0 0 

...:.nT./2 
1 

n = (-1) A cos0
1 



qr alternately express® .a~ 

and 

Re = AS n ...,...,.,..... <oos() 6 ( (,th) . 
o '-(ur ·· 1 

IM = 

= 

2 
- nT. 

1 

(-1)
11 

Asin0
1 

simrn 

7Tl1 

cuo 
cu. 

1 
cuo 
cu. 

1 

or alternately 

IM L\ AS ~n cu 
0

) 
0 ' cu 

i 

cu. 
1 • D - S1nv • 

cuo 1 

The amplitude and phase were evaluated by: 

(2). 
1/2 

A = (Re
2 -t: IM

2
) a 

= AS (n , cuo) 
0 cu . . 

1 

cu. 1 

cuo 

( 

2 2 CU· 
1 - sin 0 1--1-1 2 cu 

0 

Then, introducing the definition of "E" from Equation (1) above, we had 

-1 [cui ) -1 [ ] (4) 81a = tan CUO tan~1 = tan (1 +E) tan01 

Completely analogous steps were carried out for the output signal, to obtain 

(5) ' . 
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(6) o2a = tan -
1 

[ (1 +E) tane2 ] . 

The transfer function of the a1nplitude, l\1 

(7) 1\1 
a 

and the phase angle by: 

. 2 L} 

(2 + E) sin v<> .... 

B a = A , was evaluated by : 
a 

Ll -lf 8 l -t { l (8) ()a = tan I (1 +E) tan 21 -tan (1 +E) tan()~f 

The error in the transfer function amplitude due to the method, assuming no noise 
in the output signal, was defined as: 

(9) 

and the error in the phase is defined as: 

where: 

SO 
a 

8() 

We note that the expressions for the error in the closed-loop transfer function 
magn!hcl"' and phase did not contain n, the number of cycles of the signal analyzed. 
Rather they were dependent on the angles e

1 
and 0

2 
which were, in general, not 

known. 

To obtain an estimate of the erro:rs, we considered those values of () and 0
2 

which 
gave the maximum for El\'I and Llf(). For these conditions, the followlng expressions 
for these two errors were obtained; 



These are further simplified to 

Instrument Errors 

Due to equipment limitations, we were forced to digitize at a constant rate of 40 
samples per second. Thus, at the highest frequency of 10 cps, we had only 4 
samples per cycle. This tended to make the interrogation frequency error high. 
Test cases run with 10 to 20 percent random noise on top of the output signal 
indicated that this error was negligibly small, mainly due tothe method of calcu
lation which was used in this analysis. 

The errors due to uncertainty in instruments were considered small since the 
transfer functions of the instruments were determined experimentally under 
actual operating conditions. Therefore, errors from this latter source were 
neglected. 

One other source of error which is worth mentioning was that due to digitizing. 
This error arises from the fact that the analog information is continuous, where
as the digital information is integer only. We evaluated this error at mid-band, 
where, since we used an eleven-bit word, the value in decimals was 1024. For 
plus or minus one bit, we had + 1 ~0.1 percent variation from the true. 

1024 

Error Due to Noise 

In general, the output signal contained the response to reactivity variations other 
than those due to the rod motion. Thus, at the interrogation frequency, fi , a 
noise contribution, Ni , was present in the output B . We defined the actual error 
in the closed-loop transfer .function as a 

(

B + N. 
E = a 1 
a A a 

- !?._) A 
A B ' 

which reduced to 

A 
(12) € = € + '€ 

a M N A a 

In this latter equation the term EN = N/B. The quotient A/ A was obtained from 
Equation (3). ·Noise analysis .tests obtained at Garigliano indic~ted that most of the 
noise co'ntent occurred at· the lower frequencies, decreasing almost monotonically 
as the frequency increased . Consequently, estimates of the product (A/ Aa) E. N was 

1 



!
0.1, 0.05 :s f. :s 0.2 Hz 

(AA)'n" 0.01,0.2 ,; f:,; 4.0Hz 

a 0.05, 4.0 :sf. :s 10 Hz 
1 

Presented in Table A-1 is a summary of the errors in the closed-loop transfer 
function computed from Equations (11) and (12), assuming the value of f. was 
+ 0. 01. 

APPENDIX C 

DETERMINATION OF DAMPING RATIO 

12.1 

In Figure 14 \Ve show the relationship between the s-plane and the GH-plane; The 
damping ratio is defined as the angle between the negative real axis · in the s-plane 
and a line joining the rig·ht-most pole pair with the origin. Hence, we have the 
following ratio 

~w n 
d 

Moreover, 

w 
0 

= w 
n 

From these two relationships we see that 

= 
!l.w 

0 

!l.d 

The uncertainty in determining the damping ratio from this latter expression is 
mainly dependent on how accurately the gradient t::,.w 0 / t::.d is obtained. For the data 
in Figure 15, our estimate of the acc"::.:acy of the values of ~is +3 pe rcent of point 
value. -
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TABLE I 

Reactor Core Diameter Core Length 
MW(t) 

(em) (em) 

EBWR 153 130 100 

BORAX v 79 61 20 

VB'vVR 94 92 30 

Big Rock Point 178 178 235 

Garigliano 258 293 498 



TABLE II 

PLANT OPERATING PARAMETERS FOR STABILITY TESTS 

Test Number 1 3 5 6 7 

Reactor Power [ MW (t) J 498 387 477 379 261 

Primary Steam Flow (tons/h) 690 523 693 653 434 

Secondary Steam T'low (tons/h) 187 152 160 0 0 

Feedwater Temperr,ture (0 C) 188 178 187 175 160 

Steam Drum Pressure (atm) 68 69 69 69 69 

Reactor Pressure (atm) 70 70 69 70 69 

Total Recirculation Flow (tons/h) 9720 4575 4625 4810 2775 

Core Leakage Flow (tons/h) 1312 657 462 481 222 

Inlet Subcooling (kCal/kg) 19.3 31.4 33.3 18.2 22.2 
2 Average Heat Flux (W/cm ) 25.8 20.1 24.8 19.7 13.5 

Average Exit Quality 0.087 0.13 0.18 0.15 0.18 

Average Void Fraction 0.165 0.24 0.39 0.42 0.45 
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TABLE A-1 

SUMMARY OF ERRORS IN CLOSED -LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTION 

Errors for the following frequency range 

o. 05:::::: f:::::: o. 2 Hz 0 . 2 :::::: f :::::: 4. 0 Hz 4.0:Sf:S 10Hz 

E +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 - - -

EM +0.01 +0.01 +0.01 - - -

EA +O.i05 +0.014 +0.051 - - -

!:l E () +0. 3° +0.3° +0.3° - - -
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DYNAMIC COUPLING EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED 

IN -PILE USING ADJACENT BOILING CHANNELS 

Authors: T. J. Bj~rlo, R. Grumbach, V. Tosi. 
OECD Halden Reactor Project, Halden, Norway. 

ABSTRACT 

Dynamic coupling experiments have been performed in the Halden 
Boiling Heavy Water Reactor (HBWR) using adjacent tubular fuel 
assemblies in natural circulation. 

The flow in one assembly was put into oscillation at various frequencies 
by means of a valve placed at the inlet of the channel. The transfer 
functions relating the perturbed flow to the flow in the neighbouring 
channel, to the neutron flux and to the reactor vessel pressure were 
determined by using the standard Fourier method. Furthermore, noise 
technique has been used to determine the auto power density spectra of 
noise in the above mentioned variables. 

The results obtained indicate that no coupling exists between the two 
adjacent channels either through the common downcomer, through void 
reactivity or through steam pressure feedback. This was deduced from 
the fact that the auto power density spectra of noise in the unperturbed 
inlet flow, in the neutron flux and in the vessel pressure are unaffected 
by the oscillation frequency of the perturbed inlet flow. 

Absence of coupling was confirmed from the transfer function measure
ments, showing a very low gain ("' - · 50 db) and completely scattered 
phase points. 

12.2 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The power level at which a boiling water reactor can be operated safely 
may be determined by the instability threshold. There are two types of 
instability: 

overall power instability due to the void reactivity feed
back 

hydrodynamic instability in the boiling channels consti
tuting the system. 

If coupling exists between channels such that in some the coolant 
oscillates in phase, the first type of instability, overall system instabi
lity, could be triggered. 

In a system consisting of many parallel channels the degree of coupling 
determines whether or not the dynamic behaviour of each channel can 
be treated individually. Consequently, investigations on the strength 
of coupling between the individual channels in boiling water reactors 
are important. 

Such experimental in-pile studies on the coupling between the flow dyna
mics ~of adjacent channels in natural circulation have been performed at 
the Halden Boiling Heavy Water Reactor (HBWR). 

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Figure 1 shows that the coupling between the flow dynamics of two 
parallel channels in a boiling water reactor may be due to the following: 

Before entering the two channels, the coolant flows through 
a downcomer, which is common to both channels. 

The two risers exit to a common steam space above the 
water level, and hence the flow dynamics of the two chan
nels are connected through the chain: steam production 
in channel A- system pressure- steam production in 
channel B. 

Due to the effect of void on reactivity the coupling can 
take place throu g h the chain: void in channel A - reacti
vity - neutron flux - heat flux in channel B. 

Theoretica l studies and out-of - pile loop experiments (1, 2) show that 
the coupling caused by the presence of a common downcomer depends 
upon the friction and momentum in the downcomer. In a natural circu
lation boiling heavy water reactor, where the cross-sectional area of 
the downcomer is large compared to that of the channels, tl1e accelera-
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tion and friction pressure drops in the downcomer are small, and should 
not cause any appreciable coupling. However, the situation in a real 
case is more complicated. In fact, due to nuclear heating (neutron 
slowing down and gamma -absorption) of the moderator, and sine e this 
phenOinenon mainly takes place in the core region, a density difference 
between the core part and the side reflector part of the moderator 
occurs. This in turn leads to a circulation of the moderator with up
wards flow in the central part of the core region and downwards flow 
in the reflector and core boundary. This circulation of the moderator, 
superimposed on the coolant circulation of the individual channels, may 
affect the coupling between the channels. 

In HBWR the moderator is close to saturation temperature, thus allowing 
formation of steam in the core part of the moderator by nuclear heating. 
It is very likely that an internal circulation of the moderator as outlined 
above cannot be neglected. 

The coupling due to the presence of a common steam space above the 
water level depends upon the vessel dynamics as well as the pressure 
effect on the hydraulics of the channel. 

The strength of the coupling through the void reactivity feedback depends 
upon the fuel time constant. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND MEASURING TECHNIQUE 

The schematic of the reactor and the data handling system is shown in 
Figure 2. 

The basic charge of HBWR cons is ted of about 100 cluster assemblies 
containing 1. 5 w/o enriched U02. The assemblies are arranged in an 
open hexagonal lattice with a lattice pitch of 13 em. The core has a 
radius of 83. 6 em and is surrounded by a radial reflector of 51. 4 em 
thickness. 

The fuel elements have shrouds into which water from the moderator 
enters through ports in the bottom section and steam-water mixture is 
leaving the shrouds through perforations at the top. Steam is collected 
in the space above the water level, and taken off to the steam condenser. 
Heavy water can also be withdrawn from the tank, subcooled in a sepa
rate circuit and reintroduced into the channels through a bottom plenum 
chamber. Descriptions of the dynamics of HBWR are given in reference 
( 3). 

For the purpose of hydrodynamics experiments, four adjacent lattice 
positions were occupied by instrumented tubular assemblies, namely 
IFA-12, 13, 14, and 15, two of which are shown in Figure 2. The fuel 
in these assemblies is metallic natural uranium clad in Zr-2 in the form 
of a thin-walled tube, with a fuel thermal time constant of approximately 
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1 second. The tube is cooled only on the outside. The instrumentation 
includes inlet and outlet turbine flow meters, impedance void gauges, 
gamma thermometers and, for IFA-14 and 15, an inlet flow oscillator. 

A sketch of IFA-14 is given in Figure 3. The core positions of the 
tubular assemblies are indicated in Figure 4. 

In Table 1 the hydraulic data of the tubular assemblies are given. 

The sensors used in the experiments, their dynamic characteristics 
and references containing detailed description, are given in Table 2. 

The data handling equipment (see Fig. 2) included paper chart recorders, 
an analogue to digital converter, described in reference ( 4), a ma~netic 
tape unit and the digital computer GIER, described in reference (5). 
Codes for Fourier analysis and noise analysis were developed for this 
computer. General outline and use of these codes are given in reference 
( 6). 

The experimental technique used for determining coupling between two 
adjacent channels, consisted essentially in perturbing the flow in one of 
them and measuring the transfer function between the perturbed flow 
and the flow in the other channel. The gain and the phase of the trans
fer function is a measure of the strength and the phase of the coupling. 
In order to trac.e the eventual cause of the coupling, the transfer 
functions relating the vessel pressure and the neutron flux to the per
turbed flow, were determined. As an additional means of detecting 
coupling, noise analysis was applied to determine power density spectr<1 
of the noise in the relevant variables. 

The steady state hydraulics characteristics of the channels were first 
measured, and the conditions of power level, pressure, subcooling and 
water level were chosen to make the channels conveniently sensitive to 
external perturbation. 

To ensure safe ope-ration against burn-out, the instantaneous coolant 
velocity was always kept above the calculated burn-out velocity. 

The flow perturber consisted of a speCial valve situated just above the 
inlet turbine flow meter. The valve was developed at the OECD Halden 
Project and is described in ref e rence (9). 

By means of this valve it was possible to oscillate the channel flow in 
the frequency range of interest by varying the inlet restriction. Such 
valves were mounted in IFA-14 and 15; the inlet throttling was varied 
between 5. 2 and 18. 5 velocity heads in the former and between 5. 2 and 
15.4 in the latter. The frequency range (0.1- 2.0 Hz) over which the 
coupling phenomenon was investigated was selected to include the 
resonance frequency of the channel. 

12.2 
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The flow responses in the perturbed channel were observed to be quasi
sinusoidal with a maximum peak to peak amplitude of 50% of the average 
flow at the conditions chosen. 

4. RESULTS 

Flow oscillation tests on IFA-14 and 15 have been performed at different 
conditions o£ power level, subcooling, pres sure and water level. In all 
cases consistent results were obtained, and only representative examples 
are reported. These refer to the following condition: 

Pressure 15 bar 

Water level below channel outlet 0. 49 m 

Channel power IFA-14 90 kW 

Channel power IF A-15 65 kW 

Subcooling IFA-14 7 kW 

Subcooling IFA-15 11 kW 

The flow wa~ oscillated in IFA-14 while the flow oscillator in LFA.,.l5 
was in open position (min. inlet throttling). At each frequency, the 
transfer functions and cross power spectra were measured in sev.eral 
runs at differeJ.It times. Repeated measurements were essential because 
a . very weak cou._p1ing can only be detected by a constant phase relation 
between the perturbed flow and the flow in the adjacent channels. 

4. 1 Auto Power Density Spectra Measurements 

Results are shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7. Figure 5 shows the power 
density spectra of the IFA- 15 inlet flow. It is clearly seen that the power 
spectra are the same whatever the flow perturbation f:r .equency of IFA-14. 
Figures 6 and 7 show the power density spectra of the neutron flux 
(F. C. B.) and the vessel pressure (Pl3), respe<:tively. A similar be
haviour is observed, i.e. the power spectra are unaffe_cted by the flow 
perturbations of the oscillator valve. 

4. 2 Transfer Functions by Fourier Method 

Transfer functions between the perturbed inlet flow of IFA-14 or 15 and 
the inlet flows of the other tubular assemblies were evaluated applying 
the Fourier method. The transfer functions between the perturbed inlet 
flow and the neutron flux and vessel pre ssure were calc'l;llated in the 
same manner. Results are given in Figures 8, 9 and 10, _showing the 
transfer functions from IF A-14 inlet flow to IF A-15 inlet flow, neutron 
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flux and vessel pressure respectively. The gain is for all these transfer 
functions -40 db to - 60 db. The phase points are scattered between 
- 180° and+ 180° in repeated runs at the same oscillation frequency. 

4. 3 Cross Power Density Spectra Measurements 

The cross power density spectra between the perturbed inlet flow of 
IFA-14 or 15 and the non-perturbed inlet flows, and between the pertur
bed inlet flow and the neutron flux and vessel pressure, were calculated. 
Because the noise signal from the perturbed inlet flow was almost mono
chromatic, the gain of the cross power density spectra did not give 
useful information. We concentrated instead on investigating the phase 
relation in repeated runs at the same oscillation frequency, as a constant 
phase relation would indicate coupling. No such constancy of the phase 
values was discovered. The phase points for repeated runs at the same 
frequency were scattered from - 180° to + 180°. In the transfer functions 
in Figures 8, 9, and 10 phase points calculated by the cross-correlation 
technique are marked. 

4. 4 Conclusion 

No coupling exists between the different tubular assemblies neither 
through the common downcomer, through the void reactivity feedback 
nor through the void-pressure feedback. This can be seen from the 
fact that the auto power density spectra of the unperturbed inlet flows, 
and of the neutron flux and vessel pressure are unaffected by the 
oscillation frequency of the perturbed inlet flow. 

The transfer functions between the perturbed inlet flow and the other 
inlet flows, the pressure and the neutron flux confirm this, showing 
a very low gain ( "' - 50 db) and completely scattered phase points. 

As a consequence of the absence of coupling the stability of each channel 
can be treated individually. However, the channels may oscillate in 
phase due to common noise sources in the system. One of these is 
present in the neutron flux: the noise propagates to the heat fluxes and 
hence to the flows of the channels according to the scheme shown in 
Figure 11 where only two parallel channels are considered. 

Due to the common origin, the noise in the heat flux and in the flow of 
channel A is perfectly correlated to the noise of the corresponding 
quantities of channel B. The fuel time constant acts as a low pass 
.filter, so that the correlated noise practically vanishes above a 
frequency a few times greater than f 0 == 1/2 1( T ( T == fuel time constant). 
In our case this evaluates as f 0 == 0.16 Hz. 

The results from noise analysis confirmed the above. 
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Figures 12 and 13 show the transfer functions relating respectively 

IFA-13 to IFA-12 inlet velocity 

IFA-14 to IFA-15 fuel temperature. 

The latter transfer function was determined by means of the fuel elon
gation detector (differential transformer) and is approximately equal to 
the transfer function relating the two heat fluxes. 

From the phase plots in Figures 12 and 13 it is clearly visible that the 
correl~ted noises are present only up to ... 0. 6Hz (equal to 3. 75 f 0 ). 

Above this frequency the phase values are in fact varying at random. 
Below 0. 6 Hz, the fluctuations in the two flows appear to be in phase 
(zero phase shift in Fig. 12). Increasing power eventually causes 
hydraulic oscillations (hydraulic instability) of the flows in the channels 
at approximately the same frequency. 

The above mentioned noise source in the neutron flux may be strong 
enough to make the two channels oscillating in phase. Increasing fuel 
time constant will reduce this effect. 
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Table 1 

Hydraulic Parameters of the Tubular Assemblies 

IFA-12 IFA-13 IFA-14 IFA-15 

Length of fuel, m 1. 70 1. 70 1. 70 1. 70 

Axial power distribution ::::::cosine ::::::cosine ::::::cosine ::::::cosine 

Hydraulic diameter, m 9.83·10- 3 8.83. 10- 3 8.88. 10-3 8.96. 10-3 

Total co2led surface 
area, m 0.28 0. 28 0.28 0.28 

Coolant flow area, m2 8. 79. 104 7.84. 10-4 7.94. 10-4 7.96. 10-4 

Riser length, m 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 

Inlet throttling, v. h. 7.4 2.4 5.2-18.2 5.2-15.4 

Outlet throttling, v. h. 5.7 2.8 2. 1 2.3 

Table 2 

Instrumentation 

Parameter Sensor Break frequency Reference 
or 

time constant 

Nuclear power Fission chamber >>10Hz 7 

Vessel pressure Differential 1Hz 
pressure cell 

Channel inlet Turbine flow 10Hz 7 
(outlet} flow meters 
velocity 

Temperature Thermocouples at 0.1 sec. 7 
the inlet and the 
outlet of coolant 
channel 

Channel power Gamma thermo- 120 sec. 7 
meter 

Fuel elongation Differential >>10Hz 8 
(temperature} transformer I 

I" 
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DESCRIPTION OF A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR 

TWO-DD1ENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF BOILING WATER REACTOR TRANSmNTS 

ABSTRACT 

Jon Rasmussen, A.O. Waagb¢ 
Institutt for Atoroenergi, Kjeller, Norway. 

12.3 

A space-dependent model for the description of the dynamic behaviour of a 
marine boiling water reactor has been derived. In developing the model, 
special concern has been given to the representation of the time-space 
behaviour of the nuclear power in case that the reactor is exposed to ship 
movements. 

The physical model includes the following: The time-dependent two-group 
neutron diffusion equations with one spatial variable, a thermodynamic 
model describing the fuel temperature kinetics and a hydrodynamic model 
with three boiling channels coupled in parallel. 

The physical model has been completely linearized and solved on an analogue 
computer. The ship movements have been assumed to consist of two character
istic movements, heaving and rolling. After the steady state operating 
conditions were obtained, the model was perturbed by periodic variations in 
gravity and rolling angle. 

For the solution of the time-dependent two-group neutron diffusion equa
tions the prompt jump approximation has been used. The spatial variable 
was considered to be perpendicular to the coolant flow direction. 

In solving the heat conduction equations for the fuel, the fuel rods were 
divided into three annular zones. Axial heat conduction has been neglected. 

In the representation of the boiling channels it was assumed that no cross 
flow within each flow channel occurs. The hydraulic coupling between the 
three channels was at channel inlet and outlet. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This report describes some work done on the study of the dynamic behaviour 
of a ship reactor at operational power. The reactor type chosen as sub
ject is a boiling light water reactor with natural circulation. When such 
a reactor is used as steam generator for the propulsion machinery on board 
a ship, the steady state operation at power can be disturbed in different 
ways. Compared with a stationary reactor power station, one has for a 
ship reactor one extra class of disturbances, that is, the influence of 
the ship movements on the dynamic behaviour of the reactor. For the pur
pose of this study, the movements of a ship have been assumed to be com
posed of two characteristic movements, heaving and rolling. 

This study is mainly concerned with the effects of rolling on the dynamic 
behaviour of the reactor and a model is developed in order to give a reason
able description of the responses in nuclear power both in time and space, 
when the reactor is rotating like a pendulum around a horizontal axis 
through its centre of mass. 

The most important disturbances caused by rolling are considered to be: 

l) A change of gravity component in the coolant flow direction. This 
will influence the natural circulation rate in the first place, 
which again will effect other changes in the reactor, void, neutron 
flux, etc. 

2) A redistribution of coolant inlet flow over the core cross section 
will take place. This will lead to a redistribution of void, 
neutron flux, etc. 

The effect mentioned under J_) will be equal to a change in the gravity 
acceleration which corresponds to the main effect of heaving. This can be 
taken good care of by a model which assumes separability of time and space 
in the neutron kinetic equations, that is, the usual space-independent 
neutron kinetic model, but includes the space-dependent hydrodynamic 
equations. In ref. [1] the results of a space-dependent treatment, and a 
space-independent treatment of the neutron kinetics have been compared and 
the differences were actually ve~J small. In connection with the ship 
project calculations carried out at Institutt for Atomenergi [2] it has 
also been found that the axial flux distribution changes very little for 
relatively large changes in power level caused by heaving. 

The effects mentioned under 2) above will, however, need a more compli
cated model for both the description of changes in void distribution and 
changes in neutron flux distribution . The hydrodynamic equations should 
include two space variables and the time as independent variables, and the 
neutron flux equations should at least have one space variable and the 
time as independent variables. 

To solve the whole set of equations rigorously will lead to a very large 
and relatively slow computer programme which would be very expensive to 
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run even for short real time intervals. 

The problem of finding the time- and space-dependent solution of the neu
tron flux equations for a boiling water reactor has been worked upon by 
different people, whereby approxtmations have been made in the solution of 
the hydrodynamic equations and/or the neutron kinetic equations. 

The analytical approach to the abovementioned problem can be classified in 
two major categories. The first is the modal approach where the time- and 
space-dependent neutron flux is expanded in a series of eigenfunctions 
with time-dependent coefficients. For more complicated systems like a 
boiling water reactor, the finding of these time-dependent coefficients 
becomes very involved. The second category, which is the nodal approach, 
is the one which has been used with some success. The reactor is divided 
into sections and a set of kinetic equations is given for each section 
with time-varying coupling coefficients. 

Works of D.L. Booth et al. [3] and Nahavandi and von Hollen [4] are of 
this type. In ref. [3] an analogue computer is used for the problem solu
tion. The space- and time-dependence of the neutron flux in the axial 
direction is taken care of. The reactor treated here is, however, a gas
cooled reactor with relative simple equations for the coolant. 

In ref. [4] a digital computer is used for the solution of the space
dependent neutron kinetics equations. Here the time-dependent one-group 
diffusion equations are solved in. the axial direction for different kinds 
of disturbances, step changes in reactivity, step changes in moderator 
density distribution. It turns out that the neutron flux distribution 
almost instantaneously adjusts itself to the actual moderator density dis
tribution, so that the neutron flux ~(z,t) can be represented by 

~(z,t) = ~'(z)• N(t) 
0 

(l.l) 

Here ~'(z) is the normalized spatial distribution of the neutron flux 
corres~onding to the actual moderator density and N(t) is the solution of 
the space-independent neutron kinetics equations. 

Eq.(l.l) will probably be a good approximation if the reactor is not too 
large in terms of migration lengths. 

This result, together with the studies of A.F. Henry [5], justify the 
method of solution used in ref. [l]. Here the adiabatic approximation 
method has been taken as basis for the method developed for the solution 
of the dynamic behaviour of a boiling water reactor. In ref. [l] the 
hydrodynamic equations have been solved in the axial direction only, that 
is, radially averaged. The hydrodynamic model includes no subcooled boil
ing and only one time constant ±s used for the heat transfer from fuel to . 
coolant. The results obtained are interesting and give new ideas of how 
to simplify the equations for the rolling studies. As already mentioned 
the responses in nuclear power to variations in gravity were calculated 
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and compared with results obtained from the usual space-independent neutron 
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kinetics equations. The conclusions were that for gravity variations, 
the space-independent representation of the neutron kinetics gave results 
very close to the more complicated space-dependent model. 

For the rolling studies it will now be assumed that the axial power dis
tribution will remain constant. This means that the flux distribution can 
be written as: 

~(x,z,t) = ~ (z)• ~(x,t) 
0 

(1.2) 

The neutron diffusion equations will be solved with two independent vari
ables, one space variable (x) and the time (t). 

The hydrodynamic model will consist of core, riser, and downcomer. In 
order to simulate the effects caused by rolling, the core will be divided 
into a number of parallel channels, coupled at core inlet and cqre outlet. 

In order now to solve the complete set of equations, two alternatives have 
been considered. The first was to use the digital computer CDC 3600 for 
solution of the problem. The diffusion equations could have been solved 
using more or less the principles of the method developed in ref. [1]. 
The hydrodynamic model could have included the basic ideas of the digital 
code W\MONA [6, 7] • The second. was to make use of an analogUe computer for 
the solution of the problem. It was considered that this second method 
would be the most beneficial to use for these first investigations of 
rolling. 

The analogue model used included the following set of equations: 

1) The two-group neutron diffusion equations with two independent 
variables, x and t. 

2) The thermodynamic equations for fuel with the fuel pins divided 
into three radial zones. 

3) The hydrodynamic equations for the natural circulation loop with 
the reactor core divided into three parallel boiling channels. 

The equations given in ref. [ 8] were used as bas is for the hydrodynamic 
model. 

These three sets of equations resulted in a relatively large analogue 
model and two analogue computers had to be used. One computer is sited at 
Institutt for Atomenergi (IFA) and the other at the Norwegian Defense 
Research Establishment (FFI). The two computers are situated about 
)60 meters apart and were connected through a cable with 60 lines. 

The analogue model, which is called APRIKOS In is a linearized model and 
calculates deviations from the steady state operating conditions. The 
steady state conditions are calculated through an iteration procedure 
using the two codes TWENTY GRAND and VOIFLO II [9] for the reactor at 
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0° list angle and at operational power, and they serve as initial condi
tions for the analogue model. TWENTY GRAND is a two-dimensional multi
group diffusion cOde and VOIFLO II is a hydraulic cOde, able of treating 
a maximum of 37 boiling channels coupled in parallel. 

A comparison has been performed between the codes TWENTY GRAND, AIM 6 [13] 
and APRJXOS III, in order to check the validity of the analogue neutron 
diffusion model contained in APRJXOS III. 

2~ THE PHYSICAL MODEL 

2.1 The Boiling Water Reactor with Natural Circulation 

Principally, a boiling water reactor with natural . circulation consists of 
the following main parts: core, riser, downcomer, upper and lower plenum. 
The water circulates through the core due to the presence of the steam 
bubbles in the core and riser (Fig. 1) • 

As is well known, the steam bubbles in the core have a large influence on 
the power production rate and changes in steam content and its distribution 
in the core will lead to changes in nuclear power. The changes in nuclear 
power again lead to changes in the reactor conditions, fuel temperature, 
steam content, etc. This closed loop system can be stable or unstable. 
What is the actual case will depend on the amplifications and delays in 
the closed loop. 

There are many ways in which the steam content and its distribution can be 
disturbed. First the statistical nature of the boiling process itself, 
which means that the system can be unstable by itself without any external 
disturbances. This problem of stability will not be treated here. 

As mentioned in the intrOduction, this study is mainly concerned with the 
influence of rolling on the dynamic behaviour of the reactor. 

Rolling will effect the power production of the reactor in at least three 
ways: 

1) Through changes in gravity acceleration in the main coolant flow 
direction. 

2) Through a redistribution of the coolant inlet flow over the core 
cross section. 

3) Through an eventual cross-flow due to the fact that the vertical 
gravity acceleration forms an angle with the main coolant flow 
direction. 

The effects of point 3) are not included in this study. There is also an
other effect which could be of some importance both for heaving and rolling, 
that is the influence of gravity on slip. This is not included here. 
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The effects mentioned under points 1) and 2) are taken care of in this 
study. 

2.2 The Power-Pynamic Model 

The basic equations are the well-known time-dependent two-group neutron 
diffusion equations 

1 dcp1 
dt = \1 D1 \1 q>1 

v1 
-(~1+ Eal)q>l + VEt1(l-~1)q>l + 

6 

+ vEt2(l-f32)cp2 + L /..1 c1 

1=1 

dC1 
dt = 131,1 • VEt1q>1 + 132,1 • VEf2cp2 - /..1 C1 

(i = 1,·····,6) 

(2 .2 .1) 

(2.2.2) 

(2.2.3) 

In these equations, the macroscopic cross sections will be functions of 
both space and time due to changes in the steam content, a{x,t). 

According to ref. [2] the actual frequency domain for rolling will be from 
0.05 cps to about 0.2 cps. This frequency range does also include the fr~ 
quency band of heaving. Due to this fact the equations (2.2.1), (2.2.2) 
and (2.2.3) have been simplified. First the prompt jump approximation has 
been used. This approximation is equivalent to neglecting the time deriva 
tives in Eqs. (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) and gives negligible errors up to about 
1 cps for the reactor system of interest with tctt equal to about 
3 • lo-5 sec. 

Next, the six group representation of the delayed neutrons has been 
approximated by a two-group representation. Table I gives the delayed 
neutron data used, and Fig. 2 gives the deviations in the zero-power tran~ 
fer funct i on with two delayed neutron groups from the same with s i x de
layed neutron groups . With the s implifications mentioned above the 
equations are: 

\1 D1 \1 q>1 -(ER1 + Ea1)q>1 + VEf1 (l-f31)cp1 + 

+ vEt2(1-f3)cp2 + /..1 c1 + /..2 c2 = o 
(2.2 .4) 

(2 .2 .5) 

12.3 
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dC
1 

dt" = v(~1, 1 ~t1cp1 + ~2, 1 ~t2cp2) - A 1 c1 (2 .2 .6a) 

dC
2 

~t1cp1 + ~2, 2 ~t2cp) (2.2.6b) dt = v(~2, 1 - A C 
2 2 

It is now assumed that the reactor core is a rectangular box with its 
sides parallel to the planes in a Cartesian coordinate system. The direc
tion of coolant flow will be parallel to the z-axis. With special atten
tion to the rolling problem it is also assumed that the reactor will be 
rotating like a pendulum around an axis. through its centre of mass and 
parallel to the y-a.x±s. This assumption means that the main changes with 
time in the power-distribution will be in the x-direction with only minor 
changes in the two other directions, y and z. 

As already mentioned above this study is specially concerned with the 
effects of the inlet flow redistribution, which is now assumed to take 
place in the x-direction only. Thus excluding the y-dimension as independ
ent variable, we are left with the x-dimension and time t as independent 
variables. The z-dimension is neglected fo;r reasons mentioned in the 
introduction. The neutron leakage in the y- and z-directions will be re
presented by some fictive leakage terms estimated from reactor statics 
calculations [13]· 

The set of equations describing the time behaviour of the neutron flux are 
now: 

(2 .2. 7} 

(2.2.8) 

(2 .2 .9a) . 

(2.2.9b) 

Neglecting the y- and z-dimensions in the neutron diffusion equations we 
are left with a "one-dimensional" reactor. 

The diffusion terms in Eqs.(2.2.7) and (2.2.8) are approximated by finite 
differences. For this purpose the reactor is divided into N+l regions and 

12.3 
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it is assumed that the reactor parameters are constant in space within one 
region. The values of the neutron flux and the other parameters at the 
middle of one region n will be representative for the whole region n. The 
distance between the middle of the regions n-1 and n is called hn. hn 
need not be equal for all values of n but can be varied all through the 
reactor. 

d ~ The term dX [D dXJ is written 

The finite difference forms of the differentials for the mesh point n are: 

dq> 
n 

dx. 

h -h n n+1 
h h q>n 

n n+l 

The derivation of these expressions is given in A~pend1.x A. Introducing 
these expressions into Eqs.(2.2.7), (2.2.8), and (2.2.9) give the follow
ing equations for mesh point n: 

12.3 

b •q> +c •q> +a •cp +VE (l-f})cp + l,n 1,n+l l,n 1,n-1 1,n 1,n tl,n 1 1,n 

+ VE~ 2 (l-~ 2)cp 2 + A1 C1 . +A C = 0 
(2.2.10) 

~ ,n ,n . ,n 2 2,n 

b •q> + c •q> + a •q> + E._ •q> = 0 2,n 2,n+1 2,n 2,n-1 2,n 2,n ~1,n 1,n (2 .2 .11) 

dC1 n . 
& = ~ • VE • q> + f} • VE • q> - A C 11 1 !1,n 1,n 21 1 t2,n 2,n 1 l,n (2 .2 .l2a) 

dC2 n 
' = ~ •VE •q> + ~ •VE •q> - A C at 1,2 :f'1,n 1,n 2,2 t2,n 2,n 2 2 n (2.2.l2b) 

The coefficients in the equations are listed in Appendix A. 

The reactor is assumed to consist of core and refle.ctor, The boundary 
conditions are that the fluxes will be z.ero at the boundaries. 

(2.2.13) 
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The middle of the regions 0 and N are forming the outer boundaries of the 
reactor, which are assumed to be 17.5 em from the core-reflector interface. 
It is to be said that the coefficients are functions of the reactor condi
tions and the reactor condition which is of major importance is the void 
content a(x,t). The introduction of the a-dependence of the reactor para
meters will follow in Section 3· 

2. 3 The Thermodynamic Model 

The heat capacity and the relatively low heat conduction coefficient of 
the fuel introduce a very important time delay into the closed loop system. 
When calculating the dynamic behaviour of the reactor, it is important to 
have a good estimate of the time behaviour of the average fuel temperature 
and the heat transported into the coolant. For this purpose the following 
model has been developed. 

Assuming a flat power distribution within each cylindrical fuel rod, the 
fuel rods have been divided into a number N of cylindrical shells of equal 
volume. The distance from the centre of the fuel rod to the middle of 
shell no. k will now be: 

r = r {E 
k o \}N" (2 ·3 .1) 

The flow of heat out of shell no. k is assumed to be: 

q = 2n r • ( dT) k k r - dr r=r • 
k 

With 

we get the heat flow from shell no. k to shell no. k+l 

The heat flow out of the fuel rod can be written in two ways: 

qN = 41! r 
TN - TW 

and 

Eliminating the wall temperature TWin these two equations gives: 

12. 
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0 
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The heat balance equation for shell no. k is 

c -. 
N 

Combining Eqs.(2.3.4) and (2.3.6) gives: 

dTk l 
~ = c•L •n 

c 

-'4n:::..:.....A.r_·~N [ T k-1 ___ T_k...;+_l_ ...... 
Q +- . + 

c ~-~ 1¥--R 
-c l + . lJ¥T] 

fl_ - ~ ~ - k-l k 
\}k=l \}k=l \}~ k 

(2.3-5) 

(2.).6) 

In the analogue model, the number of shells has been set equal to 3 which 
gives a fairly good description of the fuel dynamics. Fig. 3 represents 
the time response in average fuel temperature TF and heat flow QH to a 
lO MW step in the heating power, Q, when the number of shells N is varied. 

2.4 The Iqdrodyna.mic Model 

The hydrodynamic model is describing the dynamic behaviour of the simpli
fied loop shown in Fig. 4. As already stated, this model shall describe 
the effects of rolling and in Fig. 4 the reactor is positioned at a cer
tain angle 'I'. 

The model itself is an extension of the model described in ref. [8]. The 
main difference is the division of the heated channel into three parallel 
channels. This implies that the equations for the calculation of the inlet 
velocity v1 for each channel will differ f rom Eq.(9.15) in ref. [8]. n v . 

For a flow channel of constant area with or without boiling, the equations 
for conservation of mass, energy, and momentum are: 

Mass equation: 

ft. [c1 -a)p:r + opg] + fz- [c1-a)p:rv:r +O'pv]· = O g g 
(2.4.1) 

where [(l-a)pf + apg] is mass content per unit length and flow area, 
and [(l-a)p v..,. + ap v ] is the mass flow per unit area. 

f ... g g 

12.3 
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Energy equation: 

it [c1~)prur + apgug] + ~ [c1-a)prvrhr + apgvghg] = q/A (2 .4.2) 

+ ap u J is the 
g g 

internal energy content per unit volume, 

[(1-a)prvrhr + apgvghg] is the enthalphy flow per unit area, and 

q/A is the heat flow per unit volume from the wall. 

Momentum equation: 

it [c1-a)prvr + apgvg] + ~ [(1-a)prv; + apgv!] = 

=- ~- g [c1-a)pr + apg] - F 

(2.4.)) 

where 
2 2 

[(1-a)prvr + apgvg] is the momentum flow per unit area, 

~ is pressure change per unit length, and 

F is friction pressure drop per unit length. 

The Eq.(2.4.)) will now be integrated around the hydraulic loop. The pres~· 
sure term will thus drop out and an explicit expression for the coolant in
let velocity to each channel can be found. 

Integrating around the loop will involve the integration over abrupt 
changes in flow area, where the equations above will not be valid. 

For a change in the flow area the following assumptions are made: 
Each phase passes a change in flow area, m-n, without any change in volume 
flow rate. 

Am [(1-a)vr] =An [c1-a)vr] 
m n 

Am [avg]m = An [avg]n 

(2.4.4) 

As mentioned in ref. [8] it can be assumed that the void fraction a is con
stant over a change in flow area. 

a = a 
m n 

Then we have the relationships for the velocities: 

A •v=A •v 
m m n n 

(2.4.5) 

12.~ 
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Eq. (2 .4 .5) is valid for both the steam and water velocities. 

The pressure drop .6.Pmn over a change .. in flow area can be calculated accord-
ing to the following formula [ll] : . 

.6.pmn = Pn - Pm =,. F mn( vmnWm . ~ Wn) ( 2 .4.6) 

· Fmri and Vmn are empirical constants, W = [(l-a)p v 2 + ap v 2
] is the 

. t t g g 
momentum flow. 

The integration of Eq.(2.4.3) over the different parts of the loop now 
gives: 

Pressure change over d0wncomer inlet: 

P - p = F (v w - w ) 
e o oe oe o e 

(2.4.7) 

Pressure change through downcomer: 

p - p = g cos ~ J p dz - J F dz - d J p v dz 
d e t dt t t 

(2.4.8) 

L L L 
0 d d 

The pressure changes from downcomer outlet to the inlet of channels no. 1, 
2, and 3 are: 

(2.4.9a) 

(2.4.9b) 

(2.4.9c) 

where y 1 and y 3 are the distance from the middle of channel 2 to the 
middle of channel 1 and channel 3, respectively. 

Pressure change through one of the boiling channels is: 

.6.p10 = P{) - p
1 

= - g cos ~ J [ (l-a)pt + apg] dz - J F dz 
L . L 

d 
dt J 

L 
c 

c c (2.4.10) 

The pressure changes from the outlet of the boiling channels 1, 2, and 3 
to the inlet of the riser are: 
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where p is the average coolant density at riser inlet. 
a 

The pressure change over the length of the riser is: 

= - g cos 'l' J [c1-a)pr +Cipg] dz -

L 
r 

+ w - w a r 
d J [c1-o:)p:rv:r + CYp v J dz dt g g 

L 
r 

J F dz 

L 
r 

The pressure change from riser outlet to the steam space is: 

(2.4.lla) 

(2.4.llb) 

(2.4.llc) 

+ 

(2.4.12) 

(2 .4~13) 

The "integral momentum" m for the three parallel channels are defined in 
the following way: 

Channel l: 

m = 1 v:f' dz + J [ (l-o:)v:f'l 

L 
c (2 .4.14) 

The term containing the integral over the channel length L is evaluated 
using the variables existing in channel l. Corresponding gxpressions will 
exist for channels 2 and 3· 

The equations (2.4.7) to (2.4.13) are now added three times, going through 
the three boiling channels one by one. The pressure terms will drop out 
each time leaving an expression from which the integral momentum m for the 
three channels can be determined . These expressions are: 
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dm1 
dt = g• cos 'i' (l-d) 

+!Fdz-W (F V -l)+W(F -l)-(F -l)W]+ (2.4.l5a) 
o1 ca oa a oa ro r 

L 
r 

2 2 ( Pa +v
1

n
1
(l-F )-v{F -F •v )-g•sin'i'y l--) 

di d oe . di di 1 Pr 

dm2 
~ = g•cos 'i' (l-d) [J a 2 dz + J adz J - Pl [j F 2 dz + 

L L t L 
o r o 

+ J F .. dz- W (F V - l)+ W (F - l)- W (F - lY + (2.4.l5b) o2 oa oa a oa r ro ~ 

~ 

+ v
2 

(l - F ) - v
2
(F - F •v ) 

1n2 di d oe di di 

a.m, 
- = g•cos dt 'i' (l-d) [J a 3 dz .f. J adz J - Pl [j F 3 dz + 

L L t L 
o r o 

+ J F dz- W
03

(F
0

aVoa- l)+Wa.(F
0
a- l)- Wr(Fr

0
- l~ + (2.4.l5c) 

Itr 

In Eqs.(2.4.l5), the coefficient F also includes the one-phase friction 
through the downcomer. oe 

Integration of the mass balance equation (2.4.1) gives the volume flow per 
unit area for each boiling channel for z < L : 

- 0 

Channel l: 
z 

(l-a1)vt1 + a 1v
81

d = v
1

n
1 

+ (l-d) J ~1 dz 

0 
Channel 2: z 

(l-a)vt
2 

+ a 2v
82

d = v1n2 + (l-d) J ~2 dz (2.4.16) 

0 
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Channel 3: z 

(1-a3)vf'3 + a3 vg 3d == v in3 + (1-d) J ~3 dz 

0 

For the riser we obtain: 

(l-a)vf'+ avgd = Al [Aolvinl+ Ao2v1n2+ Ao3v1n3 + 
r 

+ (l-d) 

L 

Jo • 

(Aclal 
0 

In the downcomer we have : 

z 
(2.4.17) 

J ~r dz 
L 

c 

(2.4.18) 

Inserting Eqs.(2.4.l6), (2.4.17) &~ (2.4.18) into the defL~ition of the 
integral momentum, Eq.(2.4.l4) and performing the integrations, the inte
gral momentum m for each charmel can be expressed only by the inlet velo
cities v1n and the void fractions a in the three channels. 

Channel l: 

Charmel 2: 

L 
r 

+A 
r 

L r 
+A 

r 

L 

Jo(~lAol+ ~lo2+ a3Ao3)dz J 
0 

(2.4.l9a) 

(2.4.l9b) 
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Channel ): 

Solving for the inlet velocities vinl' v1n2, and v 1n3, we obtain: 

A +A 
•[l+ o 2 c3 

L 
0 

L +L z 

Jr J dCX + ( dt dz)dz] -[m2+(1-d) 

L L 
c 0 

- [~+(1-d) 

A +A 
•[l+ cl L c3 

0 

L z da J 0 

{ J a[ dz)dz] 
0 0 

L z da J o ( J dt2 dz)dz] 

0 0 

A L L J ~3 (Ad+ Ar) 
c d r 

(2 .4.19c) 
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L +L z 

+ Jr(J dCX ( dt dz) dz] -[m
1 
+ 1-d) 

L L 
0 c 

A L L 
• ....2..!. ( __.!!. +---.!:.) -[m +(1-d) L A A 3 

d r 

L z dCX J 0 

~1 d; dz)dz] 
0 ,/ 0 

A L L J ~ (~+__!.\ 
L A A :-J 

. o d r 

Lo z da J ( J dt
3 

dz)dz] 
0 0 

A +A L L L 
• [l+ c \ c 2 (Ad+ A r) ]+(l-d)[A r 

L 

Jod 

o d r r 
- · (a A +CX A +CX A )dz + dt • 1 01 2 0 2 3 0 3 

0 

L +L z L z 

+ Jr(J Jo da 
: dz)dz]-[m1+(1-d) ( J dt

1 
dz)dz] 

L L 0 0 
c 0 

A 
1 

L L 
-

0
- ( ....!+....!.) -[m (1-d) 

L A A 2 
c d r 

Lc z da A L L J J <J dt2 dz)dz] ~2 (Ad+ A!:) 
0 0 

c d r 
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(2.4.20b) 

(2.4.20c) 

Each boiling channel is divided into three regions, the non-boiling- , the 
subcooled boiling- , and the bulk boiling region. The treatment of sub
cooled boiling is similar to the one described in ref. [8] and is based on 
Bowring's subcooled boiling model [12]. According to Bowring the total 
heat flux q should be divided into three components; an evaporative part 
~' an agitative part q8 due to convective heat transfer in the wake of 
bubbles, and a single phase part q between patches of bubbles. sp 

q = qe + qa + qsp 

The single phase part q8 P is very small or zero at power reactor conditions 
and will be neglected. 

The initiation of subcooled boiling is determined by two different condi
tions which must be fulfilled [12]: 1) Bubbles must be formed at the wall, 
2) Bubbles must be able to detach from the wall. 

In most practical cases the detachment condition will determine the onset 
of subcooled boiling, and here only this situation is considered. 
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Eq.(2.4.1) gives for the non-boiling region the trivial result that 

= v 
in 

(2.4.21) 

With the heat energy of water equal to the specific heat times the tempe
rature, hr = ur = cr•T, Eq.(2.4.2) becomes: 

oT+v oT= q ( 4) ~t ~ 2 •• 22 
o-r; in oz cr·pr•A 

In the subcooled boiling region the 
will be: 

energy equation for the water phase 

ft [ (1-a)T J + fz [ (1-a)T v r] = -c-.-:h;;;..•~A 
r r 

(2.4.23) 

Neglecting the steam mass in this region, the integration of Eq.(2.4.1) 
gives: 

z 

(1-a)vr = v1 n + J ~ dz (2.4.24) 

0 

The equation for determining the void fraction a is derived from Eq.(2.4.2). 

d d ~ 
dt (a) + dz" (avg) = A•p •h (2.4.25) 

g tg 

3. TEE ANALOGUE MODEL 

A simplified block diagram of the analogue model is shown in Fig. 6. 

3.1 The Power-Dynamic Model 

The equations (2.2.10), (2.2.ll) and (2.2.12) will now be given such a 
form that they are convenient for solution on an analogue computer. 

First the void dependence of the different nuclear parameters will be in
troduced. Based on r esults from r eactor physics calculations ( see Fig. 5), 
the following assumptions are made: 

oD 0 
D = Do + ( 1 ' n) • b.,a 

l,n l,n aa n 

E _ lf!_ + ( 
01u , n) o • b.(Y. 

Rl,n ~l,n aa n 

(3 .1.1) 

12.3 
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dE 
E =Eo + ( aa'n) 0 • 6.0. 

a2,n a2,n n 

dE 
(3 .1.1) 

E = Eo + ( .t2zn)o • D.a 
.t2, n .t 2, n ao: n 

The following parameters are assumed constant with respect to void: 

(3 .1.2) 

Eqs.(3.1.1) and (3.1.2) are introauced into the equations (2.2.10), 
(2.2.11) and (2.2.12) and the resulting e<pations are linearized with re
spect to small variations in time, and higher order terms are discarded. 

The final equations then become: 

8q> = l [r · eq> + j • eq> + w • eq> + l,n -n n 1 1 n+l n l,n-1 n 11 n 
n 

(3.1·3) 

0 0 J + [ -v • q> + z • q> ] • 8a n 2,n n l,n n 

(3 .1.4) 

•8q> + 
2, n 

(3 .1.5) 
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(3.1.6) 

The coefficients fn to zn are listed in Appendix B. These equations are 
easily programmed for the analogue computer. The analogue diagram of one 
section is shown in Fig. 7. 

3.2 Nuclear Power Conversion 

The 
ing 

epithermal .and the 
equation: 

thermal fluxes give the nuclear power by the follow-

N = P • [ J (v • E • cp + V • E • cp ) ax] fl 1 f2 2 
(3 .2.1) 

core 

where P is a constant. This integral is solved by the trapezoidal rule 
over the 3 channels: 

5 

oN1 = I (Kl 1'0cp1 1 + K2 1•ocp2 1} 
' ' ' ' 1=3 

7 

oN2 = I (Kl 1 •Oq>l 1 + K2 1 •Oq>2 1) 
' ' ' ' 1=6 

10 

oN = I (K1 1 •Oq>l 1 + K2 1•ocp2 1} 3 ' ' ' ' 1=8 

The total power of the reactor is then given by: 

3 

oN = I BN1 
1=1 

3.3 The Model for Nuclear Fuel Rods 

(3.2.2) 

(3 .2.4} 

In the model the fuel rods are divided into a number of radial equal 
volume sections . The t emperature is then calculated in the middle of each 
section, and so is the mean fuel temperature, and the total heat flow out 
of the rods. 

If k = 1,2,3 ••••• n-l indicates the section number, the te~rature 
change i n secti on k i s given by 
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BN + 4~ yn [ l 5T 
·c {K _ ~ k-1 

\)K-l \)K-l 
l 

+ ) • 5Tk + 

~-~ 
- ( l 

~-N 
+ __ fK±! __ l __ fH_ • 5Tk+l] 

\)¥ -\)¥ 
For the outmost section, k = n, the temperatufe change is given by: 

(3·3·2) 

The change in total heat flow out of fuel will be: 

The change in mean fuel temperature is taken to be: 

· n 

- l I' 5T =- • 
n 

5T 
n 

k=l 

The analogue model of these equations can be seen in Fig. 8. In this 
model only 3 sections are used due to lack of computer components, but a 
study on the sub~ect shows that this gives a fairly good accuracy of the 
fuel transfer fUnction. 
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3.4 Pynamics of Coolant Channels 

This part of the model is based on the "Kjeller Model11 [8]. The equations 
for the riser and the recirculation part of hydraulics had to be rewritten, 
as the core was divided into 3 parallel channels with common riser and 
downcomer, as treated in Section 2.4. 

Each of the three channels are divided into 5 axial sections, and the 
equations for void fraction and water velocities at the outlet of each 
section are given in ref. [8]. Also the equations for the boiling bounda
ries are given in ref. [8]. As a matter of convenience these equations 
are repeated here. 

The void fraction, 5a , at outlet of channel section no. k is solved from: 
k 

t::..zk • !:::..z • oq 
-2 (oak + oa )= k e,k -(v +OS~ o oa -(O:Sv) o ov + 

k-1 A
0
pghfg g k k k r,k 

(3 .4.1) 

k = 1,2,••••,5 

The water velocity, ovf,k' out of section no. k is solved from the follow
ing equation: 

+( 1- a+ as v) :_ 1 ov f, k- 1- ( v r- v g- a sa) :_ 1 oak- 1 

k = 1,2,•••,5 

(3.4.2) 

In the section where the transition boiling boundary occurs Eqs.(3.4.1) 
and (3 .4.2) will have an additional term on the right hand side: 

and 

respectively. 

In the section where the bulk boiling boundary occurs, Eq.(3.4.1) and 
Eq.(3.4.2) will have an additional term on the right hand side: 

and 

respectively. The analogue programme for one of the three channels as 
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described by Eqs. (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) is shown in Fig. 9· 

The following equations (3.4.3) to (3.4.8) describe the boiling boundaries: 
The variation in inlet temperature is given by: 

89 = [9sat- · 9in 8V + d9sat 8p- 1 8Q J' e-STO 
i v in ~p A o sub 

.in optc tv 1n 

The variation in water temperature at the steady state transition boiling 
boundary z ~ is given by: 

-ST 0 

89 = 89 •e 
1
+(e - e ) • 

1 i t i 

The movement of the transition boiling boundary is described by: 

1 [ d~ .§51 8v i 
891] 8z = (dp. • 8p-(e - eJ ( - -!!)-t 0 b q 0 

[aeJ 
0 

v in 
dZ t 

The change in evaporative he·at caused by 8Z t is 

8Q = t 
1 0 (~0 - •A• •c•v • 1 + E o P:r t in dz t · 8Zt 

The movement of the bulk boiling boundary is described by: 

The change in evaporative be at caused by 8Z is 
b 

80 = -A p c v 
0 [~]

0 

• 8z 
lb o t t in oz b b 

Riser 

(3.4.4) 

(3 .4 .6) 

(3 .4.8) 

Assuming that each phase goes from the tbree separate channels into one at 
the riser inlet with no change in volume flow rate, we have: · 

12.3 
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8( av ) = 1_ [A • 8( a: v ) + A • 8( a: v ' + A • 8( a: v ~ 
g a -~ 1 1 g1 2 2 g~ 3 3 grJ 

8[(1-a)vi'Ja = ~ [A 1•8((1-o:)v1' 1]+ A 2•E{(l-o:)v1'~ + 

+ A
3 

• 8[ (1-0:3) v 1'3] J 
().4.10) 

For the calculation of variations in void and water velocity in the riser, 
the same equations as in core are used, but the variables are calculated 
as mean over the riser, not at the outlet as is the case for the core 
sections. Through manipulations with Eqs. ().4.9) and ().4.10) the equa
tions for the riser are: 

Here 

L__ • 8a._ = -2 ( v + So: a:) 0 
• na_ -2(o:S v) 0 

• 8v R+ [ ( v +So: a:) 0 + rt . .1:\ g a - -R r t, g a 

8vr,R = 

( v -v -as'1 ° +( v -v -QS'1 ° 1' g a t g r 

2(1-o:+QS v) o 
r 

[ Ov J S
o: g 

= da 
0: v =const r 

. 
' 

• 8o: 
a 

s• = [::;~oonst 

(3 .4.11) 

().4.12) 

The analogue programme of Eqs.().4.ll) - ().4.12) is shown in Fig. 10. 

following equation for the momentum 
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+G•ov +H•oa -I•ov +K•&a -L (ov ) -M (oa ) -
t,a · a · t,r r 1 t,spl 1 1 spl 1 

- N (ov ) -o (oa ) i ; 1,2,~ 
1 t,sp2 1 1 sp2 1 ~ 

(3.4.13) 

following equation for the change in 
developed: 

Channel no. 1: 

2 ~~ L -(1-d) LR ·vu.ru 

3.5 · Disturbance of the Model when Simulating Rolling 

As discussed in Section 2.4 the changes in driving head due to rolling can 
be added to the momentum equations (2.4.15). 

For one of the side channels, channel 1, 
right hand side of Eq. (2.4.15a) are: 

g(l-d) [ J a 1 dz + J a dz J 
L 

c ~ 

the disturbance terms on the 

For the centre channel, channel 2, the term is 

g(l-d) [ J a dz + J a dz J cos 'I' 

La ~ 

and for the other side channel, channel 3, the terms __ are: 

g(l-d) [ J a dz + J a dz J cos 'I' + g•Y3 (1- :;~sin 'I' 

Lo ~ 

12. 
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The integrals of void are evaluated by use of the trapezoidal rule: 

J a dz = (a1 + a 2 + a 3 + a!J + ~as) 1 b.z
0 

L 
0 

J a dz = b.zR • ~ 
~ 

A sinusoidal disturbance in the rolling angle ~ is assumed 

~ = ~ sin mt 
0 

For small angles we have : 

and 

cos ~ ~ 1 - ~ ~ 2 

These approximations are within 5 if,. for angles up to 30°. 

As the term for ~ = 0 

g(l-d) [ J adz+ 
L 

0 

i=l,2,3 

is taken into account in Eq. (3. 4.13) the disturbance . w:l.ll be: 

For channel 1: 

am.l = -g(l-d) [<ali<X2i(X3-ta4+!aS)l•6zo-!6zR·~J • 

. 2 . 2 Pa 
·~ ~ •sin rot-g•Y (1- -) ·~ •sin rot 

o . 1 Pr o . 

For channel 2: 

5m2 = -g(l-d) [ (al i<X2-+CX3i<X4-fi as) 2-t:.zo ~zR·~J 
• ~ ~2 

• sin
2 

rot 
0 

For channel 3: 

am, = -g(l-d) [ (al..a2;a3..a4+k as) 3 •b.zo-!6zR·~J • 

(3 .5.~) 

12 .• 3 
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1 2 Pa 
• '¥ • sin mt + g•Y (1 - -) •'¥ •sin mt 

2 o 3 of o 
(3 -5-3) 

3.6 Representation of the Model on the Analogue Computer 

In order to simulate the total mode:I_ on an analogue computer, it is 
necessary to have a rather great amount of computing equipment, in fact 
270 operational amplifiers and about 470 potentiometers. 

The analogue computer at n<'A, ASTRJD, is equipped with 16o am:plifiers and 
300 potentiometers. At a neighbouring company, FFI, . another analogue com
puter, ANIARA, is equipped with 120 amplifiers and 160 potentioreters. 
Additional potentiometers are available at both computers in several servo 
multipliers which have 5 potentiometers on the same axis. 

As can be seen from the simplified block diagram in Fig. 61 the model is 
easily split up in two main parts with only 6 interconnecting signals. 
The coolant hydraulics is programmed on ASTRID ani the spatial reactor 
kinetics together with fUel are programmed on ANIARA. 

4. THE NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 

4.1 Steady State Calculations 

The steady state calculations preceding the dynamic calculations consist 
of two sets of calculations: 

1) · Power-void iterations calculating the initial values for the 
dynamic calculations • 

2) Testing the coarse mesh approximation in the analogue model 
APRJXOS-III for the solution of the neutron diffUsion equations. 

For the power-void iterations the two codes TWENTY GRAND and VOIFLO-II 
have been used. For details of these calculations reference is made to 
ref. [13] • TWENTY GRAND was used for calculations of the neutron fission 
rate distributions in the x-z plane, taking a given void distribution as 
input. The y-dimension was taken care of by introducing appropriate leak
age factors. 

The iteration procedure started with a VOIF.LO-II calculation, determining 
the void distribution in the three core channels for a guessed power dis
tribution. The results of this calculation were used as input to a TWENTY 
GRAND calculation, giving a power distribution which again was used as 
input to a new VOIFLO-n calculation. This procedure was carried out 
three times and then the convergence of the results was considered to be 
good enough. 
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The two-dimensional power distribution was now compressed to a one
dimensional power distribution [13] maintaining the x-dimension as spatial 
variable. The resulting neutron flux distributions are shown in Fig. 11 
together with the results of a one-dimensional calculation using AIM-6 and 
the results of the steady state calculation with APEUXOS-III. 

It was considered doubtful whether the number of mesh points used in the 
neutron diffusion model contained in APRlXOS-III was large enough to give 
any sensible representation of the neutron flux distribution. Therefore, 
a test of the coarse mesh approximation in APRlXOS-III has been performed 
using the one-dimensional diffusion code An.i-6. The mathematical method 
used to solve the diffusion equations appears to be similar in the two 
codes. Two different mesh spacings have been used in the AIM-6 calcula
tions. First a coarse mesh was used with the sa.nie number of mesh points 
in the core as used in APRlXOS-III. Next, a very fine mesh was used and 
results o~ the calculations with the two different mesh spacings were com
pared. It appeared that the inf'luence of the mesh spacing on the reactiv
ity is surprisingly small. As to the flux distributions, particularly the 
reflector 'flux peaks are not properly represented in the case of coarse 
mesh. However, the conclusion is that the small number of mesh points 
used in APRlXOS-:III is not as serious as one could expect. 

A fUrther calculation with A.Dl:-6 was performed using a fine mesh spacing 
and the void distribution obtained from the TWENTY GRAND - VOIFLO-II iter
ation as input. The flux distributions obtained are shown in Fig. ll. 

4.2 Dynamic Calculations 

In order to obtain inforination about the behaviour of the reactor when 
subjected to perturbations caused by the rolling of the ship, the analogue 
model has been disturbed in the following way • First a step change in the 
rolling angle 'I' was used. Initially the reactor was assumed to be at 0° 
rolling angle, an:l after the step the reactor was at 30° rolling angle. 

Fig. l2 shows the response in nuclear power to a step of 30° in rolling 
angle '!'. In ad.di tion to the titne response in total nuclear power, the 
response in nuclear power of each flow channel is presented. The channel 
numbers refer to Fig. 4. 

Fig. 13 shows the response in average void fraction to a step of 30° in 
rolling angle '!'. Figs. 12 and 13 show that if the reactor is shifted from 
an upright position to an inclined position, a shift in both nuclear power 
distribution and void distribution will take place. After the initial 
transients have died out, this shift in nuclear power- and void distribu
tion is fairly smaJJ.. 

Next a periodic change in '¥ was introduced 

'¥ = '¥ • sin 2lt f t 
0 

with'¥ = ~/6, and frequency f varying from o.o4 cps to o.B cps. 
0 

(4.1) 

12. 
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In Fig. 14 is plotted the time response in nuclear power to a sinusoidal 
perturbation in P, oscillating at a frequency of 0.5 cps. 

The amplitude response in total nuclear power has been plotted against fr~ 
quency fin Fig. 15. This plot shows that the average nuclear power is de
creased by about l MW if the initial operating power of the reactor is 
59 MW. 

The peak to peak response at the "resonance" frequency of 0.3 cps is about 
16 MW which is fairly high. However, the same response in total heat flux 
from fuel to coolant is negligible. At 0.3 cps it is about 0.35 MW and ~t 
0.1 cps about 0.5 MW. 

In order to get an idea about the stability of the closed loop system, the 
amplification in the void feedback was increased and sustained oscilla
tions were obtained when the amplification in void feedback was increased 
by a factor 9. 

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The analogue model described in Chapter 3 is completely linearized. An 
introduction of non-linearities in the neutron kinetics and hydrodynamics 
should not cause any changes in the results as far as stability is con
cerned, but quantitative changes in the results are likely to occur. 

The results presented in Figs. 12 to 15 correspond approximately to the 
response of the system to the changes in the gravity acceleration only, 
as far as the average cha1mel is concerned, that is the influence of the 
shifting in the power- and void distribution from one side of the reactor 
to the other is very small when considering the whole reactor. The 
oscillation of the rolling angle P between ± 30° results in a periodic 
change in the gro.vity acceleration g With an amplitude of oscillation of 
6.7 %- This n~bcr· is small compareQ to ~he amplitude of oscillation in 
g that one must expect as a result of heaving. For a ship of the size of 
the order of 60000 dwt one must be able to handle amplitudes of ± 38 % in 
g [2]. 

This mode~ has shown that under the assumptions made, the shifting of 
power- anC.. ·,raid. distribution is not severe. If the expected influence of 
rolli:r.g Mg:i.e '¥ on slip would have caused considerable changes in the 
resul~s is ·uncertain. 

Another uncertain pain~ is if the influence of heaving is correctly repro
d~ccd by this moael. This model has been compared to the one-point neu
~:con K.ir,e~ics model us:..r.g a properly flux- and volume-weighted void reac
t:::..vity coe;:·:'icj_ent dp/oa [2]. The response to an equal step change in the 
void f:ca.c;·C-:..u:.--" :c'o::::· all ~hree channels in the present one-dimensional model 
was ~orL_;,c...2cG. ·.:;c -:he response of a corresponding step in void in the one
po:..n::, me.,::..-::~ ·..:.si:C.t;:!; a total average void coefficient dp/Oa for the same reac
tor as the one studied in this report. The results show a 60 % higher 

12 
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power response in the one-dimensional model than in the one-point model. 
This is mainly due to the somewhat doubtful representation of the absorp
tion void coefficient d~ )Oa and the diffusion void coefficient dD

1
jda 

in the one-dimensional m~el due to the questionable representatio~ of the 
leakage and control rods [17]. For a more detailed study of heaying than 
what has been done previously [2], it is suggested to use the present 
model with some modifications of which the most important is to change the 
spatial variable from x to z. It might also be of value to include some 
non-linear effects if analogue equipment can be provided for. 

Another important question is the dependence of slip on gravity g and roll
ing angle '!'. Further studies, both experimental and theoretical, are 
necessary before these effects can be included in any model. The results 
presented in refs. [10] and [14] indicate an influence of rolling angle '!' 
on slip. 

12.3 
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B
2 

Geometric buckling 

C
1 

Delayed neutron precursor concentration of i'th group 

D Diffusion coefficient 

H Heat transfer coefficient 

L Length of active core 
0 

~ Downcomer length 

L Downcomer height 
0 

L Riser length 
r 

N Nuclear power 

Q Total heating power 

T Temperature 

E Macroscopic absorption cross section 
a 

E~ Macroscopic fission cross section 

ER Macroscopic removal cross section 

c 
2 

c = :n: • r 
0 

d d = pg/pf' 

g Acceleration of gravity 

h Specific enthalpy 

~ Neutron lifetime 

m Integral momentum 

heat capa~ity of one fuel rod per unit ~ength 

n Number of fuel rods in core 

p Pressure 

q Rate of heat removal 

r Radius of a fuel rod 
0 

t Time 

12, 
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u Internal energy per unit of ~ss 

v Velocity 

W Momentum flow 

x Spatial variable 

z Spatial variable 

0: Steam volume fraction 

Delayed neutron fraction: 13 

Heat conductivity 

cp Neutron flux 

l Decay constant of delayed neutron preaursor 

v Yield of neutrons per fission 

'¥ Rolling angle 

p Specific density 

Subscripts: 

a Riser inlet 
c Core outlet 
d Downcomer outlet 
e Downcomer inlet 
f Water phase 
g Steam phase 
i Core inlet 
o Steam space 
r Riser outlet 
s Saturation, Bulk boiling boundary 
t Subcooled boiling boundary 
w Wall, SU+face of fuel rod 
1 Fast flux 
2 Thermal flux 

Superscripts: 

o Steady state values 
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TABLE I 

Delayed Neutron Data 

Fast Group U 238 
Thermal Group U 235 

Group No. 
Six Groups Two Groups Six Groups Two Groups 

i 
~1 >..

1 
(sec -l) ~1 >..

1 
(sec - 1

) ~1 >..
1 

(sec - 1
) ~1 >..

1 
(sec- 1

) 

l o.ooo6o 3.814 0.00412 1.03 0.00027 3.01 0.00192 1.03 

2 0.00196 1.4 0.00618 0.132 0.00074 l.l4 o.oo448 0.132 

3 o.oo4o6 0.3114 0.00253 0.301 
---...-.....,_,.__ 

4 0.00176 0.1141 0.00125 . 0.111 

5 o.oolE$ o.o315 0.00140 0.0305 

6 0.00023 0.0127 0.00021 0.0124 

Total 0.01030 0.0103 0.00640 0.00640 
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APPENDIX A 

The Evaluation of the Finite Difference Form 
of the Different:lals for the Mesh Point n 

The Taylor expansion about the flux cp in mesh point n can be used to 
express the fluxes in the mesh points n-1 and n+l. 

2 h 2 

( dm.) (d m.) • n+1 + m =m + :::::t.. •h + =....:t. •••••• 
'~'n+1 '~'n dx n n+1 dx2 n 2 

2 h 2 

( rim.) (d m.) n-1 
m - m - ~ • h + ::.......%. • -- • • • • • • 
'~'n-1 - '~'n dx n n-1 2 n 2 -

dx 

Neglecting higher order derivatives than the second order, these two equa
tions give for the first and second order derivative of the flux cp in mesh 
point n: 

(
dcp) hn •cpn+1 hn+l •cpn-1 . (hn+1-hn)cpn 
dx n = h (h +h ) - h (h +h ) + h •h 

n+1 n+1 n n n+1 n n+1 n 

(
d 2c:p, 2cpn+1 2<~'n-1 2cpn 

dx
2 J n = h ( h +h ) + h (h +h ) - h • h 

n+1 n+1 n n n+1 n n+1 n 

The diffusion term! (D ~) can now be written: 
2 

.2:_ (D ~ = dD • 2f2. D ti · 
dx dx dx dx + dx2 . 

(A.l.l) 

(A.l.2) 

. The expression for : will be similar to Eq. (A.l.l) for ~ • Then we get: 

.2:_ (D ~ =b • cpn+1 + c • cp + d • cp (A.l.3} dx dx n n n-1 n n 

with 
2 2) 2 2 

(2h •h + 3hn+1 - h D + h •D - h •D 
b 

n+1 n n n n n+1 n+1 n-1 
= n 2 ( ) 2 h • h + h 

n+1 n n+1 

(2h •h 
2 2 2 . 

+ h
2 

•D + 3h - h ) D - h • D 
n+1 n n n+1 n n n+1 n+1 n-1 

c = n 
h

2
•(h + h ) 

2 

n n n+1 

12.3 
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d 
n 

(h
3

+h
3 

-3h
2
h -3h •h

2 )D -(h3-h2
•h )D +(h •h

2 -h3 )D 
n n+1 n n+1 n n+1 n n n n+1 n+1 n n+l n+1 n-1 

h
2

•h
2 

(h + h ) 
n n+1 n n+1 

The neutron balance equations for mesh :point n can now be written: 

b1 •q>1 1 + c1 •(j)1 .1 + al •q>l + VEt 1 (1~ 1) q>l + ,n ,n+ ,n ,n- ,n ,n ,n ,n 

(2.2.10) 

b •q> + c •q> + a •q> + .E._ •q> = 0 2,n 2,n+1 2,n 2,n-1 2,n 2,n ~1,n 1,n (2 .2 .u) 

The coefficients a and a 2 are written: 
1,n ,n 

-(B2 2 
a = d + B1 ) • D - ~l,n - E l,n 1,n l,z iY n 1 ,n al,n 

-(B2 2 
a = d + B2 ) • D -E. 2,n 2,n 2,z iY n 2,n a2,n 
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APPENDIX B 

Coefficients for the Equations (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) 

The coefficients in the equations (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) take the following 
form: 

f = F •D + G •D - H •D 
n n 1,n,O n 1,n+1,0 n l,n-1,0 

dD 
( 1,n) 

a. =Fn S '-'n oa 0 

an 
h G ( 1 1 n+l, 

n = n da 1 o 

i 
n 

an 
H ( 1,n-1} 

n da o 

jn = I •D 
n 1,n,o - J •D 

n 1,n+1,0 
+ K •D 

n l,n-1,0 

dD 
k = I ( £n ,0)

0 n n 

an 
1 =J ( 1 2n+1} 

n n aa 0 

dD 
m = K ( 1 zn-1} 

n n aa 0 

n = VE~ 1 (1~ 1 )+(L -M }D - N •D + 0 •D -
n ., ,n n n 1,n,o n l,n+l,O n 1,n-1,0 

- E - E R1,n,o a,1,n,o 

dD dE dE 
(L -M ) ( 1 ,n,o, -( R1 2n, -( a1 ,n, 0n = n n aa J 0 aa J 0 aa J 0 

dD 
pn = Nn ( a&n+1)o 

oD 
~ = 0 ( 1 2n-1) 

n aa 0 

dE 
r = ( a1,n) 

n d~ 0 

s = F •D + G •D - H •D 
n n 2,n,o n 2,n+1,o n 2,n-1,0 
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t = I •D - J •D + K •D n n 2,n,o n 2,n+l n 2,n-1 

u = L •D - N •D + 0 •D -(B
2 

+ B
2 

)D - ~ n n 2,n,o n 2,n+l,O n 2,n-1,0 2,z 2,7 2,n,o a2,n,o 

0~ 
( 

a2,n) 
vn = aa 0 

X =~ 
n Rl,n,o 

0~ 

Yn = v( t2 2n) aa 
0~ 

z = ( R1 Zn) 
n aa 0 

(1 - 132) 

In the above coefficients the constants F to 0 . are given by: 
n n 

F = n . 

Gn = 

2h h + 3h
2 

- h
2 

n+l n n+l n 
2 ( . 2 

h h + h . ) 
n+l n n+l 

h2 
n 

h
2 

(h +h ··)
2 

n+l n . ri+l 

h2 
n+l H = -----------~-----~ 

n h2 (h h ) 2 

I = n 

J = n 

L = n 

n+l n + n+l 

2h h 
2 2 

+ 3h - h n+l n n n+l 

h
2
(h + h ) 

2 
n n n+l 

h2 
n 

h
2
(h 

2 
+ hn+l) n n 

·-.... ,., 
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M n 
= B2 + B2 

1 , z 1 ,., 
.. B2 

2,1: 
+ B2 

2,~ 

h
3 

- h
2
h 

N 
n n n+1 = n 

h
2
h

2 
(h + h ) 

n n+1 n n+l 

h h
2 - h3 

0 
n n+1 n+l = n 

h
2
h

2 
(h + h ) 

n n+1 n n+l 
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APPENDIX C 

Coefficients for the Momentum Equation {3.4.13) 

A1 = [2(1 - F ) • v
0 J d1 1n 

1 

B = 2v
0 

(F - F •v ) 
d oe d1 d1 

G = (1 - F )[2(1-a)vt+ 2a dv Svlo 
ca g a 

H = (1 - F )( -v! + dv
2 

+ 2 adv Sv) 
0 

ca ~ g g a 

I = [.1:... .D.zR•K:'_ +(1 - F V ) [2(1-a) vt+ 2 a dv Sv] 
0

] Pr -~ ro ro g r 

K = [g(1-d)- ..1:_ K.__J.D.z....-(1- F V )[2(1-a)v + 2adv Sv]o 
Pr -~ rt ro ro t g r 

L
1 

= [F [2(1-a)vr+ 2 adv Sv)o 
1

] 
sp1 g sp 

1 

M
1 
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FIGURE 4 
Tf£ SIMPLIFIED HYDRAULIC LOOP DESCRIBED BY 
THE HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL. 
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PRESSURE AND FLOW VARIATIONS DURING 
POTASSIUM VAPOR GENERATION 

C. J. Baroczy and L. Bernath : 
Atomics International, Canoga Park, California 

ABSTRACT 

During the boiling of potassium in a vertical tube, measurements 
were made of pressure, pressure difference, and flow rate in a hori
zontal tube and orifice located downstream of the boiling section. In 
some instances, after a prolonged period of liquid superheating, the 
vapor generation rate was so rapid that the flow through the tube ceased, 
momentarily, while the flow through the orifice continued without inter
ruption. Comparison of these phenomena with observations in low pres
sure water and potassium experiments shows analogous behavior. Ex
planation of these. phenomena follows logically from consideration of the 
coupling between the thermal and hydraulic characteristics of the 
experiments. 

INTRODUCTION 

The extreme complexity of the boiling process has generally been 
acknowledged and, with increasing frequency, has been experimentally 
demonstrated. Substantial, periodic changes in pres sure level, tempera
ture, flow rate, and pressure drop have been recorded for potassium( 1) 
and low pressure water.(2,3) Concurrent with this behavior, strong vari
ations in void fraction were measured for low pressure water,(3) and in
f e rred for potassium,( 1) Fortunately, in most industrial processes, only 
the gross boiling behavior need be known in order to design equipment 
which performs adequately and within required limits. Such is not the 
case in nuclear applications -especially in liquid metal fast breeder 
reactors -where flow and pressure variations may produ~e changes in 
void fraction which, in turn, require corrective nuclear control action. 

In this work, examination of potassium data obtained under non
steady operating conditions shows interesting differen~es from the be
havior previously recorded for steady conditions. For example, for a 
circular tube -straight edged orifice combination located downstream of 
the boiler, it is shown that, under some circumstances, the flow through 
the tube cea ses, momentarily, while the flow through the orifice contin
ues with but slight interruption. This b ehavior is b elie v ed to result from 
a pressure build-up upstre am of the orifice beginning at the instant when 
a vapor slug first enters the orifice. The relationship between the re
spective flow resistances of the tube and orifice and the observed changes 
in flow rate, pressure l e vel, and pressure drops are discussed and inter
preted. Examination of the boiling heat transfer process offers some in
sight as to the triggering mechanism for inducing slug flow; by consider
ing the dynami c coupling between the the rmal and hydraulic phenomena, 
a plausible explanation of the regimes of stable, oscillatory and unstable 

•-flow, and of the transitions b e tween regimes, is advanced. 
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TEST LOOP 

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the test installation. The loop 
is constructed of l-in. sch. 40 pipe, of type 316 stainless steel, and con
sists of an electromagnetic pump, preheater, boiler, regenerative heat 
exchanger, and the test section. Heat input to the preheater (20 kw) and 
boiler ( 45 kw) is by means of radiation from clusters of transformer con
trolled, electrical resistance heaters. The loop is entirely contained 
within a sealed building in which an air-argon mixture is circulated by a 
blower and kept at a constant temperature of 200° F. Except for the stor
age and surge tanks, no electrical trace heating of the lines is provided; 
loading of the loop with potassium is 11.ccomplished after preheating the · 
building air and piping to 200° F. The loop piping is covered with 3 in. 
of high temperature thermal insulation while the preheater and boiler en
closures have 7 in. of insulation. Fluid temperatures entering and leav
ing the boiler and preheater are measured by calibrated immersion 
thermocouples, while the respective _ ~lectrical input powers are meas
ured by voltmeters and ammeters. 

TEST SECTION 

Figure 2 shows the test section which consists of a straight, hori
zontal, 3/4-in. -diameter tube (0.065-in. wall thickness) made of type 316 
stainless steel. The straight section, with pres sure taps 33-1/2 in. 
apart, serves as the friction portion. The upstream tap is preceded by a 
16 diameter length of straight tube in order to ensure established flow 
conditions. A square -edged orifice of 0.438 -in. diameter, made of type 
316 stainless steel, serves to measure momentum pressure drop and is 
located downstream of the friction portion. An absolute pressure trans
ducer* measures the static pressure at the upstream friction tap while 
two differential pressure transmitters,t of 100-in. and 200-in. water 
differential, measure the pressure drop across the friction section and 
orifice, respectively. Calibrated chromel-alumel thermocouples, with 
Inconel sheaths, are located in the fluid stream opposite the first and 
last pressure tap; similar thermocouples are located on the tube surfaces 
opposite the other two pres sure taps,_ 

Reference 1 describes the calibration of the pressure transducer and 
differential pres sure transmitters along with the methods used to deter
mine loop heat losses and the electromagnetic flow meter calibration 
constant. 

PRESSURE AND FLOW VARIATIONS FOR BOILING POTASSIUM 

In the work previously reported, ( 1) both smooth boiling (saturated 
liquid entering the boiler), and oscillating boiling ( subcooled liquid 

>:<Physical Sciences Corp., Pasadena, California 
tBarton Instrument Co., Monterey Park. California 
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entering the boiler) potassium runs were described for essentially steady 
conditions. The oscillating boiling runs described here are for the condi
tion where the flow rate or the liquid temperature entering the boiler was 
decreasing instead of being constant; this resulted in unusual flow and 
pressure conditions which are described herein. · 

Previously,{ 1) during the oscillating boiling of potassium, all evi
dence indicated the existence of slug flow separated by bubbly flow be
tween vapor slugs. A close parallel to this behavior was shown for sub
cooled boiling of low pressure water.{2,3) Figure 3 shows the variation 
of flow rate and static pressure for the low pressure { 135 psia) water 
data of Styrikivich and Nevstrueva,{3) the present potassium data, and the 
low pressure {3 to 40 psia) water data of J eglic and Grace.{Z) Despite 
the different time, flow, and pressure scales, it can be seen that in all 
cases the peak in static pressure corresponds to the minimum flow rate. 
Thus, for subcooled boiling conditions, the gross flow-pressure behavior 
for both fluids appears to be similar. 

In the previous steady condition potassium runs, the pres sure drop 
for both the tube section and orifice showed close synchronization during 
the passage of a vapor slug. In the present runs, divergent trends are 
exhibited by the tube and orifice pressure drops at the early stage of 
transit of the vapor slug through the orifice. Indeed, the tube pressure 
drop is shown to decrease {and go to zero momentarily) while the pres.;... 
sure drop across the orifice is always positive and increasing. 

Figure 4 shows the simultaneous variation of tube and orifice pres
sure drop, boiler outlet temperature, tube inlet static pressure, and po
tassium flow rate as a function of time. The latter three functions are on 
the same tirne scale while the pres sure drops are on an expanded time 
scale. A letter identification system is used to indicate events tal<:tng 
place at the same time. The tube and orifice pressure drop peaks corre
spond to the static pres sure peaks and the minimum flow rate occurs at 
the peak pres sure. The boiler outlet temperature maxima and minima 
correspond to the minima of the static pressure and pressure drops; these 
are believed to be periods of bubbly flow as was shown for low pressure 
water.{Z) The pressure peaks apparently occur at the mid-point of the 
temperature drop; this corresponds to the center portion of the vapor slug 
for low pressure wated2) and to the region of highest quality for potas
sium.{ 1) This behavior originates in the boiler and the test section merely 
reflects the conditions occurring at the boiler outlet. 

In Figure 4, the gradual transition from closely synchronized tube 
and orifice pres sure drops to completely divergent pres sure drop be
havior, and subsequent flow cessation in the tube, is shown. Following 
an extended heating period during which bubbly flow exists, a vapor slug 
{ab) is formed. Note that at the beginning of the slug both the tube and 
orifice pres sure drops show a closely synchronized rise and fall before 
both rise to the peak. Also note that, at all times, both pressure differ
entials are well above their respective zero settings. With each ensuing 
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vapor slug (cd to ij), the m1mmum of the tube pressure drop falls until, 
at slug kl, the tube pressure differential goes below the transmitter's 
zero setting, stays there for an instant, and then rapidly rises.>:' During 
this period (slug ab to kl), the tube and orifice pressure drops change 
from being in phase (ab), to being 180° out of phase (kl). Under the latter 
condition, the tube pressure drop decreases while the orifice pressure 
drop increases. This is believed to result from the rise in static pres
sure at the end of the tube which is required in order for the head of the 
slug to overcome the resistance offered by the orifice. Since the orifice 
has twice the pressure drop of the tube (see Figure 4) and thus is the 
dominant resistance, the orifice flow-pressure drop needs are fulfilled at 
the expense of the tube; that is, the tube must accommodate the orifice. 
Accentuating this condition is the fact that the tube pres sure drop reflects 
the gross change for a large volume (the long tube) in contrast to the 
small volume represented by the orifice. 

The table in Figure 4 shows the close correspondence between the in
crease in static pressure at the beginning of the tube and the sum of the 
tube and orifice pres sure drops during the pas sage of vapor slugs through 
the test section. Also shown in the table is an estimate of the vapor qual
ity and liquid fraction existing at the start and peak of each spike, as de
termined from Figure 5. Figure 5 shows M, t the ratio of two-phase to 
all-liquid orifice pres sure drops and R.t, liquid fraction, as a function of 
quality, based on data from Refe renee l. The extrapolated ,rortion of the 
M curve is based on the use of the Murdock water-air data( ) to establish 
shape; to establish the end point, use was made of the relationship that M 
is equal to liquid to gas density ratio at a quality equal to unity. By know
ing the flow rate for both the start and peak of a pres sure spike, and the 
corresponding two-phase orifice pressure drops, the values of M are cal
culated. Both quality and liquid fraction are then determined from M, 
using Figure 5. 

It can be seen in Figure 4 that, typically for each spike, the quality 
increases by about a factor of ten from start to peak while, at the same 
time, the liquid fraction decreases by about a factor of six. Similar 
changes in liquid fraction were shown for 135 psia water(3) during slug 
flow. Except for the slightly decreasing flow rate during this period, the 
reason for the occurrence of zero flow rate through the tube (spike kl) is 
not clear but slug velocity and quality profile, the relative resistances of 
the tube and orifice, and the shape of the slug head are probably influential. 

>:<Although the tube pres sure differential is less than zero, indicating the 
possibility of reverse flow, this does not constitute a true reading as the 
transmitter used cannot measure a negative pressure drop. As a result, 
this period is assumed to be one of zero pressure differential-zero flow 
rate. 
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From the table in Figure 4, it can be seen that the quality at the 
start of the spikes (estimated from Figure 5) decreases from about 0.06 
to an approximately constant value of 0.02. During this period, the qual
ity at the peak of each of the end spikes (ab and mn) is about 0.25 with an 
approximately constant value of about 0.20 for all the intermediate spikes. 

·For these conditions, the liquid fraction at the start of the spike is about 
0.2 and, at the peak, is about 0.03. These severe changes in quality and 
liquid fraction show the rather extreme profiles that can exist for slug 
flow and illustrate the inadequacy of using an average quality (as from a 
heat balance) to characterize the flow and heat transfer for this type of 
flow pattern. 

Figures 6 and 7 present data that were taken a short time after that 
shown in Figure 4. For these runs, the boiler inlet temperature was de
creasing at the rate of about l0°F/min. This condition probably contri
buted to the occurrence of the lengthy heating periods shown and the sub
sequent, substantial liquid superheat. Again, a letter identification sys
tern is used to locate similar eventJI on each of the four traces. 

Figure 6 is of particular interest since it shows that an event re
corded on one trace is faithfully reflected on all other traces. For 
example, note that the static pres sure trace for spike ab and cd shows a 
"two-headed" profile. The flow rate and the orifice -tube pressure differ
entials show an identical pattern while the boiler outlet temperature, 
which is much less sensitive, shows only a change of slope. In each in
stance, the tube pressure drop, at the moment when the slug starts 
through the orifice, falls below the transmitter zero setting and indicates 
a momentary cessation of flow. Examination of spike cd shows that, at 
the start, the orifice pressure drop begins to increase before the tube 
pressure drop starts to decrease. Since the static pressure at the tube 
entrance rises rapidly during this period, this indicates that the static 
pressure at the end of the tube {entrance to orifice) rises. It is believed 
that the orifice -the dominant resistance --causes the unusual flow and 
pressure behavior observed for the tube. This could be established ex
perimentally by using an orifice which can be inserted or removed at 
will -such as a gate valve with a circular hole in the gate- during slug 
flow in conjunction with presBure instrumentation which can record both 
positive and negative pressure drops across the test section. 

The table in Figure 6 shows that a close match exists between the in
crease in tube static pressure and the sum of the tube and orifice pres
sure drops fot the start-to-peak region of spike cd. A similar matching 
condition exists for the heating period (be) between spikes which is pre
sumed to be bubbly flow. This demonstrates the consistency of the pres
sure instrumentation and the relationship between the entrance static 
pressure and the subsequent pressure drops. 

For the start-to-peak portion of spike cd, the quality increases from 
0.065 to 0.367 while the liquid fraction decreases from 0.11 to 0.009. As 
with the previously described pressure spikes, the flow rate decreases by 
about 10% during this period. 
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A heating period of about 12 0 sec between vapor slugs is shown in 
Figure 7. As a result of this lengthy liquid superheating period, the en
suing vapor generation rate for spike cd is so great that the start to peak 
quality increases from 0.09 to 0.41. During this period, the liquid frac
tion decreases from 0.086 to 0.0066. It can be seen that, during the 
liquid superheating period (be) when the boiler outlet temperature rises 
from 1430 to 1640°F, both the static pressure and tube-orifice pressure 
differentials increase in a similar manner. Since the relatively flat 
region (after b) for the tube -orifice pressure differential traces repre
sents the all-liquid condition, it can be seen that, as heat is added, the 
pressure differentials increase continuously and indicate an increasing 
quality. That is, during bubbly flow between vapor slugs, the mixture 
quality increases until a certain value is reached at which time a large 
vapor slug is formed. The continuous nature of this flow pattern transi
tion has been visually observed, and recorded, by J eglic and Grace(2) for 
low pressure water. 

As in the previous cases, the static pressure change and the sum of 
the changes in tube-orifice pressure differentials show close correspond
ence for both the pressure spikes and liquid heating periods. In contrast 
to spike cd, spike ab does not exhibit the initial reverse tube pres sure 
drop. 

INTERACTION BETWEEN THERMAL AND HYDRAULIC PHENOMENA 

Let us now review the experimental evidence to learn which of the 
system parameters govern oscillatory behavior and to probe for under
standing of the relationships between stable, oscillating and unstable flow 
conditions. 

1) Thermal non-equilibrium must exist between the phases. As 
J eglic and Grace(2) have shown, the isothermal injection o f air 
bubbles into water does not lead to oscillations over a very wide 
range of flow rates of the phases, whereas the injection of 
steam bubbles into water flowing at a lower temperature repro
duces the oscillations observed with surface boiling. Unfor
tunately, the conclusive experiments have not been performed, 
viz. the injection of high temperature air into water and the in
jection of steam into water at the same temperature as the 
steam. However, there is no doubt that the former experiment 
could lead to oscillations, nor that the latter would be highly 
stable. · 

2) Heat must flow into the stream at a discrete boundary. The 
negative evidence is at hand from the work of Aladyev, et al(5) 
which shows that when the heat is generated within the body of 
the flowing stream (in this case, potassium at low pressure by 
Joule heating) oscillating flow is not sustained after the initia
tion of stable nucleate boiling. This behavior was found even 
under conditions of very large inlet subcooling ( 180 to 700°F) in 
dramatic contrast to the phenomena observed by Hoffman(6) and 
by us. 
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3) Oscillatory flow behavior falls in a region intermediate between 
stable flow and hydraulic instability (flow choking). According 
to Jeglic and Grace,(Z) "During operating at steady-state con
ditions, an incremental change in heat flux induced flow, pres
sure and surface temperature oscillations. The oscillatory 
condition would then be maintained indefinitely. Further in
crease in heat flux would result in either surface temperature 
excursion or net vapor generation.•• With potassium in our 
loop, similar increases in heat input or in inlet subcooling 
would result in divergent oscillations (increasing amplitude) 
which could only be terminated by decreasing heat input. In 
Aladyev 1s work, similar excursions occurred and, due to the 
low heat capacity of the tube wall, resulted in indications typi
cal of the critical heat flux crisis. 

In the experiments reported by Maulbetsch and Griffith,(?) where 
more intensive heat transfer conditions were studied, i.e., higher veloci
ties and heat fluxes, both excursive and oscillatory instabilities were ob
served. However, in their range of experimental variables, stable oscil
latory behavior could not be attained. Styrikivich arid Nevstrueva(3) also 
report experiments of stable oscillations which at constant heat flux and 
subcooling are transformed into excursive flow instability by a reduction 
in coolant flow. These data are noteworthy in that system pressures are 
much higher ( -135 psia) than in the other cited works, with the phenomena 
observed being very similar to that of Jeglic and Grace(Z) (<40 psia) as 
well as for potassium (-15 psia). 

Can these observations be utilized to clarify the role of system pa
rameters in defining flow stability? Is there a consistent explanation of 
these phenomena? In the following, we attempt an affirmative reply to 
both questions. Initially, however, we must seek a triggering mechanism 
that provides the stimulus for flow oscillations in developing two phase 
flows. Conclusive evidence is lacking here due to the difficulty of accu
rately synchronizing measurements and of obtaining very rapid response 
detecting instrumentation. However, we can infer from data at hand that 
the stimulus arises in a hysteresis-like interaction between the heated 
surface and the superheated boundary layer adjacent to it. The observa
tions of Styrikivich and Nevstrueva, that vapor bubbles can coexist with 
sub cooled liquid in the core of the flowing stream and that rapid pulsations 
of wall temperature are synchronous with fluctuations in the concentration 
of voids in the boundary layer~ as well as those of Jeglic and Grace, that 
a rapid axial rate of change of void fraction is a prerequisite to oscilla
tory flow behavior, c oincide with the s e of Begell and B e rnath,(8) r e porte d 
many years ago. In the latter, steady-state thermal measurements were 
made, together with qualitative observations via cinema-photography, of 
subcooled nucleate boiling; in that investigation of the effects of subcooling, 
heat flux, free stream velocity, test g e ometry and heater surface condi
tions on the heater surface temperature were studied and a description of 
the boiling boundary laye r was pre s e nte d which was shown to be consiste nt 
with the observations. 
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Figure 8 depicts schematically the thermal conditions in the region 
.)f the transition from non-boiling to nucleate boiling, under forced con
vection conditions at an axial position corresponding to the subcooled 
nucleate l?oiling threshold. With coolant conditions favorable to high wall 
superheat- degassed, pure water or liquid metals at pressures far re
moved from the thermodynamic critical, photographic studie.s reveal th-at 
boiling initiates at specific favored sites and that streams of bubbles are 
generated from these as bursts of vapor that are characteristically 
periodic in intensity. Thus, when operating at a heat .flux such as A-B of 
Figure 8, small changes in the local velocity or local subcooling may re
sult in activation of nucleation sites, Point B, and a rapid transition to 
nucleate boiling with enhanced heat removal capability, Point C. The re
sultant vigorous boiling cools the surface rapidly and causes the surface 
temperature to over-shoot its steady-state value, Point A, and be suffi
ciently cooled to quench the boiling, i.e., deactivate the nucleation sites 
and reduce the heat flux from the localized region of the surface, Point D.l(c 
Subsequently, both heat flux and surface temperature increase, but since 
the boiling has ceased, the surface temperature must follow a path of 
shallower slope than Line D-A-C, which is valid only for stable boiling. 
Thus, the temperature excess is re-acquired and the cyclic pattern is 
repeated. 

The burst of vapor generated at the axial location appropriate to the 
nucleate boiling threshold does not condense rapidly in the flowing sub
cooled stream (as mentioned abqve) and in passing downstream increases 
the flow resistance. Thus, a flow reduction occurs which assures that 
the temperature recovery path, D-B, approaches the forced convection 
cu~ve, V2 , rather than V1• Thus, a stable os.cillatory.forcin~ ~unCtion 
ex1sts wnenever both the thermal and hydrauhc dynarn1c cond1tlons are 
sufficiently in phase to reinforce one another. Dynamically, this pattern 
of behavior causes an oscillation of the location of the boiling interface 
and a time -variation of the boiling and non-boiling lengths in the test 
apparatus. 

To proceed further in examl.ning the regimes of stable, oscillating, 
and unstable flow, the schematic representation of hydraulic characteris
tics is utilized, as in Figure 9. Curve AB represents the supply charac
teristic, terminating at Point A on the isothermal system demand charac
teristic. Curves CD and EF represent system demand with heat input, 
while G and H are curves of constant quality in the effluent from the test 
section. Points C and E correspond to the minima in the demand charac
teristics and represent variable conditions within the test section. Unde.r 
low pressure, low velocity conditions extensive local boiling may exist 
while thermodynamically the effluent is subcooled; at higher velocities, 
hence higher heat fluxes, the minimum pressure drop may coincide with 
the attainment of saturated flow at the exit and, at high pressure and low 
-velocity, the effluent may lie in the net quality region. These qualitative 

*See, for example, the surface temperature measurements of Jiji and 
Clark.{9) 
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comments do not encompass all experimental effects, e. g., that of L/D 
as reported by Maulbetsch and Griffith as well as Jeglic and Grace; 
rather, they are mentioned here to indicate that environmental and sys
tern effects create variability in the shapes of and in the conditions typi
cal of the numerous regimes represented by the system demand curves. 
The researches of Dormed 10) and Forgan and Whittle( 11) are illustra
tive of these effects. 

In Figure 9, the regions to the right of the mm1ma, Points C and E, 
are unconditionally stable; to the left, the curves rise steeply typical of 
increased pressure drop with two-phase flow. A slight decrease in flow, 
resulting from bursts of vapor generation as discussed above, which is 
restored upon quenching or discharge of the vapor from the test section 
may cause only low amplitude oscillations about such a point as C or E. 
If, however, the flow retardation persists for a period sufficiently long 
for the enthalpy throughout the test section to rise, e. g., from curve EF 
to curve CD, then a path such as E-E' may be adopted, resulting in large 
amplitude, stable flow oscillations. Stability is still assured so long as 
operating conditions are restricted to the region to the right of Point D 
(or F). As is well known, once the system demand exceeds the supply 
characteristic, flow stability is lost in the excursion that leads to very 
low flow and high net quality in the effluent. 

In summary, it has been shown that oscillating flow can be related to 
steady-state descriptions of thermal and hydraulic behavior and that the 
regime of oscillating flow lies between an unconditionally stable regime 
and that of excursive instability. Although recent observations of oscilla
tory flow have all been made at relatively low pressure, it is appropriate 
to recall an investigation( 12) in which the phenomenon was encountered at 
a pressure of 750 psia and with such intensity that structural vibrations 
of alarming magnitude were observed not only in the test section itself, 
but also in massive components of the high pressure loop. 
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TRANSIENT TWO-PHASE FLOW FOLLOWING 
SUDDEN VAPORIZATION 

Ralph M. Singer 
Argonne National Laboratory 

Argonne, Illinois, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

In order to determine the dynamic behavior of a partially confined 
liquid in contact with a rapidly heated s~rface, a series of experiments 
were conducted using water, methanol, ethylene bromide, and acetone. The 
inner wall of an annulus was rapidly heated by a rectangular power pulse; 
the transient pressure, temperature and motion of the boiling liquid in 
the annulus were measured. The wall was heated at rates up to about 
1.4 x 104 °C/sec, the liquids were subcooled from 0 to ll0°C, the liquid 
head varied from 0 to 1.5 meters above the heated section, the annular 
gap was either 1.27 mm or 3.18 mm, the initial liquid velocity varied 
from 0 to 9 meters/sec, and the initial system pressure was always 1 atm. 

Average two-phase velocities up to about 16 meters/sec and pressure 
pulses up to about 16 atm were measured. It was found that only in the 
case of slightly subcooled liquid could significant amounts of thermal 
energy be converted to kinetic energy; however, the fractional conversion 
was small in all cases. The largest pressures were generated when the 
liquid was moderately subcooled and resulted during vapor collapse. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A major problem in evaluating the safety of a fast reactor is the 
determination of the time history of coolant density during non-steady 
reactor operation. This time history must be precisely determined in 
order to calculate net effects by coupling with other reactivity con
tributors. Without a qualitative and quantitative understanding of the 
mechanism(s) of coolant density changes, it is not possible to predict 
the transient behavior of a reactor system; in fact, it may not be pos
sible to predict with confidence the extent of damage caused by hypothe
sized accidents. 

This problem is especially acute when sudden phase changes occur in 
the coolant due to reactor power excursions. Rapid fuel heating can cause 
coolant vaporization which may result in destructive pressure transients 
and/or core voiding; the latter can result in fuel and/or cladding melting 
due to decreased heat transfer rates or, if the void coefficient of reac
tivity is positive, an additional amount of reactivity is added to the 
system. 

Several excellent experiments have been reported on in the past few 
years which have dealt with transient boiling, however, little, if any 
information on the resultant liquid motion was presented. Apparently, 
the first experiments on transient boiling were reported by Hooker and 
Schiltzl in a report which received very limited circulation. In this 
study, a vertical copper tube filled with water and open at the top was 
rapidly heated with single voltage pulses ranging from 2 to 8 ms in dura
tion. The transient pressure, temperature, and expelled liquid velocity 
were measured, but the velocity data were not reported, However, data 
from one run were found to be avatlable in unpublished form.2 Initially 
stationary, 90°C water was contained i~ a 3/8 in. I.D. x 0.015 in. wall, 
6 in. long copper tube; a power pulse of 460 kw (average) was dissipated 
in the tube for 6.4 ms. There resulted a pressure pulse of 11.6 atm 
2 ms after the start of heating, and the liquid started to move 0.8 ms 
after the pressure pulse. The liquid quickly accelerated to the constant 
velocity of 6.7 meters/sec. No further information was available. 

A much more extensive series of experiments were conducted by 
Rosenthal and Miller3 several y~ars later. These workers generated an 
exponentially increasing heat input in a thin platinum ribbon immersed 
in a small open tank. This work was primarily directed toward the under
standing of boiling dynamics and no infoDmation on flow caused by sudden 
vaporization was obtained. 

The work of Rosenthal and Miller was continued and extended by 
Schrock and Johnson; a most complete summary of this work was reported 
in Ref. 4. Schrock and Johnson conducted a series of transient pool 
boiling experiments in which a considerable store of basic data was 
obtained including temperature, pressure, and void volume transients. 
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In addition, a high pressure loop was used to investigate the effects of 
flow on bubble dynamics. Analytical attacks on three related topics were 
also conducted: (a) transient non-boiling heat transfer to stationary 
and flowing liquid, (b) nucleation on a heated surface, and (c) void 
growth. 

Another series of experiments which were directed at the under
standing of severe pressure generation during rapid transient boiling 
have been conducted by Wentz and Zivi5 in-pile and Zivi and Wright6 
out-of-pile. These experiments involved the heating of a simulated 
fuel element which was immersed in water in both closed and open systems 
at rates up to 700°C in 150 ms. Pressures up to approximately one-half 
the critical pressure of water were measured. 

In place of using rapid heating of a surface to cause transient 
boiling, Friz7 used the technique of suddenly reducing the pressure of 
superheated water. Following de-pressurization, the water vaporized more 
or less uniformly, and the two-phase mixture was expelled from the test 
apparatus with velocities ranging from 1.0 to 2.5 meters/sec. The only 
transient measurements that were made were photographic (at about 3000 
frames/sec). An analysis of the films revealed that a shock front 
appeared in the moving two-phase mixture; this front was interpreted 
to be associated with the critical ("choke") flow phenomena. A simple 
analysis which assumed that ' the expulsion velocity was equal to the 
critical velocity was presented and reasonably matched the experimental 
results. 

Several analytical studies of transient boiling of liquid sodium 
have been presented,8-10 but are all limited to highly restrictive models, 
e.g., complete phase segregation during boiling, the use of steady-state 
correlations in a transient situation, neglect of reduced sonic veloci~; 

(pressure transmission velocity) effects, and similar phenomena. No 
experimental data are yet available to compare with the results of these 
models, but in spite of their obvious shortcomings, some rather signifi
cant results have been obtained. Some of the more important conclusions 
gleaned are the following: · (a) the coolant temperature distribution 
within a channel at the time of vapor formation (including superheat 
effects) can strongly influence the growth and pressure of vapor, 
(b) vapor production is so rapid that transient self-pressurization 
of the channel can occur, and (c) the resulting two-phase flow is 
strongly unstable hydrodynamically. 

In summary, the mechanism(s) of transient void generation and of 
coolant expulsion is not yet fully understood; experimental data for 
the latter phenomena are extremely sparse for water and non-existent 
for both phenomena for liquid metals. Therefore, a research program 
has been recently initiated by the Reactor Engineering Division of 
Argonne National Laboratory to thoroughly study transient void genera
tion and coolant expulsion using experimental and analytical tools. 
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Tpis paper summarizes an extensive series of experiments in which 
various liquids (water, methanol, and ethylene bromide) were rapidly 
heated; the essential measurements of the transient pressure and expul
sion velocity were made. A parametric study of the effects of initial 
subcooling, rate of energy input, height of liquid column, initial 
velocity, system geometry, and fluid physical properties was made. 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The experimental equipment was designed with the following goals 
in mind: (1) to rapidly heat a solid surface in contact with liquid, 
(2) to measure the transient pressure in the liquid, (3) to measure 
motion induced in the liquid, and (4) to visually observe (with high 
speed photography) the entire system. 

The first goal was achieved using a bank of lead-acid storage 
batteries and a heavy-duty circuit breaker. The power circuit is 
schematically shown in Fig. 1. This type of circuit yielded excellent 
rectangular energy input rates with a rise time of approximately 1 ms, 
peak rates of 115 kw (which corresponds to a volumetric energy genera
tion rate of about 14 kcal/sec-cm3 in the test section), and durations 
of 60 to 150 ms. 

The pressure transients were measured with a fast response (good 
up to about 8 kHz) unbonded strain-gauge transducer mounted in direct 
contact with the water. Its location relative to the test section is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

The third and fourth goals of the experimental design essentially 
required that the system be contained in a transparent structure; how
ever, this structure must withstand anticipated transient pressures up 
to 20 or 30 atm. Clear quartz was chosen for its good mechanical strength 
and fine optical qualities. From Fig. 2, it is seen that an annular 
geometry was chosen; the heated surface being interior, the quartz pipe 
exterior. This served the double purpose of allowing visual studies of 
the liquid in contact with the heated surface and of simulating a reactor 
fuel pin surrounded by coolant. 

In addition to the non-flowing tests conducted in the apparatus 
shown in Fig. 2, the effects of flow were examined in a modified version 
of this equipment as indicated in Figs. 3A and 3B. Two systems were 
used, the first being an "over-flow" type which was limited to relatively 
small velocities (less than about 2.~ meters/sec), and the second being 
a "fixed-volume" type in which velocities .up to about 9 meters/sec could 
be obtained. In both cases, only upflow was examined, the liquid enter
ing the system through a mani f old at the bottom of the outer pipe. 

-4-
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, During a typical experiment, the following quantities were measured: 

(a) Voltage drop across the heated tube. 

(b) Current flow through the heated tube. 

(c) Transient temperature of the coolant. 

(d) Transient pressure in the coolant. 

(e) Initial coolant velocity and height. 

(f) High speed photographic measurements of the liquid column 
interface and heated surface (using a Fastax camera at film speeds up 
to about 6500 frames/sec). 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A total of 407 experiments were conducted in order to determine 
the effects of several variables on transient boiling and expulsion. 
The primary dependent quantities measured were the transient pressure 
and the coolant motion (displacement, velocity, and acceleration); the 
independent variables were the energy generation rate, initial liquid 
subcooling, liquid column height, inlet coolant velocity, annular spacing, 
and fluid physical properties. 

Typical pressure transients from a series of runs in which the 
liquid (water, in this case) subcooling was varied with all other quan
tities fixed are shown in Fig. 4. The energy generation rate in these 
runs was 9.92 ± 0.15 kcal/sec-cm 3 which corresponds to an adiabatic 
heating rate of the surface of (11.71 ± 0.18) x 10 3°C/sec. For the l8°C 
case (82°C subcooling), a small initial pressure rise (1.59 atm) is shown, 
followed by larger (~ 5.8 atm) pulses which repeat with a period of about 
10 to 15 ms. The pressure is also seen to drop below 1 atm between the 
pulses. As the temperature of the water is increased to 36°C, the pres
sure transient is qualitatively unchanged; however, the initial pulse 
is slightly larger (1.75 atm) and occurs somewhat sooner than the l8°C 
transient. The secondary pulses are als.o larger, up to 12.9 atm, and 
they repeat with a somewhat· longer period. Also, the pressure does not 
drop quite as far below atmospheric between pulses. 

At 60°C, the initial pressure pulse has increased to 1.89 atm, and 
the secondary pulses are only 3.4 atm with a period of approximately 
50 ms. When 99°C water is used, the initial pulse is 2.99 atm and no 
secondary pulses occur. 

An analysis of these pressure transients in conjunction with the 
synchronized motion picture films allowed a physical interpretation of 
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these data. The initial small pressure pulse corresponds to the sudden 
growth of vapor bubbles which accelerate the liquid away from the heated 
surface. For highly subcooled liquid, the vapor recondenses,* causing a 
.partial vacuum and pulls the liquid back into contact with the hot test 
section after an upward motion of less than 1 em . . Upon contact, the 
liquid suddenly revaporizes, causing another pressure pulse; the liquid 
again is accelerated upward and the vapor recondenses, resulting in a 
partial vacuum and pulling back the liquid. This cycle repeats until 
the heated surface has sufficiently cooled so as to not further vaporize 
the liquid. 

As the initial temperature of the liquid is increased, a larger 
fraction of the input energy goes into latent heat as opposed to sensible 
heat, resulting in more vapor formation and a larger initial pressure 
pulse. However, the bulk of the liquid is still subcooled, and the vapor 
recondenses, creating a partial vacuum and pulling back the liquid; in 
this case, the liquid may have moved as much as 2 em before falling. The 
same cycle of pressure pulses and rising and falling liquid is repeated 
as with the previous case. 

When the liquid is initially close to saturation, almost all of 
the input energy is utilized for vaporization, creating a larger and 
broader initial pressure pulse. The vapor does not recondense, but is 
continually formed, and the liquid is completely expelled from the heated 
section. 

Since it is the initial pressure rise which initially accelerates 
the unvaporized liquid, its dependence on system parameters should be 
studied. The results of a number of experiments in which the effects 
of initial water temperature and volumetric energy generation rate upon 
the initial pressure pulse are shown in Fig. 5. The liquid column height 
during these runs was 6.4 em above the top of the heated section. It is 
observed that the magnitude of this pressure increases both with increas
ing energy generation rate and initial temperature. This is as would 
be expected, since the -faster energy is put into liquid, the faster the 
liquid will vaporize, and the closer the liquid's temperature is to its 
boiling point, the more energy that is available for latent as opposed 
to sensible heat. The data in Fig. 5 are shown in a cross plot in Fig. 6 
which illustrates somewhat more clearly the strong effect of liquid sub
cooling. 

Typical variation of the peak secondary pressure pulses wi th sub
cooling and volumetric energy generation rate is shown in Fig. 7. A 
spread in the data of about + 30 to ± 60% consistently occurred for the 
secondary pulses, so for clarity, only fai red curves are shown. The 
magnitude of the secondary pulses generally increases with increasing 
water temperature, however, a maximum is reached, and the pressures 

* The recondensation is caused by energy loss from the vapor to the sub-
cooled liquid as well as the increase in the system pressure. 
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quickly fall off as near saturation conditions are approached. In fact, 
for nearly saturated liquid, no secondary pulses occur. 

This behavior is related closely to the initial pressure pulse and 
vapor growth rate. For highly subcooled water, the initial pressure 
pulse is small, only a small amount of vapor is formed, and the liquid 
moves upward less than 1 em before the vapor recondenses and pulls back 
the liquid, As the liquid temperature is increased, the initial pressure 
pulse becomes larger, the liquid rises higher (still only 1 to 3 em), and 
a larger impact or secondary pulse results. But as the liquid tempera
~ure is increased further, the initial pressure pulse is sufficiently 
large to drive the liquid up 5 to 15 em, and relatively large amounts 
of vapor are formed. As the liquid starts to fall back, the upward 
motion of the vapor inhibits the downward liquid motion and the secondary 
pulse is reduced. Finally, at temperatures sufficiently close to satura
tion, the initial pressure pulse is large enough to expell the liquid 
completely out of the tube, or if the tube is sufficiently high so that 
no liquid actually leaves it, the return time of the liquid is of the 
order of seconds during which the heated tube has had time to cool. The 
situation in which the tube has a large thermal capacity and remains 
quite hot for much longer periods of time has not been investigated in 
this work. 

Since the initial pressure pulses are caused by the sudden formation 
of vapor under an inertial head of liquid, the annular spacing should 
affect these pulses. Therefore, essentially identical experiments were 
conducted using two different outer cylinders; annular gaps of 3.18 and 
1.27 mm were compared. These results are shown in Fig. 8. The lower 
two curves are for water, the upper curve for ethylene bromide 
(CH 2BrCH2Br). The results are plotted against liquid subcooling in 
order to more directly compare the two liquids. It is noted that the 
reduction of the annular gap increases the initial pressure pulse, but 
the increase diminishes as the subcooling increases (i.e., as the liquid 
temperature decreases). This is apparently due to the fact that the 
size of the vapor bubbles formed in highly subcooled liquid were small 
relative to the annulus size; as the liquid temperature increased, the 
bubble size also increased and became comparable to the annular gap. 
Thus, the effect of the spacing upon the pressure pulse should become 
more pronounced as the liquid temperature is increased. 

In addition, Fig. 8 indicates that the ethylene bromide experiences 
somewhat larger pressure pulses than the water. These two liquids, as 
well as methanol, are compared more directly in Fig. 9. Three series 
of experiments were conducted using each of the aforementioned liquids 
at various liquid subcoolings, all other parameters essentially held 
constant. It is seen that the largest initial pressures occurred in 
the ethylene bromide, followed by the methanol, and the use of water 
resulted in the smallest pulses. A comparison of the densities and 
latent heats of vaporization of these three liquids reveals some insight 
into the differences in the pressure pulses. (See Table I) 
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It is physically intuitive that as the density of liquids increase 
and their latent heat of vaporization decreases, the initial pressure 
pulse should increase. This is explained simply by noting that a given 
liquid column's inertia increases as its density increases and for a 
given energy input, the amount of vapor generated increases as the latent 
heat decreases. This pressure behavior is precisely that observed in 
Fig. 9. Noting that methanol is slightly less dense than water, but has 
a latent heat only 1/2 that of water, its initial pressure pulses are 
larger than those for water for the whole range of initial subcooling. 
Also, ethylene bromide is much denser than either methanol or water, 
and its latent heat is only 1/12 that of water and 1/5 that of methanol; 
accordingly, its initial pressure pulses are significantly larger than 
those for either liquid. 

The results of a series of tests using the two types of flow loops 
described previously are shown in Fig. 10. It is immediately evident 
that the initial pressure pulses in a flowing water system are essen
tially unchanged from the values measured in stationary water. This 
is apparently due to the fact that the time of vapor growth was signifi
cantly less than the time taken for the water to flow through the heated 
section. It is also noted that the pressu~es generated in the "fixed
volume" loop (lower two curves) ·are somewhat larger than those generated 
in the "over-flow" loop. This undoubtedly was due to the reduced area 
available for pressure relief in the former loop. The increase in the 
velocity caused by sudden vaporization in the "over-flow" loop is shown 
in Fig. 11 for various inlet velocities. As would be expected from the 
pressure data, little effect on the velocity is shown. 

The transient motion of the two-phase mixture was measured using 
high speed photography, and the displacement versus time data as well as 
qualitative information were taken directly from the films. The displace
ment data were numerically smoothed and differentiated in order to obtain 
the average transient two-phase velocity. Also, since the displacement 
of the liquid was caused solely by vapor generation in the heated zone, 
the"transient void fraction in this zone could be approximated by the 
relation 

Void Fraction = Vertical Liquid Displacement 
Heated Zone Height 

Thus, a plot of the transient void fraction will have the identical form 
as the transient displacement with the scale changed by a factor of the 
height of the heated zone (which was 25.4 em in all cases). 

The transient void fraction and liquid column displacement are shown 
in Fig. 12 for a typical series of experiments with water in which only 
the initial subcooling was varied. It is observed that in the moderately 
subcooled cases (e.g., 16, 18, and 32°C) the liquid is displaced only a 
few centimeters, corresponding to void f ractions of about 0.2, and falls 
back, only to be driven upward again due to the seeondary pressure pulses 
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(which occur during vapor collapse). In the slightly subcooled runs, the 
liquid is displaced monotonically, and the heated zone is completely 
voided in approximately 40 ms after motion starts (or about 90 ms after 
the initiation of the power pulse). The average velocity of the expelled 
two-phase mixture is shown in Fig. 13 corresponding to the identical 
conditions represented in Fig. 12. Several observations are sufficiently 
interesting to deserve special mention: (a) when the liquid is initially 
close to its saturation temperature, the two-phase mixture accelerates 
to a nominally constant velocity, and (b) the maximum two-phase expulsion 
velocity does not occur at the minimum subcooling. This latter behavior 
was observed for water and methanol for the slower heating rates. It was 
not possible to obtain comparable data for ethylene bromide near its 
boiling point due to its chemical instability. However, two-phase expul
sion data for ethylene bromide are summarized in Fig. 14 for a typical 
range of subcoolings. Similar ~ualitative behavior is noted as was the 
case with all the liquids used. 

The qualitative dynamic behavior of water during transient boiling 
in a partially confined annulus is illustrated in Fig. 15. The regions 
of a heating rate -initial temperature map in which oscillatory behavior 
or complete expulsion occurs are shown for the case of an annular gap 
of 3.18 mm and column heights of 0 to 10 em above the heated section. 
This map clearly illustrates the difficulty with which subcooled water 
can be expelled during transient boiling. 

Since maximum two-phase expulsion velocities were demonstrated in 
Figs. 13 and 14, a summary of these maximums for water and methanol is 
presented in Figs. 16 and 17. The effects of initial subcooling and 
heating rate are clearly illustrated. The unusual phenomena of a maximum 
expulsion velocity occurring at a subcooling other than zero are again 
demonstrated for both fluids. It is noted that this phenomenon disappears 
as the heating rate is increased. 

. A quantity which is of considerable interest to reactor safety 
analysts is the fraction of input energy converted to coolant kinetic 
energy. The maximum percent conversion is shown in Figs. 18 and 19 for 
water and methanol, respectively. Since the maximum conversion observed 
was less than about 0.14%, it is apparent that this process is quite 
inefficient. Essentially all of the input energy is consumed by increas
ing the heater temperature and supplying the latent heat of vaporization. 
The conversion efficiency, although small, does increase markedly as the 
subcooling is decreased. One must use care, however, in extrapolating 
these results to specific reactor designs; a typical reactor fuel 
assembly will have considerably more fuel mass relative to coolant mass 
than in this experiment. The effect of this mass ratio was not studied 
in this work. · 

* Water, methanol, and ethylene bromide were the test fluids. 
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DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

The experimental results discussed in this report have shed· consid
erable light on the mechanics of expulsion of non-metallic fluids from 
simulated reactor channels. It was determined that in the range of con
ditions investigated, highly subcooled liquids could not be expelled, 
but large secondary pressure pulses were observed. Highly saturated 
liquids were expelled with relatively small energy inputs, however, only 
small pressure pulses resulted. 

Two distinct types of pressure pulses were observed during the 
transient expulsion process. The first pulse, with a rise time of the 
order of 1 to 10 ms, was caused by the sudden growth of vapor bubbles 
following the transient heating of the inner wall and provided the 
initial liquid acceleration. These pulses were relatively small (under 
5 atm) and displayed excellent repeatability. Large secondary pulses 
were caused by the collapse of vapor (by condensation) and the subse
quent impact of cold liquid upon the hot surface followed by a violent 
re-vaporization. These secondary pulses were as large as 16 to 20 atm 
with rise times of the order of 100 ~sec. 

In order to determine the effects of these two types of pressure 
pulses on a system, it is necessary to first determine if the system 
behaves inertially or acoustically. The system will be inertial if the 
rise time of the pressure pulse is significantly longer than the time 
required for the pressure to be transmitted to and returned from the 
system boundaries. The pressure is transmitted at the sonic velocity. 
The system will be acoustic if the rise time of the pressure pulse is 
significantly less than the time for the pressure to be transmitted to 
and returned from the system boundari.es. 

In an inertial system, any pressure disturbance is effectively 
instantaneously transmitted throughout the fluid; thus, all of the 
system boundaries can interact with the pressure generating source 
and perhaps alter it. However, in an acoustic system, the pressure 
at the source essentially rises instantaneously and is slowly transmitted 
through the fluid. Thus, during the initial stages of the transient, 
there is no dynamic communication between the system boundaries, and the 
pressure source is initially unaffected by the system boundaries and 
behaves as though it were surrounded by an infinite body of fluid. 

In the system used in this work, the closest boundary to the pres
sure source was the wall of the quartz pipe. The distance was 1.27 or 
3.18 mm, depending upon the quartz pipe used. Thus, using the vel~city 
of sound in liquid water of 1500 meters/sec, the pressure is transmitted 
across the annular gap and returns in at most 4.24 ~sec. Therefore, 
during the initial pressure pulse with its rise time of 1 to 10 ms and 
pressure transmission through liquid water, the system is unquestionably 
inertial. 
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However, when the secondary pressure pulses occur, they may have 
to be transmitted through a two-phase region. As has been shown analyti
cally by Fauskell and Fi~her and Hafele,l2 the sonic velocity is drasti
cally reduced in two-phase mixtures (for both metallic and non4metallic 
fluids). Depending upon the model used (phases unaffected by passage 
of pressure waves, i.e., "frozen" system, or differentially small conden
sations and vaporizations in the pressure wave, i.e., equilibrium system), 
the sonic velocity can be as low as 5 to 30 meters/sec. Using the larger 
velocity (which corresponds to the "frozen" model), the pressure wave 
takes about 200 ~sec to travel 3.18 mm to the quartz pipe and return. 
~oincidentally, this is also the approximate rise time of the secondary 
pressure pulse; thus, the system behaves intermediate to the inertial 
and acoustic cases. This observation may provide an additional explana
tion as to why the secondary pressure pulses are much larger than the 
initial pulses. The primary means of pressure relief in this experi
mental system is the motion of the liquid away from the high pressure 
source. However, if the liquid-vapor interface is several centimeters 
above the top of the heated section, the secondary pressure pulses will 
take approximately 12 ms to be transmitted to this interface and to 
return. Thus, since the rise time of the pulse is about 100 to 200 lJSec, 
the pressure will not be relieved until after the peak has been reached. 
In the case of the initial pulses, pressure is transmitted instantaneously 
throughout the system (relative to the pressure rise time), so that the 
pressure is relieved almost as fast as it is generated; the only way the 
pressure increases is due to the inertia of the liquid column. 

Therefore, it appears that any analytical model which attempts to 
explain the secondary pressure pulses will have to consider compressi
bility effects. However, in order to include these effects in a working 
model, the acoustic velocity in two-phase mixtures must be available; . * at present, experimental data are almost non-existent, however, 
analytical and experimental programs are now under way at several 
laboratories.ll,l2 

CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of the experiments discussed in this report, experimental 
information is now available on vapor growth rates, expulsion velocities, 
and pressure pulses for several non-metallic fluids. Also, a considerable 
insight into the mechanism of the rapid transient boiling of partially 
confined liquids has been obtained. 

The general conclusions of this work can be summarized as follows: 

(1) Within the range of heating rates used (up to 104 °C/sec), it 
was impossible to expell highly subcooled liquid. 

* Some data are available in Ref. 13 for water-steam mixtures. 
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(2) Slightly subcooled liquids can be expelled with relatively 
modest heating rates. 

(3) The expulsion velocity increases directly with increasing heat
ing rates, but exhibits a maximum at a particular subcooling (i.e., the 
minimum subcooling does not necessarily result in the maximum expulsion 
velocity). 

(4) During th~ transient boiling of slightly subcooled liquid, 
the void growth monotonically increases, resulting in a single, relatively 
small but sustained pressure pulse (normally less than about 5 atm in 
these tests). 

(5) During the transient boiling of highly subcooled liquid, the 
void growth oscillates as the fluid alternately vaporizes and condenses. 
The secondary vaporizations result in pressure pulses considerably larger 
than those caused by the initial vaporization (pulses up to 15 to 20 atm 
occur with frequencies up to 100 per sec). 

(6) Initial coolant velocities up to about 9 meters/sec had little 
effect on the pressure generation or expul~ion velocities. 

(7) The essential mechanisms which occurred during the transient 
process were not qualitatively affected by the type of fluid used. 
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Liquid 

Water 

Methanol 

Ethylene Bromide 

TABLE I 

LIQUID PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

Density (gm/ml) 

1.00 

0.79 

2.17 

-15-

Latent Heat (cal/gm) 

585.0 

263.0 

46.2 . 
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A HSASUREHENT TECHNIOUF. FOR VOIDING TRANSIEN'r> TN TWO-PHASE FLOltl 

by 

F. Biaqioli*and A. Pr~moli** 
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** CNEN, Rome, secon0ed to CISE 

ABSTRACT 

An experim~ntal technique is described, .,.,hich has been developed for the 
measurement of the voiding times of pressurized boiling channel, with or 
without power inpu<::, as a conseq,Jence of a sudden pressure decrease, follow
ing a com~onent rupture. 

The method is based•Jpon the use of the two quick-closing valves, si:_mul
taneously operated and located at the inlet and at the exit of the ch;.nnel, 
and it was first applied f0r measuring the mean density of boiling channel 
in steady state conditions.The main technological problem was the procure
ment of quick-closing valves sui table for high temperature and pressure, and 
it was solved by th~ design and construction of a special hydraulic valve, 
operated directly, by means of a piston, by the channel pression itself. This 
valve has a closing time less than 0.01 second and may operate at a pressure 

up to 70 kg/cm2 in water-steam mixtures. The very short closing time enables 
measurements, with good accuracy, of density transients of a few seconds and 
less. 

First results, obtained in connection with the simulation of a nuclear 
reactor accident, are presented. 
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1 • INTRODUCTION 

The determination of steam volume fraction and the density of steam
water mixtures belong to the most important problems encountered in funda
mental studies in the field of two-phase flow as well as in the application 
of two phase cooling in power channels. 

The interest in two-phase flow density has considerably increased since 
steam ;-water mixtures have been used for the cooling of nuclear reactors: in 
fact the water content, present in the power channel, has a direct influence 
on the core reactivity. 

The development of experimental techniques suitable for the measurement: 
of void fraction in steady state conditions has not been easy. Several mea
surement principles have been used and the corresponding techniques are more 
or less suitable depending on the experimental conditions (pressure and 
temperature),the geometry of the channel, and the flow pattern. 

The application of two-phase flow to . nuclear reactors has led to investi
gate also the dynamic behaviour of two-phase flow density, and in particular 
the density transient following large and fast changes in operating conditions 
such as pressure, flow rate, power input in the channel. Obviously the design 
specifications of the reactor control and the safety system are affected by 
the results of the study of these transients. 

Most experimental techniques, suitable in steady state conditions have 
been found lacking if used in the case of fast and large transients~ For 
instance, all the techniques based upon radiation attenuation ( ¥ ,X, ~ ) 
permit to investigate only relatively slow transients (the maximum rate of 
changes of the transient that can still be studied depends, amongst others, 
on strength of radiation source). 

Moreover the use of radiation technique is limited to not very complicated 
channel geometries and it requires many measurement apparatus, distributed 
along the channel, in order to investigate the transient of the overall mass 
content. 



The dilatation technique (1), though very useful for the measu~ment of 
the dynamic behaviour of two-phase flow in the li·near ranqe(thus for relati
vely small variations of the operating conditions), is less indicated if used 
in the case of large transients such as those connected with complete voiding 
of the channel. 

Therefore on the basis of results obtained in the development of a quick
closing valve method for determination of density in steady state conditions 
(2), this technique has been extended also to the measurement of large densi
ty transients such as connected with channel voiding. 

The method has been used in the investigation of density transients, folJ.ow
ing a sudden pressure decrease due to the rupture of a component of a nuc]~ar 
plant. 

This paper presents the first results of an investigation, which is sti]l 
being continued in order to put in evidence the parameters affecting the 
phenomenon and their quantitative influence. 

2. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The fast decrease of coolant density following a component rupture is on~ 
of the phenomena which must be taken into accoun~ from a safety point of vi~~ 
in the design of a nuclear power pl~nt. 

In the case of pressure-tube reactors ;:ooled by vaporizing water, a sudden 
pressure decrease may arise as a consequence of an abrupt rupture in the 
riser tubing between channel outlet and steam- drum. 

The transient of the coolant density in a heated channel is related to 
not yet well understood phenomena: the high pressure drop, which arises bet
ween the channel and the rupture point, push the coolant out of the channel; 
the pressure decrease, following the loss of coolant, causes a steam-water 
mixture expansion due to the increase of steam specific volume and of quality 
(=or a given enthalpy). 

The coolant flow rate through the aperture caused by the rupture, is deter
mined by the operating conditions of the plant (flow rate, pressures, enthalpy) 
as well as by the geometry o·f the plant;.""'Itmust be noticed that the pressure 
of the external environment (in the case of a nuclear power plant it may 
be the containment building) has no influence on the coolant flow rate if 
critical flow conditions are reached. 

The geometry of the hydraulic circuit, immediately upstream (feeder·, and 
downstrem (riser) of the heated channel, has a more important influence on 
the dynamic behaviour of the heated channel, than those of the other plant 
components . 
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For this reason the geometry of feeder and riser must be considered as 
important parameters in an experimental investigation and they must be desi
~ed with the same criterion as to · similitude as the heated channel. 

From the aforementioned considerations, it may be seen that the voiding 
problem cannot be investigated only from a theoretical viewpoint, but 
requires an experimental wor'k ba~ed upon a measurement technique suitable 
for relatively fast transients of . density. 

The measurement time must be short if compared with the period of the 
transient to be investigated. Keeping in mind that the interest, in the case 
of application to nuclear plants~ is limited to the first few seconds (2+3) 
of the transient, the experimental technique is required to have a measurement 
time of the order of 0.01 second. 

3. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE 

The ~pplicability of a te.chnique suitable for the measurement of the 
density of a two-phase mixture in transient cOnditions is determined by the 
following requirements: 

- the JT.e.:.~surement time should be short if compared with the transient period 
to be investigated; 
- the techniq,le should be adoptable, without great difficulties, to heated 
channels with simple geometries, as well as to those with complicated 
geometries. 

These requirements see.mnot to be fulfilled by the other available 
techniques tn the same degree as by the quick-closing · valve technique, for 
the measurement of density or void fraction. 

Having obtained satisfactory resul·ts with a quick-closing valve method ( 2) 
for determination of mean density in steady state conditions, this techniqe has 
been extended also to the investigatjon of heated channel voiding in fast 
transients. The method has been previously presented (2); it will here, for 
this reason, be only briefly summarized, limiting the description to recent 
improvements. 

In principle the measurement of average density in a channel, by means 
of a quick-closing vah·c method, is rather simple: once operating conditions 
are reached, a set of two suitable valves located at both ends of the channel 
are closed simultaneously and the coolant mass content is drained and weighed. 

The main difficulties which limitthe use of method, especially in the case 
of heated channels at high temperature and pressure, are connected with the 

valve requirements, namely (2): 
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- oper~tion at high temperatures anrl pressures; 
- short closinq time, less thari 0.01 second for most channel lengths and 

~pecific mass rates con~idered; 
tight se<~.l wi. thrmt any leakage, even after many opening · and closing 
operations. 

It needs to be mentioned that very short closing times of the v~lve are 
also required for the measurements of density in steady state conditions. In 
fact the inlet and exit flow-rate transients during the valve closure are 
not equal and henc~ tn~ mass, closed between the valves, may differ from the 
coolant hold-up of the channel before closure. This difference decreases 
with the closing time and becomes negligible for the aforementioned time. 

The requir~ments of the quick-closing valve have ~~en fulfilled by the design 
and construction of a S?ecial hydraulic valve closed 
operated directly by the channel pres sure. 

bv means of a piston, 

This valve 0ives a closing tjme less than 0.01 second for channel pressure 
higher than 5 kq/cm?; the behaviour has been found to be very satisfactoy 
up to 50 kg/cm2 "ri th st~".?m-wat~r mi xtur~. 

The very short closing time r>e-rmits to extend the use of this techniq1l~ 
to dynamic measurF'ment<>, introducing only slight modifications. 

In oroer to be able to introduce a certain delay time between the ini t _ia
tion of the voiding transient and the closure of the valves, an automatic 
release apparatus has been provided for; the trigger. which blocks the valves 
in the open position, is released by an electromagnet,whose excitation tim-2 
can be programmed. 

An abrupt rupture, in a given location of the plant cooling circuit, may 
be simulated by means of a quick-opening valve, through which the coolant 
mixture discharnes . 

4. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

The experiments were carried out with the CISE IETI-1 experimental facility. 
A flow diagram of this facility (which is operated in open circuit) is given 
in fig. 1. Its main components are (3): 

-a volumetric pump system (reci pr ocating , ~ pis tons with fl ow damper) provid
ing a flow rate of 1200 kg/h and a head of 180 kg/cm2 opera ting a t room 

temperature; 
- a preheater operated by means of electrical a.c. power, controlled from 0 

up to 700 kW; 
- a power supply for the test secti on consisting of 8 d.c. rotating gen erators , 

capr:~hle of delivering a maxi mum po.,,er of 200 kvl; 
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- a condenser and cooler system, lowering the temperature of the primnry coolant 
below 100°C. 

The test section pressure is controlledby means of a valve located at the 
outlet of the cooler, · the fluid being discharged at atmospheric pressure. 

The main components of the experimental facility used for the investigation 
of boiling channel voiding are (fig. 2): 

- a feeder and a riser, whose configurations may be easily changed; 
-a test section with different heated lengths; 
- five quick-closing valves, three of which are located along the feeder-te~t 
_, section line; "lnd two on the by-pass line; 
- a cooled ·ball valve, located at the end of the riser which can be quickly 

operated by means of a spring in order to have a sudden pressure decrease: 
- a check valve, separating, during the voiding ,the riser from the by-pass 

line; 
- a throttling valve at the end of the feeder. 

In order< to be able to analyse the transients, strain-gage pressure 
transducers and fast re;;ponse thermocouples are located in different 
positions,as shoWn in fig. 2. 

For the measurement of the coolant density in the test section, three 
· valve.s have been provided: two (IV and EV) having larger-sized pistons for 
closing the test section ends and one BV, with a smaller piston, for closing 
the by-.pass line.The main. valves of the test section are connected· by means 
of a stay rod, so as to :be operated simultaneously and are manually opened 
directly by valves IV and EV in the closing stroke. 

The valve FV, located at the inlet of the feeder, enables to stop and to 
by-pass the inlet flow rate, if one is interested in carrying out an experi
mental voiding transient during which the inlet flow rate is interrupted. 

The throttling valve TV provides an adjustable local pressure drop at 
the end of the feeder. 

The ball valve SV, at the end of the riser, has a cross section twice as 
large as those of the feeder, of the channel and of the riser, and it 
discharges directly into the atmosphere. 

The trigger of all valves are operated by release electromagnets, whose 
excitation times can be programmed by means of a sequence timer. 

The experimental facility has been designed primarily in order to investi
gate the voiding of a channel, as a consequence of a sudden pressure decrease 
at the end of the riser. The behav:bour of the channel density is not well 
known and the first problem of a preliminary investigation is to select the 
principal parameters affecting this phenomenon. 
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For this reason the geometry (cross section and length) of the feeder and 
of the riser, may be easily varied as well··as the main thermohydraulic ope
rating conditions such as: 

- flow rate; 
- pressure; 
- inlet enthalpy or quality; 
- heated channel power input; 
- pressure drop across the throttling valve of the feeder. 

When the valve FV is not closed in the voiding transient, the inlet mass 
flow rate of the feeder increases, as a consequence of the hydraulic damper 
located downstream of the primary pump. The valve F~! permits to stop the 
inlet flowrate at whatever time according to the sequence programmed by means 
of the timer. 

The experimental procedure is as follows: 

- programming . of the voiding transient and of the delay time of density 
measureme~t with respect to the start of pressure decrease; 

- achievement of operating conditions corresponding to the time 0 of the 
transient; 

- opening of the valve SV, which gives the start to the operating sequence 
of the valves FV, IV, EV, and BV; 

- drainage and weighing of test section mass hold-up; 
- pressurizing of plant and achievement of new operating conditions. 

The main experimental quantities are recorded during the transient, by 
means of an eight-channel recorder. 

The geometry of the experimental facility, as referring to the experimen
tal results presented here, is as follows: 

-feeder; tubular, inner diameter 1.0 em, length 1000 em; 
- test section : tubular, inner diameter 0.9 em, heated length 400 em; 
- riser: tubular, inner diameter 1..'0 em, length 800 em. 

5. FIRST RESULTS 

After setting up the experimental facility and the control system, some 
typical voiding runs have been performed starting from the following steady 
state conditions: 

- inlet test section pressure 
-specific mas s 'flow rate: 

50 kg/cm2 
127 gfcm2s 



inlet quality -0.0~ 

- pressure drop ~pf across the feeder inlet : 'l. ';. kg/cm2 

In figs.3 and 4, results giving normalizzed coolant density ( V/ ~o) TS 
versus tim"! are presented( ( ~0 ) TS denotes the mean density of the test 
section at steady state conditions); the corresponding pressure transients 
are shown in figs. 5, 6, ann 7, The three runs are different in the fo1lowirJ'} 
operating conditions: 

- WTS = 0 . r-m = 0; X in X ex =-0.03 (figs, 11 and 5); ' 
- WTS = 44.5 l<\.J; ~"' = 0; X ex = 0.30 (figs, 3 and 6); 

- \11TS = 44.5 k\11; r~~ I o; X ex = 0.30 ( fiqs, 3 and 7). 

It must be noticed that the transients have been investigated only up t o 
2 seconds. 

From a preliminary survey of the results .some considerations emerge: 

- the density transients can be investigated in detail by means of this 
technique with a good accuracy ( Of < 0. 01 g/cm3); the reproduci bi 1i ty of 
the experimental points is satisfactory; 

- the pressure decrease in the riser is faster than that in t-he te$t section, 
while the pressure o.f the feeder decreases slowly (figs. 5, 6, and 7); 

- the effect of inlet flow rate on the voiding is noticeable, as it may be 
seen in fig. 3: If n-n "" 0 f.or t > O, the relative density reaches the 
0.5 value in 0.7 seconds, while in the case that rrn~ l";n ,o fort> 0 tne 
same density value is reach~ i.n 1 • , seconds ( r"'' 0 denotes the inlet 
flow rate at steadystate:-:onditions); ' 

- from the comparison of results given in fig. 4, a clear effect of the 
po~r input \to'rs after th~ ini tiaticm of the voiding transient does not 
emerge: For the time period 0 < t , 0.5 seconds the density for WTS = 0 
is higher, while fort ~0.5 seconds itislower. 

From the re~lts obtained, it appears that the quick-closing valve method 
is quitesuitable ~ven for density measurements in transient condit~ons. 

In conclusion, this technique enables one to investigate the not well 
understood problem o·f heated channel voiding in two phase flow and in parti
cular the influence of the principal parameters affecting this phenomenon. 



NOMENCLATURE 

G total specific mass flov rate 
P absolute pressure 
t time 
V volume 
X mas quality 
W never input 
r J'!lass flov rate 
~ density 

Subscripts 

ex exit 
f feeder 
in inlet 
TS test section 
0 at time 0 

Superscripts 

- average value 
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Fig. 7- Typical pressure transients 

G :127 gjcm2 s ; Prs =50 kgf cm2 
; Wrs =44.5 kW X;n=-0.03; Xex-0.30 

6Pf ~ 4.5 kg j cm2 
; r;n :f 0. 
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SUMMARY 

Several measuring methods have been proved anq calibrated for 

determining the void fraction in vertical two-phase flow of 

NaK. The emulsion was created by injecting Argon in the liquid 

metal. Results have been obtained in bubble flow using Ell floe-

meters, changes in electrical resistance, 

and two-phase pressure drop. 

-rays attenuation, 

All results are compared with each other and checked with the 

theoretical model of Marchaterre and Hoglundo As to the slip 

ratio some differen<;e has been observedo Moreover all results 

have been plotted in the Lociihart-Martinell i diagramo 
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Introduction 

In a t;;·o-phc..s8 flc~r th~ Imo~"l"!"C:~ of t.he> :rnn, ~.<~ fraction of each 

component is of ,r::rent interesto For a liquid and its vapor, the 

void fraction is commonly measured, since void fraction and 

quality arc cor..nc ctc<l by relationships 11hi ch ,vi 11 be established 

furtherono 

In the particular case of fast breeder safety, the changes of 

coolant density in a channel in abnormal operation conditions 

lead to variations of reactivityo In order to predict the be

haviour of the density, the boiling phenomena of liquid metals 

may be analyzed by a suitable instrumentation in 11 out-of-pile11 

loopso 

This paper presents results of calibration tests performed by 

using an emulsion of _Immm quality and with several measuring 

methods for the void fraction. The final goal of , this research 

is to determine the best one of these methods. Here, only 

results on tests in bubble flow will be presentedo Foil mving 

measuring methods have been investigated 

E;I fl owmeters 

velocity of c;a.seons phase 

electrical resistance of two-phase column 

0 attenuation. 

The principles of these measurements derive from the following 

basic definitions for stationnary two-phase flow : 

Q' 
Q+Q' 

= 

Q 

fS (1 ..:"6<) 
0 

Q mass flow rate of the liquid (densityp ) 

Q 1 mass flow rate of the t,as ( <lcnsi ty p') 

x quality corresponding to the mass fr~ction 

either of vapqur or of gas 

c< void fraction corresponding to the volume 

fraction either of vapour or of gas 

v local liquid phase velocity ) 
) .related to the partial 
)cross section 

V' local gas phase velocity 



(4) 

( 5) 
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::1 Re QD 

r'-So 
) 
) 

~ 
the Reynolds numbers which are related how
ever to the entire cross section 

Re 1 

s V' the slip ratio defined by V = 
Q' f.. 1 -D( 

Q1Cf'- 0( 

The evaluation of Q and Q' leads to the follmrlng relation

ship : 

s = 
X 

1 - X 
r 
f>' 

1 -0< 

<X 

From this for.nula riiarchaterre and Hoglund used results 

obtained 1'li. th boiling water to establish a correlation for S 

as a function of the ratio of volumetric flow rates and of 
V2 the Froude number of the flowo gD 

(7) 

The curves they obtained have been mathematically approximated. 

This allows the calculation of 0< from s, when the ratio of 

volumetric flow rates .is knmmo It is of interest to Imow 

if this calculation method, valid for boiling water, might also 

be used in the case of liquid metalso That is the reason,why 

our results have been compared with those obtained in the same 

conditions by using the Marchaterre-I-Ioglund correlation. 

1o Description of the test section 

The emulsion is established by injecting purified Argon in a 

vertical flow of NaK ( 44% K) • 

The operation of the injector and the separator was perfected 

in a series of tests run in 1965 in a potassium loop and in 

visualisation tests in a water loop. In addition, the size 

of the bubbles and the limit of bubble flow· was determined 

approximatelyo 

The test section consists of a stainless steel tube of 20 mm 

internal diameter. 

Upstream is mounted the argon injector and downstream a 

separator wlli ch removes the gas before the NaK comes back into 

the circuit~ 

(6) 
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In order to simulate as well as possible surface boiling, 

argon, after preheating, is blown. into the NaK flow through 

a porous stainless steel tubeo The argon mass flow is known 

by measuring volumetric flow, pressure and temperature at the 

entrance. The two-phase mixture enters the separator tangentially. 

The single phase EM flowmeter is connected at the inlet of 

the test section. Two meters after the injector a second EM 

flowmeter is mounted which gives in single phase flow the same 

response as the first one. Direct current voltage is applied 

to the test tube over a 1.50 m lengtho 

The current is maintained constant (125 Amp at Oo3 volts)o 

From measurements of the potential difference between eight 

electrodes welded on the part of the test tube to which the 

voltage is applied the equivalent resistance of the two phase 

flow column can be calculatedo 

A measuring system using the t attenuation method is installed 

at the end of the test tubeo The best contrast between an 

empty tube and a full tube is obt~ined for energies in the 

range of 80 to 100 keVo Thus a Tm-170 source with a spectrum 

peaking at 84 keY was choseno This peak can be discriminated 

for nionoenergeti c measurementso The ~ beam is collimated and 

passes through a flattened section of the test tubc . with the 

same cross section .as the round tubeo The detection equipment 

consists of anNal scintillator and a photomultipliero 

2. Tests 

2o1 Systematic tests in bubble flow (fig.2) 

Systematic tests have been run in quasi-adiabatic conditionso 

For each set of measurements at a constant Froude number, 

liquid flow rate and reference temperature were kept constant 

and gas flow rate was regularly increased and then decreased. 

250 points have been obtained with 

3 temperature levels 1 150 - 200 - 250°C 

4 values of liquid flow rate· 1 500 - 700 - 800 - 900 1/h 
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Void fractions have been measured between 2 and 64%. 

corresponds r~spect~vely to qualities between 5x10-5 

8xto3 
o The ~ ratio = _f._ varies from 450 to 650. 

r r' 

2o2 Tests in slug flow (figo3) 

That 

and 

13.6 

Some tests have been run in slug flow conditions. Instabilities 

have been studied principally. Coalescence of the bubbles 

in slugs and period of phenomena can be put into evidence as 

well as negative liquid velocities. 

3o Results 

3.1 Remarks 

The adiabatic conditions of the experiments as well as the low 

value of the pressure d·rop assures a priori that the emulsion 

will be sto.ble as a function of the heighto This assumption was 

verified by potential measurements in which values at different 

heights were practically identicalo 

The limit observed for the bubble flow always remained in the 

same range whatever has been the flow rate or reference tempera

ture. 

3o2 EM Flowmeter method 

In the test section the single phase fl01vmeter measures the mass 

flowrate Q of the liquid 

Q s 0 
0 

If in the tube after this flowmeter a t1ro-phase fl Ol¥' with a 

void fraction is created the second EM fl Oll'llleter measures a 

velocity v2 defined by 
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Moreovel"' the electrical output of the EM flowmeter is given 

by 

13.6 

E = KBDV (8) 

where B 

D 

v 
K 

= 
= 
= 
= 

the magnetic field of the magnet 

the hydraulic diameter 

velocity of the liquid 

correction factor which takes into account the 

effect of temperature, the form of the magnet poles 

and the respective nature of the tube on the liquid. 

The two flowmeters have been installed in such a way that K 

and B were the sameo 

It can be shown then (4-11) that 

v1 E1 
o< = 1 - = 1 -

v2 E2 
(9) 

3o2o1 If o( measured by the EM flomneters is plotted as a 

function ·of the o< calculated by using the .Marchaterre 

and Hog! und model one obtains a repre'senta ti ve curve 

which may be approximated mathematically as a polynomial 

of third degreeo The curve oscillates around a straight 

line going through the origin. 

3.2o1 The differences from this ideal straight line occur· for 

<X smaller than 10% and for 0( greater than 50/~. The 

first differences may be explained by anomalies in the 

assumed liquid metal velocity. For small values of o( , 

the quantity of injected gas may not be well known. 

However when C:X is greater than 50}~, the differences are 

due to the transition between bubble flow and .slug flow. 

3.2.3 The curves do not appear to depend on the te~perature. 

3o2o4 Heinemann, Marchaterre and Mehta (4) have run the same 

kind of tests by injecting Argon in NaK. Their experimental 

results have been compared with the calculations made 
I 

in the same conditions by using the Amrchaterre-Hoglund 

model o 
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The results presented in the article 4 give as represent

ative curve a straight line at 45° (fig.6) a Nevertheless, 

measured points are not numerous and have a great scatter .. 

3 .. 2 .. 5 The results obtained by injectin~ Argon in potassiwn 

are similar to those obtained with NaKo For the same 

reference temperature the curve for potassium is slightly 

above the one for NaKo That may be due to the difference 

in electrical resistivity of the fluids .. 

3 .. 3, Gas velocity method 

A second method, completely independent from the one with FJ.l 

flo·wmeters, allows a comparison of the results. 

•#hen a gas bubble is circulating between tvro potential pi cic-ups 

the measured potential drop is modified and this causes a 

singularity on the continuous recording of the output signal .. The 

gas velocity V 1 results from the time measured between the 

passage from one pick-up to the foll mringo 

Equation 3 gives the gas velocity V 1 as 

V' = Q' 

Here Q' is set and p' is known from the reference temperature. 

ex may thus be calculated by the relationship : 

rX= Q' 
(10) 

The values of ot obtained respectively by the Z.I flowmeter method 

and by the velocity method have been compared as a function of 

the reference temperature. The agreement (fig.8) is very good. 

Nevertheless there is an allpreciable scatter .. The accuracy of 

the velocity measurement is indeed poor for low qualities. Ho,r

ever the results confirm the reliability of the Er.i flo1•ffileters 

I:lethod. 
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3o4 Potential method 

The resistances of the tube full of NaK o.nd of the empty tube 

represent two limits between wlli ch are 1 o co. ted the equi vo.l ent 

resistance of the system tube -two phase mixture (5o - ioo12.13). 

The me.asurer.1ent of this last quantity leads to the resistance 

R" of the two-phase 1:1isture itself. ·;'{hen Il'' is plotted as 

a function of o< measured by the EU flowmeters, the representative 

curves look like hyperboles 

a.'+ b'O( 
for o( t_ 1 (figo9) o 

"" 

The experimental curves are close to those resulting frotl 

theoretical considerations of r.!axwell and r1.3.yleigh about the 

equivalent conductivity of a liquid-gas enulsion (10)o 

These curves denonstrate a dependence on temperature. The 

ordinate at the origin represents the resistance of the liquid 

metal column when o( = 0 (fig. 5) o 

Experimental noints show a good reproducibility but the method 

is not very sensitive when o( ~ 10~·~ . 

3o5 Theoretical model and associated shape factors 

The theoretical resistance between two potential pick-ups as a 

function of the temperature 

obtained from 

with 

and 

1 
R mth 

R" 

--
1 IC\ 1 n- o w. 
T 

1 
s 

0 

'I'll 

One obtains an equation of the form 

~ A 
I B + Co< 

( 11) 
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of which the representative curve is a section of a hyperbola 

for 0 ~ o( ~ · Oo65 (fig.10) • The ratio of the measured resist

ance to the calculated one is independent of the temperature 

(this is normal since the ratio is dimensionless and the 

temperature is taken into account by two factors 

R 
K = 

m 

Rmth 

The representative curve K = f ( o( flowmeters) looks like a 

second degree parabola (fig.11)o 

(14) 

The sh~pe factor K can be physically interpreted as the increasing 

of current line density around the gas bubbles. The shape factor 

is a function of the test tube geometry. The determination of 0( 

and thus of the quality x in a. two-phase flow and with the 

potential method assumes the knowledge by preliminary cali bra ti on 

of the shape factoro 

If K = f (o<) is knoW¥, .Rmth = f (o<) may be calculatedo It 

becomes possible to dertermine 

The measured value R 
m 

diagram to find o< • 

R 
1!1 

llv 
I 

(Of) 

is then used with the previous 

In the range of the temperatures studied such a method is 

accurate to 5%o Its extrapolation to higher temperature and for 

a mixture liquid metal-vapour needs a correction which is a 

function of the vapour electrical resistivity. 

How·ever, since the shape factor must be known by preliminary 

calibration, the potential method cannot give by itself 

quantitative resultso 

As a matter of fact, an accurate calibration implies the use 

of gas while the shape factor might be different for a stable 

system (emulsion) and for a system in thermodynamical evolution 

(liquid metal +vapour). 

3.6 ~-Attenuation (figo12) 

The measurements made allow the characteristic curve of 

~ attenuation as a function of void fraction to be defined to 
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However it i~:J!ery <!ifficult to get an idea of the accuracy and 

the reproducjbility of the methodo 

Several difficulties limit the use of this method to calibration 

measurements · 1 

- Weight. and space required for the installation (source with 

its shielding, collimators, integral line with cooling 

system; support and guides of the measuring systems), 

- Drift in time of the detection equipment 

Integration time 

- Importance of the test section geometry and of the ratio 

wall thickness to hydraulic diameter for getting a good 

contrast 

!,1easurement made in a plane and not in the volume. 

3o7 Void fraction versus guality (fig.13, 14) 

The quality x = Q' 
Q+Q' 

calculated from the parameters of the 

experiments using the EM flowmeters method, which gave satis

factory results, may be compared with the flowmeter valueo 

In the diagram o( = f 1 og x one obtains S curves with very 

low scatter. These curves differ significantly from those 

obtained by using the theory of Marchaterre-Hoglund (figo13)o 

A variation with temperature does exist (fig.14). 

4o Results about slip ratio 

4o 1 Relationships between S et c( 

Equation 7 gives the relation between S and o( 

s = X 

1 - >< 

p 
f' 

1-o( 
C>( 

(7) 

Marchaterre and Hoglund give their results in a diagram where 

Sis plotted versus the ratio of volumetric flow rates. As 
V2 
gD 

parameter they use the Froude number F 
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S. Levy uses the relationship 

o(= 
1 p' 

s2 
2 p 

Banis:off represents 0( by the equation 

where 

o(= 
s - 1 

KS - 1 

K = 0.71 - 0.00142 P t sa 

with P t = saturation pressure in the vapour phase. sa 

All these formulas have been established for 1mter and show 

the reciprocal dependance of S andO('. 

13.6 

(15) 

(16) 

( 17) 

Our tests are related to a stationary emulsion instead of a 

liquid vapour mixture in thermodynamic evolutiono Nevertheless 

the results are plotted on the same diagram used by ~~rchaterre 

and Hoglund (figo15). 

4.2 Results in the diagram S = f ( 1 x_ x f,) (Figo15) 

In relation to· the Marchaterre and Hoglund curves the representative 

curve for a given Froude number presents a minimum instead of 

increasing constantly with 0( • The cahracteristi cs of the test 

section allowed only quite low Froude numbers between o.a and 

3 to be studied and slip ratio up to 5 only to be obtained. 

These values are very far from those related to boiling 

conditions • 

For low values of ( 1~x :,) which corresponds to low values 

of D(, a raising of the curve is to be pointed out. This raising 

is to be compared to the similar one obtained on fig.5, also for 

low values of ol. The physical interpretation of this anomaly 

might be that for low values ofOC , a flow with single bubbles 

exists as opposed to a flow with groups of bubbles. In the last 

case, one measures and takes into account in the evaluation 

of San average value V' for the gas velocity. However in the 

case of low~, the absolute velocity of a single bubble is 

taken into account. 
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4.3 Gas velocity as a function of o< (fig .. 16 and 17) 

The study of the curves V 1 = f { 0( fl mvmeters) for different 

temperature levels demonstrates a singularity for o( ~ 10%. 

The r.Iarchaterre and Hoglund model is based on a gas velocity 

increasing regularly with o( • The tangent at the origin is 

13.6 

near of zero for this curve. However the present results indicate 

this tangent might be much more inclined., Illoreover, a correspond

ance does exist between this anomaly in the velocities and 

the remarks made for the curves of fig. 4 and 15 .. 

5o Comparison with the Lockhart and Mn.rtinelli model 

5.1 Theory 

Lockhart and ]Uartinelli have studied an 

constant quality along the test secti on (7) .. They compared the 

friction of the two-phase fl mr alone and the friction of the 

liquid alone flowing with the same flow rate as injection of air 

did not exist .. They plot their results in a diagram 

1 - IX = f (X) 

Our tests performed with an emulsion Argon-NaK with also a 

constant quality in the test section may be compared with the 

Martinelli -Lockhart results o 

5o2 Correlation parameters 

In our test, the liquid was always in turbulent flow while the 

gas was mosty in laminar conditions .. The common parameter of 

correlation is : 

X 

( !!i! ) dl g 

In the case of both fluids fl mring turbulently it comes 

= (.f:..)0 .. 1 

r' 
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In the case of.liquid turbulent and gas viscous the relation is & 

The curves 1 - o< = f (Xtv) O:re. plotted on fig.18. A diagram 

is ob.tained w·here the experimental points are below· the 

Lockhart-l\lartinelli curve. 

When the flow changes from bubble flow to slug flow· the curves 

breako To each reference flow rate corresponds one characteristic 

curve. Ho;·rever by plotting 1 -tX = f (Xtt) (fig.19) only one 

characteristic curve is obtained for all the experimental pointso 

This curve is always below the one of Lockhart-I.fartinellio 

Conclusion 

The results obtained on the emulsion NaK-Argon lead us to 

recommend the E!,f fl ow'meters method for measuring the void fracti ono 

It is indeed the best one for 107~ < o< < 50{'0 . 

It is interesting to complement it by a resistance .measurement 

either in order to use the mathematical model and ns associated 

shape factor or for determining the gas velocity. Further tests 

must be perfonned to improve the ((-attenuation method and to 

investigate the annular flow, which looks like the more likely 

flow· regime for the liquid metal boiling in reactor conditions. 

The present tests lead to the con:Clusion that for an emulsion 

Na.K-Argon the theoretical relationships between x and o<. do 

not agree well with the experimental results. 

The direct measurecent of the quality is then interesting. The 

simultaneous use of the EM flo1vmeters method and of the gas 

velocity method makes possible this direct determination. 

The flo1vmeters ensure the knowledge of 1>(., the voltage pick-up 

data yields V 1 and one obtains Q' = f' S
0 

V 1 o<as well as the 

quality Xo 
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Symbols 

Ct wetted perimeter 

D. internal diameter of the test tube 
1 

D outside diameter of the test tube 
0 

I emergent intensity of radiation beam 

Q mass flow rate of the liquid 

Q' mass flow rate of the gas 

Re Reynolds number of the liquid phase 

Re' Reynolds number of the gaseous phase 

R" electrical resistance of the emulsion .Argon NaK between 
two potential pick-ups 

RM equivalent electrical resistance measured between 
two potential pick-ups 

RT electrical resistance of the empty tube between two 
potential pick-ups 

S slip ratio 

S cross section of the tube 
0 

V liquid velocity 

v• gas velocity 

X Lockhart-Martinelli parameter 

f friction factor for the liquid 

f' friction factor for the gas 

l reference length 

s section of the tube wall 

X mass q11ali ty 

pressure drop 

Lockhart-hlartinelli parameter 

o( void fraction volume 

$ hydraulic diameter 
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f dyna.mi c viscosity of the liquid 

I 

~ dynamic viscosity of the gas 

f liquid density 

r' gas density 

~A electrical resistivity of Argon 

fNaK 
electrical resi sti vi ty of NaK 

rT electrical resistivity of tube 
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